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This document is Volume U of a two volume report describing the Re-
acVng and Multi-Phase (RAMP) Computer Code developed by the Advanced
Technology Systems Section. of Lockheed's Huntsville Research & Engineering
Center. Volume Il addresses the computer code along with the program input
and output. Volume I deals with the theory and numerical solution for the
computer code.
Documentation of the a omputer code was prepared in partial fulfillment
of contract requirements (Contract NAS9-14517) with the NASA-Johnson Space
Flight Center, Houston, Texas, in support of Space Shuttle related ex ►iaust
plume applications. The contracting officer's technical representative for
this study was Mr. Barney B. Roberts of the Aerodynamics Systems Analysis
Section.
The authors acknowledge the efforts of a number of individuals who
contributed to the development of the RAMP code. These include Dr. Terry
F. Greenwood and Mr. David C. Seymour of the NASA-Marshall Space Flight
Center; and Messrs. Robert J. Prozan, Jon A. Freeman, L. Ray Baker and
A. W. Ratliff of Lockheed-Huntsville. Ideas and suggestions for improvement
of the analysis are reflected by frequent consultation with these individuals.
Companion , documents to this report include a theory and numerical
solution document for the RAMP computer code; a report which describes the
modifications made to the NASA-Lewis TRAN72 computer code; and documenta-
tion of a one-dimensional solution which provides a supersonic startline for
the RAMP code. These documentation are, respectively:




• "Supersonic Flow of Chemically Reacting Gas-Particle Mixtures —
Volume I— A Theoretical Analysis and Development of the
	
F
Numerical Solution," LMSC-HREC TR D496555-I.
• "User's Guide for TRAN'7 2 Computer Code Modified for use with
RAMP and VOFMOC FlowfiLld Codes," LMSC-HREC TM D390409.
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Most solid rocket motor propellants contain metal additives which in-
crease the energy content of the system and also suppress combustion pressure
instabilities. The presence of these metal additives, however, results in
condensed products in the exhaust which can do no expansion work and thereby
reduce the effectiveness . of the nozzle. Also, the presence of liquid or solid
particles in the exhaust will contribute significantly to radiation and plume
i mpingement heating on structures which are either immersed or in proximity
to the exhaust plume. it is therefore important to know the physical properties
of both the solids and gases throughout the nozzle and exhaust plumes.
This report describes two computer programs which are applicable to
the analysis of chemically reacting gas-particle flow fields. The programs
are:
• The NASA-Lewis FORTRAN IV Computer Program for
Calculation of Thermodynamic and Transport Properties
of Complex Chemical Systems (TRAN72)
• The Lockheed Reacting and Multi-Phase Computer
Program (RAMP).
These programs are currently operational on the CDC, Univac and IBM
computers. To facilitate the use of the codes, they are constructed such that
automatic transmission of data to other computer programs is possible via
magnetic tapes.
Section 2 presents a description of the modifications made to the TRAN72
computer program to rneet the general requirements of Lockheed's .RAMP
program and provides instructions for operating the modified TRAN72 program.
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..and, resultant output for creation. of thermodynamic data for typical rocket
performance problems. No attempt is made here to report on the program
itself since this information is documented in Refs. 1 and 2.
Section 3 of this report discusses the RAMP program. included are;
• A discussion of the basic capabilities and limitations
of the program.
•. A user's input guide for the RAMP program.
• A description of the typical input/output for a two-phase
chemical. equilibrium flow problem; a single phase chemical,
equilibrium flow problem with free molecular considerations
and a single phase finite rate chemistry flow problem..
• A discussion of typical user problems and .possible fixes.
• A list of helpful hints and a presentation of example deck
set-ups
• A brief description of each of the basic routines in
functional groupings
• A detailed discussion of each individual routine used in
the program.
• Program overlay structure.
s A section of typical example problems including a statement
of the pi ,oblem, accompanying figure and sample input and
output.
The gas-particle capability has been incorporated into a streamline-
normal method of characteristics computer program (Ref. 3). Choosing
this.technique provides several important advantages in describing flowfields
which contain a gas-particle mixture not found in conventional method of
characteristics program. (Ref. 4), and at the same time, retains the same
sophistication and capabilities of these programs. First, the streamline-
normal method allows a data point on a particle limiting streamline to be
treated in the same fashion as a data point on a gas streamline. This greatly
simplifies the tracing of particle trajectories through the flow field. Also,
another important feature is the reduction in computer storage requirement
to identify the particle locations. . Flow fields containing shock waves (both
1-2
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right-running and left- running or in combination) can be analyzed in one
continuous operation, hence expediting the fowfield description of nozzles
and plumes or other complicated geometries..
These computer programs are extremely large and complex so that a
complete description of. them is not feasible in this report. 	 It is possible,
however, to utilize the programs with the information contained herein while
r	-. total understanding of the methods is made possible by study of the supporting
documentation.
The computer programs . are available for external distribution.	 Further
. information on obtaining the programs is available from the authors.
!
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USER'S INPUT/OUTPUT GUIDE FOR THE MODIFIED TRAN72
COMPUTER CODE
The TRAN72 computer program (developed by NASA-Lewis Research
Center (Ref. 1)) was synthesized by combining a program for the transport
properties calculation with the GEC 71 program (Ref. 2) for the thermo-
dynamic properties calculation. The TRAN72 program was subsequently
modified to meet the requirements of Lockheed's reacting and Multi-Phase.
(RAMP) Computer Program (Ref. 5). The requirements satisfied were:
(1) calculation of the theoretical rocket performance (for both equilibrium
and frozen compositions) during a "gaseous-only" expansion, after a two-
phase combustion chamber calculation; and (2) automated communication
of these properties to the RAMP program...
2.1 USE OF THE MODIFIED TRAN72 PROGRAM WITH THE RAM'
PROGRAM
Modifications were made to the TRAN72 chemical equilibrium calcu-
lational scheme in order to generate thermochemical data consistent with
the assumptions utilized in the RAMP program formulation. The assump-
tions being addressed in the RAMP program are:
• The total mass of the mixture is constant.
• The total energy of the ni.ixture is constant.
• The gas obeys the perfect gas law and is either chemically
frozen, in chemical non-equilibrium or in chemical equilibrium.
• There is no mass exchange between the phases.






In the modified TRAN72 calculational scheme, the chamber calculations
are performed initially with the condensed species considered, The total mass
and total enthalpy of the mxxture are then adjusted by removing the mass and
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enthalpy associated with the condensed species predicted to exist in the
chamber after combustion. The total mass adjustment is made by re-
moving the appropriate amount of mass of each of the elements which
comprise the condensed species that exist in the chamber. The total
enthalpy is adjusted by removing the enthalpy associated with the con-
densed species that exist in the chamber. Next, the adjusted elemental
mass balance relationships and the adjusted total enthalpy are referenced
to the adjusted total mass of the mixture. All condensed species are then
removed from the list of possiblo. products being considered by the program.
The chamber calculations and subsequent equilibrium chemistry expansion
are then made with. a gaseous -only. composition. When the thermodynamic
calculations are completed, the transport properties are calculated in the
manner described in Ref. 1. The resultant equilibrium chemistry expansion
and corresponding transport properties data are for the case in which there
is no heat transfer between the condensed and gaseous species during the
equilibrrum chemistry expansion process. To account for the effects of the
heat transfer that does take place between the condensed and gaseous species
,iur,ng the flowfield calculations, additional thermochemical data are required.
To generate the required data, the total enthalpy of the gaseous-only mixture
is perturbed (mass is held constant) and the thermochemical data calculational
-theme is repeated. The total enthalpy is repeatedly perturbed; the result
being an array of equilibrium expansion processes and corresponding trans-
port properties, each with a different degree of heat transfer between the
two phases.
Experience in thermodynamical modeling of rocket exhaust flows has
indicated that many chemical syr+::erns experience a transition from equi-
librium to frozen chemistry during the expansion process. The standard
TRAN72 program has an option to treat this problem. Under the pressure
freeze option the chamber and initial expansion calculations are made as-
suming equilibrium chemistry. At a predetermined pressure ratio (chamber
to local static), the chemistry of the systemm is frozen and the remainder of
the expansion is completed with frozen chemistry. With this option, the
transport properties are calculated as outlined in Ref. 1.
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The thermochemical and transport data are communicated to the RAMP
computer program automatically through the use of a magnetic tape (or rapid
access storage, i.e., disk, FASTRAN, etc.). Creation of the data tape (or file)
is accomplished by means of an additional subroutine (MOCDAT) added to the
TRAN72 program. Logic is provided in this routine for creation of a new
data tape (or file) and adding data to an existing Master data list. Each data
case must be identified with a unique case name which is subsequently used
by the RAMP (see card 8 of RAMP input guide) program to determine if
thermodynamic data are available. An additional namelist has been added
to the run stream to control use of the options available in the. MOCDA.T
subroutine.
The modified TRAN72 program is used to generate thermodynamic and
transport properties of the gaseous phase of the products of combustion being
considered in a two-phase flow analysis. Control of the program functiun for
this application is handled through three input groups: the reactant data cards,
the $INPT2 namelist, and the .$RKTINP .namelist. A detailed description -of
the standard TRAN72 program input is given in Ref. 1. Thermodynamic data
required for t"lis application are calculated using the RKT option under the
$INPT2 namelist. Selection of this option permits calculation of theoretical
rocket performance for both equilibrium and frozen compositions during ex-
pansions. The variables MOC2P, PARTHT, QDOTP and NQI have been added
to the $INPT2 namelist. The MOC2P variable controls the selection of the
two-phase flow analysis option (MOC2P=T). The variables PARTHT, QDOTP
and NQI control the selection (PARTHT=T) and use of the variable total en-
thalpy option when the effects of heat transfer between the condensed and
gaseous species are to be determined in a two-phase flow analysis. When
U,	 PART1?T=T, QDOTP is set equal to the amount by which the total enthalpy
of the gaseous only mixture is to be perturbed. NQI is set equal to the number
of QDOTP values input. The specific values of.the ratio of chamber to local
static pressures (Pc/P) at which thermodynamic and transport data are gen-
erated are input to the program in the $RKTINP namelist. The pressure freeze
option. is activated by setting the variable NFZ under the $RKTINP namelist
(	 Z-3
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equal to the number of the pressure ratio at which transition from equilibrium
to frozen chemistry is to occur. (The chamber is considered to be number
one, the throat number two, etc.), Freeze pressures may be the chamber
value or any supersonic pressure. No provision is made for freeze pressures
between chamber and throat. The parameters which are generally utilized by
the RAMP program are local Mach number, static pressure and temperature,,
isentro is coefficient (gamma),
	 weight, entropy,P 	(g
	
).	  	 Prandtl number,
viscosity, specific heat at constant pressure and the total enthalpy (gas only).
These parameters, with the exception of the total enthalpy, are calculated for
each value of (Pc/P) ratio by the program. A detailed descriv,' on of the logic
involved in the standard TRAN72 program computation is presented in flow
chart form in Ref. 1. This information can be consulted for an in-depth under-
.--,
standing of the calculational scheme.
	
To automatically create a tape for communication with the RAMP pro-
	 1
gram requires that one of the two tape-write options be selected (MOCT=T,
or MOCTF=T) under the $INPT2 namelist. The MOCT variable is utilized
when the thermochem data are to be run completely under the equilibrium
assumption. Tl-;- MOCTF variable is utilized when the thermochem data are
to be run completely or partially frozen. If one of these options is selected
an additional namelist, $TAPGEN, must be input to control the tape-write
function and the input of the case name card. The $TAPGEN data are input
	 }
after the $INPT2 data but prior to the case name card and $RKTINP namelist
	 k^
inputs. Table 2-1 summarizes the program variables added to the modified
TRAN 72 program.
Four example cases showing the required input format and resultant
output for creation of thermodynamic data for typical rocket performance
problems are presented in Table 2-2. Case i is the required input to perform
a calculation of theoretical :rocket performance for both the equilibrium and
frozen composition assumptions during an isentropic expansion. (No tape is
	 r
generated.) Case 2 is the same as Case 1 except that a tape for communica-
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ADDITIONAL INPUT VARIABLES FOR MODIFIED TRAN72 PROGRAM
$INPT2 NAMELIST





MOCT 1 L HREC F Selects tape-write optionif true for equil. run.
MOC2P 1 L HREC F Selects two-phase flow
analysis option if true.
MOCTF I L HREC F Selects tape-write option
if true for frozen and
pressure freeze options.
PARTHT 1 L TWOPAS F Selects variable total
enthalpy option if true
for two-phase analysis
run.
QDOTP . 26 R TWOPAS 0.0 Set equal to the amountby which the total enthalpy
of the gaseous-only mix-
ture is to be perturbed.
NQI 1 I TWOPAS 0 Set equal to the number
of ODGTP values in ut
$TAPGEN NAMELIST
IREAD i I --- 1 If equal 0, new data added
to master data tape list;
if equal I data written on
new data tape.
10 1 I — 8 Tape unit of old master
tape list.
1N 1 I — 10 Tape unit of new data tape.
Case Name Card
Format: 6A4
Routines modified from the original TRAN72 program are: LINK,MAINI
REACT, SEARCH, EQLBRM, ROCKET, RKTOUT, OUTI, TRANSP, OUT.
The values of QDOTP must always be input in ascending order (from the
most negative to the most positive).
When running multiple cases, the data of the last case must always he
placed on tape unit 10 if it is to be communicated automatically to the
RAMP or VOFMOC programs,
2-5
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during expansion (MOCTF=T). Case 3 is the required input format for
creation of thermodynamic data for use with the RAMP program (MOC2P=T);
a tape is generated for the equilibrium composition assumption during the
isentropic expansion (MOCT=T). (The effects of heat transfer between the
condensed and gaseous species are not determined.) Finally, Case 4 is the 	 )
same as Case 3 except that the effects of heat transfer between the condensed
and gaseous species are determined (PARTHT=T).
J
2.2 USE OF THE MODIFIED TRAN72 PROGRAM WITH THE VOFMOC
PROGRAM
The TRAN72 program has been modified to meet the requirements of
the RAMP computer program. The data tape (or file) created for commiini-
cation with the RAMP program contains additional data not required by the
VOFMOC program (Ref. 6). For that reason, the tape read statement and
format statement. in subroutines GASTAP and GASRD, respectively, must be
modified to read the additional data as "dummy" variables. The following 	 t
statements must be changed in the above subroutines before the data tape




Old Statement: I FORMAT (4A695XsA3r6X,I2*,.X01z')
New Statement: 1 FURMAT (6A4 , 5X s A 3 s 6X • I 2, 3X, I 2 )
9 Subroutine GASTAP^
Old Statement: 10 READ( 10) (BETA(  I ) i1 = 1  , 4) , I OF, 15
New Statement: 10 BEAU (10) ( BETA (I 1 s I =1 , 4) , L)U, UU, 1 Or= , I S
•	 nn
No other limitations are placed on the use of. the modified TRAN72 program.
r.
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EXA.MPLE Ct.SES SHOWING THE REQUIRED INPUT FORMAT
FOR CREATION or THERMODYNAMIC DATA FOR TYPICAL
ROCKET PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS
Case 1:	 Required input to perform a calculation of theroretical rocket
performance for both the equilibrium and frozen composition
assumptions during expansion. (No tape is generated.
RE AC T ANTS
H e*00	 1.00	 0*0	 GZ98 o I	 F
0 LI -00	 1000	 0*0	 62i)d 0 I!D
(Insert Blank Card)
NAMELISTS
k&T=T9PSIA = T9NA6t= 00019P=2O09O09UF=T91Vi1X=Uv0
;b L 04 D
$WNTINP
PLP'.71U @ 9 30 * stDO *j jU0 * 9 bOO * 9 1000 *9 5000 *	!:)0000 * 9 .10000C) o lt:^000009
$LNU
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6 L t + j L L C sm 	 :i Dij s, i; L
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CE -O .;z
wo
0	 ww	 0;.s- a E -4. a 8
ww; t;-v ".6 ito a wiss
"LL L* f. 0
L 4L LL t 4L	 ot w io a 41 --J ';	 L	 is
t. D 'A Zi L -3 op" 6%, wirlD L *wG f wL; siu' ;L '- io wL	 sj;,; m--o uw%iio u	 s. L	 V
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N	 PD^ I A	 m
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Resultant: Output for Case 1 (Cont'd
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Resultant Output for Case 1 (Cont'd)
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Resultant Output for Case 1 (Cunt .d)
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Case 2: Same as Case 1 except that a tape for communication with other
programs is generated for the frozen composition assumption
during expansion (MOCTF=T).
REACTANTS
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Table Z a•z (Cont 'd)
Case 3: Required input for creation of thermodynamic data for use with the
RAMP program (MOCZP=T); a tape .is generated for tho equilibrium
composition assumption during expansion (MOCT=T). (Tice effects
of heat transfer bt-tween the condpnsed and gaiiaous species are not
determined.)
REACTANTS
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Case 4t Same as Case 3 except that the affects of hest transfer between
the condensed and Easeous spectns are: d*torrained (PARTHT nT).'
PSACTANTS
Air lob	 166 	060	 5290015 F
C boo" H 109009 0 0 278 N 6264	 U004 -1aQ000 $298815 F
F2200	 0 360	 64	 -197,3000 S298616 F
C 6.15 H boV7 0 1.17 N 803	 1*v6 -2k1j000 "96615 F
N 160	 H 460 0 480
	
CL 160	 6VO60 -706900 5298815 F
OMIT	
ALl (Insert Blank ALL)	
A&A-L3151	 ALC1.34L1
OMIT	 ALNiibi	 ALN	 ALMA	 AL202
OM 1 T	 CC0
	
M-4	 CM	 W1t
GM 11	 CMS	 CM4	 COCL2	 CtCLit
OM I T	 C2H6	 C302	 Ce	 Cs

















LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH ENGINEERING CENTER
Resultant Output for Case 4
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L
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"l wo rm FAM -n4 m = = = = = = = = ^ m m ^ m
Resultant Output for Case 4 (Cont'd)
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J12/4S	 AL J 6/43 ALM 1 6/70 ALCL J 41 7 2 ALCLZ j 6170 ALCL3
J 6/70	 ALD J 9 14 4 ALOC4 _AL02 412168 ALC2W
1 6 /7 2	 AL20 4 4 172 AL2031S1 j 4/ 7 2 ALZ03CLP 1 3/61 CIS3 j 3/63 C
"7/69	 CEL 412/43 CCLZ .- j 3/61 CH20 _114jf4q Cw j 6164 Cum
70	 c"z j 4165 co 412165 COOL j T165 roz J12149 C2
-219957	 320000
-2Zf.272 - - 41.000.__-_
A
-s	 ;, •rl^'a't	 x^.'; '^+€!i.=e...r. ...«.st"39'9a?T.;, .'^.:r;Fr,;e^+--«: 	 `:''	 .--era :^xs.;? -xr__w !-ci'a^k'`?v.x'q•', ^ ':*.^r=,y;Ap
	
_	 t^
Resultant Output for Case 4 (Cont'd)
J 3/67 C2W	 - J_3/61 C2'i2 _...__.._
	
_ J 9/65 C2M'4 _. -- 	 _- J 3/67 C2N _—_--_----,1_ ]/61 t2112
? •'SS C$C,	 J;2/69 C3
	
J 6192 CL	 .t 6/66 CLEW
	 .1 6/61 CL'J
A. 1 	__-J 9 /bS_ C L 2 	 ,4 17 _1,0 .CL, ? Q..,.,,,,,...---
	
d 3160 rr	 J itLv; rcri
JIV 70 FECL2	 J 6/65 FECL3151	 616S FECL34i.)	 J 6/65 FECL3
	 J 6/65 FED t5)
J 4#4 65 - FEOiL I -- .-__-_. J 9/61, FEO- _-- . ^1 - A/66 _
 iED2k2CSl
	
-. _. Ji g /66--FCO211Z_- -----___J. 6,1 66 vE*31#3tc;
J12/70 F£2CL 4 	J 6 /65 FE203151 -
	
J 6/65 FE304fS1	 J 9165 A	 J ^t/6i wAt_0
J 1/4c4 -MCI --	 --- L12/6 9 4t[W - - - ____	 - - - J12f70- MCO . - ---- ---J12/70 --14404 . -	 J 3/43 --Muo
J 6143 MI402
	 J 6/6 ,
 HNO3	 J 3/64 4102	 J 3/61 M2
	 J 3141 420
I- ? «a k 70?	 _1 3 1*1_ 11	 .1sj2Q NCO	 J12 .l7..I Nu	 i0i145_^!aL
J 9/65 flit`	 J 6/63 440
	
J12/65 NOCL	 J t/49 MO2
	
J12/65 NO2CL
- J1214 +4 - Mai	 -_-	 '1 9165 -N2 --	 12/65-..M2li'3
	 4 42*(*%_ M20-	 9.464 M204
J12170 N3	 J 6162 0	 J12/70 ON	 J 9/65 02
	 J t /63 03
LIS T Or CONDENSED SPECIES FROM SElR:k 	 ---	 - -
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__ --
	 -._--- - - -	 --.---. 	 __ .__
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ENTRALPr	 --	 - - - ---
	
"PRA 2 f__	 _ ___-_- {{PP ( 11
	
___ __	 MSUBC
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- -	
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f4	 0	 __..._ _K.._— __ -- FE
-110940	 -9aO63 -19 *674 
-13-305 •11+197
-'i^3+3^0 .---0 90965 -17989♦ . ^+1;081'1--.-150216
^94i1YSri!'W^^^sss^"u"^F1S^+jai'iF(^:••^-^"-v"c^ °i^aa^i'^J..^d"z^aeiie^ii^vsauunm^a-31ao-n^m.E
Resultant Output for Cabe 4 (Cant Id)
7 KE0 4Ey ICAL
PC	 ss:^a JD-Ps [A_ ^----
CASE NG O 	i
CMCKICAL FMIULA
-F4E-L---i4. 1-.ghcc




E011IUVRIu% COmPOS1110M DURI N G EXPAKSTO*:
_--^----	
_-^ ----	 - - -	 ---
WIT-FRACT104------ ENENGV- -MATE-- - TEM P
1599 NOTEI






nanFUEL	 C	 6.85 400	 m 1 0• 04900
	
0 0=7800	 N •2&400 01200 • 12000.000 S 295.ig OcoeeFUEL	 FE- 2.00000
	 -. Q -3.40000- ----- _- ---	 4100406 -.v4vT30D .00Q -.-
	 S MOS.- .Stf00-_FU€L	 C	 6015000	 M 6 997000	 0 1s 17 COO	 N .030012 001160 •24300.000 5 298015 01?OOVFUEL
	 - 1.o aool: ^1.00aca---- o0caa -- tL...^.OraGDa--- — ^^^eoa -_._^^.aia.oac S. 291.15 - -	 •. t^Gi30
r Qz _	 .Once^ preer^l F U,FLsfOfi . ARna fO1! -Li1J6_EutE Dlttfin 	 1.077	 ME&rlAkT 0 NSjTTs
7^[
S
¢ CNA"OFA ...-.-T"It0AT - _-Lxt T.-
	 - - -- ------
/	 1.0.000 -
6 fit










ns	 =^. .nal._ at 	 7m	 3-14A -
To i0tV /0LP1T	 •1.018766
^i
S CP, CAU /




------ _	 - -- --- ---- -_	 ---- - -
_. - - -SON	 W EL #M/SEC	 106,408
z^ MULE	 F
R AC T IONS.._-	 --	
- -- ---- - -	 --	 - - ----	 - -
	 _	
... :0000------ --	 -- -- - --^-- -- --- --
	 - - ---------
..	 _	 _._	 _
31 '
n !IL .88818 --	 --	 --	 -...-__-	 - - -----^--	 --- --- -_ __	 _-- - - -	 -
S ALCL
	 .00946
rn-ALCL2	 •GOlyO ---- - --,	 - -- - -- -
	 - - —_ _ _ - -- -- ------ - --
	 __AL:L3
	 600012




a_c^ 11 	-	 *67!137 -
+^ ^^2	 . u13pv3
fL^'2H
-- • --^--












Resultant Output for Case 4 (Cont'd)
FELL




















x MASS OF ELEMENTS B EING REMOVED FOR TWO PH ASE CALCULATION 4KG'CIP SPECIE /KG OF MIXTURE)C
z
















CCL CCL2 C"Zo CH CNN Coo
	 C2
G ;m	 c-I us C- SHN	 r, -*a r5w% . vn C -1 rl rim PLAD	 2-1 "
FECL3151	 rECL39L) FECL3	 FEO[S) FEC(L) FE02H245) 1FE03H3(S) FE2CL4 FE203CS1	 r1304i91
HALO	 -HNO..- ---- ACO
,NUCL	 NO2 NO2CL	 NO3 N2m4 N20 62014 N3
NO T E, *EIGkt FRACTION Of FUEL IN TOTAL FU ELS AND OF OX104NT I N TOTAL 0110ANTS
ADJUSt r e	 ALU"r, XSUSO
	
1931-*133
!--E M ENTAL.	 M AS S	 VALUES AFTER TWO PM4SE CONRECTION
43'AL	 ---o' f 3149-03
c
t%w sm 9=





Ai aUsi	 HAS 4ESM GU I T190 FROM-AtODUCTS-LIST- 1t0&-T*A-PA"	 LCUL0 0116
As	 wAft grym om*lZrn rgj3M PejapiTCTc j - g 4tT vne Tan 0"A ltir PAI rtil ATVRIU-c
HAS	 V
M11S-SEE"941TED FAML-PRORUC-ISA43T-FDR-129L-PHA SF, -CALCULATMS
rep i lies	 UA9SVEN QwjTTrn F*QM PROMI&TS 1 11ST I= 12D Pw A ftc CAI F-111 A.Tielms
- -AAI- SEEN -ONIT TED 
-PACK -tJq .ODUCTS .-LISL-FQ"PAL-"iSE-CALCULAtIO NS
FE02mals)	 WAS SEEN QMjjjfQ FR.QN PRODUCTS LIST FOR TVQ PHASC CALCUL&YIQMS
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A precise knowledge of local flow properties in nozzles and exhaust
plumes is necessary for performance, radiation, attenuation, heat transfer
and impingement analyses. The reacting and multiphase (RAMP1 computer
program is designed to give detailed £lowfield information in the supersonic
region of a reacting multiphase cwo-dimensional or axisymmetric flow field.
The boundaries of the flow field may be solid such as in a nozzle or "free"
such as in a plume. The analysis may be utilized therefore to predict per-
formances as well as plume characteristics of a given engine system. A
printed record of the program results is given for user inspection while a
binary tape is provided for subsequent manipulation by other analyses. A
transonic solution taken from Ref. 7 is also provided internal to the program.
The flow of a gas-particle mixture is described by the equations for
conservation of mass, conservat on of momentum and conservation of energy.
In the gaseous phase the state va, • iables P, p, R and T are related by the equation
Of state while for the particulate phase the equations are for the particle drag,
particle heat balance and the particle equation of state. Development of these
equations is based on the following assumptions-
1. The particles are spherical in shape.
2. The particle internal temperature is uniform.
3. The gas and particles exchange thermal energy by convection
and radiation (optional).
4. The gas o'_ _ys the perfect gas law and is either frozen and/or
in chemical equilibrium, or is in chemical non-equilibrium.
5. The pressure of the gas and the drag of the particles contribute
to the force acting on the control volume.
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b. The gas is inviecid except for the drag it exerts on the particles. 4
7. There are no particle interactions.
8. The volume occupied by the particles is negligible.
9. There is no mass exchange between the phases.
10. A discrete number of particles, each of different size or chemical
species, is chosen to represent the actual continuous particle
distribution.
i
11. The particles are inert.
i	 y
The supersonic two-phase solution accepts the starting line provided by
the internally calculated transonic solution as well as other pertinent data
supplied through the read function. The equations of motion under the assump-
tions just listed are hyperbolic and permit the use of a forward marching
scheme; a streamline normal grid structure is employed where the step
lengths in the axial and radial directions are under program control. Both
BCD (printer) and unformatted binary output tapes are produced. A Pra,adtl-
Meyer expansion of the gas phase and a free boundary calculation are employed
to treat the plume flow solution. The run is terminated when prespecified
problem limits are reached.
The two-phase flow analysis will treat an extrei..ely wide range of
operating conditions. With few exceptions the limitations are imposed by the
theory rather than numerical can si.derations. In this discussion dimension
statement sizes which are arbitrarily set are not considered a limitation.
The true limitations are:
Y
• Supersonic regions influenced by embedded subsonic 	 4
regions.
• Vacuum or limiting expansion limitation — a small
region of the expansion fan for a vacuum expansion
cannot be treated where the Mach number is so large
that treatment by continuous flow assumptions becomes 	 s











• For two-phase flow the lower boundary can only be
horizontal (i.e., nozzle centerline).
A complete derivation of the governing equations are available in
Volume I of this report. The characteristic equations employed in this
analysis are given in Table 3- la and 3-lb, and a list of symbols is provided
in Table 3-2.
A free molecular flow calculation has been provided as an option which
permits treatment of the rarefied regions of the plume. As the gas expands
it first freezes out the vihrational and rotational modes. During this transi-
tion the characteristic equations continue to be employed but the equation of
state is modified. At translational freezing, however, the solution switches
to an effective source solution. The stream lines are considered straight
and the velocity constant. Conservation of mass then determines the density
while other properties are found from the equation of state.
Each of the subroutines comprising the RAMP program is listed in
}	 Table 3-3, The subroutines which call and are called by the particular2r
routine as well as a brief statement regarding the function of the routine are
c
also included in the table. Routines which have an asterisk in the description
^r
column are taken from the Ref. 7 analysis.
Tables 3-4a and 3-4b present a flow chart of the main routines in func-
tional groupings for the equilibrium and finite r?te versions. To attempt to
completely flow chart the entire program would probably transmit less infor-
mation than that given in Table 3-4 since it would be extremely complex and
bulky. The functional flew chart in conjunction with Table 3-3 and the pro-
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Table 3-la
ZNTHALPY-ENTROPY-VELOCITY FORM OF THE COMPATIBILITY EQUATIONS FOR GAS-PARTICLE
FLOW ,FOR CHEMIGAL EQUILIBRIUM AN p jOR FROZEN FLOW APPLiCATIONSI
B The variabiss q . 0 . H. S. p) , uj , vJ , hJ completaly deltas the gas-particle flow at a given location
in the now flsld.




and the compatibility equations which apply along gas streamlines area
	
dH - T dig +J f Ql Aj IN - uj) + tan$ (v - V41 dx	 0
Jul
(C R) NP
T dig 	P.j	 pi A l H J dx x 0
J11
where	
]	 1	 f(	 t8i s pr7, lq • /1gj - y 'Aq^+ C f (T j -Tl+A' iTj l^^(Ifi-ajT4 If
A j = 
and
CJ a k Gj
vtj
• The slope of the Mach lines is given by
d a tan(870)
and the compatibility equation s which apply along each Mach line are:
do + S-o, ,ta
 dq * mina coma dS * coed dH # dd min8 sina dxq	 P	 y cos(8+01
NP	 8 j} 
2coo (
dx	 P  Aj ± (v - vjl com (8 +o1 + (u - uj ) sinf9 + a) + 
q e{na] - 0A  9+ j 1
• The particle streamline direction, e j , is given by
1= 7 = tone } j 11, NP
u
and the compatibility equations which apply along particle streamlines are;
uj du j = Aj N - o i l dx j a 1, NP
((((
	 aj dvj = Al (v - A dx j = 1, NP
uJ dhj = -[3 A j C J ( T j - T) +—'[ OJ 1 T j14 - a j T41 dx j = 1, NP
• One additional equation for particle density is derived using the integral equation for particle
mass eonservatinn
dtinj a ( 2x) 8
 Aj uj fy j 16 d yj - vj (Y116 'j;
and 5 takes cc the values
6 - 0 for ,2 dimensional flow
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Table 3-tb
PRESSURE -DENSITY - VELOCITY FORM OF T4E COMPATIBILITY EQUATIONS FOR GAS - PARTICLE
FLOW (FOR CHEMICAL NON-EQUIL113RIUM AND TRANSITION FLOW APPLICATIONSI
• The variables q, 0, P. p, I), uj , vj , hj completely define the gas-particle flaw at a given location in the
flow field
• The slope of the gas streamline, 0, is given by
dx a tang	(3,11
and the compatibility equations which apply along gas streamlines are;
NP




dip - a2 dp+u dx.'EPJ Aj B1d x e 0	 (3,141
j-I
and
	pudXi - wl dx = 0	 i-1, NO
• The slope of the Mach lines (left running .haracterIsties and right running characteristics)
to given by
= tang +a)dx
and the compatibility equations which apply along each Mach Iine are-
NP
At d 8120 sin4 rix 	dxdB +seta z +	 ± 2	 ^ pj Ai + (v - v j) cos (0 7a)Pq	 y cos(g +a)	 pq cos(9 +a)	 —j=1
dx 
N
Bj	 Cp R - 1	 gi gI




• The particle streamline direction, O j , is given by
dx - vj = tanB j 	j = i, NP
uj
and the compatibility equations which apply along particle streamline@ are;
u j duj = Ai
 (u - uj) dx	 j = 1, NP
uj dvj s Aj (v - vJ ) dx ( j = 1, NP
uj dhj = - ^^ Aj C J (T j - T) + ^f 
d
1^''1 ( Tj )4 - «j T4^ l dx	 j = I, NP
• One additional equation for particle density is derived using the int
!ll
egra equation for particle
mass conservation
dmj	 luid(21r)d pi 
	
(yji dyj - vi (A d dxj^
and d take s
 on the values
d = 0	 for 2 dimensional sow
1	 for axisymmetric .low
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Svmbol Englis Metric Description
Ai I/sec l/sec Defiaed in Table 3-1
Bi ft 2 /sec 2 m. 2 /sec 2 Defined in Table 3-1
Cj ft 2 /sec 2 /'R rn?/sec Z / 0 K Defined in Table 3 -1
C ftZ/sec2/OR mZ/sec'/"K Gas specific heat at constant
p pressure
ej None None Emi s 6 ivity LJ
fj None None Drag coefficient parameter(C 
D/CD Stoke s
Gj None None Nubbelt nur.,^.^-er parameter
(Nu/NuStokes)
H ft 2 /sec 2 m Z /sec 2 Total Enthalpy
hi ft?-/sec?- m 2 /sec 2 Particle enthalpy
mi 3slug//ft 3kg/m thMass density of a j	 particle
NP, NG None None Number of particle sizes, number
of gaseous species
Pr None None Prandtl number
q ft/sec m/sec Velocity
R
2	 2ft /sec /'R Z	 2 0m /sec	 K Gas It constarit" (universal gas
constant/molecular weight)
ri ft m Radius of a j th particle
S






0 K Static temperature
Tj 0R 0K Particle temperature
U ft/sec m/sec Gas axial velocity component
v ft/sec m/sec Gas radial velocity component
Uj ft/sec m/sec Particle axial velocity
vi ft/sec m/sec Particle radial velocity
Y, X ft m Radial, axial coordinates
3-6
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LIST OF SYMBOLS ( Continued) '
Symbol English Metric Description
T o oR OK Local total temperature
To 0 0 Reference total temperature ? .*
R?
s
a rad rad Mach angle
a3 None None Accommodation coefficient r
y None None Isentropic exponent
pq ft/sec m/sec q - qj
8 None None U — two-dimensional,
1 — axisyrnmetric
6 rad rad Flow Angle
v lbf - sec/ft2 kg/ran sec Gas viscosity
p slug/ft 3 kg/m3 Density
p^ slug/ft3 kg/m3 Particle density (jam particle
size)
a ft2 /sec 3 mZ/sec3 Stefan-Boltzmann constant
µ.
i
Not used cal/gm Chemical potential of specie i
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Table 3-3
RAMP PROGRAM SUBROUTINE LIST
Calls Following Called by Following Description
Routine ( s) Routine(g)
- 27
-
18,31 log-log interpolation routine
82, 98, 116, 44, 22 74 iterative solution of area ratio as a function
of Mach number
98, 21, 106, 83, 94 95 determines flow regime from Knudsen
number
- - block data routine
47 7, 30, 49, 55, 70, 71, 74, 95 provides radial dimension and angle of
bounding wall at given axial station
41, 6, 23, 46 70, 72, 92 locates wall point when a shock wave is
near a wall
77, 98, 12, 84, 111 72.89. 91, 92 solves an interior point compatibility equa-
tion for a downstream shock wave point
- 27
93, 69, 35, 31 70, 95 adds points to or deletes points from the
solution as necessary
1o2, 85, 88 56 computes the species net rates of pro-
duction as functions of temperature,
density and gas composition
^ 8, 55,9S computes coefficients used in solution of
the two -phase compatibility equations
35, 69, 41, 77, 31 55, 95 computes the particle flow properties
- 24, 115 computes the turning angle through an
oblique shock wave
- dummy routine not presently used
112 computes the dot product of two vectors
^ 31,77 computes the drag coefficient for the solid
particle using Kliegel
2 31, 60, 65, 77, 107 computes the drag coefficient for the solid
particle using Crowe
40, 74, 108, 70 51 driving routine for main program flow
- 81 calculates Mach number from pressure
and entropy
106 4, 24, 26, 31, 34, 52, 63, computes Mach number from velocity
65, 70, 73, 77, 78, 81, 82,
87, 89, 91, 109, 111, 115
- 3, :,4,	 115 computes entropy rise across gas shock
wave
- 7, 33, 34 , 41, 5Z, 55, 70, . ,utine prints various error messages as
72, 81, 82, 89, 90, 9I, 92, for the appropriate flag from the calling
100, 106, 109, 110 routine
98, 21, 75, 83, 22, 14,	 61, 63, 90, 91, 92, 109 computes properties downstream of shock
115 wave
55, 41, 93, 77, 6I 70 computes the flowfield points near an
expansion corner
96, 118, 106, 75, 21 98 routine used in determination of local
dependent state properties
1, 9.68 45
- 60, 65, 107
- 34, 55, 95 determines the Newtonian impact pressure
on plume free boundary
6, 43, 41, 117, 35, 70 computes flowfield properties in the free
69, 61, 62 molecular flow regime
2, 69, 98, 111, 106, 10, 13, 71, 95 interpolates for flow properties between
21, 75, 97, 18, 17 two data points
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Table 3-3 (Continued)
Subroutines 'calls Following Calls,! by Following Description
No. Name Routiae(@) Routine(s)
33 GASTAP 36,23.39 32 subroutine which read* gas properties from
Y.
tape and outputs on tape
34 HYPER 98. 75,21, 29, 63. 44,
loo,105,23 70 determines hypersonic back pressure at
corner
35 MMPFP 86 10, 13, 30, S5, 66, 70. 78, function to compute the particle storage
79,96 location within the PFPARY array
36 IDMTAB 32,33,73 function tc compute gas property storage
locations within the TABB array
37 IDMXSi 32 function to compute gas interpolation param.
eter storage locations within XSIDIM array
38 IDTAPZ; 96 32 writes ideal gas properties on data tape
39 IMPUT 93 33 reads chemistry Input data for finite rate
case
40 INITP 40 initializes data arrays and control variables,
mete convergent criterion
41 INRSCT 23 7. 13.25,30,55,70,71,72, solves for the intersection of two straight
79, B1, 9t, 92, 95 lines
42 INTEGR 69,112 53 integrates conservation equations along
normal
43 ITERM 3o,70 decide@ whether line should be terminated
due to problem limits being exceeded
44 ITSUB 3, 34, 5Z, 58, 63, 71, 76. general purpose Iteration control routine
81, 82, 87, 89, 90, 91. 92, solves function of one variable
100, 104, 105. log
45 JAMES 27,57 65
46 KIKOFF 7. 106,110 provides proper termination -card reads,
tape writes for internally detected errors
47 LACRNG 6 Interpolates for r, 0 as a function of x
when wall points are input
48 LEGS 57
49 LIMITS 6 70 determines whether current boundary equa-
tion still applicable
50 LIPIN 82,111,98 74 prepares initial data surface for simple
options
51 MAIN 19 driver program
52 MASCON 62,21, 83,44, Z3 74 determines atartline data from mass
conservation, linear Mach number
variation
53 MASSCK 42,69 70 Integrates mass flow, datermi-ies cumu-
lative error in mass flow
54 MAXTIM 62,70 Univac 1106 system routine for checking run
time against input variable for cutting off
run before maxtime is reached
55 MOCSOL 77,69, 35, 105, 75, 25 solves the characteristic equations in con-
41.6, 84, 13, 56, 29, tinuous regions. calling arguments control
81, 1 is, 1Z, III, Z3. type of solution i.e., upper boundary, lower
T 93 lyboundary, Interior. single phase on.
56 NEWENT 11 55,95 computes entropy and anthalpy/OF change
along a streamline
57 NEWT 48 45
.4- 58 NORSCK 104,44 61 calculates pitot total pressure for finite rate
case
59 NUSNUP dummy routine presently not "ad
60 ONED Z8.18 65
61 OUT 64, 58, 24, 98, 75, 77, 25,30,70,91 performs bulk of printed output function;
112,69,93 outputs are flowfield data points
62 OUTBIN 54,69,97 3G,70 performs unformatted binary output of flow-
field data on a magnetic tape
410 3-9
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Routin0 ( a)	 Routine(al
98, 21, 24, 75, 44,	 34
111, 69, 35
-	 6I, 65, 67, 73
60, 45, 80, 28, 18, 	 108
114, 107, 64, 93, 98,
21,106




85	 10, 13, 3{„ 31, 42, 53, 55,
61, 62, 63, 66, 70, 71, 73,
77, 78, 79, 95,101
93,77,61,53,101,	 I9
62, 6, 109, 21, 103,
75, 92, 95, 54, 49, 7,
69, 35, 41, 91, 10, 30,
98, 111, 43, 79, 78, 25,
34, 81, 113, 100, 23
69, 46, 98, 44, 31, 77, 89, 91, 92, 95
6, 111
7,41, 23, 98, 111, 8	 92
64, 96, 36, 98, Z1, 69 74
73, 32, 86, 6, 3, 52, 	 19
50, 66, 67
24, 26, 31, 34, 55, 61, 63,
66, 70, 77, 78, 81, 83, 87,
89, 91, 115
44	 105
98, 106, 21, 75, 69,
	
8, 13, 25, 55, 61, 70, 71,
97, 17,18	 79, 92, 95
98, 100, 111, 21, 106, 70
75, 105, 93, 69, 35
69,41, 35, 77	 70
-	 65, 107, 114
98, 96, 113, 20, 75,
	 55, 70.95
21, 44, 23
98, 96, 113, 21, 44, 	 3, 50,52, 66
23
75	 4, 24, 52, 115
-	 8, 55, 95
-	 11, 35, 69, 93
102,98	 74
98, 21, 75, 44	 65
-	 11









reads gas and particle flow properties from
tape or cards
reads input and sets up data table of particle
T versus h
a
computes the particle property data storage
location and retrieves data from the PFPARY
array
this subroutine performs the overall control
for the entire flowfield solution, selectively
calling thm a calculations which are perti-
nent to the particular mesh construction as
well as the highest level logic routine com-
bining point or limited region solutions into
an entire field solution
computes intersection of physical character-
istics with a "normai ' data line
computes intersection of characteristics
wit,L "normal" at a downstream shock point
this rouV.ie outputs the input data
this routine provides the control for all input
functions by selectively calling pertinent in-
put routines and/or calls transonic solution
comnutus pressure as a function of Mach
number and entropy
computes pressure as a function of velocity
and enthalpy
calculates and stores gas and partial , de-
pendent variables as a function of the code-
pendent flow variables
provides overall control of Prandtl-Meyer
corner calculation
computes flow properties at a particle limit-
ing intersection with a plume boundary
iterative solution for Mach number as a
function of pressure
Iterative solution velocity as a function of
Mach number
density as a function of Mach number
rotational term in method of characteristtcs
equation
Univac 1108 machine language routine to
access temporary storage
computes 1-dimensional star line properties
for a Constant startline property finite rate
case
computes entropy as a function of pressure,
total enthalpy and velocity
solves a set of N simu:tanaouslinear equa-
tions using the Gauas -Gordan reduction algo-
rithm with the diagonal pivot strategy
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Table 3-3 (Continued)
Subroutines Calls Following Called by Following
No. Name Routinelm) Routine(s) Description
q; 90 SOKFLX 24,44, 23, 98, 111 - computes the flow properties downstream of
a reflected shock
91 SOKINT 21, 41, 95, 23, 61, 24, 70 computes the flow properties at the inter-
Ill. 109, 75, 44, 71, section of shock waves of the opposite family
8, 89, 98
92 SOKSOL 41, 95, 111, 24, 98, 70 provides control for a shock point solution
72, 71, 8, 44, 7, 23,
77
93 SPCTX 85 10, 25, 39, 55, 61, 65, 66, reads from or writes on data files the
70, 78,9S species mole fraction for each point (finite
rate version only)
94 STGMOD - 4 computes gas thermodynamic properties in
the transition flow regime
95 STRNOR 93, 69, 35, 77, 111, 70, 91, 92 this subroutine provides the regional control
41, 89, 7I, 31, 13, for the streamline/normal solution.	 It ham
84, 56, 1Z, Z9,4, 81, a lower level of logical control than PHASEI
113, 10,6 (70) being interested only in determining the
location and flow properties of a single new
mesh paint
96 TAB - 26, 32, 38, 73, 81, 82, 98, eomputea the thermodynamic data storage
108 location and retrieves data from the TABS
array
97 TEMTA.B - 31, 62, 77 performs table lookup for particle T = f(h)
or h = f(T)
98 THERMO 96, 26, 99 3, 4, 8, 24, 31, 34, 50, 61, provides control of interpolation of gas
63, 65, 66, 70, 71, 72, 73, thermodynamic and transport properties
77, 78, 61, 82, 86, 87, 90,
91, 92, 100, 109, 115
99 THERM1 102, 105 98 computes gas properties as a function of
total enthalpy, velocity, temperature and
species rrnle fractions
100 THETPM 98, 106, 105, 44, 23 34, 70, 78 th.!i subroutine evaluates Prandtl-Meyer
equation
101 THRUST 69, 11? 70 starting line integration and wall pressure
integration are performed here
102 TKEY 11, 86, 99, 104, 105 computes and interpolates thermodynamic




66, 70, 113 computes temperature as a function of
Mach number
104 TOFENH 102.44 58 computes temperature as a function of total
enthalpy and velocity
105 TOFH 102, 44, 76 35, 55, 78, 99, 100 computes temperature as a function of total
enthalpy, velocity and species mole fractions
106 TOFV 23,46 4, 21, 26, 31, 65, 77, 78, computes temperature as a function of velocity
100
107 TRACE 80, 28, 16 65
108 TRANS 96'.55 19
„ 109 TURN 98, 21, 110, 24, 44,
111,23
70,91 computes shock angle and downstream
properties for known turning angle
110 UOFEM 23,46 66, 109, 11I Mach angle as a function of Mach number
111 UOFV 110, 2l 8, 31, 50, 55, 63, 70, 71 Mach r ngle as a function of velocity
72, 78, 90, 91, 92, 95, 109
112 VEMAG 16 42, 61, 101 computes magnitude of a vector
113 VOFEM I03 55.',0, 81, 82.95 computes velocity as a function of Mach number
114 WDGI 80 65
115 WEAK 98, 21, 75, 83, 22, 24 computes properties downstream of an ideal
14 gamy shock wave
p	 it
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3,24	 ono-dimensional mass flow as a function of
area relation
30	 computes area bounded by two data points
Z6, 32	 computes storage location and retrieves data
from the XSIDIM array
-A
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BASIC RAMP FLOW CHART BROKEN DOWN INTO FUNCTIONAL GROUPINGS
FOR THE EQUILIBRIUM CHEMISTRY VERSION






rantrnl variable input/output gas thermodynamic and
initialization transpurl property data









input particle table 	 1	 I calculate single
r-------1 r-------^ 1 phase start line
LIPIN
OUT PARTPH1 1 (




TRANS PARTIL I1 input start line I1
11`
L
MASSCK calculate two-phase 1l	 I
L__—,---^
calculate thrust and






II	 LIMITS 1I determine if boundary equations 	 I W DGI
1



















1 	 I1	 1
calculate free -molecule Row
lscl0
'F"'t
	 _a	 r :•,•s--•.per-.r,t	 _	 1-7' ,
Provides overall program control
r------ -I Input/output gas thereto-
. I	 MAINI dynamic and transport
t	 I	 Control variable property data for sfirtline
Control overall I	 init ialization n
supersonic solution [	 DRIVERI
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-._..	 ....-._41 I	 CASTAP	
I
PHASE [ ----tData input control
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l
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MOGSOL I	 [ t	 rCiiEM I	 t LIMITS 1 Determine if boundarye u►.tions have been	 y PARTIN	 I	 Input startiineL^ 1n (^
_	 I exceeded
i I	 4----T-^ ITERM
ESHOCK rj PRFRar? Particle limiting streamline l
ONED
t HYPER
 intersection with boundary I	 PARTIL
L---
rAM>;SS	 I	 Calculate two-OVERE%	 i "'I I	 phase atartline
S^ t ve for species
- TRAG'E
THETPM l along gas stream- t
1 .-_.-..-_....._.^......•^------I Lino I
I
I
Calculate corner properties i -^
=ST;tM
Table 3-4h - Basic RAMP Flom Chart Broken Down into Functional Groupings for the Finite Rate Chemistry Version
r:	
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3.1 CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS
The RAMP computer program described in this document can be used
to solve a wide variety of problems associated with real gas, supersonic,
compressible flow. Some of the more important, basic capabilities of the
Ei existing program are outlined below:
• The gas may be ideal or real. 	 If the gas is real; frozen,
equilibrium, or non-equilibrium chemistry assumptions
can be made.	 The effects of oxidizer fuel gradients may
be considered.
• Two-dimensional or axisyrrnzetric flow problem geometries
can be used.
Both	 lower boundaries	 be solid or free. (A• upper and	 can
soli r'. boundary can be approximated by either a conic or
polynomial equation.) (Two-phase problems require the
nozzle centerline as a lower boundary).
• A nozzle wall may be curve fit with discrete points.
• Compression corners on the upper wall can be calculated.
• Any number of expansion corners can be considered on
either the upper or lower wall.
• Various methods for obtaining an initial start line are 
utilized.
A
- 1. The program will calculate a one-dimensional
+,r
start line anywhere in the nozzle.
2. The program will --alculate a start line at points
within the nozzle necessary to conserve mass.
3. Data on a normal surface can be input at points
across the flow field within the nozzle or in the
plume.
4. An exit plane startline can be punched.
- 5. The program can be restarted from the startline
punched in 4 above.
M[N
• Hypersonic or c.-tiescent approach flow options may be
n used.
:► s Exit to ambient pressure ratios from over-expanded to
highly under-expanded are possible.
• Displacement of the axis of symmetry from the center
of flow (i.e., the plug nozzle flow field) is possible (for
gas only cases).
g^ 3-15






Due to computer core size limitations the code presently
consists of two versions: (1) an equilibrium chemistry
version, and (2) a finite rate chemistry version.
	
The
finite rate version has all the capabilities of the equi-
librium programs with the following exceptions:
1 1. Free molecular flow ^	 {
Z. Shock Waves
It is anticipated that one version will be released at a
J
later date.
. • The equilibrium version which accompanies this docu-
mentation will handle only attached (over-expanded I	 i
nozzles or compression corners) right-running shocks(see sketch below).
	 The logic for calculating left-running
shocks, and coalescing shocks is in the code but has not tbeen thoroughly checked out. 	 When check out is com-
' pleted, the program modifications will be forwarded toN users.
r.`. Shock	 yGX X ^.^.....^	 X
XI	 Shock
i




o There is presently a maximum of 100 points on a normal
and 50 input points.
a Reacting gas solutions which are in chemical equilibrium
have been facilitated by modifying the TRAN72 computer
program as described in Section 2 to provide binary tape t
and punched output of its equilibrium or frozen real gas
calculations at any desii:!, -1 O/F ratio(s).	 The RAMP pro-
gram has the capability for seiecting the proper case from
a large set of real gas properties cases stored on a master
tape.	 The method of generating this master tape is outlined
in Table 3-5.	 Cases stored are uniquely identified by some
characteristic of thearticular gas under consideration.
For example, a LOX^LH2 system may be identified by the
following:
Gas Type	 Mixture Ratio	 Chamber Pressure
O2/H2	 O/F = 1.5 - 8.0	 PC = 5 46. 0 a,	 ;
z
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New cases of general interest may be added to the master
tape; however, ad hoc cases should be prepared on a sepa-
rate tape. Tape preparation sequence and cornmunication
f	 with the RAMP program is diagrammed in Table 3-5.
• Once the gas-particle flowAeld solution has been obtained,
'	 the owput tape may be useu by the RAMP Radial Lookup
Program (described in Appendix A) which determines the
radial variations of flowfield properties across the nozzle
and plume flowfields at constant axial stations. The Plume
Impingement Program (PLIMP) (Ref. 9) may also be run
to determine the effects of the rocket exhaust plume on
z	 objects immersed in the plume. Sequencing and commun-
ication of auxiliary programs with the RAMP program is
shown in Table 3-5.
e Two-dimensional or axisy-mmetric solutions are selected
by simply loading a control word in the program input
data. This integer (0 or 1) is then multiplied by the term
containing (1/r) in the governing differential equation. By
appropriate description of the flow boundaries, it is possiblev
	
	 to change from a solid to free boundary on either the upper
or lower walls. Conversely, it is not possible to change































SEQUENCING AND COMMUNICATION OF AUYILIARY PROGRAMS WITH THE RAMP PROGRAM
Equilibrium and/or Frozen Chemistry
Old










Physical Input Initial Species
Constraints Concentrations
Rate Constants





































3.2 USER'S INPUT GUIDE FOR THE RAMP PROGRAM
This section outlines in detail the procedures for using the Reacting
and Multi-Phase (RAMP) Computer Program, Each card and its use is
explained in Section 3,2.1. The program magnetic tape assignments are
given in Table 3-6.
3.2.1 RAMP Program Input Information
The input data are organized into sections determined by their use.












Problem description may be
put on three cards; however
only the first 120 columns will
be printed while all 240 char-
acters will be written on the
data tape. All three cards
must be present even if clank.
Format 1615 (Right Adjusted)
Descri tion
The gab composition is either
chemically frozen and/or in
chemical equilibrium. The gas
properties are read directly
from cards 8, 9. 10 and 11.
Same as ICON(1)=l except gas
properties are read directly
from a data tape mounted on
FORTRAN unit 10.
The gas composition is in chem-
ical non-equilibrium, The gas
properties are determined, as
a function of temperature in
thermodynamic data 'sables in-
put on cards 13.
RAMP Computer Program Ltiput Instructions





















Column	 Parameter Value Description
5	 ICON(1) 4 Same as ICON(1)=3 except gas
composition is chemically frozen.
8-9
	
NTAPE N If ICON(2)=2, tape unit number
for startline if not input from
cards. The program defaults to
unit 5 (read cards) for ICON(2) =2.
If ICON(2)/2 and a two-phase
transonic solution is being per-
formed NTAPE is the unit on
which the transonic startline
will be written. In this case
the program defaults to unit 8.
10	 ICON(2) 0 Generate straight startline with
Start line control Mach number given.
parameter for gas Ionly solution
y
Generate source startline with
A/A given
` 2 Startline input from cards or
b' tape.
or 3 Generate startline by conserva-
tion of mass using a linear Mach
number distribution.
Startline control 0 Generate startline using transonic
parameter for gas- approximation.
particle solution Z Startline input from cards.
13	 ICON(3) 0 Points are spaced according to
Control manner in a sine distribution,
which points along 1 points are evenly spaced (recom-the startline are mended)
spaced
2 Points are evenly spaced on a
circular arc based on the input
value of the upper limit of the
startline (card 18.CORLIP(2))
°. NOTE: This option is necessary
only if program is to set up its
own gaseous startline.
;.. 14, 15	 ICON(3) Number of startline points. 	 4J.
,I
Maximum of 50 (right adjust)
NOTE:	 If particles are present and supersonic startline is generated by















Column	 Parameter	 Value	 Descri tion
16-20	 ICON(4)	 Upper boundary specification
indicator. If specifying upperNumber of upper
	 boundary by equations, set equalboundary equations
	 to number of equations to be used.
Maximum of 100. Right adjust.
Option for ICON(4) when upper boundary is described by individual points and
slopes
ICON(4)	 IN000 +Nurnber of discrete points (no boundary equation
following last point) (slope at each point in radians)
2NO00 + Number of discrete points + 1 (an upper boundary
equation follows last point) (slope at each point in
radians)
3N000 + Number of discrete points (no boundary equation
following last point) (slope at each point in degrees)
4NO00 + Number of discrete points + 1 (an upper boundary
equation follows last point) (slope at each point in
degrF-es)
N number of points to use for Lagrangian Integration (5 max) .
If N is set to zero, a linear assumption will be made.
NOTE; If a nozzle is being run the throat must also be specified by discrete
point s.
Column Parameter Value Descriptinn
21-25 ICON(5) Lower boundary specification
Number of lower indicator. Same description
boundary equations and option as ICON(4) .
30 ICON(6) 0 Not presently used
35 ICON(7) 0 Two-dimensional flow problem
Flow type option geometry.
1 Axisymmetric flow problem
geometry.
38 INOZ 2 Calculations terminated at
nozz.l° exit.
39 ICON(8) 0 Full printout
Data output con- 1 Print only boundary, shock, inputtroI used in con-
































Print 1 line (R; X, M, 0, S and
shock angle)
Print above plus Mach angle,
P , p , T, V.
Print all of above plus MWT,
,y, T&, PO*,	 f .:
For English system of units.
Dimensions are in feet.	 j
Dimensions are in inches, 	 i
For metric system of units.
a,
Dimensions are in centimeters.
Dimensions are in meters
i
System of units specified by user.
Use English system of units.
Use metric system of units. b
This option controls the units in
which the flow field is calculated.
The program assuTnes that the
boundary equations are input in the
same units as the units indicator
(ICON( 3)). This option will not 	 r
override the units specification on
cards 8 and 30 but will convert the
units of the gas and particle thermo-
dynamics to correspond to the units
of this indicator.
Number of discrete particle sizes
used to represent particle distri-
bution (10 max). If gaseous only
flow set equal to 0 (right adjust).
	 #
Maximum iterations allowable
for each point in flow field. If
set to 0 program assumes value
of 100. Right adjust,




Flowfield data will be output on 	 ^-
FORTRAN unit 3.
r^










61	 ICON (13)	 0
1

















C olumn	 Parameter	 Value
















Run Control Card (Re-










*NOTE: Applicable for Univac 1108 only.
Description




No intermediate printout in
solution iteration.
Print intermediate results for
Nth line. Right adjust.
No intermediate printout.
Pr i nt intermediate results from
Mt point on each line from the
Nth (ICON ( 14)) line on. Right
adjust.
No punched cards output.
Punch data line at nozzle exit
Print every- line.
Print every Nth line (use with
ICON ( 8)) . Put 0 in column 77
if N < 10.
Time (SEC) before end of allotted
run time when new startline is to
be punched. Put 0 in column 79
if time less than 10 seconds.
Format 815 (Right Adjusted)
Description
Number of temperature points in
thermodynamic data tables.
Number of gaseous species (ex-
cluding 3rd bodies)
Number of 3rd bodies.
Number of reactions specified.
No intermediate printout in
chemistry calcu^- .tions.
Echo print of input data.
Print intermediate results of
chemistry calculations.
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Column	 Parameter Value Description
30	 ICTAPE 0 Species concentrations for start-
line read directly from cards.
1 Species concentrations read di-
rectly from a data tape mounted"
on FORTRAN unit 10. #
I35	 KGUP >2 Number of normals calculated
before finite rate chemistry
contributes to dS and dH.
40	 IDIDO 0 Uniform species concentrations
along startline.
1 Non-uniform species concentra-
tions along startline. p
f
Card 6
	 Upper Eoundary Description -
Required
If ICON (4) < 10000 use following format (I1, 3X, 11, 5X, 6E10.6). .'• ^
Column	 Parameter Value Description
I	 IWALL K 2(	 ) 1 Conic equationq '
2 
1/2
R = A[(B+C;X+DX ) 	 +E^
I	 a
Represents throat region. (See
page 3-27 for an example and
description.)
2 Polynomial equation f
R = AX4+BX3+CX2+DX+E J





X) (1+'y.  ( M,, sin ( 8$ B},, ))
{ip	 fL1
(See page 3-27 for an example and
description.) -'
6 Same as IWALL=3 except oblique
shock solution for plume boundary.
Use if 1.5< M00 < 5.5.
5	 IT RAN (K, 2) 0 No discontinuity follows this
equation.
1 Expansion corner follows.
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^f	
















11-20 WALLCO(K, 1, 2) Coefficient A or P	 (psfa or
co
N/m2).	 (Units must be con-
sistent with R in ft or m.)
21-30 WALLCO(K, 2,2) B or -y
00
31-40 WALLCO(K, 3, 2) C or M
00
41-50 WALLCO(K, 4, 2) D or ®00 (deg)
51-60 WALLCO(K, 5, 2) E or E
00
61-70 WALLCO(K, 6, 2) Maximum value of X applicable
to equation (feet if ICON(9)=0
meters if ICON(9)=I).
71-80 RSTAR Throat radius (ft or m) required
only on card for last equation.
This is required for two-phase
transonic solution, only.





5 ITRANS(K, 2) Same as before.
11-20 WALLCO(K, 3,2) Axial displacement (X) of point
K (ft or m) .
21-30 WALLCO(K, 1, 2) Radial displacement (R) of point
K (ft or m) .
31-40 WALLCO(K, 2, 2) Wall angle (8) at point K (rad) .
45 ITRANS(K+I, Z) Same as before.
51-60 WALLCO(K+1, 3, 2) X at point K+1 (ft or m).
61-70 WALLCO(K+I, 1, 2) R at point K+1 (ft or m).








s'	 NOTE: Card 6, in the above format, is repeated for each equation until all
necessary equations have been input. That is, repeal Card 6, in succession
in order of increasing XMAX for K = i 2g	 , ... , ICON (4). All units for lengthsfor two-phase calculations are consistent with ICON(9), otherwise units for
x5
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s
RETRODUCIBILI'1'Y OF THE
ORIC,INAL PACE IS POOR
Repeat Card 6, in above format, in succession, and in order of increasing
X, until all required points have been input.
If 20000 < ICON(4) < 30000 the above format is used except the last
segment of the upper boundary is input via a-°l equation. The equation is input
with the format for ICON(4) < 10000 except the throat radius RSTAR is not
required.
If 40000 < ICON(4) < 50000, the format for 20000 < ICON(4) < 30000 is
used except 9 is input in dimension of degrees.




Card 6a is used only when running a two-phase case where the upper
boundary (nozzle wall) is specified by discrete points (ICON(4) > 10000). Do
not input this card for any other cases.
Column	 Parameter	 Value	 Description






The formats and options for Card 7 are controlled by ICON(5) and are
the same as for Card 6 (Upper Boundary) with the following exceptions: (1)
i the distance from the nozzle throat to the center (X=0) of the coordinate sys-
tem for the wall equations is read in place of RSTAR. This is only necessary
for two-phase cases where a transonic solution is desired and where X^0 at
the nozzle throat. This distance is positive if the center of the coordinate
system, is downstream of the throat and negative if the renter of the coordinate
system is upstream of the throat. It is not possible to run a two-phase case
with the lower boundary specified by points, therefore there is no Card 7a;
(Z) the indices of the parameters are (—,—, 1) instead of (—,—, 2}, e.g.,
WALLCO(K, 1, 1) instead of WALLCO(K, 1, 2). A nozzle throat region showing
the coefficients of a circular throat and free boundary are shown in the sketch
on th ,;^ following page,
F
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PO x 0. i Plume
may' Nozzle	 Boundary
The freestream approach flow is
inclined at 15 deg to the plume with
a gamma (Y) of 1.4, a Mach number
of 10, and a static pressure of 0.1
psfa.
fit I '	 RC P radius of curvature of theRC
	
	 circular arc of the throat
RT = throat radius
XO axial distance from the origin
9	




9 - throat divergence angle corre-
sponding to the maximum valueRT	 for which the throat conic equa-
(	 —	 tion applies
XO
i	 The conic equation for this case would have the following form:
1
A = -1 for an upper equation, +1 for a lower equation (-1 for this case)
B = RC 2 - X02
C = 2X0
D=-1
E = -(RC + RT)
Xmax = RC sing + X O
An example of a free boundary is shown in the sketch below.
PINF = 0.1 (psfa)



















f 	 _i	 r '
i
M	 ^
Card 8	 Gas Property Control 	 Format 6A4, 5X, A3, 6X, 12, 3X, I2
This card is required whether gas data input by cards or tape.
Column Parameter Description
I-24 ALPHA(I) Gas name for real gas on tape (see
Section 2, page 3). 	 If inputting gas
data via cards, may be any name.
30-32 UNITS ENG Input gas data with English
(Independent units (cards only).
of ICON (9)) MKS Metric units (cards or tape).
39-40 IOF Number of O/F tables for gaseous
only solution or
number of gas total enthalpy tables
for two-phase solution
44-45 IS Number of entropy tables per 1OF
entry, I for gas, 2 maximum for gas
chemical equilibrium solution.
Card 9 Mixture Ratio or Total Format E10.6, 8X, I 
Enthalpy (This card is
not used if ICON	 ' 2)
Column Parameter Description
1-10 OFRAT(M) For gaseous only flaw input O/F ratio,
for particle flow input gas total enthalpy
(cal/gm for metric, Btu/lbm for English,
units specified by Card 8) .
Card 10 Entropy Format E 10.6, 8X,12
(This card is not
used if ICON(i)>Z)
Column Parameter Description
1-10 STAB (M, 1) Entropy of gas ical/grn -"]< of Btu/Ibm -0 R, unit y specified by Card 8).
19 -ZO IVTAB(M, I) Number of Mach numbers for this
entropy value: (13 max).
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Mach number associated with
above entropy.
Molecular weight of gas (gm/g -
niole or lbm/lb-mole).
Gamma (Cp/Cv)




Ideal gas (I velocity cut per
table) — viscosity temperature
exponent. Real gas — Cp
 (cal/
gm-°K or Bttt/lbm-'R).





	 Prandtl number (dimensionless).





Card 11 Gas Properties
(This card is not used if
ICON(l) ?2; units specified





31-40 X SIDIM (4)
_ 41-50 XSIDIM(5)
51-60 XSIDIM (6)





	 To illustrate the arrangement of Cards 9, 10 and 11, let IOF=2 and IS=2;




11 (1-13 such cards)
a	 10
11 (I -13 such cards)
10
11 (1 - 13 such cards)
10
'..'	 11 (1-13 such cards)
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Cards 13	 Gas Thermodynamic Data
(The following cards are
required if ICON(I)>Z)
The following set of cards contain species thermodynamic data, The
first card contains the species name, molecular weight and heat of formation.
The second and remaining cards contain the temperature and corresponding
specific heat, entropy and enthalpy for that species. Two temperatures and
corresponding thermodynamic data are placed on each card. The input table
can contain up to a maximum of 30 temperature points. The data are input
exactly as presented in the JANAF tables (Ref. 10) with the temperature points
being the same for all species. Cards 13.1, 13.2, 13.3, etc., are repeated for
each species.
Card
	 Column Description Format
13.1	 1-6 Name of first species A6
7-16 Molecular weight E10.3
17-26 Heat of formation, h 29S	 (kcal/mole) .E10.3
13.2
	 1-,10 First temperature point ( oK) F 10.4
11-20
c 
	 (cal/mole- () K) F10.4
i
21-30 Si (cal/mole- 0K) F 10.4
31-40 hi-h2g8	 (kcal/mole) F10.4
41-50
i
Second temperature point (0K) F 10.4
51-60 cp	 (cal/mole- 0K) F 10.4
61-70 Si (cal/mole- 0K) F10.4
71-80 hi - h 2g$- (kcal/mole) F 10.4
13.3	 1-10 tThird temperature point F 10.4
etc.
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Cards 14 Catalytic Species Weighting Factor
(The following cards are required i
ICON(1)>2 and NM>0)
The following set of cards specify the catalytic species (MI, M2, M3, ... )
and their respective composition in terms of the species participating in the
reactions. Weighting factors must be read in the same order in which the
thermodynamic data sets are re-id. 	 i
k;__
Card Column	 Desst qon For;nat
14.1.1 1-6	 AID(NS+i) —Name of first catalytic species A6
(e.g., M1)
14.1.2 1-5	 WF(1, 1) — Weighting factor of first species 16F5.2
(for first catalytic species) .	 Set weighting
factor to zero for any reactant which does
not contribute to the respective catalytic
species.
6-10	 WF(1, 2) — Weighting factor of second species
contributing to first catalytic species.
75-80	 WF(1, 16) — Weighting factor of 16th species
contributing to first catalytic species.
14.1.3 1-5	 WF (1, 17) —Weighting factor of 17th species 16F5.2
contributing to first catalytic species, etc.
14.2.1 1-6
	
AID(NS+2) — Name of second catalytic A6
14.2.2 i-5	 WF(2, 1) °- Weighting factor of first species 16F5.2
contributing to second catalytic species, etc.
14.NM.1




Cards 15	 Cherzical Reaction Mechanisms
(The following cards are required
if ICON(I)>2 and NR>2) +
The following set of cards specifies the chemical reaction mechanisms	
,
for a particular problem, one card for each reaction. 	 No particular order is
required.
Card Column	 Description Format
15.1 1-6	 Species A A6
7	 + sign
8-13	 Species B (or M) A6
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Cards 15 (Continued)
Card Column Descri tion Format
15.1 14 + sign
15-20 Blank (or M) 6x (A6)
21 = sign
22-27 Species C A6
28 + sign (if needed)
29-34 Species D (or M) A6
35 + sign (if needed)
36-41 Species E (or M) A6
42-48 Blank
49 -50 Reaction type, 1 to l2 12
51 Rate constant type, 1 to 5 11
52-59 A, pre-exponential factor (cm- E8.2
particle-sec units)
60-64 N, temperature exponent F5.2
65-74 B, activation energy (cal/mole) F10.1
75-80 M, temperature exponent F6.2
15.2 Next reaction
15.NR Last reaction
Cards 16	 Startline Data	 Format 7E10.3
(The following cards are required
if ICON(I) >2 and ICTAPE=O)
The following cards contain the species mole fractions on the startline.
Mole fractions must be read in the same order in which the thermodynamic
sets are read.
Card Column Description
16.1 1-10 Mole fraction of first species at the first point on the
startline.
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61-70	 14ole fraction of the fourteen-ch species at the first point
on the startline.
etc.
Cards 16.1 and 16.2, etc., are repeated for each point on the startline.
For a uniform startline (IDIDO=O), mole fractions are read for 1 point only.
Card 17	 Chamber Condition Data	 Format 2E10..3
(This card is used if ICON(1)>Z
and ICTAPE=O)
Column	 Parameter	 Dascri Lion
1-10	 PC	 Ci w:aiber pressure (atm)
11-20	 TC	 Chamber temperature (0 X)
Card 18	 Startline Data	 Format 8E10.6(This card is not used if ICON (2) =2
or for gas particle flow).





16.2	 110	 Mole fraction of eighth species at the first point on the
startline.
Card	 Column Parameter	 Description
tl 18a	 1-10 CORLIP(2)	 Axial coordinate of upper lit--±+.t of startline(ft or m, see Fig. 3-1a)
11-20 CORLIP(6)	 Axial coordinate of lower limit of startline(ft or m, see Fig. 3-la). (If ICON(3) point
spacing option = 2 this value is recalculated
' using CORLIP(2)).




Entropy of startline (cal/gm/'K or Btu/lbm/oR)
4;-50 CORLIP(8)	 Mixture ratio (O/F) of startline
Card 18a is used to input the gas startline information when the gas chemical
equilibrium., frozen or ideal gas option is utilized in the solution.
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Card 18 (Continued)
Card	 Column Paramoter Description
18b,	I - 10 CORLIP(Z) Axial coordinate of upper limit of start-
line (ft or m, see Fig.3-1a)
11 - 20 CORLIPW), Axial coordinate of lower limit of start-
line (ft or m, see Fig.3-1a)
21-30 CORLIP (4) Mach number (ICON (2)=0) or A/.A
(ICON (2)=1) for startline
31-40 P Pressure for startline (atm)
41-50 T Temperature for startl*me  
OR . or 0K)
Card 19	 Startline Data Format 6E13.7
Do not use this card if ICON (2)^2 or for gas-particle flow. 	 Use feet
if ICON (9)=0, meters if ICON (9)=l. Use Card 19a if ICON ( 1)C2.	 Use Card 19b
if ICON(I)>Z.
Repeat this card in succession and in order of increasing R for 1=1, 2,
ICON (3).
Card	 Column Parameter Description
19a	 1 - 13 R Radial coordinate (R) of point I on
startline (ft or m)
14-26 X Axial coordinate (X) of point I (ft or m)
27-39 EM Mach number at point I (dimensionless)
40-52 THETA Flow angle at point I (deg)
53-65 S Entropy at point I (cal/gm/oK or Btu/
lbm/OR)
66-78 OF. Mixture ratio at point I (O/F)
l9b	 1-13 R Radial coordinate (R) of point I on start-
line (ft or m)
14-26 X Axial coordinate (X) of point I (ft or M)
27-39 EM Mach number at point I (dimensionless)
40-52. THETA Flow angle at point I (deg)
53-65 T Temperature at point I (°R  or OK)
66-78 P Pressure at po int I (atm)
This card is used to input the gas startline information when the gas chemical
non-equilibrium option is utilized in the solution.
See footnote on previous page.
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Card 20 Cutoff Limits Data	 Format 8E10.6
Required (See Fig.3-- lb)
Column Parameter Descri !ion
-10 CUTDAT(1) Radial coordinate defining upper limit of
calculation regime (ft or m)
11-20 CUTDAT(2) Axial coordinate defining upstream cutoff
limit (£t or m)
21-30 CUTDAT(3) Angle upper limit of calculation regime
makes with horizontal (deg)
31-40 CUTDAT (4) Radial coordinate defining downstream
cutoff limit (ft or m)
41-50 CUTDAT(5) Axial coordinate defining downstream
cutoff limit (ft or m)
51-60 CUTDAT(6) Angle downstream cutoff line maces with
horizontal (deg)
Card 21 Mesh Control Fromat 8E10.6
Required (See Section 3.5. 1)
Column Parameter Description
1-10 STEP(3) Interior point insertion criteria (ft or m).
See Section 3.5.1.
11-20 STEP(6) Axis point insertion criteria (ft or m).
See Section 3.5.1.
21-30 STEP(9) Particle limiting streamline insertion
criteria.
31-40 STEP(7) Point deletion criteria.
41-50 STEP(1) Prandtl-Meyer integration step size (deg).
51-60 STEP(8) Interpolation factor for calculating lower
wall.
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R 2 X 2














NOTE: The normals must terminate on an upper
boundary. Therefore, R 1 , X 1 , 6 1 must have
values such that the cutoff box will alway a
be above the plume or solid bu,uzdary, The
code will attempt to fill up the cutoff box
with normals until fewer than six points
remain on the normal.
Fig. 3-lb - Cutoff Limits
3 36 i
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Card . 22. Free-Molecular Control Variables
	 .Format. 6El0.6(This card is not used if ICON(13)=0)
Column Parameter
	 Description
1-10. VIBNO.	 Reciprocal of the Knudsen number at which
the vibrational energy mode thermally freezes.
11-20 ROTNO	 Reciprocal of the.Knudsen number at which
the rotational energy mode thermally freezes.
21-30 TRANNO	 Reciprocal of the Knudsen number at which -
the translational energy mode thermally
freezes,.
31..40 CHARL	 Characteristic length used in the Knudsen,
number calculation (nomally the nozzle
exit radius),
41-50 VISCC	 Reference viscosity (poise) if not input in
thermo tables.
53-60 GONMMViscosity relation temperature exponent
if not input in thermo tables.
Cards 23 through 35 are input only for two-phase solution.
Card 23 Particle Solution .Control
	 Format 1615(Use only if ISPECS >0)
Column Parameter Value	 a	 Lion
4 IZO	 0	 Nozzle wall equations are ref reed to the
. nozzle throat.
1	 Nozzle wall equations are referenced to the
nozzle exit plane.
5 IWRITE	 0	 1 line of prink for each particle (V, 9, AM,(particle print
	 h, P, T)
flag)	 l	 Above plus Re, ©V, LT, viscosity, C p , Pr
2	 All of above plus T o , Po , C D/C DS , Nu/iQus,
A, B
6-10 IDRAG
	 0	 Use drag table coded in Kliegel program
(Ref. 7).
I	 Use C. J. Crowe drag table coded internal
to program (Ref. 11).
s








0	 Startline calculated by program
(IC ON Z2} 2)
N	 Number of startline points at which
particles are present for given startline.
ICON(2)=2, N < ICON(3). Right adjust.
0	 No punch,
1	 Punch startline from transonic program.
The elements of the TTEM(M}-a.rrary indi-
cate which temperature enthalpy table is
to be used for particle species M. The
value of .JTEM(l) is always set equal to
1 for particle species 1,
0	 Indicates that the particle species M
temperature enthalpy table will be the
same as that for particle species 1.
Cards 30, 31 and 32 are not required
for particle species M.
M	 Indicates that the particle species M
temperature/ enthalpy table will be input
on Cards 30, 31 and 32 as Table M.
N	 Indicates that the particle species N
temperature enthalpy table will be the
same as that for particle species M.(N < M). Cards 30,31 and 32 are not
required for particle species N.
Format 8E10.6




1-10	 XMASSP	 Ratio of particle total mass flow rate
to gas mass flow rate.
Card 25	 Particle Mass Flaw	 Format 8E 10.6




1-10	 PEll TG (1)	 Ratio of particle No. I mass flow rate
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I I .. zo PERTG(Z) Ratio of particle No.. 2 mass. flow rate
to total particle. ma6s.flow rate,
PERTG-(ISPECS)^ Ratio of particle N6,1SPkCS mass flow
rate to total particle .mass flow rate.
26 .'Card Particle S! ,ze Data Form-it. 8ElQ..6
Column Pararneter Des riOti6n
4_10 vspat' 1)
Radius 
of particle No-, 1 , (microns)
(Use
.
 only if ISPECS>O)
Column Parafneter Description
PSPO ' Mass density. of particle No. I (Ibxn/ft
or kg/M3
PSPI(I, ISPECS) Mass density of particle No, ISPECS
Card 28 Emissivity Data Format 8E 10.6.
(Use only if ISPECS>O)
Column Parameter Description
1-10 E;Miss(l) Emissivity of parti clei No. 1.
EMISS(ISPECS) Emissivity of particle No. ISPECS
as
The emissivity and accom-nodation coefficien ts are used to determine the local.
energy exchange between the gas and particles via radiation... They normally
produce negligible, affects on solution and usually are set to 0 (zero).
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0REPRODUCIBILITY OF TE[]g
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
a' .C	 -rd ,29 Accommodation Coef cients 	 Format 8.E10.6fi
(Use only if ISPECS>O)
Acl
C olurrin . Parameter Description
ACC M : Accommodation coefficient of particle
No * It
ACC (ISPECS) Accommodation coefficient of particle
No. I ISPECS.
Card 3.0 : ;-. Particle	 .0 StateEquation t 4A6	 A6Forma	 13
(Use only 1I f ISPECS>O)
14- Par ameter Description
1-24 ALPHA. Particle name (any name).
28 -33. UNIT ENG Data input.in English units.
(Independent of MKS Use metrj^ units
1C ON (9))
C e	 1,vrd 3  Particle-Data Format 13, I2A6
(Use only if ISPECS>O)
Column Parameter Description
NPTM(l) Number of temperature-enthalpy data
points for this particle. 	 If equal to 1,
input liquid and solid heat capacities
(see Card 32). Right adjust.
Card 32 Particle: Enthalpy Data Format 7E10.6
(Use only if JSPECS>0,
unit s s ecified by Card 30).
Column Parameter Descriptio
1-10 TM(I) Melting point temperature of particle








The emissivity and accommodation coefficients are used to determine I e local
energy exchange between the gas and particles via radiation. They normally
produce negligible affects on solution and usually are set , to 0 (zero).
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Fa
y Card 32 (Continued) :_
Co^-
 lu^mn	 ' Parameter	 Description
ll-20	 HS.(i)..	 Enthalpy of aolid phase of particle No.I
at melting point temperature (Btullbm
or cal/jm) .
Zi-30 	HM(I)	 Enthalpy of liquid phase. of particle No.I
t:. at melting point temperature (Btu/16m
or cal/gm)
I# NPTM (I):=1, use following format.
-40
	
APHO (l, 1,1)	 Heat capacity of liquid phase of particle.31
-	 -p
_ N.o;^ I (B.tu/l.bm.	 R or cal/gm	 K) . <:
41-50
	
APHO ( l; 2, I)	 Heat capacity of solid phase of particle
. No..1 (Btu/Ibin - OR or cal/gm-OK).'
If NPTM (I) >1 use following format.
31-40	 APHO(1, 1, I)	 Temperature For T-H table for particle
No. I (OR or OK) .
- 41-51	 APHO(l, 2'. 4 .	 Enthalp-- for T-H table for particle No.I(Btu/lbm or -, al/gm) .
51 -60	 APHO(2, 1, I) 	 Second temperature in T-H table for
particle No. I ( OR or OK) .
61-70	 APHO(2, 2, I)	 Second enthalpy is T-H table for particle
No. I.
f The above format (APHO(J, 1, I), APHO( .J,.2, I)) is continued on successive
cards of format 7E10 .6 for J= 1, 2, ...,NPTM(I),




Input Sta	 e .	 Format	 E 3rd 3	 F	 rtl^r^	 	  6	 1 ,7(The following cards are required
if ICON (Z)=2 and ISPECS> 0).
Use Card 33a if ICON ( l) C 2.	 Use Card 33b if ICON(l) > 2.
Repeat this card for I=I, 2, ... , ICON (3) starting at point on nozzle axis.
Card 33a*
Column	 Parameter	 Description
1-13	 R	 Radial coordinate of startline point i
(ft or m) .
14-26	 X	 Axial coordinate of startline paint I(ft or in).
This card is. used when gas chemical equilibrium, frozen or ideal gas option
_ is selected.
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27 -39 . , EM Mach number at , point I.
40-52 THETA Flow angle at paint I (deg).
53-65 S Entropy at point I (i3tu/lbm-OR or
cal/gm-°K):. -
6.6-78 OF Gas t. ofal enthalpy (Btu/lbm or cal/gm).
Card . 33b .`.	 ,.,	 .
Cow Parameter. Description
1-13 R Radial coordinate of startline point I(ft or m)..
14-26 X Axial coordinate of startline point I(ft or m) .
.27"39 EM Mach number at point I.
40-52 THETA Flow angle at point 1 (deg) .
53-65 T Temperature at point I (°R or oK)
66-78 P Pressure at point I (atm)'.
Card 34 Startline Particulate Data	 Format I5, 5X, 4E13.7
(The following cards are required
if ICON(2)=Z and ISPECS>O).

















5	 J1	 Particle number
	
11 . 23	 H1	 Particle enthalpy at point I 11.3tu/lbm
or cal/gm). .
	
14-36	 RHOI	 Particle density at point I (slug/ft 3 or
kg/m3 ) .
	




V1	 Particle radial velocity at point I (ft/sec
or m/sec).










5	 J1	 Particle number.














Particle flow angle at point I (deg).
Card 34 i;6 repeated for each discrete particle size at each point on
the start line where particles are present, starting at the nozzle wall and
going toward the axis (reverse order of Card 33),
Card 35	 Transonic Flow Data	 Format; Namelist(Use only if ISPEC > 0
and ICOY (2)/2)
Although there are many parameters that may be input via the namelist
DATA, most of these have already been assigned values in the previous 32
input cards; and some of the parameters do not apply to the transonic calcu-
lation. Only those namelist parameters that could have a significant effect
on the program are included below.. The namelist data begins in Column 2
with $DATA. The last card begins in Column 2 and contains only $END.
Parameter Assumed Value
THID Throat inl .;. half angle (deg) None
THFD Fairing angle (deg) 5.0(If THFD > THID no fairing)
THJD Angie defining farthest downstream 9.0
i.one in transonic region (deg)
THIW Angle where start line intersects 12.0
nozzle wall (deg)
RRT Throat wall radius of curvature None
divided by throat radius (> 2.0)
3-43
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ZAX	 Value of X where startline	 None
intersects nozzle axis,
aormali7,ed by throat radius(I£ ZAX is not input the pro-
gram will calculate a value.)
%. (See Fig. 3Z for an illustration of above parameters.)
ZI	 Number of zones into which the 	 3.0
upstream portion of transonic
.- zone is divided .
r ZJ	 Number of zones into which the 	 2.0









Fig. 3-	 Inlet and Throat Parameters for a Gas-Particle Transonic
Solution (see Ref. 7)
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Table 3-Fi
MAGNETIC TAPE ASSIGNMENTS .FOR THE RAMP PROGRAM
Tape Jnits
Where Required U-li08 Tape Unit Function
GASTAP — Uses TRAN72 data to set 10 Gas properties data generated
up equilibrium thermodynamic data by the TRAN72 program (input
tables or uses TRAN72 data to get data)
species distribution on stirtli.ne if
finite rate option is selected.
GASTAP, IDTAPE and OUTBIN — 3 Flowfield data generated by the
Outputs input data and £lowfield RAMP program (output data)
results on unit 3 for use with other
auxiliary programs
PARTIL —Arranges two phase tran- NTAPEm Ordered startline data generated
sonic solution output in the form used internally by the two-phase tran-
`''	 by the data acquisition routines. sonic solution (input data)
rn PARTIN —Reads startline information NTAPEM Variable tape unit number on which
necessary to initiate a flowfield solution. startline data calculated external to
program is stored (input data).
IUMPFP and PFP — Store and retrieve 2 Stores particle data calculated in-
particle data for each point in the flow ternally by the RAMP program at
field. each point in the flow field:.
SPCTX — Stores and retrieves chemical 1 Stores chemical, species data calcu-
species data for each point in the flow lated internally by the RAMP pro-
field. gram at each point in the flow. field.
MSet internally to 8 if ICON(2) = 0, NSPECS > 0 and not input on card 4. 	 Set internally to 5. if ICON(2)









3.2.2 Control Card Set-Up for Univac 1108 E...:L 8 and Program Overlay
Structures
A typical run stream set-up for the Univac 1108 Exec 8 computer is
presented in this section. Also included are two tables which give the overlay
(	 s.tructures for the two versions of the RAMP program.











pASG, T 2, F
pASG . T 1, F
	
(VASG, T GAS, T, 2415
	
Assign data tape containing
thermodynamic data (if required).
	
pASG, T TPF$. F///1000	 Assign sufficient computer
©FREE TPF	 storage for program.
VASCT, T A, T, 17003	 Assigns program tape
(VASG, T FLOW, T, SAVE	 Output data tape
VRUN CONTROL CARD
IYOTEi This schematic is typical of a run control scheme for the Univac 1108
:Exec 8 computer. It is presented to acquaint the user with magnetic
taps and scratch area assignments.
The data deck has been described in Section 3,2.1 and will be prevented
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V.w	 :...	 .:..	
.. C
Tables 3-7a and 3-7b give he program overlay structure for the equi•- t]I
+]
librium and finite rate chemistry versions of the RAMP grogram. ' The
equilibrium very o . ' r ;equi^reR b3;3K octal storage locations while the finite
































































































































































































































This section describes the printed output as well as the binary tape
output for the RAMP code.
3.3.1 Description of Printed Output
The program output is organized so- that the initial pages contain the
input data and the initial data surface. Each data surface thereafter is con-
structed along a "normal" to the streamlines which have been chosen to repre-
sent the flow expansion of the nozzle and exhaust. plume. The computer code
will treat a chemical equilibrium and/or frozen or chemical non-equilibrium
flow expansion with or without the presence of particles; consequently typical
printouts for each case are presented to demonstrate the output for each case.
Numbered flags on the example printout sheets correspond to the numbered
comments in the following description of the printout. The calculations are
performed in either the English or metric system of units; hence units for
both are given.
GROUP l — IDENTIFICATION
Ol Computer code identification
Q7 Identifies gas-particle flow solution; .does . not occur for
gaseous only case.
Case Number Appears on each page —may be a maximum
of five digits.
® Problem Title: Identifies particular solution, appears on
each page and may be 120 spaces.
GROUP?, —PROGRAM CONTROL
These 16 parameters control the execution. of program
according to the options selected. (See Card 4 of the Input
Guide for an explanation of the individual parameters.)
GROUP 3 — BOUNDARY EQUATIONS (See input guide for a detailed description)
LJ Type Equation: Identifies the type of boundary equation
selected.
ITRANS: Indicates whether a discontinuity follows this
equation.
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Eattrin Cref=icients . Apply to upper and louver boundary.'
equations.
Miochiitsm vale-0 of x for which this equation applies.
GROUP 4.- GAS -PARTICLE :MIXTURE IDENTIFICATION
al0 Total-.Enthal	 {a pears for	 as -particle flow) • : Gas. total1^Y	 P	 gaa-pa	 ..
' enthalpy before it . is ,perturbed (see-page 2 » ).''
l l Indicates number of discrete particles used to represent the




 Name (24 characteristics max.) which-
identifies the	 If 'the gas data is stored on a magnetic.'gas.	 .
tape; this s:. the name:which ie . used to locate the gas data
on the data tape (see Ca &S of the Ixtiput Guide);
GROTIP 5` — GAS PROPERTIES'	 _
1 'Total Enthalosr	 appears for gas particle flow): Gas, total
enthalpy for this table.




 two maximum for each ^JF or total enthalpy:
;f
l5 Gas Thermodynamics Data Velocit ; - May be ;13 maxiri u
	
#ar
each entropy (ft sec or -m .sec).
16 Gas Constant.	 Value assocxated . with particular velocity, etc., ` `...
(ft2/6ea^/o. R ar tn2/sec /°K).
QIsentropic- Exponent: Value associated with particular velocity, etc.
18 TemBerature	 Value associated with. particular velocity, etc.,.( OR or OK):
-" 0 Pressure; _ Value associated with particular velocity, etc,,
(lbf/ftZ or N Jmx) ...:
Gas Transport Data {does not appear for gaseous only. solution),
20 Prandtl NdM_ ber	 Val^u6'associated witit particular value of
velocity, etc.
Viscosity, 	 Value. associated. with particular va`lue..of velocity,.` etc.
k}
specific Hest at Constant -Pressure:- This ;parameter appears _
for :real ` gas wit
	
Multiple ve oc ty. valules ,	 If only one velocity
3
is used the	 ammeter	 rrited is the:.visoosl	 a	 orient for the:F	 P	 ty . xp
equation it =lea (T/To)exh
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lo 6PM, 
ELT.-. Value of the specific heat at constantressure for
: - : - tFe. pa,	 ec2 /ox).r7tele, in the liquid .  state. (ftz/s ec 2/9R or in . / s
.6PS6LID.: Value of the anecific heat at constant pressure for
the plirMle in the solid state ( ftZ/Rec?-/0R, or rr(2/sec2/0K).
TP:	 Value of.the particle. temperature :%AOR, or 0X) (50 max.).
HP: Value of particle enthalpy corresponding; to 44; (so max.)
3
Particle: Rawriolds'aii	 a c.




GROUP 8 — GAS START LINE INFORMATION
i R-.	 Radial coordinate of the data point (units consistent with
boundary equations).
@5 X:	 Axial coordinate of the data point (unite consistent with
boundary equations).
M: Local value of the Mach number (must be > 1.0).
THETA:	 Local flovr deflection angle (deg).
S:	 Local value of entropy level (ftZ/sec2/oR or mZ/secz/0K),.
MACH ANGLE: Local value corresponding to M (deg).
Shock Angle	 Local value of shock angle if point is a down-
stream shock point (deg).
H-1 OTAL (SaB-particle flow	 Gas total enthalpy level
(ft ?'/sec t or m2 /sec 2
O/F (gas only flow: local value of O/F.
^or
GROUP 9 — PARTICLE START LINE INFORMATION (does not appear
for gaseous only solution)
POINT: Data point at which this particle is present.
SPECIE: Particle number for this data point.
u- Particle axial. component of velocity (ft/sec or m/sec).
V: Particle radial component of velocity (ft/sec .,or m/sec).
.(35 9: Particle.s
.
treamline deflection angle (rad)
(53 h: Particle enthalpy level Vt 
2 /se
.
c z or m 
2 /sec: 2
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GROUP 10 -MESH CONTROL CRITERIA (see input guide)
5	 DLr:	 Point insert criteria for .the nozzle-plume interior
solution (units consistent with boundary equations).
,* b4	 DXA:	 Line insert criteria along the axis (units consistent
with boundary .
 equations. ).
DLM: Insert criteria near a particle limiting stream ine
((units"consistent with the boundary equations).
6	 DLD	 Point delete criteria (units consistent with the
boundary equations),
DEGPM: Incremental angle to be used in the numerical
Integration to define the Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan (deg).
b F. Interpolation factor used in the axis point solution.
GROUP 11. -- DATA LINE FLOW FPOPERTIES
NOTE; The output format for all data surfaces are the same with each
point type on the line being identified.
	 Several different lines .are shown
to indicate typical line constructions.
Line: Line number; lines are numbered in ascending order.
b	 Point: Indicates point number on the line.
4 b	 Description: Indicates point type and flow regime. 	 These
u Options are;
Point Type	 Output Format
	 Flow Regime	 Output Format
a. Input	 INPUT POINT
	 a. 'Continuum	 CONTIN
b. Interior.	 INTER	 b. Vibrationally. Frozen	 VIBFRZ
c. Wall
	 WALL	 c. Rotationally Frozen
	 ROTFRZ
d. Free Boundary FREEBD .
	 d	 Transitionally Frozen
	 TRNFR Z
e.: Prandtl.Meyer-: PRN..X1 R
f.. Upstream	 UP-SHK
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t
NOTES: The point type and flow regime will appear in the appropriate com-
bination to completely describe
.
 the data point.






 Radial. coordinate of the data point (units consistent
with the 6undary equations)
-X	 Axial coordinate of the data point (units consistent
t ith the boundary equations)
M: Local value of the Mach number
0:	 Local flow deflection angle of the gas streamline (deg)
(72)'E,-. :Local entropylevel of the gas (ft 2/sec ?/'R or m2/sec2/OK)
V: Local magnitude of the velocity (ft/sec or m sec)
H-TOTAL (gas-particle flow): Gas total enthalpy level
(ft ?,/Becz of m z /Sec2
OZF (has only flow).
	 Local value of O/F
Mach _AM1
	 Mach angle corresponding to the Mach number (deg)
7 P-.	 Local pressure (lb Win2 or N/m2
3X. Local density (slug/ft 3
 or kgm/m
T: Local static temperature ( OR or OK)
GAS CONST: Local value of the gas constant
(ft?-/sec?-/OR or m2 /sec2 /0 K)
LOCAL GAMMA:	 Local -value of the isee'."opic exponent
SHOCK ANGLE: Local value of the downstream ahockwave
angle (deg)
NOTE:	 Items. 8	 through@ refer to the . pLa r'-icle properti. ,.,-,.	 This print-
out does not appear for gas only flow.
V:	 Local magnitude of particle velocity (ft/sec. or m/sec)
(83 0:	 Local particle streamline e4-flection angle (deg)—
DM. Difference in Mach number between the gas and particle
2	 2h o. , 	Local particle 
.
enthalpy bevel (ft. /sec	 or m./sec..
p.-. Local particle concentration t'sl	 /ft3 or kgm/m 3ug
-Y
..,
Local particle temperature (OR or OK
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GROUP 12 — INTEGRATED GAS, AND PARTICLE MASS FLOW RATES
NOTE:
	
The unite of the flow raf.es depend on the unite of the boundary equa-
tion.






r ft	 1	 slug/sec.`
, 1V1	 l	 kg	 /secm
None
	 (Ref.length)2`	 slug/sec or kgm/sec
89	 Gas mass flow rate	 _-
90	 Particle total mass flow rate
91	 Sum of the gas and particle mass flow rate
92	 Particle percent loading relative to the gas (numerical .
integration results)
C	 ' 93	 Particle percent loading relative to. mixture
GROUT' 13 -- MOMENTUM INTEGRATION RESULTS
9	 .This is a calculation of the component of the net thrust due
to ihe`gas and particle momentum across the starting line.
FORCEX, FORCEY: Net axial and radial component of the
thrust vector (lb or N)
TORQZ`i Net torque resulting from the thrust (ft-lb£ or m-N)
1SPs Specific impulse corresponding to FORCER (lbf- sec /lbm)
95	 This is: the incremental gas. and particle contribution to the
thrust and torque vector
DELFXG DELFYG: Net gaseous axial and radial componentg	 P
oft
 he thrust vector (lbor. NU
TORQZG	 Net torque resulting from the gaseous contribution
to the thrust vector (ft-lbt or m-N)
:;.
DELFXP, DELFYP: Particle momentum contribution to .the .
thrust vector (lb or N)
= TORQZP: Net torque resulting from the particle contribution
the—thrust vector (ft .-lbf or m-N)
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EProblem Solution Iteration Control
ITR; Number of iterations required for this point to
converge within the convergence criteria
GROUP 14 — PRESSURE INTEGRATION RESULTS
97 This calculation is the thrust and torque resulting from the
gas pressure acting on the nozzle wall.
FORCER, FORCEY: Axial and radial component of the thrust
(lb f or N). This thrust vector includes the momentum and
pressure contribution.
TOROZ. Net torque resulting from the thrust (ft-lb f or m-N)
DELFX, DELFY: Incremental force in the axial and radial
directions resulting from the pressure acting on the nozzle
wall (lbf
 or N)
ISP: Specific impulse corresponding to FORCEX (lb f"sec/lbm)
GROUP 15 — PERCENT CHANGE IN MASS FLOW RATE, MOMENTUM,
ENERGY, AND ISP
NOTE: This is a comparison of the mass flow rate, momentum, energy and
ISP relative to the mass flow rate, momentum, energy and ISP through the
input 1sF3rtiag line) surface.. The percent change should be near zero; any
variation from zero is an indication of accumulated error in the numerical
solution.
Percent change in the mass flow rate of the gas
49 Percent change in the mass flow rate of the particles
100 Percent change in the mass flow rate. of the mixture
10 Percent change in the momantum of the gas
102 Percent change in the momentum of the particles
0 Percent change in the momentum of the mixture
10 Percent change in Ise.
10	 Percent change in the energy of the gas
106 Percent change in the energy of the particles
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t
CROUP 16 -- FREE MOLECULAR CONTROL PARAMETERS
10	 VIBNO: Reciprocal of the Knudsen number at whicl+
the vibrational energy mode thermally freezes.
109 ROTNO: Reciprocal of the Knudsen number at which
the rotational energy mode thermally freezes.
110 TRANNO: Reciprocal of the Knudsen number at which
translational energy mode thermally freezes.
111 CHARL: Characteristic length used in the mean free path
calculation used to compute the lacal value of the Knudsen
number (units consistent with the boundary equations).
112 GAMY: Value of the isentrop; - .xponcnt to be used in the
vibrationally frozen flow cal..._ations .
113 GAMR: Value of the isentropic exponent to be used in the
rotationally frozen flow calculations.
NOTE: Items 112 and 113 are the gas species data to be used in the cal-
culation of parameters used in the Knudsen number calculation (10 max,
maybe used),
GROUP 17 -- SPECIES THERMODYNAMIC, AND REACTION DATA
1 l4 These 7 parameters control the execution of the finite rate
chemistry calculations according to the options selected.
(See Card 5 of the Input Guide for an explanation of the
individual parameters.)
115 Prandtl number of the gas (dimensionless)
ll Absolute viscosity of the gas (poise)
ll Viscosity temperature exponent
118 Reaction number





2 N: Temperat4-e exponent
12 _B: Activation energy (cal/mole)
12 _M: Temperature exponent
24 R-Type: Reaction type
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K-Type: Rate constant type
Catalytic species being considered. (See Card(s) .14 for an
explanation.)
GROUP 18 — SPECIES MOLE FRACTIONS ON THE STARTLINE
Point: Indicates the po. int number on the startline
Corresponding species mole fractions at the point
Chamber pressure (atm
Chamber temperature (0K)
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Sample Printout for Two-Phase Chemical Equilibrium Flow
--	 SIIPERSONIC . FLOIN RN A LTSIS U S ING THE LOC XHEEO-HUNT%VTLLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
A5 n1 RT C ; F	 11	 _ .G	 w	 1	 LE , .L0W SOL	 T10ft
CA S E NO.	 1 Ail-Gc	 !3
X tCpCG SHU T TLE SEP WITOR' NOZ7Lf
-
m - PC) 1KT SP E E U y
-	 -	 --	 --
^ 9
-	
._ -1....-.--_,_._ 'k6217+t^4 .b1 4 Q5 rQ3 .75681*01 •49906*08 037957 119
=
I Q 2 •44116+Q4
----
. 49S6A + Q3 •6g108 +^11^`""$D332a1?H^ •8821Y^11q-
2 k	 19_- _	 _--- 3 •41517+04 •36692*03 .50437+01 •50739+08 +	 r1	 1903'I4_ i- .39{2@+114 .2a153i,6 S :4CL46*61 .'5l132rD6 iT2385^)7, __.
c _--	 14 S .37Q71+04
.17194+03 026561+01 4951498+n8












•S1R39+n3 .66602401 160770+08 +87757-0420
j
.9 1 64 7 + ^4
--138193 +03- - •52658+D! --- •50716+n8 :I1s62B-D]
-
- -	 2r1 9 .39751+Qk
 •79	 75+C13 ak247t+01









-f	 -ai? ^i•445 a^6 1,.	 -
21
. -1T-:7za *n ,^rtst a^l.z --M






.57651+01 •S576Rr0A •Ip463^Q3 4Cont' d)
.11 4107¢+ny 132 7 28 + 03----_ ;4A699 + FFf .51 %+ 07+08 u3Z
ry22







. 77589+fi } 50114+0R X85199-34--
-'
_ 22 3 •42214 + 0'; *9 50,ft{ + n3 .61655 * n1 •`50938 + n8 r1p272-03
n 23 1 .474174 .83396.03 •	 +U1 • $^75T^8-"""^"":'s5'15'6= --70 23 T 2
^- --
%45235*04 *676C1*03 .R097+01 •50120+08 •82500-04_24
.97771409
.9064+43 s1073i+Q2-i4432D+Q8 134?8.6-L19 '
_
---- T11F If	 iT tANSTR^tCTInN W1ELfI^ZOMTROIEn RY T_PE_rULL0 VF 1'J: V_JWn7!.FS
m
Ck	 1P1T 1•RI OR 's	 ,30C- 0 1 Ox	 AXIS= •2DQ-01	 OL LIR s	 .1&13+06 DL nFLET [ s	
.100-02 DEG P.H. n +600+01 Fr
	 4'650+90 Group 1^3













Sample Printout far Two-Phase Chemical Equilibrium Flow
SUPERSONIC FLOW ANALYSIS USIMO ?Of LO	 HEEO.NUMTS0ILLE MULTiPL2 SHOCK CGROUTER 046GRIMi	  S LUTI--	 r
CASE Noa	 I	 PACE 
__ 
at
[C Sw 	 Lr SE► MOTOR NO27L£
	 T	 i







	 7 ^oLRC aciir	 —aMOtc-aNet
	 --" 1
	
P .11► ,:Ia• g9 ATA	 75	 7b	 7	 _	 s^
	







•12013401PAR T 1 C1 f M ♦< T3	
-
I	 eft Qt T STREAMLINE	 086742+Q4	 .10734.0?	 .13204.00 	..41720+08	 .34206-0 4 	 +451714041
--------------------- ------------.----------------- - ------------- -------•--------- -------------------»--





-al l36.6? --0-573S.02	 •4311+40%	 .24s.40.04	 .12101.01Y.R71rlf A7A
WO •ARTIrt FS ARE PRFSEMT AT THIS. POIRT
-----------
	 •---•---------r---------------- --------•----- ^ ^ 	 'r ^^^ ^^.a►i^^r.rrr- _





RO PA R T1f1r5 ARE PRF3F11T AT THIS POINT
---- --» --r----	 -	 -	 .--.	 --	 rw:r-s--a^.r.*wsr^ar.rasaw.nvrrwr----
GAS uaiS FLOW RaTF.-.	 .BSTIS.ct ^PrRTTCLE PASS FLOP
	 .72352.0	 M14TURE
_	 _	
RASS FLOW RITE w	 .499,K-02
_ t	 MAUIUS _ LOAO tNG'
	
•	 '— 	 Group 12
	
•1`34 ^	 _—.. ----- ----
.	 l	 -	 _-
--	 _	 rQRCFi	 FORCE• 	 TnRW2	 ASP	 T
--^ - `-Z.Tifl:.6s :40044
	 Group 13
-	 PELF3r.	 OFLFT_ S	 TORO24
	
6ELF)eP	 OELFTP	 T0002P n





NOTES: (1) Typical printout for the startline data surface.
(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
OR L.^«.:	 L--.+-	 S..-.-r	 6r.	 L..^	 L	 J	 L-'-"'•'•^'	 C r a	 tom`	 ---	 -	 1^. rYy
Sample Printout for Two-Phase Chemical Equilibrium Flow
'	 1	 1
SUPERSONIC FL0 11 ANALYSIS US INi THE LOCKHEED-MUNTSVILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK C014PUTER FROWN
WE N O .	 I	 -
	
past. 27
S•ACE SHUTTLE SEP MOTOR HOME
LINE PONY DSCRIP RE41MC	 R	 K	 M	 THETA	 ENTROPY	 VELOCITY	 N-TOTAL	 It*
_
-- MACH ANGLE	 P £SSU E	 OEH ITT	 EN7[RiTl<RE-^^^EGW3	 LL^'AE-fiaRMA -_3NOC9 AXSLE "-- --
PaMTICLFgATA y--.^{qyn^	 YENP£oa'usE-SFECt* POINT DLSCR LP ION	 Y	 HET	 p N	 E M
2	 73 INTER - CONTIR	 .12053.00	 .12060•0a	 •14501.91	 .13677401	 .67676.02	 -53263+04 ---.14Yxs•O`	 6
	
7 D • zi	 .9027`4103 	 .	 -01	 .
PARtICLE DATA	 ♦ 	
-M_"'- ••
.75aaQ►i -73	 ,99 [z5 ]♦94	 ,10722+07	 .1x620 a^0 .0^53i97=0	 aT -- --
2 _ . _33 „ 10111_STKEANL W --- .Sa4716.0 il
	
.92340.0 1	 .2903.0 0 	,+7791.05	 .7116 35.0+ 	 •857x0019
1
74 INTER - CONTZW	 . 1 • 0	 1- Qn	 .1 ,4D	 ,.	 •	 10^`^-"Z
_	 ,a,^11•az,1a,1R.	 447.04	 ,Ixsn4+al
v	 ,-- 24 LIMIT STREARLfRt	 •4.6x40.04	 ,11391♦0:..__ 	 .33464.00SOa14 .48420.06...,...
	
-----	 -- - -















^A :Iricle DATA 	 - '-^- -
_ uO PART3c1E9 412E PerSERT AT THIS POINT




_	 — : 1N7t•9z
	
.3,!99.01	 -59117-02	 •,.4Z3 j2*O%	 .14440004	 •12120+01PANT IrlF I1ATA____-_w_^^^
u0 PARTICLFS AWE PMTS£uT AT THIS POINT
--------------»--------«----------- »- ----»» . --------- -------r--»----»-----------»»-»-- 	 »-«». = -. aT
	PORCt4	 Faltrer
	 TOUO2	 nE1PA	 DELFT	 ISF	 9	 —




^^ ^•tOS75:i1'--`-"':00044	 ^2D5r1iD3--T.._` — _ _
	 Group
 14
PERCLNT CHANCE tM MASS+ MOMENTUM -AND ERLA&V NUN	 AL iNirsPATIOR FOR LIMEELATIT[ 	 E START LINE	 -
._.	 - PfREENt*CM4A61N -71A;S"Klaf/-i13ryS07IR7iLE`i _ •7iISF	 Mt3t0R[fwE -•:zsa7xw3	
- Group 15
1 'F•CENT CHANGE IN RnMENTUM. GAS.	 .75194.04 l0 ARTICL - •	 117911+/•00 f} IKTURE 9 - 12303.01	 F • ..821411.9
-	 TE_fi1M CNR .^E • A	 ..	 ,	 • 74p0^Mt7rTIIRET'^112tA 
NOTES: ( 1) Typical printout for a data surface inside the nozzle.
(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
4:	






Sample Printout for Two-Phase Chemical Equilibrium Flow
SUPERSONIC PLOW•AH:LTSIS US I NG THE LOC KHEED-MUNT59TLtE MULTIPLL• SPFC, R!OMPUTER IORGIldn
C:SE^MO.	 1.	 PAGE	 SD
5^ACE SNOTTLC SEP MOTOR N6;%E
	 -	 -
LINE HINT OSCRIP - R£GI N£	 R	 X	
_	 M	 THETA	 ENTAOPT	




 *.	 r 	 AMi	 SHO" - ANGLt
P_AP T IrlC BATA
	 -
SPECIE POINT DESCRIPTIQU	 TMIKTA
A 1	 43	 RI1-M	 O 	 .






NO PA RTICLES ARE PRESEIIT AT-THIS POINT 	
-
«.- .-'__-.-•.r..r.------«-«------«----------«- ------------- ---r------«---«








	 .19411+04	 . .12907.01PART7CLf DATA




	 ---------------------------------.-wr--^^ +. -
R	 -
•11300+0,2	 •11210+0!	 •81027-09	 .13351+04	 •T9GSt+014	 •i30J1+01
W	 PIA TlCLChATA 	 - - -
NO PARTI {IFS
 ARE PRESENT AT THIS POTHT
IP	 ----------«---------«----------------- -------------------`---------------------------------------------------- - --------







_ NO PAR TICLES nRE PRESENT AT THIS Poll?
rr-..--.----I ------ A-•--«-wr---r+---r---r---.-•-a-------------------------••---------------------------- - ....--..-r-- ^..:^.-
60	 47 PXN-MP	 ZORTIN
	 • 1
	 + o	 •	 •	
r02..9!130.01	 .23S9S•00	 .18633-014	 .92042.43
	 •196!1 +014 	 OR.13282.
PARTICLE DATA
	 -	 -- -
0 PARTIC
.l	 LES ARE PRESENT AT THIS 1001HT
AO	 in PRO-MR - CO T
	
. I




	 .72700,.4]	 .19519+04	 . 131412+01
PAR}ICL[ OAT:	 -- - - - ---
NO PARTI(I,f^:RR PR SF"T AT THIS POINT






	 •31424-01	 .41927-0,S	 '.55151.0]
	 •I9A1.-?4	 •t3527+p1
P-ART ICL[ _ ORTA
	 —
MO PARfICI.ES ARE PRESENT AT THIS POINT
	 -	 -
--------..war--------------------------------------------------ate --------------------- . --
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface containing a Prandtl-Meyer Expansion.
(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
Sample Printout for Two- .Phase Chemical Equilibrium plow




r.__ [ASE Ng.	 t PAGE.	 144
5p %rr SHUTTLE SEP MOTOR 11022LE
LINE P Rt g T	 DSCetP - REGIME
	
R A	 M	 THETA	 ENTROPY VELOCIT4' "H-TOTAL
	
its
MACH  ANGLE P SAMMA 41141tir- 1NiLit
	 T'
P^Rrlrtr ry4TA -
SP ECi r POINYOaESe*IPT10R	 -	 7 THETA	 D M	 CNT04ALPV 9659tv-^'
•
,.dEMP4RiTORC-^
Ii	 !	 BALL CO	 N	 • 0 .	 • LL
•I90G4+02 .19040.02	 .50673.07




	 ..	 1	 _	 1 `.7~7475-07 .QanOQ	 .86755-n1
	 22732+68 ;?;OTC-as 827426%,07b ^	 1 .7M^fC0+07 •OOa 0	 •107 +Obi'^70i^' •	 IiE':dS-"-`T1ig07^Qi-'-"`"
I
l	 1 .774027+Oy .00000
	 .1S474s04
	
.25774.06 •43744-p5 '•]1376.04y	 1 V	 +Q. On	 .	
•
*g














.8	 •d90M8 ♦7147.01 	 07	 .3.4773.02 .10115 06 •14737.01.	 2
" . 4 s	 I 7.1 -al
	 +z-d	 3
^ NO PARTICLES ARE PRESENT AT TH
	 POINT 
--------------------- . .	 .	 - -	 .------------------------------------------ N.M-.- ..-.NN.
8• A WE" STRFAMLTME HAS 8t£M INSERTED ON LINE 117 BETWEEN POINTS
	 2S AND	 26
p
t
11 4 	I	 nALL CONTIH	 .00000 .•1447.1•01








l	 + • ! 7 7.07 x040 O -
	 . 47	 -ryT'^.T1IZ4-:0 •	 - •	 i4 1r#VW	 _




•22447+08 •3►3i3•Q5' •26305.041 • 7 1 ^ •0 • 00 0	 q	 . •	 - _- 4
7l •742084♦ 9Q 0	 0	 •22767.0Qd v
	 QQ	 .29107•0e .ts+77.05 .34414.0+%	 T .	 7 4.0 On 0	 •p	 .	 7" -. + 440925004-^-'^-
_	





	...... ...... . ...... . ................«..............................................
 . .....
IST	 1	 R • 0
•44037.01 Oi444 -01:	 .414t72.g5	 -ss[A0.03	 .14911.04 •1352700t
--OPA9TIf.tF;TA -- 	 -
NO PAW TPC$ES ARE PRESENT AT THIS POINT
•---0...................r....---•----«««.--•---««---. «-«--••----•-•-•-«-•-----•-•---------- Tom'*aril ^.w.-.•a.....






NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface in the exhaust plume.(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
-.	 _	 .^..	 .r	 -.	 0000	 ,^...	 _,.....s..•ao.ai • _	 - - - ai^e,..„s3,y,aiwi	 =-	 - -`.
Sample Printout for Single-Phase Chemical Equilibrium
Flow with Free Molecular Considerations
3-7b




Sample Printout for Single-Phase Chemical Equilibrium Flow With Free Molecular 'Considerat.ions
SUPERSONIC FLD M ANALYSIS USING THE LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
rASE NO.	 1 PAGE 1
GASEOUS CHECK .ASE WITH FREE MOLECULAR CALCULATIONS CONSIDERED




ICONv%i	 ICON1	 ItOrl(5)	 ICON{6)
	 1CONC71 10fital.
1	 2 21	 2	 1	 O	 1 Z.
1CON191	 ICON(1D)	 ICON(II) ICON(12)	 ICON113)	 ICON(14)	 ICQN(15) ICOt1C16f
=rn 0	 99 1	 I	 l	 ---	 0-	 .3 i0p
m
FLA K









TYPE	 1TRA !4S	 A a	 C	 D	 g PAX
rn 2	 l	 .000-0 .00;00
	 .r-0000	 •26795+00	 916969+00 93j909 01
M W-	 3	 lJ	 .2OOf)fly172 000;00	 .Ltt 030	 •00000	 .000'30 ..007 ;,!+r,4
^I LOWEP 8c?UNOARY
n TYPE	 ITRA'IS	 4 a	 C	 0	 _	 E	 -	 -- YAKS 2	 1)	
.]0r1nd 600x00
	 .1}CG00	 .CAD00	 000000 61G004+04
Z THERE ARE
	
'0 PARTICLE SPECIES ?RESENT IN THE GAS-PARTICLE MIXTURE
2 T4iE FOLLOWING GAS PROPERTIES	 IN ENGLISfi UNITS • ARE FOR	 IDEAL GAS
M REAL GAS PROPERTIES
	 - -
^ o ii< -
2 .0000n
t7
n 5	 v R	 GA4HA	 T	 P	 PR YIS CP
z *o00nD

















	 018000+03	 000000 .00---"u .r)0GI^U
.719(:2+04 * 0813 + ']4	 9!7297+01	 932994+04	 9900t?0+02
	
.00000 .0":4,4 .^U:%CR
.7705+04 .19811+04	 .123x4+01	 .78962-04	 .145001 4.02
	.00000 C.Z!.3 .J:.V00
* 83S77 4 04 . f9A11 + 04	 .1237A+ 01 	-.243:3 0 # 04	 .1nong-02	 . Oonuo .a-'?Jtl .0 L,r.3P
.84593 + 04 .19811+04

































Sample Printout for Single-Phase Chemical Equilibrium Flow With Free Molecular Ccasiderations
SUPERSONIC FLOW ANAL O IS USING THE LOCKHEED -HUNTcVtLLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
PASE NO.	 1 PAGE
GASEOUS CHECK CASE C TH FREE MOLECULAR CALCtt1 . ATIONS	 CON51DERED
REAL GAS PROPERTIES
H+TOTAL




.12944 +01	 .14814+04 .18003 +01	 600000 .00000	 .00S-03
STARTImG LINE INFO
R w M TwFTA S MACH ANGLE SHOCK ANGLE OJF	 5
6000100 .32324401 .42555+n1 400noo •ctoroo .13591402 030000 000000
.51977-01 .32320+01 .42541+n1 *82994+011 60orlOO •135954-02 .00000 .00004-3
,.10396+00 •32309+01 .42533+nt 916503+01 *OOJO0 •135913+02 .010000 ID0300	 -
415S')O+Do .32290*01 .42529+111 •24726+01 +CUO00	 -- •136.01+02 0000'00 .00000
.20777+00 .322A4+a1 .42513+n4- .32907+Ot .CU.100 .13605+02 4;10001 &LOO 00
.25955+06 .32230*01 .424.98+n] .41031+(;+ .00000 .13609+02 .CO000 .!30000
w	 .31122+00 6321910+(11 .42479+111 .49070+J, .C.Uil20 .13616+U2 .00000 .00000
•.)6111.011 .321++2+Ut .42454+nt .56994+6: •CO006 •13629+02 .001300 .0000U
00	 .'11401.00
.32014-7+4-11 042420+11 .6477*+OS *Cocoa *13635+U2 .OUCGG *000013
•4651`5+,20 .32U26+(.1 .42376+nt .72345+01 900000	 - .13649 +02 •00040	 - .UOJ00
.51577+il3 .3]958+U1 .42317+n1 .79646+01 4CO000 .13669+02 *00000 1POODCO
.466011*00 .31895+x1 .42239+111 •86586+01. -cootiA 013695+02 •UOVOO •UOU00
•615 137*UG .318n&+nt .42141+n1 .931223+01 •CU000 .13727+02 •0017a0 .00000
.66SC8401 *31773+U1 •42031+nt .99397+01 •o'3GOL3 •1376+1+U2 *0UU,00	 - *U0000
.7137211)0 .31655+01 .41931+n1 .19476+0? ► CCQno	 _ .13797+02 .00000 80,01.100
076189+*0 •31542+101 •41858+n1 *1125I+U2 •00000 .13a22+02 •00400 a0a,)U0
0 00915*U0 .31443 + 01 .NtBt2 + nl •11967 + a? @coc03 .1 3U37 + 02 .ULOaC *UOCUD
9 8 57'12+0 12 .31319+01 .41785+nt *127th+02 .0ttt"00 r13e4t%**2 .U7i,,,n0 •00a4U
.904 1 9+Uo *31228+nt 041770+n1 •13u67+;37 eeU'Ir10 *131+51+C2 •Ou•rC0 90t3U00
•95246100 *31111+01 •41763+n) 914232+02 •C0000 .13ts59+02 •C0600 •001000
•IO000 431 •309A7+O1 •41757+101 •1517 ^0+02 .4-00!1! .134-156*132 rUaf OD *00003
RUN CUTOFF 1N C OHnATIoN -	 J
UPPER HOUNDARY LOWER BOUNDARY
R*'	 •ln01'U4-03	 XW -. l 	 00+03 THETA. .00n00 R.	 . 00000 %; . 20000 +02 THETA.	 .90000+0.'.








.11104-)3 +0] .SOOUO+07 ,200 0/10300+ .00003
THE MESH CONSTRUCTION V ILL BE CONTROLED BY THE FOLLO W ING VARIABLES
DL	 INTERIOR r	 • 300+O4- 01	 AXIS- .100 +01	 nL Li ma	 * 10x1 +01 DL DELETE * 	 .500-OZ DEG P*M•* 9500+01 F +	 • SDO+OQ








	 1.--+':-.^	 ._	 r	 ^a,..,s ...	 ^:.,^,...,	 r.^a...t^.	 -^n:m.
u





q	 ..	 L 
	 } { 
	
- d	 -
Sample Printout for Single-Phase Chemical Equilihriem Flow With Free Molecular Considerations
SUPERSONIC FLO W
 ANALYSIS USING THE LnCKHEEO
-
HU NT%vILLE MULTI PLE S HOCK COMPUTER PR04RAM
CASE N0. 1 PAGE	 e
GASEOUS CHECK CA'i£	 WITH FREE MOLECULAR CALVILATIONS CONSIDEFEO
7'b
LINE POINT OSCRIP - R;:GIME R x M THETA ENTROPY. VELOCITY C./ I:8
MACH ANGLE PRESSURE DENSITY	 TEMPERATURE GAS CONST * LOCAL GAMMA SMOCK FNGLE
1 14 INPUT
	 -
C F)NT1N *6AS08#00 •31723+01 •42031+01 .99397+03 .00000 •90499+04 +00000 0




CONTIN *71372+;)0 *31435+01 .41931+01 .10576+02 600000 .90436+04 000-000 0
•33797+02 947737+01 •LR87C-03 .18384+04 419811+04 •12772+01
1 16 1 14P UT	
-
C I)NT1N .7A189+00 *3Ir42+01 .4195f•+O1 911251+02 .UO000 .90309+04 •00001' 0





	 -- V41P. 12+01	 N .11967+02 .U000U
 .90360+04 .QECO} 0
.131137+02 *48701+01 .19172-13 •18463 ► 44 .19L'11+04 012765+01
1 10 INPUT
	
- CANTIN •95747+00 *31339+01 941785+31 .12710+iF2 +00000 .90343#04 *OOC-O]' 0
*11846 + 02 *48917+01 *19235-03 .18481+04 019811+04 012768+01
F	 1 19 INPUT	 - CONTIN . 9n499 * Ott *31728401 .41770+,01 *13467+02 • OOCOO 6 90334 +04 •00001 0
`)
.D .11851.02 049n38+01 n 39276-?3 .38491+U4 019811+04 *12767#01
l 20 INPUT
	 - C I)NTIN .94246+017
	 -- *31111+131	 - --	 *4176:*O1 •14232+UZ *00:100 097329+C4 *OrCLV D
* 13854+D2 *491n0+01 019295-03 018496+04 419611+04 *L2761*e:
1 21 INP UT 	- C')NTIN 8 1110110 + 01 030 _499+01 * 41157 + 01	
_
015000+02 -- *00000 *90325 +04 •DOCOO 0
* 13836+02 *49144+01 *19309-73 .IB499+04 *I9aI1+04 .12767*01
1 22 PRr1-MR - C0NTtN *1n0!10+01 *30989+O1 *4SO9:+31 *19869+02 VOODOO *92165+0'+ +00000 0
.12812+02 *2$778+01 912541-73 .16398+04 *19811+04 012865+01
1 23 PRN-MR - CONTIN .Ineco*ol 030989+01 ^	 * 49114+21 *24750+02 ^	 *00000	 - .93888+04 *1}0;00 0
.11747+02 915;65+102 .77372-04 6I42g7+04 *19811+04 -	 *12944+01
1 24 PRN-MR - CONTIN *1"Onn +01 *30989 +01 .5333 1+ 01 .29624 + 02 *00000 * 9$494 + 04 *0000=, 0
* 111807+02 +85163+00 .49631-04 *12502+04 *19811+Og *12944+01





y • 9 6999+04 VOODOO 0
* 99024+01 .85765+00 6311661-04 .111849+04 *19811+04 012944+01
1 26 PXN-MR - CONTIN .InO00+01 +30989+01 .63717+01 *39374+02 000000 +98375+04 900000 0
* 911299+01 *23197+00 *1N;139-04 692455+03 V19811+04 012944+01
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a startline data surface contaiat%g a Plrandtl -Meyer Expansion.(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
Ai
Sample Printout for Single-Phase Chemical Equilibrium Flow With Free Molecular Considerations
SUPERSONIC FLOW ANALYSIS USING THE LnCKMEEO •HUNT:VILLE MULT I PLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
CASE NO. 1 PAGE	 12
GA S EO US CHECK CASE nITH FREE HDLcCULAR CAL01LA;IONS CONSIDERED
LIVE POINT DSCRIP iEGIME R X !t THETA ENTROPY VELOCITY I, ► TT4MACH ANGLE PRESSURE DENSITY TEMPERATURE GAS CONST, LOCAL GA#1MA 5lLOGK^ a'.GLE
r !	 27 INTER ',ONTIN. .In813+01
.5 ;884+ O1
031A27+01
-.7+.017 +01 .44254+02 •00000 099788+04 •ODL'QC i
610n69+00 .95166-D5 .76883+03
•I9811+f14 •.12944 +QI
m 2	 28 INTER C ONTIN . i;680 + 01 •3:756+01
. 790H5 +Q1 -	 •49073+02 4 00000 . 10Q95+Q5 •00000 4
C1 .72691+01 •43%34-01 .49804 -05 .63535+03 019811+04 912St44+01
C 2	 21 INTER -0NT1N .10753+01 •31880+01• 0888:19+01 .53898+02
.QDOOQ 010194+05 000000 4





2	 11 INTER CONTIN .Ln812+01 031.99+01




.60n27-02 .1'777 - 05 •40486+03 419811+01 '9'12944+11'
2	 31 INTER	 • C4NT1N 0In8&4+aI +31K15;01 611665+02 .63566+02 000000 .[0373+p5 +C00,I0 4








5- .41677+81 .45n95-03 •145117-06. --	 .22470+03 -019811+04 012944+0f
Z 2	 33 INTER	 - CONTIN •	 946+0In	 l .3	 136+01	 L	 - -- a i fi7{I8+02 - .- _ . .73254+02 - - •CDOflO
	 -_.. •18502+05 _ .00 1'+00 5034302 +01 •85775-04 04;470-07 .15406+03 019811+04 .1294Ti+0I2 _
rn 2	 34 INTER CONTIN .in976+01 .3[744+0[ •2115'0+02
.7es110+02 000000
	 --- 010549 + 05 9092^.9 •
Z








.27780+01 0139n7-04, .992115-08 •1OI85+03 .1981E+04 .1ZY'i4+p1
.MI EPOINT NO.	 34	 ON ' 2 HAS nEEN DELETED
PERCENT CHANGE IN MASS, MOMENTUM ANn ENERGY NUMERICAL INTEGRATION FOR LINE 2 RELATIVE TO THE STAR; LINETHE PERCENT CHANSEc IN MASS FLAW	 IS n
-.22;894+00
PERCE?-T CHANGE IN MOMENTUM 1S •	 •18840+04 ISP n
-.19527+01 ¢PERCENT CHANGE P- ENERGY IS
NOTzS; (I) Typical printout for a. data surface in the exhaust plume.(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
i
zo
Sample Printout for Single-Phase Chemical Equilibrium Flow With Free Molecular Consideratiana
SUPERSONIC FLOW ANALYSIS USIuG THE LnCKKEtD-HUNT-VI ,LLE.MULiXPLE SHOCX CCHPUTER P.II'OGRAll
+ASE N0.
	 1 PAGE 	 23..
GASEOUS CHECK CASE SI T" FREE MOLECULAR CALCULATIONS C045IDEREQ
LINE POINT DSCRIP REGIME R	 x M THETA E14-TROPY VELOCITY OtF	 ITH
MACH ANGLE	 PR94tSURE DENSITY TEMPERATURE GAS CONST9 LOCAt,. G AMMA SMOCK %Nr.LE'
6	 29 INTER CONTIN. .!!712001
	
*32324+01 .99553+01 •57858+02. 600000 *lD2S2+05. *00000 5
n •57651101
	
•67A28-02 *11817-05 *9I599+03 019811+04 •12494+131
6	 30 INTER • CONTIN .118Q9+01	 *321S8+01 n 11297+02 .62206+02 .*00000 .ln3S7*os 900000'	 .5
.5n786+01
	 .23711-02 052594-06 .32776+03 019811+04 *12Y44+01
6	 31 INTER CONTIY 011890+01	 031907401 .13038+02 *66612+02 600000 *10'iZ3+05 CcUL.O
	
q
443988+D1	 471n57-03 *2n727-06 *24919+03 .1x811.09 •1294'1+01.
6	 32 INTER FREE M •11956+01




n 22ASO-03 *75196-07 -	 * 20930+03 019811+09	 -- 916670+01
6	 33 INTER - FREE M -*12013+01
	 *31RS6+131 .1!1746+02, 973346+02 *00000 •10503+Dy 600000
	
1
.39782+01	 *43&79-04 *20778-07 •15280+03 •1 gal 1+04 916670+03
_	
- - —
6	 34 INTER -.FREE M .12073+111	 *31415+01 "- *18137+02 ;78371x02 .00000
-..
*16545 +05 00co 7	 I.
.31529+01	 072497-OS .5173.--- .10185+03 *19Si1+04 *16670+01
PERCENT CHANGE IN MASS * MOMENTUM ANn ENERGY NUMERI.AL INTEGRATION FOR LINE	 6 RELATI V E TO THE STAR- LINE
i THE PERCENT CHANGE TO MASS FLOW	 IS +	 -.16%987+01 1
PERCENT CHANGE IN MOMENTUM 1S	 t1846S+09	 ISP w - .. *2342+4! --
j PERCENT CyANGE I}r ENERGY	 IS n	 000000
i
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface containing free molecular points.(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
i 	 3
Sample Printout for Single-Phase
Finite Rate Chemistry Flow
3 -82
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
'Sample Printout for Single-Phasz. Finite Rate Chemistry Flow
SU P E R 5 6"M FL0 1 ANALYSIS U S I N G THE LOC K HEED-HU f1TSVILL£ MULTI P LE SH O CK COMPUTER PROGRAM
CASE NO.	 2! PAGE
rn
CASE 21
	 SOOLRF &/I	 CO N E ♦ O/F O 7 * 2	 t FINITE RATE,	 I"VISCID 9	 VAR O/F
C
Z "PN (nNT p nL P4RAMFTERS
C OfI	 I	 IC—O N 421 Ir-Ow—jJ31)	 IcOtO	 I f- a N c	 N-c &T--3	 2 21	 2
ICONM	 ICONIJOI lcoN(w	 ICO!1112)	 ICONCIA)	 1CONIM ICON(IS) ICON(I5)
x so 21	 1	 Q	 0 3010
rn
THE FLOW FIELD DATA WILL - VIRTTTEN ON TAPt-----
UPPER BOUPMART
z TYPE ITRAve;e 9	 D MAX
2 800000
	
.26	 S;00 I= Tif I
1t qq "n*a2 614000#01	 0001)w!
	 .040110 •00000 *83333401.
L O SER BOUNDARY
Ty': ITP	 N S.A It	 c
-0 E MAX0 .120000







Sample Printout for Single-phase Finite Rate Chemistry Flow





NT , NS ,M R ,IlN,ICTAPE^KiUP•1 tOOr
	 16	 23 3	 0	 a l ----^-11
riAMâTe. NUMREN .	 .700aQ$eit:Op - - -.	 -- .	 _ .	 _
.RASE VISCOSITY. w _0{66911 ► t{+OSEXPONENT a	




! _REACTION9^EINQ CCN'^!4#^^CH Xan A•_vxf! svT"1_vT. •N
_	 -
a ~N^ N Tr^rf K.frr^
-7
N	 ♦ 	 • N!	 n NID
D	 r H__	 ♦ R.
• n I Y•21a•22 !.0
	 id i0 2 Y.^
_ m 3




	 •c	 .0 r0 2 1
_.^.._..._-...-
--•	 R^ ^2'----2
i.3Tr•IS	 .Q	 . rD.









CC-fl	 • N3	 = CO2 • 03 _... -µ r., 7.YF2.14	 - .0	 .SOt70.a _.._ .0 2 3






	 ... •O . 1 !
'r 1.
^_._. •	 nCO	 H:OON • H - }_Q2g•06 	 +Y.O	 x760.0 .0 l 4
.m. -! â-	 --	 _._OH n [D2+ Q1i.-
	 •1125
+ N
±_4_ ^._•_„.,_ 4.627•E4	 -2.0	 1600. â}•025.22`	 â .0.0 ,.x•110•0.q 1 '-










13 -CHI--A_M	 • [MI_ • H: -^.^raFss^;_•C	 -8000.0 .Q ! 3w
`,^` ......._..-ir CH4	 • a	 a CH3 ,cNf_	 . 0	 = cHto • OH♦ H •	 -J•1 â/ t3	 .0-'"^+91x0.0 ... "4Q -	 -1 3
-_^ 15	 CH26	 • aH	 •
 CHO • N 20


















,•_^9.«40.10	 . 0.a ' _.^.p .'	 _ ..	 _
it CNO	 • ON
	 r CO __• H2O 10a ♦ t}-.,,,_,„ •0	 +35000.0 _^._
---
-•tl s b2m _20 CHn	 ._H	 . [0 l•Y6+14	 •0.0 -00 't 1
21
_ _
OHO	 . 0	 • c4 • ON






G•â01 . 13^• _20	 +1600. â •0 7 323 CHO	 • Nl	 • CO	 • µ	 1 7.23;•1]
	 .0-" -iS400.0^_".P"-- ._	 5-- -- 3
CAT41.TTt[ -JPECT"%
L•Oil _4H! t._' gO . SA_-1. 00 _ C L,1.11 p _^ ---l.atDO _ Y^^ 1.00 Nx3	 . 1.00 N!x.00 Cat
	 . 1400 N loco ra . 1.00 ON 1.00 0
	 t.c0.	 ,	 tit-_---.'t.ao CN7
5x5+__4
_	 -- -. - -	 _	 - -- ....	 _._.




----- - 1.00 [ H2a _•	 loco CHn ._-,
- --
-^oOD
r3	 ._! 1.00 C_
	 _
	 D.1440 C 119 _ . f 1 .84 CO	 _ . 1.00 NS .10040 H2*__ ._.   1 00 NN3	 • 1.09 NY • -"3.00 CO2	 • 1.00 H o	 loco NO . 1.00 ON + 1.tM a
	 .20.00 02 ^o
_
1.00 CN3 • -
-.__.^^.__ ____.,^ 1.. 90 [H20






=.. = = == = == == Rid = M KM
SamPle Printout for Single-Phase Finite Rate Chemistry Flaw
SFECI.E -ROLE • 4rR6CT1p14S_0g , THE ST RRT-LINE . 4RE READ FROM CAKCS
PO INT^ - 	 _	
-- 126
__1_.- _S -_
	 _CM! _-_ [OJ
	N2 _Q--020
	 	 M	 MO
	
- --	 .T478p.p! -=20700 .90 -.4]a20.O3 T
 . 43 ! 50.00
	 •!5700.43
	 •12570-D2	 •26310+DO
	 •Si &0-OS .09000
	 .p000G -`
_	 1	 ON	 0	 02	 CH}	 CN20	 CHO
.00it00^ .0000
	 .OD000	 .00 DD
	 .DO 00	 .00 00
	





	 M20	 _...- MM3	 -- __- p 'j --_' _^--`•_CCt __-.. - _ H ... . . .._ - RO
. 79 I00-01 	 .IN99o.00_ _.13]60-D2
	 • 4 3 060.00
	














3	 - C	 _... CM4	 _.-_.. C5.
	
-- 
-H2	 H2O	 - -. MM3	 .._ _... M2 .. .... .__ - Cot
	 H	 NO
.W070+01	
.12470 . 017	 .62440.04	 •47040.00	 .16 650.4!	 •11 140.03	 .2!610 .00 _ .1!170-02	 •00000
	 000000
_ON _
	 0 _	 42	 CH3	 CHU	 CHO
•00000






4	 f	 C44 -- 
--co - 	 _H2 _-_..__._. 0 0	 WP3-	 _
.00000	 !21630-01
	











CHOm	 .T12&p-05 •00000	 .p006^'-" :pn00o
	 .00000
	 ♦00000 	 ""	 - -° - ' - °-
	
S	 C	 CN4	 ___._ Cp . _ - - - N2 - -
	 NZO	 NHS	 N2	 Co2	 H	 NO







	 +70330.00 - • 21 240+0[ ,_ .2}4 !0.02	 .12451
- _5 - - ON	 0	 O 2	 C143	 CM20	 CHO	 v
.!1510-02 .276.0-04 .173 p^  :0 110.4	 :90099	 .nmoo -
	 --
CM4	 CO	 H2	 .. - _ H2O	 N143	 q2 -	 _..- 002
.00007 -- -. •00000 T	 .123% .00
	 -15,170•00 T.34i40.00
	
.45040-05_- .3!050.90 _ .441!¢-01 .10100- 01	 .23371
	
-.. 










7	 C-CHR - ""_"" C4- --- _- M2 .__ __. -- 020
	 MM3 . ._ __ N2 _-_
	










-.. 7	 ON	 0	 02	 CH3	 r"20	 a	 - --'	 -	 ---
^.7lSip+7- 1^iT^i1f.71T^,f^T7 +^Oj p^Od00
	 .00009 - -.0000.-------
M2 -	
_ H29 - __ NN 3 - 
_-__--_ N=_- - _'-- _CO2 - _ .H
	
---	 .00000	 _ -. •00000
___
 
•5 1710-01 _.149_20 -01	
.35490.00 _0.000 - _ _ -•329SO-20 • 09300.0[_-+}il QO-O!
	 •14240
	
_ n 	 ON	 0	 02	 CH3	 T-	 - --	 - - -













Sample Printout for. Single- Phase Finite Rate Chemistry !low
	




	 DO-0q	 ,21 e0^a+i •' 6-O N04	 .0000p
	
21 	 C	
- CHq 	 t0 	
—142	 H2O	 N143	 - _	 N7__
.00000




	 *33010-01	 645300-02	 *17100-03
r 21	 _OH __
	 0 _ _ _	 r,2	 C143	 Ch20	 CHO	
- -
-- .1743fl- O2	 +33A00-C4	 .212NG-D4	 .Or7000
	 .4Q00Q	 -,0rb40
	
-^ - GTOIi 18
o CHAMnER PRESSURE SAT!+1
	 UIq+Dt CHAHHt4 TEMPERATURE {DEG.KI .
	
.323Gt+04 130 	—	 —	 (Cont 'd)
H	 -T ERE ARC 0 PARTI [ I.£ SPFCfES P RESiMT 1N T H E GAS-PARTICLE-MI X TURE
Z






	 THETAS	 . C,MOO
	 R n 	 . ;O00A	 X31	 .60000-30	 THETA.
	 0 90041'*c2
	
_	 f fHE MESH C4f'STRUCTION wjLL ' a£ CO N TROLED 8Y THE FALLOWING VAkIABLES





















Sample Printout for Single-Phase Finite Rate Chemistry Flow
SU P E RSONIC FLo w AN A LYSTS US )Wr, THE L 0CxHEEO .HUN_TC4T!LC MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
GAS-PRRiICLE F LO* SOLUTION
CARE _ . NO. 21 PAGE	 2
CASE ZI	 - 900LCF 611 CONEp	 0 /Fr2 8,2	 . ' FI N ITE RATE,	 [%VI S,CID. VAR O%F



















j INPUT --_ CO FITIN _ ---- _
 -
	 . Onnao	 ______9 84I6 7 -02	
-
01027q+01 6000;0	 0 3 0000 . 31052 + 0q •1321.9+08	 0
. 7 6 745+02 .27517+03 .54912-42 .18993+0q	 •37993.04 .12660+01
•21660+04 .51429+03
.01Daao
^CIIE M ICaL SPECIE HOLE FRACTIONS - ---------	 - -	 -	 _ ._ _._
{	 C 7.4785-02 CH4	 2.0781.01
	 CO 6.3874-04	 H2 4.3153-01 H2O	 "05705-09	 NH3 1.2571-03 N2	 2.8317-71
CO2 5.6364--16 H	 0.0000	 k0 0.0000	 OH x,0000 0	 V-0000	 02 - 000000 CH3	 O.n3^Q









	 1N O W - CONTTN	 •19561-02 '416 y "02 •10297+D1 .796?4+Or}	 ^ •00000 r'J1 --x +04-` .R	 ^li12964L+
•76336+02
	 _ :274q0#03 •53672-9Z .192+71 +0:7 	'38260+04 all	 ;2+oi
-4 .22006.04 •51479+03 •00000
CHE M ICAL SPECIE HOtX FRACTIONS	 _-
r 7.9i0y-02 C.44	 1.8491-01
	
CO 6.3363-03	 H2 ':03862-01 H2O	 6.4493-03	 NH3 1.1841-03 142	 2.7821"01






1 3	 IN007 - CONTIN	 .39122-02__
--_.8gI6?-02 910239+01 .15011+01 	 000000 .32126+14 0112E5•C9	 1
.7762 9+02 427475+03 •50759-02 •20735+04	 •37591+04 .12870+01
.2)R 54+O lt .51507.- .50000
CHFMIrAL { PECIF,	 MOLE FRACTIONS --
C 5.7L*74 -02 CH4	 T.2"71 -01	 _	 C O _6, 3 44 y - 02	 472 4,7043 -01 H2n	 i.6651 -02	 NH3 R,B846 -04- M12	 3.5612+01
CO 2 1.6g71 -03 H	 000000	 NO O.ODOO
	
Girl 000700 0	 600000	 02 OZ 0000 CM3	 O.I+OOa
:^a a0 0 .'i£01 rHp	 f^. QQno _	 .
----------------------------------
------ --------------------------------------------------------- -r-----------------------------	 .
I 4	 INPUT - CONTIN	 .58682-02 084167-02	 --.102i q +0[ •22464101
	 - •00000 - -.3S142+Oq__ _ e_ 69741+07	 - 0
.7A 756 +02._^ - . 2 727 6+ 03 •43259-02 ► 26733+Oq	 •33964+04 •13038+01
.3n 9 6 9 +04 .51291+03 .00000
- CHE M ICAL SPECIE HOLF FRACTIONS
C 0.0.00 CH4	 2,2633 -Q2	 CO 1.6692 -01	 T+2 9.8516-01 N20-	 6.0067-02	 NH3 3.5014-Oq N2	 2.5733-01






















Sample Printout for Single-Phase Finite Rate Chemistry Flow
SU P E R SONIC FLO W A P lLYSTS USIFIG ThF LnC K MFED-1+UN15VILLE MUL T IPLE SHACK COMPUTrg FROGRA11
-	 - --	 -	 --	 -	 -	 -- ZAS:PARtICLE - FLOw-SOLUT 'tD•7
CA SC N O .	 21	 RACE	 95
;ASE 21 - 5nOLIr 6/1 CO NE, 0/Fu2.? . FI N ITE RATE, t H VIS C 10. VAR 0/F
L1?JF P 014T	 OSCRI P R EGI M E	 -	 R X M THETA ENTROPY VELOCITY H+TOTAL	 ITP
MACH ANGLE P	 ESS 11 RE DENSjTY	 TFMPe1t^TU ^3-C07FST^0^7[r T;^NHA - - SHOCK ANG E
TOO 09* S•
t,0 1	 11;LL - raNT14	 .030120 .62272-b1 020063+n1 6009PO *91272-OS .529/+7f04 .13144•[111	 3
•29 8 96+02 - .65120+02 017854-02 6138?S+04 .3799x+04 03L11+01
.22
	
04 •3536`1+73 .Daebo_	 _	 _
rl1*- , 1 1CAL	 S p ECiE	 MOLL:	 FRAC T tDt3S	 131
r 7.479'i-n? 014	 2.]781-01
	
n 6.3824.04 H2 4.3153.01 ,	 H2n	 P.5706 -04	 NH3 1.2571.03 X12	 2.8312_01









il 77	 S AL.. - CONTI4	 .516]4-Ol .SSw5?-0! - 619568+01 X77017+0^"`^67522+04 --- 	 .36075+07	 3.150R(1^02
.j,;733+02 .70385+02 010656-02 •37887+04 •25158+04 .12sta+01
.56034+04 .355IA*03 000000
C1--tl11
. AL	 ` P FCIF	 MOLE FDACT10NS
C 0.Q!Inc CFI'-	 4.9604-OR	 _CO
..
1.4019 -0! 112 2.1914 - 01 H2O	 3401`12-01	 NH3 8.30'16-06 N2	 3.0165 -01
('C:' 3.3 gr)6-n2
,





"CIfO --	 ...! •4I 1'1-05
+	 --	 ---- -------- -
-	 -	 -
-- ----- ----




	 -- -	 --.
PRES SURE INTEGRATION RESULTS
00 FORCEZ
	 - -	 FORCEY TOROT nELFx DELFY ISP
-^ y 7AH5 s 0 3 *00008 •40000 -+1'+307.01 *OOb00 *29229+173
5I 1	 11.L - Co"T!M	 .0,3[00 .6400'!-Ol 020242+71 •ODOW! *91334-05 .52747+04 313195+00	 3
•29606+02 •6318A+02 ,17445-02 .13778+09 •37993+04 413019+0t
.22220+04 .34437+63 6173000
CI+F M ICAL SPECIE HOLE FRACTIONS
{ 7.C1745-n2 CH4	 7.0761-G1
	
CO 6.3874-04 142 4.3153-01 H2n	 B6S705-04	 NH3 1.2571-03 N2	 2*8312-:1!
C4!7 S.G3i4 +!16 H	 ---	 5 : 3760 - l9	 NO O . 0uao	 .- _ -- [â H 1 . 5902 -3571] _ " -_3.52I2 - 35.-.-03 0.0000---	 - CU3	 2 8 95$2- 1E
. ` I ?0
- - -- -
°.,.1736-je
- - - - - - - - - -
CPO	 1.2096- 18
- - - - - - -- -- -- - -- - - - -- -- - --





*ALL - CONTIN	 . S2095 -01. -	 . 5 7151 -01 •[9735 ;0) *l50n0 •r37.	 •7BQ10.02 . 67916+04 *34048+07	 3
.30445+02 968'129+02
-
•10418-R2 .37587+04	 .2S158+04 .12521+01
j55.04 X35'3 66+03 -*^0010 -
C14V M. ICAL	 •^PFCir
	
? '-DLr FR%CTIONS
C 0.r03^ rH4	 •1.963%-PA	 [0 1.40;5 - 01 H2 2 , 19t9-01 H?n	 3 00140-e1	 NH3 8.3047.06 N2	 3.O16S-al
r07 3.3645-n1 H	 3*-0"3-1?3
	








PRF 19SUPE INTEGRATION PESULTS
FDRCE71 FnRCEY TOR02 ryE1.Fi1	 OFLFY ISP
-.48011+Qj .!7@O^ry .grrlpry -.14331+n1	 .000130 .21304.03
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface inside the nozzle.
(2) Some paints have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
. sue , C	 Cam"'	 E'°^'	
_.
I. -^
JSample Printout for Single-Prase Finite Rate Chemistry Flow
SUPERSONIC FLOW ANALYSIS USING THE LOCKHEED-HU4TSVILLE 14UL T IPLE SHOCK C OMPUTER PROGRAM_
^_ _	
----
WE N O *
	 21	 PAGE	 89
CASE 21 - 400LXr 6/1 CONE. 0/F:2 * 2 . FIN ITE RATE,	 INVISCID. VAR 0%F
LINE POINT-	 OSCRIP - R EGI ME	 R	 X	 M	 THETA	 ENTROPY	 VELOCITY	 14-TOTA1	 1TR
MACH ANGLE	 PR ESSURE	 OEiitt_f	 E FtRaC11it AS COW.	 M"K_ -"SHOCK -ANGtE --
TO•	 PO4	 5•
I1`I 	25	 PRN-MR - CONTIN
	
491755.01
	 •205!7+00	 •35807+p!'	 •29767+02	 •12837+03	 •93012+04	 •36189+07	 5
-	 -	 -	 - -	 .16222+02
	 •34106+y1	 •10798-03	 -20740+04	 --i2$E g 5+O4 -- 	•12938+OI
_ __ 	 .66.397+04	 .631 R7 +02 	 •00000
CHEMICAL SPECIE MOLE F R ACTIONS --- 	----	 •----------- -------- ---•-_.._.
C	 0.01.709	 CH4	 1.0639-08	 CO	 1.3896-01	 42	 2.1947+01	 H2O	 3.0133-01	 NH3	 8.3088-06	 N2	 3.01BD+01
CO7.	 3.5789-D2	 H	 2.4945-03	 NO. - - 1. 7 129-04	 OH	 1.1603-04	 0	 10-3375-06	 02'	 1.6412-06	 CN3	 1.7015-08
CH20	 2.2823-0 1! 	CHO	 4.9038-05
--------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------










w	 _..,663017+04	 .50267+02	 .00000
i	 CHEM ICAL SPECIE MOLE FRACTIONS
00
	
C	 O.DORO	 CH4 _
­
 5.063 4-an ^CO -	 l03B96.0,.-j{2	 2.1947-01-
	
H2O	 }•d133+01 	NH3_	 8.3068-06	 N2	 3.pIRn-r,!
CO2	 3.5089-n2	 H	 2.9945-03	 NO	 1.7129-04	 OH	 321603-04	 0	 1.3375-06	 02	 1+4912-06	 CH3	 1.7015-08Cis20 	 2.2823.08	 CHO	 ,	 4.9 3 -05 
a	 -------aa	
- -	 -	 -	 -•--w.---•.r......a------------------------------------------------------------------------




•12837+03	 •96366+94	 •36299+07	 5
•I4553+02__•19633 + 01	 .63039-04
	
•1/83740,4	 "•25345+04 ----•13063 +01
966307+04	 .3933 1 ► 02 	 • 00000
^+IE fCAC SP1'C!E NO^E^R- 	ION	 'y _	 --
C	 0.0000	 CM4	 5.0639-0g	 CO	 1.3896-01	 H2	 2.19+17.01	 H2O	 !•0133-Ot	 NH3	 8.30BB-06	 N2	 300184rfl1
CO2 -	 3.5089.02	 N	 2-4945 0]	 Nb	 1-!124-04	 011	 1.1603-04	 O'-	 -_E:3375^606 _._02	 1•b4IZ-06	 CH3-'	 '3a701S-08
CH2O	 2„7423-08	 CHO	 8.9038-05
..............r..ar.•..........a... ...r....w...•.....a...................a-..---.................. ............ .................








-	 - -- ----	 -





----	 --	 --	 -
CHEMICAL SPECIE MOLE FRACTIONS	 _	 _
C	 D.ODOO	 CH4	 5.0639-Og
	 CO	 1.3896.01	 H2	 2.1447-01	 klt^	 ].0133-p7	 t11f7	 11:3090-O6	
H2_	 3.0180+01
CO2	 3.SOA4-02	 H	 209945-03
	
NO	 1.7129-04	 ON	 1.1603-04	 0	 1-3375-06	 02	 1.641?-O6	 CH3	 1.7015-08
{820 •2.ia2S+08	 CHO	 9.9038-US
........... -------a...-.w.---...... ar--------------------w.w-.----- ------------------------------- . .............. w. w.r-r---------
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface containing a Prandtl-Meyer Expansion.(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstrati,.;n purposes.
>-.::-. ..:... 	 ^: .r.	 .,i, : ..--^_^ . 4 ^	 ^-, `.,:	 ...,l:-	 ^.^._: , _...^::::- .._ ,,...... _,.,_.	 :..._	 . i... sisi.Lr	 '^'-
	 --	
,^ tti^r .,	_	 .,^^^.,,.: .r.r.4^i	 `^.•^	 •^ffi	 --
W
- Sample Printout for Single-Phase Finite Rate Chemistry Flow
SUPERSONIC FLOW ANALYSIS USING THE LOC RHEEO-HUHTSVILLE MULTIPLr SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
^'>i5^>iR^RL"E'T' e:ori
 5o"C'OTTa ►1	 --•---- ---• -
-
CASE NQ. 21	 PAGE 115
CASE 21	 - SOC'LRF 6/1






. REGI ME	 R X M THFTA ENTROPY YE!O[ITY "-TOTAL
	
!TR
M ACH ANGLEP R ESSrlRE -DENSITY'	 TGFtRAT! E
	 A	 • '>@IMA___SHUCK- ANGLr-- -
Po o So
129 1	 HALL w CONTIN	 000000
- --
•223g1•QO *29826.01 .000no .91677«05 .64753+Oq .13187008	 2
.14540 ►02 •32303*02 •50779 03 .91833+03 - - -.17993•04' -_ -:13509+01
.235184Og .14467+03
-000no
CHEMICAL SPIFCiF MOLE FRACTIONS
-- -- -"--
C 7.4785-02 CH q 	2.0781-01	 CO
'
6.3824-04 H2 4.3153+01 H2O 8.5705-Oq	 NH3 1.2571-03 N2	 2.83!2-01CO2 5.6364-06 14	 I r26b q- 21	 NO-___.Y.. 0.001?0 OH 6.3647-29 0 0.0000








-------------- -w--.r..-- ------ --.----r
-------- --------.
r - -------------- ib----	
--r---
-	 179- -
 -341	 0REf80 i pT54*d0 -*58[ 15+0!	 s6©I9R 4 02
.I0g7S+O5-- i16062;07- C&WJWF	 •45 01 •	 • 3
.99084+01
-134177+00 080696-05 .95677+03 .251g0*04 •13S14+01
W 0663D?+O	 -- 0 58590+01 - •000x0
^	 [HfMICAL,SPECIE MOLE FRACTIONS '
^D	 C 00000 tk4 --- 5.0650-0A
	 LO 1	 879-01 H2 2.1951-OI H2n 3.011F0-01-__ NH3 - 8.3105.08 N2	 3.0186"01
CC• 7 x.5096-02 N	 7.7946-03
	












- - - -





.195 *02.T 274 R*02-.!50509-03 .g1T25^03 •	 ♦ .	 s	 _
023s22+04 .14428+03 •00000
1CAL
	 SPECIE	 MOLE	 FRYIDNS 
.-_..__-..-__.CHE H 	 F __- ---
	
- --.----------_----.--__--




6.3824-Oq -H2 4.3153_01 HZ1 R•S9O5-_0g	 NH3_ le2S71-03	 N2	 2.6312.01
CO2 5.6364-06'-- M	 1.29!7-=^	 NO - - ' 0.0000 OH S.7150-29 0 n.00od







----- - 	 ---
33	 FREESD
---------i---- ---------------















-	 -	 _	 9909q+01 •13972+Or1 .006.-9-OS .95650+03 .25139+Qq .13514+01
.66308+O 4v .5857R ►p;-- - •00000
	 - -	 -- - -	 -	 - -
CHEMICAL  SPECIE MOLE FRACTIONS
--C 0.0000 CH9	 500652 -0g	 Co l . 876-01 H2 2 .1457-41 H2O
	 .-3"pj^Q=Q` T- I`IH^SS•3^Ord6 " ITY	 "3;0187-n 1"
CO2 3.5097-02.- H •	 2.764E-03_
	
No ON I.ls6?-Dq 0 1.3376-06
	
02 I06916-06	 CH3	 1.7018-OB













NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface in the exhaust plume.(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
(::- .J :: ^	 ^}£J:x»'-'.l^	 Fr^^Tj	 it7rarais't	 r^w3"^	 ^` v.	 Y^wr""..'!	 ^--'^^	 ^	 ^	 R.r...rH	 ham/	 L.^.^ 	 ^	 ^.-. G..
y.	 -
k..e^xsw=ri^i^:..-	 ---i:,^:.-a:-w,Ri •-o=.:w+s^..wa'aw.c^-^wv.^-.-.:-^--^-____'__.'-'^ 	 _ -	 -	 ..
-	
_'-._...- v^kdJF.^. ..r.^it^^ttiu^ J.c^.l^iit^u.•.1
	 +	 s]rt^xr^	 ^T _ -	
'{^
- ,^..	 -_.__:,.^, Ka^yse.
	 s	 x	 ^	 M.iJ^ i,.r 	^•c'	 +.m.,,^.:. `is. ^. 	 ^s^i" .., = 'a	 -'_ '^,+ 	^ ^+"-^ilira>aa:;txe:^3:z^r . . >Y
43.3.2 Description of Unformatted Binary Output
The binary tape output on unit 13 is described in this section. Initial
input data are written on the first part of the data tape and gaseous and
particle data are written out for each data point in the flow field. This tape
is formatted so that it may be used by other auxiliary routines (plot, plume
impingement or radiation) .
GROUP I — General Information
Number of Records = 1
Write ( ) (HEADER (I), 1=1, 60), ISPECS, IMETRIC
• HEADER
• run identification (2A4)
• date	 (3A4)
• description	 (55A4)
• ISPECS =number of particle species to be
considered
• IMETRIC = 0 English flowfield units
= 1 Metric flowfield units
GROUP II -- Gas Data
Number of Records = I + IOF*IS
Write ( ) (BETA(I), I=1,6), 1OF, IS
• BETA is gas identification name (6A4)
• IOF	 number of total enthalpy cuts through
"Molli.er chart" (max = 10)
• IS	 number of entropy cuts (max =2)
ISO M=1, IOF
DO I=1, IS
Write O IV, IDATA, ((TEMP(J, K), K=1, IDATA), J=1, IV), IVT,
((CPM(J, K), K=1, 3), J=1. IVT), RSTAR, PINF, EMINF,
GAMINF, FINF, EXINF, XSHIFT
*Determined from ICON (9) .
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. J
• IV number of velocity cuts through "Mollier
chart" for this total enthalpy and entropy
+ 2 (max = 15)
• IDATA number of gaseous species present for this
total enthalpy and entropy (max = 98)
• GAMINF freestream isentropic exponent
• IVT = IV-2
• RSTAR throat radius (ft or meters)
• PINI' ambient pressure (psf or Newtons/m2)
• EMINF freestream or external stream Mach number
• EXINF limit to which equation applies
• FINF linear static pressure gradient (slope) 9 approach
• TEMP contains the following information for each value
of IOF, IS
• XSHIFT nozzle length (ft or meters)
1 2 3 4 5 6	 7 8 9....	 MATA
1 fp A4 	 5 ecies(A4 	
(14 }A4)	 Name2













1V Htg P T S ry M X 1	 XF
• pf	freeze pressure (atm)
• Htg	 total enthalpy of the gas (cal/g-m )
• P	 pressure (atm)
• T	 temperature (OK)
• S	 entropy (cal/gm-OK)
• k^	 molecular weight (gm/gm-mole)
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• V	 isentropic exponent
• M chamber Mach number = 0
•
c
M * throat Mach number = 1
• M Mach number for this table entry





• Pr Prandtl number
• u viscosity (poise)
• C specific heat at constant pressure (cal/gm-0K)
GROUP III — Gas Partical Data
0	 Number of Records = ISPECS+l
Write ( ) IDUM, ((PSP(I, J), I=1, 2), J=1, ISPECS)
• IIIUM	 dummy woad
9 PSP(1, J)	 mass density of jth particle (slug/ft 3 or kgm/m3}
H
• PSP(2, J)	 radius (ft or m)
DO I=l, ISPECS
"" Write ( ) NTAB1, TMELT HSOL, HLIQ, (HFIT N, 1 1), HFIT N Z I
N;1, NTAB)
• NTAB 1 number of table entries for this species
• TMELT melt temperature (oR or oK)
I. • HSOL enthalpy before phase change (ftz/secz-- oR orm/sect-°K)
• HLIQ enthalpy after phase change (ftZ/sect-°R or m /secz-°K)LEI!' • HFIT(N, 1, I) temperature (oR or 0K)
• HFIT(N, 2, I) enthalpy (ft z/sec z
 or rn z /sec t
xw( • NTAB number of table entries for this species
Note that if NTAB=1 species is ideal and HFIT(l, 1, I)=CPL (specific heat of
liquid) and HFIT(1,2,I)=C PS (specific heat of the solid).
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GROUP IV — Flowfield Data
Number of Records = 1 + 2 * ILAST
Write ( ) (ILAST, I=1, 7), THRUST, AEXIT, IEXIT
• ILAST number of data points on the following normal
surface. If ILAST = 0 there is no information
to follow
• THRUST	 thrust (lb f or Newtons)
• AEXIT	 exit plane an-a (ft 2
 or m2)
• IEXIT	 exit flag	 0 if no exit
1 if exit
Write ( ) ((ITYPE, R, X, M, 9, S, p, S, Htg), I=1, ILAST), (V, I=1, ILAST),
(Wg , I=1, ILAST), ((p, P, T, y, A), 1=1, ILAST)






4 upstream shock point
5 Prandtl-Meyer point
6 downstream shock point
7 slip line
8 shock intersection point
9 vibrational mode frozen
10 rotational mode frozen
11 translational mode frozen
• R	 radial coordinate (ft or m)
• X	 axial coordinate (ft or m)




R S	 entropy (ft 2^sec 2 - oR or m2/sec2-°K)
• 11	 Mach angle (ra,fl
• $	 shock angle (rad)
• Htg	 gas total enthalpy (ft 2 /sec 2 or m 2 /sec 2)
is
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• V	 velocity (ft/sec or m/sec)
• W
	
mass flow between this streamline and axisg	 (slug/sec or kg /sec)
• p	 gas density (slug/ft 3 or kg /m3)m
• P	 pressure (lbf-ft 2 or lei/m2)
• T
	
temperature (O IL or OK)
• y	 isentropic exponent
• R
	
	 universal gas constant divided by molecular
weight (ft ? /sec t - oR or m 2 /sec 2-oK.)
DO I = 1, MAST
Write ( ) IS P, ((U, V, T, H, p), J=1, IS P), ILIMIT
• ISP	 number of particle sizes at this point
• U	 axial velocity component (ft/sec or m/sec)
• V	 radial velocity component (ft/sec or m/sec)
• T	 temperature (oR or OK.)
• H	 enthalpy (ft 2 /sec 2 or m 2 /sec 2)
• p	 particle density (slug/ft 3
 or kgm/m3)
0	 not a limiting streamline
• ILTMIT	 I	 is a limiting streamline
NOTE; The flowfi.eld data are repetitively stored on tape as indicated above —
normal surface after normal surface. When MAST = 0 the end of the
data has been reached.
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The primary purpose of this section is to provide the prospective user
i
of Lockheed's RAMP program backup information for inputting and trouble- 4.
shooting the code.	 This section also presents the authors' experience on
what to look for and what to do if certain problems are encountered
while using the program.	 Included in the discussion are;
1. A description of each mesh control parameter and some
suggested values
I
2. An explanation of "error" messages and other diagnostics, and
3. Problems commonly encountered and suggestions to correct them.
It is envisioned that this section will aid the user in becoming familiar
with the use of the code. 	 However, only experience in utilizing the code willY	 P	 g
provide knowledge for applying the code.
3.4.1	 Mesh Control Variables a
This subsection discusses each of the mesh control parameters which
the program utilizes,
	 The function of each of these parameters is discussed
in relation to potential mesh control problems in construction of a typical
flow soluticil.
<i
Control of the insertion of interior points and the deletion of points on
a known data surface is the function of subroutine CHECK.
	
CHECK is nor-
mally called from subroutine PHASEI after a line has been completed unless
a special circumstance is encountered where a point needs to be inserted or
deleted due to streamline crossings.
	
The axial step control is performed by
PHASE 1.
3.4.1.1
	 Lower Wall Interpolation Factor (STEP(S)) :X
,.
w
Characteristic theory governs the construction of the initial data point
on a new surface. 	 The maximum axial step	 t the lower boundary is deterp	Y y
mined by the intersection of the right-running characteristic (RRC) emanating a
3-9b
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from the first interior point on the normal and the lower boundary,
RRC is inclined at the local characteristic angle (0 -11) toward the ]
boundary. The axial step downstream of the known data surface it
mined by the intersection of the RRC line (which is located a facto:
STEP(8) (< 1.0) of the distance between the axis point and first intc
point) with the lower boundary. Details of this construction are nc
the sketch below.
AX 1 = Initial Axial Step
AR  = Initial Radial Point Spacing
AX  = Maximum Initial Axial Step
p = Local Characteristic Angle
V = Local Velocity
The ARRC Step AX  is given by;
AR L = AR J1 - STEP (8)]











Consequently, STEP(8) is the primary parameter which controls the mesh
construction and also has a significant impact on program run time, The 	 ^*
radial point spacing on the start or previous line also helps to determine the 	 3
initial axial step. The closer the point spacing the smaller the axial step.
Step size also affects the conservation of mass flow, momentum and
energy. Most cases will maintain good mass flow conservation. However,
there can be cases where poor mass flow conservation is observed. in these
instances, normally there is an error in some of the input data. If no error
is detected it may be necessary to take smaller step sizes to maintain the
particle mass flow conservation. Gaoeous cases with larger gradients across 	 g
the flow field may also require smaller steps and more mesh points in order	 t
to conserve mass flow.	 k
x^	 .aa
3.4.1.2 Axis Point Insertion Criteria (STEP(6)) 	 ?_
The axis point insertion control parameter, STEP(6), limits the maxi-
t;
mum axial step between data surfaces. If the data surface location between 	 i
axis points for any xoa.son exceeds STEP(6), the interpolation factor for the
lower wall solution (STEP(8)) wi g ' be multiplied by 0.8. This results in a^
smaller axial step. The new axis point will be recomputed until it is less ^.
than a distance of STEP(6) away from the known axis point.,?I
Typical values for STEP(6) are: 0.1 throat radii for ty ro-phase nozzle flow	 {	 '
problems, 0.1 exit radii for two-phase plume flow problems and 0.2 throat/radius 	 1=
fo: • gas only nozzle solution , and 0.2 exit radius for gas only plume flows.
Ll
3.4.1.3 Interior Point Insertion Criteri (STEP(3))
The purpose of the point insertion capability is to provide control of
the streamline spacing in a rapidly expanding flow. Insertion of a stream-
lane is accomplished in the following manner. The distance along a normal?
line between two grid points is computed in subroutine CHECK. If this dis-
tance exceeds STEP(3) a new streamline will be inserted midway between the	 L
two existing points. The new streamline point will be retained as the solu-
tion progresses. 	 F
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3,4.1.4 Particle Limiting Streamline Insertion Criteria (STEP(9))
This parameter provides for control of streamline spacing on a data sur-
face based on the entropy difference between two streamlines. This option is
only used for two-phase flow cases and then only between a particle limiting
streamline and the adjoint gas streamline. STEP(9) is the maximum allowable
percentage change in entropy near a particle limiting streamline. The procedure
is to first calculate the entropy difference (AS) between the particle limiting
streamline and the adjacent streamline, above or below the particle limiting
streamline. If AS is greater than STEP(9) times the entropy level of the limit-
ing streamline then a new streamline point will be inserted midway between the
two points. The procedure is identical to the interior point insertion scheme
once the program has determined that a point should be added.
} This mesh control parameter is utilized to avoid large entropy gradients
near limiting streamlines. There will naturally be an entropy ?radient across
a limiting streamline, from a region where particles are present to a gas-only
region. However, use of the STEP(9) control can minimize the chance of en-
countering numerical difficulties near limiting streamlines in two-phase flow
f	 problems.
3.4.1.5 Prandtl-Meyer Integration,(STEP(l))
This parameter controls the number of mesh points which are distri-
buted through the Prandtl-Meyer expansion. STEP(l) is the size of the
integration step in degrees that is used to numerically integrate the Prandtl-
Meyer function. STEP(1) then becomes the number of degrees between mesh
points in the expansion fan.
'-j	3,4.1.6 Point Deletion Criteria (STEP(7))
Lp",
The purpose of this mesh control parameter is to limit the spacing of
adjacent streamline points on a normal to a minimum value. When stream-
Eli	
lines begin to converge the solution can encounter numerical difficulty when
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The procedure is to determine the radial and axial spacing, the Mach
number difference and flow angle differences between two consecutive points
on a normal (AR, AX, AM, L1@).	 The average R, X, Mach number and flow
?=	 angle for the two points are calculated (R, X, M, 9). 	 R and X are multiplied
by ST.EP(7) and M and 8 are multiplied by built in values.
	
If AR and AX are
f	 less than the average locations (R and X) times STEP(7) and OM and Lab are
`s
less than the average values (1V1 and 9) times the built-in values then one of
the two poi.-its will he deleted.
	
This procedure ii shown in the sketch on the j
following page. z3
The program will not drlete the following types of points: upper or
-	 lower boundary, free boundary, Prandtl-Meyer, shock, slipline or limiting
R
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a3.4.1 .7 Finite Rate Chemistry Mesh Controls
The mesh control parameters for a finite rate chemistry case are the
same as in the previous sections with the following exception.
The lower wall interpolation factor, STEP(8), is overriden by the "CFL"
condition which requires that the Mach lines from any new point must inter-
sect the base lire between the base point and either of its neighboring points.
This condition is assured by the equation
CFL = AN Mz --1
where AN is the normal dizaance between any z adjacent points on the base
line and M is the Mach number. CFL is the maximum distance along the
streamline through the base point the new point may extend and still ensure
that the Mach lines intersect the adjacent points. This distance is calculated
{	 for each point on the base line and the minimum distance is used for the entire
new line.
3.4.1.8 Recommended Mesh Control Variables
Table 3-8 presents a set of recommended values for the mesh control
variables. This set of mesh control values has been found by the authors to
be general for most of the cases which have been run. However, there prob-
ably will be cases where the run time or conservation of mass flow, energy
and momentum will be unsatisfactory and adjustments to the mesh will be
required. As the user becomes familiar with the code and runs more cases,
changes in the mesh control variables and the resulting effect on the flow 	 ^f
solution will become apparent.
3.4.1.9 Mesh Spacing Effect on Run Time and Conservation Equations
fl
	
	 Rur. time is significantly affected by the point density for two reasons:
(1) the ,.omputer run time is a direct function of the number of points on the
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o	 STEP(7), Delete Criteria
N STEP(8), Axis Point Interpolation
STEP(9), Limiting Streamli,nt-
R,T = Throat Radius
R E = Exit Radius
NOTE: If no limiting streamline, axis insertion, or interior insertion control is desired






4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 6.0 6.0
0.1 R 0.1 R 0.1 R 0.2 R 0.3 R 0.5 R
0.2 R 1 0.1 R,T 0.1 R E 0.2 R E 0.2 RE 0.3 RE
0.001 0.001 0,005 0.005 0.005 0.005
0.9 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.8
1000.0 0.2 0.2 1000.0 0.2 1000.0
w
normals, i.e., for the same number of normal surfaces and twice the number
of points on each normal there will be a factor of two difference in run time,
(2) the more points on a given normal, the smaller will be the step size which
will result in more execution time, i.e., twice as many points on a surface
will result in the maximum axial step having one-half the length. This coupled
with twice the points on the normal will result in four times as much computer
time.
Coupled with conserving rwi time is the necessity that the solution be
numerically vwlid, i.e., conserve, mass, momentum and energy. The con-
servation functions for numerical solutions of the type employed by the RAMP
program are somewhat controlled by the mesh spacing. For flows which con-
tain large gradients in flow properties it is desirable to have more mesh points
to avoid any large errors in mass flow, system energy and momentum. Thus
ttt^ ^	 there is some happy median between run time and sya`PM conservation.
3.4.1.10 Point Spacing
IThe type of solution which the RAMP code employs lends itself to uni-
formly spaced points on each data surface. However, particular flow solutions
which have large radial gradients require close point spacing in the region of
the large gradients. For these cases, smaller axial steps are necessary.
3.4.2 Explanation of Error Messages and Other Messages
1. Previously noted errors have propagated to lower boundary or
problem limits have been reached. Case terminated.
The program has terminated properly, the problem
limits set by the user have been reached or another
error which has been identified via a message has
been encountered.
2. Lower boundary solution will not converge.
The program is unable to obtain a solution at the lower
boundary within the user specified number of iterations.
The code will back up the line a maximum of 10 times
in order to try to obtain a solution. If no solution Is
^x
reached then the execution will terminate,
a ;
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3. Interior solution will not converge. t	 j
The program is unable to obtain a solution for an interior
point within the user specified number of iterations. The
code will backup and take a smaller step. 	 If the point still
will not converge after backing up ten times then the solu-
4
tion will be terminated.
- Possible causes of this problem are:
• Input error in boundary equations
• Numerical difficulties due to large point spacing
q^. in regions of steep gradients.	 Use xiore points
' or take smaller steps.
• If this occurs early in the solution, the startline




• Check for obvious errors in thermodynamic data.
4. Upper boundary solution will not converge y
The program is unable to obtain a solution at the upper
boundary.	 Causes and fixes are same as item 3.
5. Shock solution will not converge.	 Line terminated.
The code is unable to obtain a solution for a shock point
within the user specified number of iterations. 	 If this
occurs early in solution it could be due to an inconsistency
of the startline and boundary equations.
	
May be taking
too large a step — decrease step size.
6. ITSUB will not converge in RGMOFP
. Real gas solution of Mach number as a function of pressure
will not converge within preset number of iterations. Check
the thermodynamic tables for errors and also the plume
boundary conditions.
7. ITSUB will not converge in RGVOFM l
Real gas solution of velocity as a function of Mach number
will not converge within preset number of iterations. Check
sfthe thermodynamic tables for errors.
	
For two-phase, real p*
- gas cases with a startline input from cards, be sure all the
input Mach numbers fall within the thermodynamic table
entries.
g, ITSUB WNC in THETPM
Unable to balance the last Prandtl-Meyer point pressure
with the back pressure at the free boundary or flow angle
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at a solid boundary, within the preset number of iterations.
This can be caused by poor thermodynamic table construction
or incompatible plume boundary conditions.
9. ITSUB WNC in AOASTR
Unable to balance the mass flow at input A/A^ with mass
flow at throat within the preset number of iterations.
Check thermodynamic tables.
10. ,ITSUB WNC in TURN
Unable to turn the flow through a specified turning angle
within the , preset number of iterations. Usually caused
by flow going subsonic.
11. ITSUB WNC in OVEREX
Unable to turn the flow through a specified turning angle to
match the plume boundary pressure within the preset number
of iterations. Usually caused by the flow going subsonic.
12. The following case cannot be found on the master tape.
The program is unable to find the desired gas case among the
cases present on the master tape. This is usually caused by
the gas header card not matching any of the header cards
which appear on the tape or the wrong tape was mounted.
13. ITSUB WNC in HYPER
Program is unable to find a velocity which will give the
ambient boundary conditions within the number of preset
iterations. Can be caused by trying to expand the flow too
far or bad thermodynamic tables.
14. Subsonic Mach number encountered in TOFV
The characteristic theory utilizes Mach number in the
definition of Mach angle M 2
 - 1 ) and is limited to
u	 supersonic flow. Possible t-cruses for this message are;
• Flow went subsonic
s Error in boundary equations
• Error in other input data
r	
• A situation is encountered which the code:F
is unable to handle.
15. Negative velocity encountered in TOFV
Something has happened during the solution which has





















• Error in boundary equations
• Error in gas thermodynamic data
s Mesh problem caused by too large a step in a
region of steep gradients. Try taking smaller
steps.
• Program limitation.
16. ITSUB does not converge in PHYSOL
Subroutine PHYSOL is unable to determine the character-
istic intersection with the known data surface within the
preset number of iterations. This is usually caused by too
small a mesh size or a data surface that has been input,
which is not a true normal.
17. Two straight lines in INRSCT are parallel
Subroutine INRSCT's function is to determine the intersection
of two straight lines. If two lines are found to be parallel
this message is printed out. Usually caused by some incon-
sistency in the input data.
18. Slipline computation does not converge in SLPLIN
The program is unable to converge on the slipline points(i.e., match flow angle and pressure) within the preset
number of iterations. Usually caused by taking too large
a step.
19. Characteristic lines diverge, last P-M point set free molecular
Subroutine MOCSOL is unable to intersect right and left
running lines while constructing the normal around a
Prandtl-Meyer expansion. This is usually caused by trying
to take too large a step past an expansion corner.
20. MOCSOL would not converge
MOCSOL is unable to find the intersection of two character-
istic lines within the preset number of iterations.
21. A problem with a RP,C intersection with line X has been encountered.
The line will be recalculated.
This is the result of either an interior solution taking too
many iterations or a situation where the program is unable
to intersect the right running characteristic from the new
point to the known data surface. The program will back up
and take a smaller step for a maximum of ten iterations.
If the same problem is still encountered the case will be
terminated. This is usually caused by an error in a boundary
equation, a startline which is not a normal, a poor point spacing.
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22. Particle limiting streamline intersection with the boundary
This message occurs whenever a particle limiting stream-
line intersects a boundary (solid or free). The solution
proceeds while assuming all mass which intersects the
boundary passes on through.
23. Point number X on line Y has been d.:leted
This message is printed whenever a point is thrown out
because it did not satisfy the mesh control criteria or
i whenever a gas and particle streamline cross.
24. A new streamline has been inserted on line Y between points X and Z.
i This message will appear each time a point is added on a
line due to mesh control criteria being exceeded between
two points.
i,
25. Due to gas-particle streamline crossing the point X has been replaced
This message occurs for two-phase cases whenever a gas and
particle limiting streamline cross. The gas streamline is
thrown out.
26. Your are trying to throw out point X, the point is a wall, limiting
streamline or free boundary point. You probably have an error
in your input.
This error message is usually due to an error in the startline
or an error in the boundary equations. Check your input data.
3.4.3 Problems Commonly Encountered and Suggested Fixes
This section is intended to aid the user in utilizing the program and
avoiding some common problems. Also included are some general comments
on inputting the code.
The following is a list of hints to the user:
s The numerical scheme which the program utilizes lends itself to
evenly spacF.d points. Therefore, when setting up a startline try
to insure that the points are as evenly spaced as possible. The
only exception to this rule is in the vicinity of large gradients in
flow properties, (e.g., Prandtl-Meyer corners). The points in
this region should be closer together and smaller axial steps
should be taken.
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In the region immediately downstream of a Prandtl--Meyer expansion
it is necessary for the program to patch together a characteristic
mesh with the streamline normal mesh (Section 6.9, Vol. 1). This
mesh construction can result in two unique problems. First, if the
first normal beyond the corner is too far downstream of expansion,
it is possible for the code do be unable to intersect characteristic
lines. This normally will only occur for high altitude cases. To
fix this take a small step. If too large a step is taken at lower
altitudes, streamlines may cross which can result in a subsonic
Mach number or negative velocity message. To correct, take
smaller steps. On the other hand, if the first normal downstream
of the corner is too close to the lip the points in the fan may be
too close together. This may cause problems with characteristic
line intersections with previous data surfaces and result in exces-
sive iterations or no convergence of points in this region. It may
also result in the necessity to take too small a step in order to
proceed with the solution. To correct this problem, a slightly
larger step must be taken so that the first normal is further down-
stream of the corner. Below are sketches of normals which are
too close and too far from expansion corners.
Prandtl-Meyer	 Crossings
Corner






_JPrandtl -Meyer	 Points Too Close
Corner
Normal Too Close to Expansion
Corner
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• The transonic solution requires the location of the intersection of
the startline with the axis (ZAX) and the nozzle wall (THIW). There
is an option in the code to let the program calculate a ZAX based
on the input THIW. This is accomplished by not inputting a value
on the transonic namelist. The value of ZAX which the code com-
putes will result in a near normal startline. It should also be noted
that the startline must be supersonic so if a subsonic Mach number
is encountered from the transonic solution the startline must be
moved further downstream (Card 36).
• Since the program uses streamlines and normals to streamlines
to construct the mesh it is always assumed that each data surface
is a true normal. If a startline is input which is not a normal, it
is possible to encounter difficulties in getting the solution started.
Below are three sketches of candidate initial data surfaces. Sketch A
Sketch A — True Normal
Sketch B --- Normal Inclined Too Much
Normals
CrossinE
Sketch C — Normal Not Inc.?fined Enough
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is a true normal, Sketch B is inclined too much and Sketch C is
not inclined enough.	 In the case of the data surface which is
inclined too much the code will probably have trouble finding
the characteristic line intersections with this surface during the
next line ' s solution. When the code is unable to obtain an inter-
section, the new data surface is backed up until a solution is
reached or if no solution is reached after backing up ten times
the case is terminated.	 A normal which is not inclined enough
will result in normal lines crossing as shown in Sketch C.	 The
solution will usually have no trouble in obtaining a solution for
the new data surface although several lines may overlap. To fix
both of these cases, regenerate the startline so the normal line
is a true normal. .
•	 A large percentage of problems encountered are due to errors in
the boundary equations. 	 These errors can result in messages
being printed out such as; subsonic Mach number, negative velocity
or possible systems error messages due to bad interpolation factors. `-.i 
If any anomalies are encountered while the code is solving an upper
boundary point, the following are some of the errors to look for:
a. A discontinuity in boundary equations where the	 areY	 q	 Y
supposed to match
b. The boundary equations are not in the same units as the r
startline
c. The startline does not fall on the first boundary equation
d. For two-phase cases the input throat radius is not con-
sistent with the throat equation
e. There is an error in the equation itself.
•	 Care should be taken in selecting the particle size distribution for
any particular case.	 If the particle sizes are too large for the !
motor being analyzed then the lags are too great, thereby compro-
mising the results.
	
If the sizes are too small then the particles
may try to thermally and translationally equilibrate with the gas
which may result in numerical problems. 	 A discussion on how
the authors determine mean sizes and distributions is contained
in Appendix C of this volume.
•	 If the user is only interested in such things as nozzle wall pressure
and initial plume expansion angle then a single particle size having
the mean size for the motor is sufficient for good results. However,
if the user is interested in two-phase impingement, then a good dis-
tribution is necessary in order to get satisfactory impingement re-
sults.	 Appendix C contains a discussion of particle distribution.
•	 There are some specific dos and don'ts associated with inputting
a startline with cards.	 The foll-)wing hints are what to be careful <,
of when setting up a case where the startline is read from cards. ,
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a. Make sure that the number of gaseous startline points
corresponds to the value input on Card 4 (ICON(3)).
b. The gaseous startline points should be input starting
from the nozzle centerline and proceeding to the upper
boundary.	 The particle properties should be input start-
ing with the first point nearest the upper boundary which
has particles present and inputting the particle data down
to the nozzle centerline.	 For each point the particles
should be input from the smallest size (particle 1) up to
the largest size (particle b).	 The same particle number
must always be used for each specific size.
c. A common mistake users make is to forget to input the
number of gas points (NSETS, Card 23) which have par-
ticles present.	 This only applies to two-phase cases.
d. Whenever a restart is used it is necessary that the last
point on the startline (upper boundary point) be a point on
the first boundary equation.	 The first boundary equation
must also be a type i or 2 boundary (conic or polynomial).
Therefore, all boundary equations prior to the one which
applies at the boundary startline point, must be removed
and ICON(4) adjusted accordingly.	 Cases which are trying
to be restarted in the plume require a fictitious boundary
for the first equation.	 This equation consists of a straight
line which passes through the boundary point and has the
same slope.	 The next boundary equation should be the
original free boundary equation.	 A sketch describing this
requirement is shown below.
y oo#Moo Poo
	^y = MX ♦ B, XMAX. - X B 	Boundary Point
(R B ,xB t 8B)
1
	




Fictitious Boundary for Plume Restart
U
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e. The code presently has a limit of 50 startline points. If
a line has been punched which has more than 50 points,
omit enough points. to obtain 50 maximum.
f. The Mach number which is input on the startline cards
trust be within the thermodynamic table entries for two-
phase cases which utilize equilibrium tables with multiple
enthalpy and entropy tables. This is normally a problem
only for high altitude plume restarts. If this is ever en-
countered contact the authors for a temporary change to
the program so that gas velocity may be read in instead
of Mach number.
• If gas thermodynamic data is corning from tape be sure to set ICON(1) = 2	 i(Card 4) and also use exactly the same gas header card (Card 8) as was
used by the TRAN72 program to generate the tape.
• For gas data coming from cards be sure that the units of the gas prop-
erties are consistent with the units identifier on the gas header card(Card ?, .
• The entropy and total enthalpy levels of any startlines input into the
program must be consistent with the gas thermodynamic tables. This
is generally only important in two-phase cases. If the startline was
punched by the program on a previous run and the same gas thermo-
dynamic tables are used then the gas entropy and total enthalpy levels
are consistent. However, if the startline is generated by some. other
code, care should be taken to enter the entropy and total enthalpy to
obtain the correct static gas properties (P, p, T). For ideal gas two-
phase cases the total enthalpy is calculated as follows:
H,T. = Cp TOL
where C  is the ideal gas C  defined as C p = 'yRl( ,y-1) and T OL is
the local total temperature including any two -phase losses. T O and
Po
 are the combustion chamber total temperature and pressure. The
scatic pressure is calculated via the following relationship:
Po (TOL/TO}
P1
B g/R ( 1-t ^^ M2)^ ti
The local static temperature is calculated using the local total tempera-
ture.
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For equilibrium chemistry two-phase cases, the head loss due to
the difference in total temperature between local and chamber con-
ditions is accounted for by the change in entropy level between the
total enthalpy tables. It is therefore necessary to use 2 entropy tables
and more than one total enthalpy table for two-phase equilibrium
cases. The user must also be sure that the gas total enthalpy at
any point in the plume will never exceed that of the highest total
enthalpy table (AH = 0) or be less than the lowest total enthalpy
table (AH T = - AH max). A AIIT of --300 cal/gm is probably the
largest heat loss that need be used in the modified TRAN72 pro-
gram for two-phase cases.
• For finite rate chemistry cases the following precautions should be
taken
1. Be sure that the order in which the chemical species names
appear are the same for the thermodynamic data tables, the
startline mole fractions and the catalytic species.
2. Be sure that the temperatures in the data tables are the same
for each species and that the number of temperatures are the
same.
3. Be sure that the enthalpies and entropies are referenced to the
same temperature for each species,
4. The program is set up to "freeze" the chemistry on the startline
and will keep the chemistry frozen until a complete normal has
been computed. It is recommended that the startline should be
as near to a normal as possible.
5. The run time for a finite rate chemistry case is much longer
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3.5 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ROUTINES IN FUNCTIONAL GROUPINGS
The following subsection contains a brief description of the individual
routines which comprise the RAMP program. The basic flow of the program
is presented in Taa1e 3-8. The routines are grouped and presented as indi-
cated below;	 .
• General flow properties routines
• Shock calculation routines
• Input routines
• Logic control routines




• Boundary and problem limits routines
• Interpolation and iteration routines
• Property retrieval routines
• Chemistry routines
• Compatibility equation coefficient routines
• Corner point routines
• Initialization routines
• Performance calculation routines
• Characteristic routines
• Miscellaneous routines
3.5.1 General Flow Properties Routines
Routine	 Description
EMOFP	 This function computes the local Mach number
as a function of local pressure (static) and local
entropy.
EMOFV	 This function computes the Mach number as a
function of local velocity.
GAPPBI	 This subroutine interpolates for the gas and
particle properties between two known data
point s.
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Input Data	 I I slip line CAAC T'l
Table 3-8
SCHEMATIC OF BASIC SOLUTION FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF POINTS
interior	 pHYSOi,S T^.OR1 .. _ i
MAIM boundary	 SI'Rtica	 Iv{r^C:^C
expansion	




shock wave	 SOKSOL	 STRNOR F---- •a1 ESHOCK }--^SGMOL
CARCTR
E- iYSOi.	 PHYSOL
Shock intersection	 SOKINT	 STR-NOR i	 0 .1 ESHOCK I	 m, TURN 1	 v. S7R'.40R





































This function computes static pressure as a
function of Mach number and entropy and total
temperature (ideal gas two-phase only).
POFH T11is routine utilizes the tabulated data of enthalpy
and specific heat as functions of temperature for
each species of a finite rate chemistry case to cal-
culate pressure, ws a function of enthalpy for a real
gas, in a Prandti-Meyer expansion.
PPATPT This routine calculates and stores gas and particle
dependent v-.Ariables as a function of the independent
flow properties.
RGMOFP This subroutine finds Mach number as a function of
pressure, 01F ratio (or total enthalpy) and entropy.
The difference between this routine and EMOFP is
that in this case the gas properties are not known
prior to entry.
RGVOFM This function computes velocity as a function of Mach
number, entropy and O/F ratio (or total enthalpy).
The difference between this routine and VOFEM is
that the gas properties are not known prior to
entry.
RHOFEM This function computes the local density as a function
of Mach number and entropy.
TOFEM This function computes the local static temperature
as a function of Mach number. 	 TOFEM and TOFV
are quite similar; the difference being if Mach number
or velocity is the known quantity.
TOFENH This function calculates the temperature as a function
of enthalpy for a finite-rate chemistry case.
TOFH This function calculates the temperature as a function
of enthalpy for a finite-rate chemistry case during a
.Prandtl-Meyer expansion.
TOFV This function computes the local static temperature
as a function of velocity. 	 TOFV and TOFEM are quite
similar; the difference being if Mach number or velocity
is the known variable.
UOFEM This function computes the local Mach angle as a
function of local Mach number. 	 Prior to the calcula-
tion, a test is made to ensure that the Mach number
is greater than one.
UOFV This function computes the local Mach angle as a
function of local velocity.













3.5.7- Shock Calculation Routines
Routine Descri Lion
DELTAF This function computes the turning angle through an
oblique shock wave knowing the shock angle and the
upstream Mach number.
ENTROP This function utilizes the oblique shock relations to
find the entropy rise across a shock as a function of
the shock angle and the upstream Mach number.
ESHOCK V.is subroutine employs an iterative solution to per-
form the equilibrium shock calculations for a real or
ideal. gas.	 The real and ideal gas calculations are
similar, the difference being that an ideal gas case
converges on the first iteration
NORSCK This routine uses local flow properties to calculate
properties downstream of a normal shock to obtain
pitot pressure.	 This routine is used only for finite-
rate chemistry, real gas cases.
SLPLIN This subroutine handles the calculation of the points
on the slipline.	 Two points are assigned to every
slipline.
SOKINT This subroutine computes the flow properties at the
intersection of shock waves of the opposite family.
SOKSOL This subroutine provides control for a shock point
solution.
TURN This subroutine solves for a shock wave which has
a known turning angle (6).	 A condition of known
turning angle exists when the flow is turned through
a compression corner on a solid boundary. 	 Real gas
effects are considered in calculating conditions down-
stream of the shock.
WEAK This subroutine determines the independent variables,
entropy and velocity, SD, VD, downstream of a weak
oblique shock.	 The gas properties upstream of the




GASRD	 This subroutine reads in the gas properties. These
properties may be real or ideal and read in via cards
or tape. The routine also converts input gas proper-
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Routine Description
GASTAP This subroutine reads the real gas properties from
the thermochemical data tape generated by the modi-
fied TRAN7Z computer program and writes this same
data on a flowfield tape for communication with other
programs.
IMPUT This routine reads the input cards or tape for Ln°
chernistry package.	 The reaction rate equations,
rate constants, and startline species conc;.atrations
are read in and the appropriate conversions, if any,
are performed.	 Tables of enthalpy, entropy and
specific heats for each species are also inplxt.
PARTIN This subroutine reads in gas and particle property
startline data.	 Data is read in from cards or tape.
PARTPH This subroutine reads and sets up the data table of
particle temperature versus enthalpy. 	 This routine
also prints out the particle drag tables as well as the
temperature versus enthalpy tables.
PLUMIN This ,ubroutine reads in the input data (input via cards)
necessary to perform the streamline-normal solution,
This routine provides control for all input functions by
selectively calling pertinent input routines and/or the
transonic solution.
3.5.4 Logic Control Routines
Routine Description
DRIVER This subroutine provides the highest order control
for program execution.	 The initializa^ion and logic
subroutines are called from here. 	 Most of the common
storz:ge needed in the remainder of the program is
specified in DRIVER.
MAIN This subroutine drives the program.
MOCSOL This subroutine solves the characteristic equations
for gas only flow in the region around and downstream
of an expansion corner.
PHASE This subroutine performs the overall control for the
entire flowfield solution, selectively calling those
calculatioas which are pertinent to the particular
mesh construction as well as the highest level logic
routine combining point or limited region solutions


























Routine	 Descrl ti on
PLUMIN	 This subroutine reads in the input data (input via
cards) necessary to perform the streamline/normal
solution, This routine provides control for all input
functions by selectively calling pertinent input routines
and/or the transonic solution.
STRNOR	 This subroutine provides the regional control for the
streamline/normal solution. It has a lower level of
logical control than PHASEI being interested only in
determining the location and flow properties of a
single new mesh point.
TRANS	 This subroutine provides overall control for initializing
the data and reading the namelist data for the Kliegel
two-phase transonic solution of a supersonx gas particle
startiine.
3.5.5 Free Molecular Routines
Routine	 Description
AVERAG	 This subroutine determines the appropriate flow regime
based on Knudsen number for non-continuum flow and
sets the appropriate gas total conditions.
FREEMC	 This subroutine computes flowfield properties in the
free molecular regime.
STGMOD	 This subroutine computes the gas thermodynamic
properties in the transition flow regime.
WTFLOF	 This function computes the area normal to the flow
which is bounded by two streamline points.
3.5.6 Output Routines
Routine	 Description
ERRORS	 This subroutine contains print messages for various
errors which may occur. This is an open ended routine
in that it can easily be extended to handle more print
messages.
IDTAPE	 This subroutine writes the gas properties which were
h,put via cards on the flowfield program, tape. The
format used to write them on tape is compatible with
that used for a real gas.
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Routine Description
OUT This subroutine writes the calculated data for data
points along with the corresponding title and headings.
OUTBIN This subroutine writes the calculated normal data on
the binary output tape.	 This is done for any number
of data points.
PAGE This subroutine page ejects and writes the header
comments and page number on each page of the
printout.
PLMOUT This subroutine prints the data read by PLUMIN.
RITE This subroutine tells the program user (in no un-
certain terms) that he has made a "fatal." error.










NEWT	 A complete description of each of these routines is










AOASTR	 This function finds the Mace. number corresponding
to a given area ratio by one-dimensional theory.
Real gas effects are considered in this calculation.
LIPIN
	 This subroutine calculates information for the glarting	 i
line points when the simplified straight start line option
is used (i.e., when ICON(2)^2).
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it Routine Descri tion
MASCON This subroutine calculates the Mach number
distribution at an area downstream of the throat
such that total mass flow is conserved.
	
Mass
flow, calculated at the throat, is used as the
constant for comparison.
SETHTG This subroutine computes the gas total enthalpy
for a case when finite-rate chemistry is being
used and the startline is to be generated by the
program for gaseous flows only.
WOFA This subroutine computes the weight flow per unit
area as a function of Mach number.	 This calcu-
lation is only ur,ed in function AOASTR.





BOUND This subroutine finds the radial coordinate and
flow angle (radians) for a given axial coordinate
on an upper or lower solid boundary.
FNEWTN This function solves for the Newtonian impact
pressure along the plume boundary.
	
The calcula-
tion is applicable foi • all free stream velocities
including quiescent conditions (i.e., Mc. = 0).
ITERM This function tests each normal lower wall point
to determine if it is within the predefined problem
limits.
	
If the point falls outside the limits, the
case is terminated,
LAGRNG This subroutine determines the radial location
and flow angle for solid boundaries which are
input as tables of R, X and flow angle.
LIMITS This subroutine tests the new boundary point to
determine if it is within the limits of the current
boundary equation.
PRFRBD This subroutine calculates the flow properties at
the intersection of a particle limiting streamline
and a plume boundary.
a.
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3.5,10 Interpolation and Iteration Routines
Routine Description
ALGINT This routine does a' log interpolation between two
values of a variable.
DRAGCP This routine determines the drag coefficient
F (CD'CD
	) as a function of Reynolds number.
Stokes
DRAGMR This subroutine determines the local drag coeffi-
cient (CD/(;D
	
) as a function of particle
Stokes
Reynolds number and particle Mach number.
GAPPBI This subroutine interpolates for the gas and
particle properties between two known data
points.
ITSUB This subroutine controls the iterative solution of
any set of equations which can ultimately be ex-
pressed as a function of one variable; it can also
be used to control an integration loop.
SITER This subroutine computes entropy as a function of
pressure, total enthalpy and velocity.
TEMTAB This subroutine will perform a table lookup for
particle temperature as a function of enthalpy or
for particle enthalpy as a function of temperature.
TKEY This routine determines the proper index to be







3,5.11 Property Retrieval Routines
Routine	 Description
This function computes the particle storage location
within the PFPARY array.
This function computes the gas property storage
location within the TABB array.
This function computes -she gas interpolation
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Routine	 Descri tp io
PFP	 This function computes the particle property data




This routine. is a MSFC Univac 1108 system routine
used to read and write from FASTRAN files.
.,,	 SPCTX	 This routine controls the input and output from a
FASTRAN file of the chemical species in a finite-
rate chemistry case.
TAB	 This function computes the thermodynamic data




This function computes the storage location for the
n	 nonlinear interpolation weighting functions required




3,5, 12 Chemistry Routines
.r
a	 Routine	 Descri tion
CHEM This routine evaluates the chemical reaction-rate
g equations to determine the new chemical species
concentrations,
FABLE This subroutine utilizes real or ideal gas information
obtained from a master tape or input cards to calcu-
late properties locally in the flow. 	 The maximum
size of the array used by FABLE is limited to eight
gas properties (V, R, y, T o , Po , µ, Pr, C ) at 13 velo-p
city "cuts" for each of two entropy cuts an(. 10 O/F
or total enthalpy cuts.
THERMO This subroutine utilizes real or ideal gas information
obtained from the flowfield tape (or tables) and a local
O/F ratio (or total enthalpy) to call subroutine FABLE
to calculate thermodynamic gas properties locally in
the flow.
THERMI This routine determines the gas thermodynamic
properties for a finite-rate chemistry case.
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3.5.13 Compatibility Equation Coefficient Routines
Routine Description
COEFEQ This subroutine calculates the coefficients CI and C1J
for use in the gas-particle system compatibility equa-
tion along the gas Mach lines.	 CI is the gas total
enthalpy term and C l J is the particle contribution to
the equation.
COEFF3 This subroutine calculates the new particle properties
at the point under consideration, and the intersection
of the particle streamlines through this point with the
J-line.
NEWENT This subroutine calculates the change in entropy and
gas total enthalpy along a gas streamline for gas
particle flows.
ROTERM This function computes the geometrical factor; F 1 FI1'
used in the axisymrnetric term of the compatibility
equation and as an interpolation parameter.
3.5.11 Corner Point Solution Routines
Routine Description
EXPCOR This subroutine calculates the flow properties of
those field points near an expansion corner.
HYPER Thi., subroutine calculates the balanced pressure a,
a corner point (i.e., at the intersection of a solid
boundary and the pressure boundary),	 The pressure
balance is determined for either the overexpanded
or underexpanded case with impact or ambient free-
stream pressure.
OVEREX This subroutine solves for the shock angle at the
nozzle lip when the flow is over expanded.
	 Pro-
visions are made to calculate the shock angle for
an upper or lower lip point. 	 Real gas effects are
considered in calculating flow properties downstream
of the shock.
PRANDT This subroutine computes the Prandtl-Meyer expansion
angle for a given boundary angle and divides this angle
into a series of expansion "rays" (unless the number
of rays has been specified in the input) .
	
The flow
properties at each angular increment are set and
stored in the Pl'10 array.
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THETPM	 This subroutine performs a numerical integration to
calculate properties through a Prandtl-Meyer expansion,
Either the case of known final velocity or known final
expansion angle may be handled.
3.5.15 Initialization Routines
Routine Description
BLKDAT This routine initializes the Kliegel (Ref.7) and Crowe(Ref. 11) gas-particle drag coefficients which are used
by the code.
INITP This subroutine initializes the values of various con-
trol parameters, thereby providing for proper operation
of the program.
	
These initial values include:
1. The counter for the upper and lower boundary
equations,
2. The counter for the first characteristic line,
?	 The initial number of degrees per Prandtl-Meyer
4, Convergence criteria, and
5. Maximum number of iterations.
SETHTG This subroutine computes the gas total enthalpy for
a case when finite-rate chemistry is being used and
the startline is to be generated by the program for
gaseous flows only.
3.5.16 Performance Calculation Routines
Routine	 Descri tion
iNTEGR	 This subrout i ne calculates the incremental force and
energy between two adjacent points in the flow field.
MASSCK This subroutine keeps a running check on the mass
flow. Mass flow at the starting line is calculated
and compared with that crossing each normal line
downstream.
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THRUST	 This subroutine computes the vacuum thrust produced
by a two-dimensional or axisymmetric nozzle. Addition
of the thrust at the throat and the integrated pressure
along the nozzle wall yields the final thrust.
3.5.17 Characteristic Routines i
Routine	 Description
BOUNDA This subroutine finds the radial and axial coordinates
as well as flow angle at the intersection of a straight
line with a solid boundary.
CARCTR	 This subroutine calculates velocity along either a I
F Y
or II characteristic line with a known or assumed
flow angle.
MOCSOL	 This subroutine solves the ci. aracteristic equations
	 a
for gas only flow in the region around and downstream
of an expansion corner.
PHYSOL	 This subroutine computes the intersection of phyr'cal
characteristics with a "normal" data line.
3.5.18 Miscellaneous Routines
Routine	 Description
CHECK This subroutine determines whether or not to add or
delete streamline points based on user input mesh{
controls.
DOTPRD This function calculates the dot product of two vectors
and returns the result to the calling routine.
INRSCT This subroutine finds the intersection of two straight }
li s.'
KIKOFF This subroutine terminates the use if an error in the `?
^.t•.. calculation is encountered.
MAXTIM This subroutine is a Univac 1108 machine language
routine that checks a user input time ;seconds) against
a'
the remaining CPU time before run termination and
returns to a specified label in the calling routine.
r°
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This subroutine finds the solutions to a set of K
simultaneous linear equations.
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r3.6 DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE INDIVIDUAL ROUTINES
This subsection contains a detailed description
of each routine used in the program.
Described are:
• Function (if applicable) of each
routine
• Calling sequence
• Common blocks and other routines
used, and
• The method used in performing the
routine functions
For your convenience, the routines are organized
alphabetically.
NOTE: The following routines are not included in this section as they com-
prise the tuo-phase transonic solution of Kliegel which is incor-
porated in the RAMP code. A complete description of each of these
	
i
routines is contained in Ref. 7.
ABCALC JAMES PARTIL F
CCALC LEGS PCALC s
FCALC NEWT PROP












This routine does a log interpolation between two values of a variable.
CALLING SEQUENCE
= ALGINT (H, R 1, R2)
where H is the interpolation factor and RI and R2 are the values of the
variables between which the interpolation is being made.





E	 A = fn (R1) + H * (in (R2) - hi R1)





















This function, finds the Mach number corresponding to a given area
ratio by one-di—me.sional theory. Real gaL effects are considered in this
calculation:
CALLING SEQUENCE
EM AOASTR (OF, S, AOA, K 1W 1, K2W 2)
where EM is the Mach number which exists, one -dimensionally, at an area
ratio of AOA, an entropy S, and at an O/F ratio or total enthalpy, OF.








The weight flow per unit area at Mach one is evaluated, An initial
guess for the desired Mach number is made and ITSUB is initialized. An
iterative solution of the equation FOFEM AOA WOFAI/WOFA(EM),
driving FOFEM to zero, is performed with the aid of ITS".B.
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METHO OF SOLUTION
Thea--erage' Knudse.-^ number between the old streamline base point
is calculated via" the following equation:
Ka- ,	.788539 Y (M2/RE) 11nT 1 - PnT 2 /dS
.where' the . ,-	 p	 g	 ( }{ } - p^r'o erl:ies are avers ed,between the old . 1	 and new (2)
` stareamline points, The flow regime "is determined by. checking the calcula-
ted Xnudsen number against the input Knudsen number criteria for vibra-
tional rotational or translational #reezing.	 Once the flow regime has been
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 subroutine finds'the'radial coordinate and flow angle (radians) for
a g ; ven axial coordinate on an upper or ?lower solid - boundary.
CALLING SEQUENCE
GALL BOUND R, X,' THETA:ITYPE,KIWI,X1W2)
where R 'is the radial coordinate, X is the I[riown: axial coordinate, THETA 1
is-the wall. angle and;ITYPE indicates whether upper "or lower boundary
equatipas,are`;t p be used.






The 'common block ;region DATAR-contains boundary equations or wall
coordinates nacessary to evalua -e R and., THETA.
	
The two types of. equations
used ,.are;
r	 = :at b. f cx + dx2:.+ a .:
	
Conic. Type l
r = `ax. f bx3
 + cxz 4- dx + e	 Polynomial Type 2
When the _upper. , or,
 lower- boundary is described by discrete points (R, X, THETA)
subroutine LAGRNG is called to interpolate for the Rand THETA of the point.
Theinput fixed point variab]e ITYPE has a one or a two in the units position
which selects the upper:: {2}or lower ( l). coefficients or points and control infor-
rxiatx.ori	 I=0W c, ontains the nuii ber of. the equation to be used.
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This subroutine finds the radial and axial coordinates as well as flow
angle at the intersection of a straight line with a solid boundary.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL BOUNDA (PL, PM, RB, XB, AB, ITYPE, K IW I, K 1 W2)
where
,. PL	 is the stor age array for the known bounda r y point8(?	 g	 Y	 Yp
PM(8) is the storage array for the known field point
where the straight line passes through
RB and XB are the radial and axial coordinates of the point
of intersection
AB is the angle of the solid boundary at the point of
intersection
ITYPE denotes the type of combination being considered
ITYPE
	
Type of Straight Line	 Boundary
=
51:	 normal	 lower
52.	 normal	 _	 upper
61	 II-characteristic	 lower
6,2	 I-characteristic:	 upper
1.21	 right- running shock wave.	 lower
122	 `left - ."running shock wave	 upper
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES







Intersection of the straight line from PM and the tangent from PL is
found first with the aid of subroutine INRSCT. The radial coordinate and
the flow angle on the boundary at this given axial coordinate of the inter-
section just found can be calculated from the solid boundary equation by
using subroutine BOUND. Then, if the boundary is not a straight line, the
newly found point on the boundary is used to repeat the same process until




This subroutine calculates velocity along either a I or II characteristic
line with a known or assumed flow angle.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL CARCTR (LOORUP, P3I, KIWI, KIW2)
where
t	 LOOKUP. .1. for a I characteristic
2 for a II characteristic
P3I(8) is the storage array for the point
under consideration














For the first pass of the solution the flow properties, except the flaw
angle, at the point under consideration are assumed to be identical to those
of the upstream paint on the same streamline. Equation (3.3) is then used
to calculate the ."updated" velocity, Other properties are .calculated accord-
ing to the new velocity. This routine is used in the iteration for a shock
point solution.
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ASUBROUTINE NAME: CHECK
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine determines whether or not to add or delete streamline
points based on user input mesh controls.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL CHECK (I, K, IS, J, IGO, ITOTK, ITOTJ)
where (I, K) and (IS, J) are the two points the program is checking the mesh
control constraints against. IGO = -1 for checking deletion and greater than
zero for inserting points. ITOTK and ITOTJ are the total number of points
on the J and K normals.













See Section 3.5.1 for a description of mesh control parameters.
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This routine evaluates the chem.e1 reaction-rate equationso deter-
mine the new. chemical species concentrations.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL CHEM DXX RHO, U, T1
^. where DXX is the distance along the gas streamline from the base point to
the new point
RHO = gas density
U	 gas velocity
T = gas temperature













This subroutine calculates the coefficients CI and C IJ for use in the,
gas-particle system. compatibility equation along the gas Mach lines. 	 C1
enthalpy ter	 and C 13 is the particle contribution to theis the gas total e, 	 m
equation.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL COEFEQ (M, IPA; IPB, IPC)
where M is equal to . I for limiting streamlines, IPA is the base point number
for. the RRC, IPB..is the base point number of the LRC and . IPC is the new point
number.



























This subroutine calculates the new particle properties at the point
under consideration, and the intersection of the particle streamlines through
s;
this point with the J-line.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL COEFF3 (KP, M, VERT, IH, KH, 18, K8, 19, K9,
17, K7, ITYPE, IPA, IPB, IPC, P3, PG)








COMMON/PAR STU/ PF P
















ThiP function computes the turning angle through an oblique smock
wave knowing the shock angle and the upstream Mach number.
CALLING SEQUENCE
DELTA = DELTAF (EPS, ENS, K 1W 1, K I W2)
where DELTA, the turning angle is found from the shock angle, EPS, and
the upstream Mach number, EM. NOTE: The appropriate values of gas
properties must be stored in common upon entry to this routine.




The oblique shock relationships are used to determine the turning
angle through an oblique shock wave.
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.. 	 aridltllOMwlwi NCI	 ..	 _. _.
RMODUOIBILITX OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS P00
FUNCTION NAME; DOTPRD
DESCRIPTION
This function calculates the dot product of two vectors and returns
the result to the calling routine.
CALLING SEQUENCE
= DOTPRD (V i, V2)
where V1 and Vz are any two vectors.
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
None
METHOD OF SOLUTION
Vector Vl is dotted into vector V2. The resultant is a scalar returned
as DOTPRD.
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FUNCTION NAME: DRAGCP
DESCRIPTION




RE is the	 Reynoldsparticle	 number.




CD/CD	 is tabulated as a function of particle Reynolds numberStokes
and a linear interpolation is performed based on Reynolds number to cbtam'











Thxe subroutine determines the IACaI drag caelficient (CD/DID	 )Stokes
as a function of particle Reynolds number and particle Mach number,
CALLING SEQUENCE
DRAGMR (EM, RE) .
where
.EM is the particle Mach number
RE is the particle Reynolds number.




C ./C D	 as presented by Crowe (Ref. 11) is tabulated as a function
Stakes
of particle Reynolds number and Mach number. 	 A logarithmic interpolation
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_ _ _T
SUBROUTINE NAME: DRIVER, .
D.ESCRIFTION ,,"
.:DRIVER . pravidea tax"e hghest arde,r control tox .prograxn execution.
The initialization' and `xogic subroutines are caned."from here.	 Mont of. the;
comtnor "storage needed xn the	 exYxi finder of the 	 rasa is s ecxfi^d hereA	 P: F.
CALLING SEQUENCE
I CALL DRIVER (KI K lw. ; l K IW2)
ywhere K Lis 'a contro,l.constanti.ndicatan
.	 ,.	 ,	 -	 .
whether or not .errors exist in. the.
xecation of the program.	 (K 1 for a detected error, K :	0"for no errors.)
and K`1 W Z are flags which have various uses in the code.




















METHOD OF SOLUTION; Not applicable.
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:





t	 kcalTniB routine "computes % the IAcal Mach .nurnbe^r as 'a (uric	 m dl.




EM	 EMOFP Cp^S, 1W 1 ,K1W23
whe w EM Is , the resi tax t Mach number found £rom the Area "qure; ^, end
entropy, 5.	 NOTE; 'The appropriate values -of the gag . prs^pe ties rx ustbe."
' Ator:ed in co	 on ointry " to this routine.
r
_UTILITY': ROUTINES AND COMMON' REFERENCES
'_ COMMON TEMPE lI	 Rt .COMMON/GrASCON j
UTILITY	 None
METHOD OF .SOLUTION
'therrnaly perfect gas relationships are used " to find the- Mach numiaer.
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This routine utilizes the oblique shock relations to find the . entropy
.rise across a shock as a function of . the shock angle and the upstream
Mach number.
CALLING ' SEQUENCE
SD _ ENTROP (EPS, EMU KIWI K1WZ
where SD is the entropy rise across the shock and is a function of the shock
angle, EPS, and the upstream Mach number, EMU. NOTE. The appropriate
values of the .gas properties must be stored in common upon entry to this
routine:




oblique	 find theThe	 shock relations are employed to	 entropy rise
across the shack.
ds =	 R (2'YM2 sing	- (T - U.)	 +'y	 tan	 - btiy -1 'y +1	 tan E
3-150.
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ERRORS contains print messages for various errors which may occur.
This is an open Ended routine in that it can easily be extended to handle more
print messages.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL ERRORS (I, K I W 1, K 1 W2)
where I selects the message to be printed.
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SUBROUTINE NAME: ESHOCK
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine employs an iterative solution to perform the equili-
brium shock calculations for a real or ideal gas. 	 The real and ideal gas m
calculations are similar,. the difference being that an ideal gas case con-
verges on the .first iteration.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL ESHOCK (OF, S 1, V 1, EP, DELTA, S2, V2, KZW, K 1W)
where the input properties are, OF, the upstream O/F ratio or total enthalpy,
S1, V 1, the upstream entropy and velocity and, EP, the shock angle. 	 The
subroutine returns with DELTA, the turning angle and S2, V2, the downstream
entropy and velocity.












The continuity equation coupled with the equations for conservation of
normal and tangential momentum are solved in an iterative manner utilizing
thermochemical propert; data to satisfy the conservation of energy equation.
This set of four equations is expressed in terms of the four unknown quantities-
e = shack angle;
S	 = turning angle
S 2 = entropy downstream of shock
V 2 = velocity downstream of shock `.
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EXPCOR calculates the flow properties of those field points.near an
expansion corner.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL EXPCOR (NPM, J, K, ITOTJ, ITOTK, IPNT, KZW, K IW)
where
NPM = number of Prandtl-Meyer expansion rays
emanating from the expansion corner
J = known normal line upstream of the expansion
corner
K = the normal line under consideration downstream
of the expansion corner
ITOTJ = adjusted total number of points on the J-line,
not including the Prandtl-Meyer expansion
points NPM
ITOTK = number of points on K-line before the Prandtl-
Meyer expansion points a: a added; returns to
the calling routine with the total ^+Yr-tber of paints
on K-line including Prandtl-Meyer expansion points
IPNT
	
indicates if an upper (-2) or lower (=I) boundary
is being considered,













	 .^- ._. .,i. ^..^.
	 ,x._ .	 L;'-:. ....:.,.. ." •_ —
	
t. ., .., .. ..^_.u...v.^,^:.:::.:«.cue.^.:,.Tx^...a^1<.,^k:'^^a^.:.:^Y'^"i.^d^»^a'a.ne ..3.s,
	 __...r. __..<1	 .. ,Y_;—
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Miss'
METHOD OF SOLUTION
Flow properties at the expansion corner points are known (from
PRANDT). Calculation starts from one of the corner points which:have
zero turning angle and proceeds toward the point with an 'increasing turning
angle.,: Subroutine MOCSOL is used to solve for the . flow properties of the
intersection of the characteristic lines from two known points. The prop-
erties of the intersection of the normal from the known point on the new
line (K-line, normal to the streamlines), with the characteristic. of the
corresponding point at the corner, are then interpolated. This prj,nt is then
used along with. another point at the expansion corner to find another new
point, and so forth. The last Of the expansion corner points is used twice
in the calculation to find two points on the new normal — one on the char-
acteristic line, the other on the streamline.
A weak shock is then initialized at the point on this last characteristic
line and a mesh point is inserted between this point and the point on the last
expansion ray which is a streamline rather than a characteristic line.









This subroutine utilizes real or ideal gas information obtained from a
master tape or input cards to calculate properties locally in the flow. 	 The
Y
maximum size of the array used by FABLE is limited to eight gas properties
(V, Roy, To, Poo p, Pr, Cp) at 13 velocity "cuts" for each of two entropy cuts
and 10: O/F or total enthalpy cuts.
k
CALLING_ SEQUENCE,
GALL TABLE (SS, VV, IF)
where SS is the local entropy, IF is the O/F or enthalpy table of interest
and . VV is , ths local velocity at the point of interest.







COMMON/ PMUK/ 	 XSIC
- COMMON/PARTFP/	 TAB
METHOD OF SOLUTION
The routine is entered with an O/F or enthalpy table, IF, the local
entropy, SS, and velocity, W.	 A test is then made to determine if the gas
is real or ideal.	 If the test indicates an ideal gas, the local properties are
set to those stored in the TABB common array. 	 If the test indicates real
gas, a double interpolation scheme is utilized to locate gas properties be-
tween tabulated values of velocity and entropy. 	 In the case of an entry
beyond the range of the tables, an ideal gas extrapolation frorla. the last
table value is made to determine the gas properties.
U
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FUNCTION NAME; FNIEWTN
DESCRIPTION
This function solves for the Newtonian impact pressure along the
plume boundary. The calculation is applicable for all free stream velo-
cities including quiescent conditions (i.e., M co = 0).
CALLING SEQULNCE
PIm	 FNEWTN (THETAS, X, ITYPEI, KIWI, KIWZ)
where P IM is the hypersonic Newtonian impact pressure at the plume bound-
ary, THETAS is the local flow angle at the boundary, X is the axial coordinate
of the boundary point, and ITYPE indicates if an upper (=2) or lower (=I) boun-
dary is being considered.




The common block region WALLCO contains the necessary informa-
tion to evaluate the freestream gas properties at the plume boundary point.
The impact pressure is then calculated using the following equation
2P = P (1 + eX) I + -Y M sin (e
	
9
00	 00 00	 B	 00
r
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'i	 CALL FREEMC (11, J1, K 1, ITOT,10O, TOUT, IMOD)
where I i is the point number for the sirst free molecular point on a normal,
JI is the old data surface, K I is the new data surface, ITOT is the total
number of points on the line, IOO is the line number for which a complete
line is to be printed, IOUT is the total number of lines to skip between com-
plete printout and IMOD is the number of points to shift on the old data sur -
e	 face to locate each base point streamline.
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES











Once it has been determined that a point is free molecular all successive
r^	 calculations of the particular streamline point are made via FREEMC. The
a	 point properties are determined assuming that temperature, gas velocity, flow
angle, gas constant and specific heat ratio (-y) are constant along a streamline.
The gas density is dete-mined from a source flow calculation (i.e., conservation
of mass between streamlines).
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P l u l Al
P2 = u2 A2
where subscript l is the old data surface properties and subscript 2 is the
new data surface properties. The pressure at the new point is then deter-
mined from the equation of state.
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SUBROUTINE NAME: GAPPBI
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine interpolates for the gas and particle properties be-
tween two known data points.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL GAPPBI (18, JU,19, KU, ,IB, M, I aKIPG, PG, FACTOR, M I)
where I8 is the base point number, .IU is the base' point line number, I9 is
the second point number, KU is the second point line number, .JP is the
temporary location in the IPFP array to store the interpolated data, M is
the number of particles present, ISKIPGis , a flag used to determine what
arrays to use to do the interpolation, PG is the array in which the inter-
polated point properties are stored, FACTOR is the interpolation factor,
and M1 = 0 gas only, M1 = 1 particles present.
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METHOD OF SOLUTION
The routine performs a linear interpolation between the properties
of two known points and stores the results in temporary arrays which are
used in other parts of the program during the calculation. ISKIPG is a flag
which tells GAPPBI which arrays to use for the interpolation and whether
or not to interpolate on particle properties.
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SUBROUTINE NAME: GASRD
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine reads in the gas properties. These properties may
be real or ideal and read in via cards or tape., The routine also converts
input gas properties from MKS emits to English (:LNG) units if necessary.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL GASRD (IPAR)
where I :AR is a 1 for two-phase flow and a zero for gas-only flow.















The gas name, ALPH.A(I), type units, number of O/F tables and number
of entropy cuts are read in from an input card. If the gas properties are on
cards, this subroutine reads the cards. If the gas properties are on tape,
control of the reading of properties is given to GASTAP. In either case, the
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SUBROUTINE NAME; GASTAP
DESCRIPTION
GASTAP Breads the real gas properties from the thermochemical data
tape generated by the modified TRAN72 computer program and writes this
same data on a flowfield tape for communication with other programs.
CALLING ';EQUENCE
CALL GASTAP









The gas name, ALPHA(I), specified on the input data is compared
with available cases on the TRAN72 thermochemical data tape until a match
is found.	 This particular case is then read, stored in core, arranged in a
form such that automatic transmission of data to other programs is possible,
and then written on the RAMP flowfield tape.
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SUBROUTINE NAME: HYPER
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine calculates the balanced pressure at a corner point
(i.e., at the intersection of a solid boundary and the pressure boundary).
The pressure balance is determined for either the overexpanded or under-
expanded case with impact or ambient freestream pressure.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL HYPER (PB, I, X, ITYPE 1, K IW 1, K I W2)
where PB is the boundary pressure, I,K locates the boundary point, and
ITYPE1 indicates if an upper ( =2) or lower ( = l) boundary, is being considered.
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
COMMON/CONTRL/ 	 FNEWTN
COMMON /DATAR/ 	 OVEREX
COMMON/PCTC/
	ITSUB





The boundary pressure (may be impact or ambient) is compared to
the static pressure at the corner point. Depending on whether the com-
parison indicates the flow is overexpanded or underexpanded, a branch is
made to OVEREX or THETPM. In either of these routines an iterative










This function computes the particle storage location within the PFPARY
array.
CALLING SEQUENCE
IDMPFP (I, J, K, L)
where 1, J, K, L are indices used to determine the storage location,






The particle storage location is computed using the following relation
IDMPFP = I + 5 * (J-1 + 10 * (K-1 + 100 * (L-1)))
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FUNCTION NAME-. IDMTAB
DESCRIPTION




IDMTAB (I, J, K, L)
where I, J, K, L are indices used to determine the storage location.
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
None
'	 METHOD OF SOLUTION
The gas property storage location, is computed using the following
relation
IDMTAB =I + 10 * (J-1 + 2 (K-I + 13 * (L-1)))
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This function computes the gas interpolation parameter storage loca-
tion within the XSIDIM array.
CALLING SEQUENCE
IDMXSI (1, J, K, L)
where 1, J, K, L are indices used to determine the storage location.
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
None
METHOD OF SOLUTION
The gas interpolation parameter storage location is computed using
the following relation











This subroutine writes the gas properties which were input via cards
on the flowfield program tape. 	 The format used to write them on tape is
compatible with that used for a real gas.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL ID TAPE (UNITS,K1Wl,K1W2)
where UNITS indicates whether the gas properties are being read in with
t^ English (ENG) or MKS units.







I Gas property data are i ead in from cards.	 If not already in MKS units,
the data are converted.
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SUBROUTINE NAME: IMPU T
w
DESCRIPTION
This routine reads the input cards or tape for the chemistry package.
The reaction rate equations, rate constants, and startline species concentra-
tions are read in and the appropriate conversions, if any, are performed.




where IDATA specifies the proper index of the array being input from a
CEC data tape from which species ^oncentrations are being; extracted,













The routine reads species thermodynamic data a ,zd constructs a Gibbs
free energy array to replace the entropy array. The reaction rate constant
data, reactions, and third body data are input and stored. Finally the start-
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SUBROUTINE NAME: INITP
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine initializes the values of various control parameters,
thereby providing for proper operation of the program. These initial values
include:
1. The counter for the upper and lower boundary equations,
2. The counter for the first characteristic line,
3. The initial number of degrees per Prandtl-Meyer ray,
4. Convergence criteria, and
5. Maximum. number of iterations.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL I^NITP (K1WI,KIW2)
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aSUBROUTINE NAME: INRSCT
DESCRIPTION
INRSCT finds the intersection of two straight lines.
CALLING SEQUENCE	 ti
CALL INRSCT (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, R3, X3,K1W1, K1W2)
where Ti, T2, T3 and T4, T5, T6 define the equations of the two straight lines
which intersect at R3, X3.




The equations of the straight lines are written
r = tanT3 (x - T2) + TI
and
x = cetT6 (r - T4) + T5
These equations are solved for x, but a test on the slopes is made to prevent
indeterminate forms. If an indeterminate form is possible, the points are
mapped one onto another, thus precluding the possibility of indeterminancy
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
SUBROUTINE NAME: INTEGR
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine calculates the incremental force and energy between
two adjacent points in the ,flow field.
It CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL INTEGR (DELX, DELY, THTBR, R, DA, V,
RHO, P, X,1, K, FXP, FYP, TRP, FXG, FYG, TRG,
AX02D, ENU, EG, EP, EM, DW)
where
DELX	 = difference in axial position between the two points
DELY	 = difference in radial position between the two points
THTBR
	 = average flow angle of the two points
R	 = average radial position of the two points
DA = absolute distance between the two points
V = average gas velocity of the two points
RHO = average gas density of the two points
P = average gas pressure of the two points
?., X	 = average axial position of the two points
I	 = point number of the base point
" rF., K	 = line number of the base point
FXP	 = incremental force in axial direction due to the particle
momentum!r	 4.
y FYP = incremental force in radial direction due to the particle
momentum
TRP = incremental torque due to particle momentum
`.j FXG	 = incremental force in axial direction due to gas
FYG	 = incremental force in radial direction due to gas
TRG	 = incremental torque due to gas axial and radial forces
AX02D = geometric term for axisymmetric or 2-D flow
EN 
	 = angl,e the line connecting the two points has referenced
tr horizontal









EP = incremental particle energy
EM = suna of incremental particle and gas energy (i.e., mixture)
DW = incremental gas mass flow between the two points.










This subroutine calculates the mass flow, energy, momentum and thrust
produced by the particles and gas contained in each streamtube bounded by
two streamline points on a normal. The resulting values are integrated along
each normal and compared to the initial data surface to determine how well
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FUNCTION NAME: ITERM
DESCRIPTION
ITERM tests each normal lower wall point to determine if it is within
the predefined problem limits. If the point falls outside the limits, the case
is terminated.
CALLING SEQUENCE
FUNCTION = ITERM (IP, K, KIWI, KIWZ)
where IP identifies the characteristic point on the new K line.





The angular orientation of a line drawn from the upper or lower cutoff
coordinates to the characteristic point is determined. Comparing this angle
to the angle of the upper or lower cutoff line determines if the point is inside








This subroutine controls the iterative solution of any set of equations
which can ultimately be expressed as a function of one variable; it can also
be used to control an integration loop.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL ITSUB (FOFY, Y, SAVE, CONV, NTIMES, K 1W 1, K IWZ)
where
FOFY is the function of Y which is driven to zero
Y is the variable which is iteratively solved for
SAVE is the program control array, i.e., SAVE(l) is a control counter,
SAVE(2) is the Y increment
CONV is the convergence criteria for FOFY
NTIMES = maximum number of iterations to beP erformed
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCESi
None
METHOD OF SOLUTION
ITSUB modifit:s Y in the proper direction by the bicrement value 	 f
SAVE(Z) until the root has been bracketed. The method of false position is 	 .
then used to modify Y until the solution is reached. Immediately after
entering ITSUB each time, the function is inspected for convergence. If
the function has converged, a program control is set, and computer control
is transferred to the calling routine. 	 s
3-174
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SUBROUTINE NAME: KIKOF F
DESCRIPTION
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SUBROUTINE NAME; LAGRNG
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine determines the radial location and flow angle for solid
boundaries which are input as tables of R, X and flow angle.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL LAGRNG (IER, ID, ARG, R, THETA, ITYPE)
where
IER is an error flag, ID is a table location,
ARG is the axial value for which the radial coordinate, R,
of the wall and flow angle, THETA, at the wall are
desired,
ITYPE indicates if an upper (= 2) or lower (= 1) boundary
is being considered.






The routine uses the Lagrange interpolation formula to solve for R and
flow angle as a function of axial position , X, from a set of tabular points de-
scribing a solid boundary. The routine uses the three closest points to the
desired X to solve the interpolation formula. In the vicinity of large nonlinear
















This subroutine tests the new boundary point to determine if it is within
the limits of the current boundary equation. Depending on the test, the options
are:
1, use the current boundary equation,
Z. advance to the next boundary equation, or
3. the current equation is the last one specified.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL LIMITS (I, K, ITYPE, IOK, K 1 W I, K 1 W2)
where I, K represents the location of the boundary point in the PHO array,
ITYPE indicates if an upper or lower boundary is being considered, and IOK
is a control indicating if option 1, 2 or 3 is to be used.





The radius, RMAX, and boundary angle. THETAMAX, at the limiting
axial value XMAX is calculated in BOUND. RMAX or XMAX is compared to
R or X for the point in question. The results of the comparison determine
which of options 1, 2 or 3 is to be used.
11W
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LIPIN calculates information for the starting line points when the 	 LJ
simplified straight start line option is used (i.e., when ICON(2)/2).	
L1CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL LIPIN (COOR, S, INTOT, DELM, KIWI, K I W2)
where COOR is the starting line information array, S is the entropy level of
the start line, INTOT is the total number of input points specified (50 Max),
DELM is Mach number gradient along the startline, and KIWI is a flag which
determines the type of startline point distribution.










The startline input data are divided into the specified number of incre-
ments. Radial gradients in Mach r=umber, X and 0, are calculated.
i^
KIWI = 0 The startline points are concentrated near the upper
boundary
KIWI = I The startline points are evenly spaced 	 =-
KIWI = 2 The startline points are evenly spaced on a source line
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MASCON calculates the Mach number distribution at an area downstream
of the throat such that total mass flow is conserved. Mass flow, calculated at
the throat, is used as the constant for comparison.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL MASCON (F, SE, DELM, K I W I, K 1 W2)
where E is the input line array CORLIP, SE is the input line entropy level,
and DELM is the Mach number gradient along the startline.








The mass flow rate at the throat, rrm *, is calculated. This m *
 is com-
pared to that at the input line location for an initial Mach number distribution.








This subroutine keeps a running check on the mass flow. Mass flow at
the starting line is calculated and compared with that crossing each normal
line downstream.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL MASSCK (ILAST, ISTART, K, KIWI,  K I WZ)
where ILAST is the last point on the normal line, ISTART is a number of the
first point on the normal and K represents the normal line under consider-
ation.
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
COMMON/DATAR/ COMMON/FORCE/
COMMON/MASSC/ COMMON/WT/




COMMON/ST EPC/ IN T EG R
COMMON/SIGNAL/ PFP
METHOD OF SOLUTION
The mass now through the startline is calculated and stored. Mass
now through lines downstream is calculated and these values compared with
the initial value. A percent change in mass flow is printed for each normal
line. The total mass flow passing under each point on a characteristic line
is stored so the >-nass flow can be written on the output tape to permit stream-
line tracing.
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This subroutine is a Univac 1108 machine language routine that checks
a user input time (seconds) against the remaining CPU time before run term-
ination and returns to a specified label in the calling routine.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL MAXTIM ($LABEL, TIME)
where
LABEL = the statement number in the calling routine
where execution is sent if TIME is greater
than the remaining CPU time for the run.
TIME = time in seconds before CPU maximum time
when the run is to be terminated normally.
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON BLOCKS
None
METHOD OF SOLUTION
TIME is checked against the remaining CPU time for the particular run.
If the remaining CPU time is less than TIME then control of program execution
is returned to statement LABEL in the calling routine.
r
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SUBROUTINE NAME; MOCSOL
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine solves the characteristic equations for gas only flow in
the region around and downstream of an expansion corner.
I
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL MOCSOL (IN, KN, INI,KNI,IN2,KNZ,IFLAG,ITYPE,KIWI,KIW2
where IN, KN identifies the storage location for the new point to be computed,
IN 1, KN 1 identifies the right running known point, and INZ, KNZ identifies the
left running known point. IFLAG is an error indicator and ITYPE selects the
type calculation.
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METHOD OF SOLUTION
The four characteristic equations are written as a function of five
variables, R, X, 9, V and S. An additional relationship is obtained by assuming
the entropy, S, varies linearly between known data points. Using these char-
acteristic equations in finite difference form, the routine solves for a new mesh
point, knowing two mesh points of an opposite family.
The solution is begun by setting the average values of properties over
the step length equal to the known values at the base points. Subsequent
passes in the iterative solution result in "updated" average values. The
iterative solution is continued until the desired convergence on velocity or
flow angle is reached or until the maximum number of iterations is exceeded.
MOSCOL is utilized by subroutine EXPCOR to solve the normal line









This subroutine: calculatv the change in entropy and gas total enthalpy
along a gas streamline for gas particle flows.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL NEWENT (NP, IT 1, IT2, S3, H3, K, PB)
_. a,	
where
NP = number of particles present on streamline
IT I = 1 for interior point
2 for wall point
IT2 = I for interior or lower wall point
	 ..
= 2 for upper wall point
S3 = entropy at nc :N point
H3 = total emhalpy at new point
K = 5 gas only streamline
7 gas and particles present on streamline
PB = array containing streamline base point properties
(upstream)






METHOD OF SOLUTION r
The compatibility relations for gas total enthalpy and entropy (Eqs. (3, 2), 	 y
^.7
and (3, 1) of Table 3-1) are solved at the new streamline point knowing the gas s
and particle properties at the new and base streamline points. For gas only 	 a
flows (and streamlines not crossing a shock) the gas total enthalpy and entropy
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01RIOTN AL PAGE IS POOR
VI, P1, ... , HI are the local values of velocity, pressure, Mach
number, temperature, gamma, gas constant and
enthalpy




This routine uses local flow properties to calculate properties down-
stream of a normal shock to obtain pitot pressure. This routine is used only
for finite rate chemistry, real gas cases.
CALLING SEQUENCE







The downstream conditions are first estimated using ideal gas relations.
The routine then performs an iteration as follows:
1. Calculate downstream static enthalpy from energy equation.
2. Iterate in subroutine TOFENH for temperature, gamma and
gas constant.
3. Calculate downstream pressure from continuity and equation of state.
4. Check to see i s: resultant pressure satisfies the Rayleigh line equa-
tion. If not, increment the downstream, velocity and repeat steps I
through 4.
5. When the iteration is complete, the pitot pressure is determined
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nSUBROUTINE NAME; OUT
DESCRIPTION ±
OUT writes the calculated data for data points along with the corre-
sponding title and headings.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL OUT (I1,12,K, KIWI, KIW2)
where I1, I2 refer to the point numbers of the points to be output (any number T	 ,
of points may be output at one time. 	 K represents the current normal line
(takes on the value 1 or 2) .
k
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This subroutine writes the calculated normal data on the binary output
tape. This is done for any number of data points.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL OUTBIN (I 1,12, JK, K I W 1, K I W2)
where 11, 12 identifies the range of points to be written on tape (I1 is first
point, I2 is last) . .TK represents the current characteristic line (I or Z).
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
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OVEREX solves for the shock angle at the nozzle lip when the flow is
over expanded. Provisions are made to calculate the shock angle for an upper
or lower lip point. Real gas effects are considered in calculating flow prop-
erties downstream of the shock.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL OVEREX (PB,I,K,ITYPEI, KIWI, KIWZ)
where PB is the freestream pressure at the boundary; I, K defines the location
of the lip point in the characteristic data (PHO) array and ITYPEI indicates
whether an upper (=2) or lower (=1) boundary is to be considered.
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
COMMON/DATAR/
COMMON/PARTPI/











For the first; pass through the solution, an initial shock angle is assumed.
This shock angle is perturbed in ITSUB and the result used to calculate flow
properties including static pressure downstream of the shock. The calculated
static pressure is compared with the boundary pressure to determine if the
desired convergence has been obtained. If the solution has not converged ITSUB
is called again and the above procedure is repeated.
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1
I SUBROUTINE NAME: PAGE
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine page ejects and writes the header comments and page
number on each page of printout.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PAC E (LCNT, K I W 1, K I W 2)
_, . .
where LCNT is a counter which monitors the number of lines of printed out-
put per page. LCNT is reinitialized in PAGE.





When the maximum number of lines per page (55) have been output,
PAGE is called to page eject. It then prints the identifying information and
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SUBROUTINE NAME: PARTIN
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine reads in gas and particle property startline data.
	
Data




NSETS is the number of startline points where particles
are present
NTAPE is the FORTRAN unit to read the startline data
from (=7 for cards)















METHOD OF SOLUTION rj
Tne gas startline points are read starting with the axis point and input
up to the boundary, while the particle startline data is input starting with the
last limiting streamline or last gas startline point and input down to the axis.
A
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ISUBROUTINE NAME: PARTPH
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine reads and sets up the data table of particle temperature
versus enthalpy. This routine also prints out the particle drag tables as well
as the temperature versus enthalpy tables.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PARTPH (IPFTO.C, LCT, NGS)
where
IPFTOC = zero for two phase case
= 10000 for gas only case
LCT = line counter for printout purposes
NGS is a dummy variable
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FUNCTION NAME: PFP
DESCRIPTION.
This function computes the particle property data storage location and
retrieves data from the PFPARY array.
CALLING SEQUENCE
= PF P (1, J, K, L)
where
I, J, K, L are indices used to determine the storage location.






The particle property data storage location is computed using the
following relation
IX = I + 5 * (J-1 + 10 * (K-1 + 100 * (L-1)))
and retrieved using the relation
PFP = PFPARY(IX).
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS F003
SUBROUTINE NAME: PHASEI
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine provides the necessary controlling logic for the com-
plete flowfield calculation. Proper subroutines are called to handle different
kinds of calculation.
CALLING SEQUENCE
Call PHASEI (IFINIS, KZW1, KZW2)
where IFINIS is set to zero.
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aMETHOD OF SOLUTION
This subroutine makes most of the tests to determine what kind of
calculation should be carried out for the point under consideration. The
point may be a regular field point, solid or free boundary point, left- or
right-running shock points, incident shock points or reflected shock points
on the solid boundary, attached shock points on the solid boundary, shock
wave intersection points (opposite family), slipline points, incident shock
points and expansion corner points at the free boundary, expansion corner
points at solid boundary, etc.
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This subroutine finds the reference properties on the characteristic
line so that the compatibility equations can be used to calculate the flow
velocity and angle of a point downstream of the known reference normal
line (or surface).
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PHYSOL (PRET, IS, JS, IN, KN, IDIR, IF LAG, K 1 W 1, K 1 W2, PIS,
PIN, PM, PM 1, IPM, IPM 1, KPM, JAG, P, ARGN, ISLIP, KSLIP, IFIX, I141,
IQUAD, H, SAVE, DP)
0	 where
PRET(8) is the storage array of reference properties found
1 (IS,	 JS) is tho point on the reference normal line (J-line),
normally oa the same streamline as the one under
consideration
(IN. ''N) is z known point just below the point under considera-
tioi on the new normal line (K-line)
IDIR indicates if a I-characteristic (=+I) or a II-characteristic
(=-1) is being considered
IFLAG is a control indicator to return the proper message: to
the calling subroutine in order that a proper measure
p can be taken
PIS (8) array containing the flow properties of the streamline
base point
PIN (8) array containing the new flow properties of the stream-
line point
PM(8) array containing the flow properties of point IPM which
brackets the characteristic intersection
PMI(8) array containing the flow properties of point IPMI which
brackets the characteristic intersection
IPM, IPM
 the point numbers of the two adjacent points on the old
data surface which brackets the characteristic inter-
section
3 I
KPM if the characteristic line intersects a boundary, shock
or slipline KPM is the point number on the new data
surface which bounds the intersection
JAG the point immediately above or below the streamline
base point.	 This point is used to detect the presence
of a slipline.
P(8) array in which the characteristic intersection flow
properties are stored
ARGN the angle of the normal
ISLIP flag which indicates if not enough data is known to
obtain the characteristic intersection
KSL1P if KSLIP is a 1 the characteristic has intersected a
slipline
IFIX index used within PHYSOL which indicates if the two
points which bracket the characteristic intersection
have been found
1141 flag which indicates if the characteristic intersection
is below the first point or above the last point on the
old data surface
IQUAD 1 - interpolation is being made on R
2 - interpolation is being made on X
H interpolation factor between point IPM and IPMI
necessary to obtain the characteristic intersection
SAVE(8) array which is used to retain data from previous
intersections
DP(8) array which contains the flow property differences
between points IPM and IPM1.























































The characteristic Fne is drawn from the point under consideration to
intersect the known upstream reference normal line. The reference prop-
erties of this intersection are interpolated from the two known points on the
reference normal line. Subroutine ITSUB and the average quantities are used
to obtain i better approximation of the reference properties.
If the reference properties are not readily available, IFLAG is set to
2, and the reference properties are then assumed to enable the calculation
to be continued. Normally, the calculation of this point is repeated after-
ward to obtain the correct reference properties for the calculation of the
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This subroutine handles the downstream shock points and wall paint
near the corner of a reflected or an attached shock wave.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PHYZOL (P51, P61, P4I, KANT, IS, JS, IN, KN, ANGLE,
IFLAG, ITYPE, K1W1, K1W2)
where
P51(8) is the storage array of the shock downstream point near
the corner where the shock reflected or attached
P61(8) is the storage array of the shock downstream.  point at
the point where shock reflected or attached
P41(8) is the storage array of the intersection of the wall with
the average normal drawn from point P5I
KANT 1.	 first time calculation
2.	 iterative calculation
(IS, JS) denotes the storage location of point P6I
(IN, KN) denotes the storage location of the shock upstream point
opposite of point P51
ANGLE is the angle between the shock wave and the axial
coordinate
IFLAG is a control indicator for sending in and out the proper
information in order that corresponding measures can
be taken
ITYPE indicates if a strong or weak shock is being considered
and where the shock is reflected or attached
strong shock
	
51 (lower wall) 	 52 (upper wall)
weak shock	 151 (lower wall) 	 152 {upper wall)
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METHOD OF SOLUTION
The shock points at the wall (where the shock reflected or attached)
are known.	 The shock upstream, point slightly downstream of the shock
attachment point is also calculated, though the results may not be the final..;	
nw
ones.	 The oblique shock relations are used to calculate the downstream.
point P5I.	 Through this point an average normal line is drawn to intersect
the wall (BOUNDA) .
	 The flow properties of this point PQ are initially
assumed to be the same as those of point P6I. 	 Point PQ is treated as a
wall point.	 The velocity of point P5I is then recalculated with the shock
•w downstream properties; this newly calculated velocity is then compared
s'
e	 ^
with the velocit y
 calculated with the oblique shock relations.
	 Shock strength
^
is is adjusted until the velocity of point P5I calculated by both methods converge
i to the same value. 	 The final results of the shock points, as well as the wall_
point downstream of the attached or reflected shock, are then returned to the
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tSUBROUTINE NAME; PLMOUT
DESCRIPTION
PLMOUT prints the data read by PLUMIN.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PLMOUT (K P, LCNT, K 1 W 1, K 1W2)
where KP is a control parameter set in PLUMIN, and LCNT is the printed
line counter.




COMMON/DATAR/ C OMMOi,.,MFR FE/
COMMON/GASCON/ COMMON/MOL/
C GMM ON/HEAD/ COMM ON/TAPRI T/
COMMON/INPUT/ COMMON/FSTAG/
COMMON/G APPA/ PAG E




























PLUMIN reads in the input data (input via cards) necessary to perform
the streamline-normal solution. This routine provides control for all input
functions by selectively calling pertinent input routines and/or the transonic
solution.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PLUMIN (KIWI, KIWI, NTAPE, NSETS, RRT, XSHSV, iTRS)
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FUNCTION NAME: POFEM
DESCRIPTION
This function computes the local static pressure as a function of Mach
number, entropy and total temperature (ideal gas, two phase only).
CALLING SEQUENCE
P = POFEM (EM,S,KlW1,KlW2)
where P is the resultant static pressure found from the Mach number, EM,
and entropy, S. NOTE- The appropriate values of the gas properties must
be stored in common upon entry to this routine.





Thermally perfect gas relationships are used to find the pressure.
-?'/Y-1
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SUBROUTINE NAME; POFI-i
UESCRI PTION
This routine utilizes the tabulated data of enthalpy and specific heat as
functions of temperature for each species of a finite rate chemistry case to
calculate pressure, as a function of enthalpy for a real gas, in a Prandtl-
Meyer expansion.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL POFH (VF, HT, DELTA)
where
VF is the final velocity
HT is the total enthalpy
DELTA is the flaw deflection angle.







The routine solves for pressure by incrementally changing the flow angle
until the final flow angle is obtained. At each increment the roi;tine determines
new gas properties from the tables on enthalpy and specific heat as functions
of temperature, then uses these properties for the next increment. The result










This subroutine calculates a 1d stores gas and particle dependent variables
as a function of the independent ,flow properties.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PPATPT (M, IC, KC, VG, THETA, SG, K2W1, K2WZ, KP, ISKIP, PG)
where
M	 is the number of particle sizes present at the point
IC	 is the point number for which particle and gas flow
properties are to be calculated
KC	 is the line identification flag
VG	 is the gas velocity at the point
THETA is the gas flow angle at the point
SG	 is the gas entropy at the point
K2W 1 is a dummy variable
KZW2 is a dummy variable
KP	 is the temporary array storage locaticn for the
particle and gas flow properties
ISKIP	 = 0 calculate particle properties only
= 20 calculate gas and particle properties
F^ 	 = 40 calculate gas properties only
PG	 array containing the point independent flow properties 3


























The routine is entered knowing the gas independent variables (V, S, OF
or HT) and particle independent variables (u, v, p, h) . The gas dependent
variables (T, P, p, N,Cp , Pr) and particle dependent variables (R E, drag and
heat transfer terms) are calculated and stored for use in other parts of the
code.
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This subroutine computes the Prandtl-Meyer expansion angle for a
given boundary angle and divides this angle into a series of expansion "rays"
(unless the number of rays has been specified in the input). The flow prop-
erties at each angular increment are set and stored in the PHO array.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PRANDT (1,.T, THETAB, NPM, IFLAG, ITYPE, K 1 W 1, K I W2)
where
I represents the corner point
J indicates a characteristic line
THETAB is the boundary angle
NPM T number of Prandtl-Meyer increments
(calculated in PRANDT)
IFLAG is an error flag
ITYPE indicates if upper (2) or lower (1) boundary
is being considered



















The routine is entered with known flow properties at the point of dis-
continuity along with the known corner and boundary flow angles. From the	 1.4
known angles and the preset number of degrees per ray, the number of incre-
ments is calculated. The distribution of P-M rays is then adjusted by a
weighting function. Subroutine THETPM is entered with known initial condi-
tions and the number of degrees per ray and returns with a velocity. These
new conditions are then set into the PHO array. See Volume 1, Sections 5 	 f
and 6.9, for the details of calculation.







This subroutine calculates the flow properties at the intersection of a
particle limiting streamline and a plume boundary.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PRFRBD (IS, JS, IN, KN,1, K)
where
IS = point number of the old (J) data surface plume boundary
JS = line indicator of the old data surface
IN z point number of the old (J) data surface limiting streamline
KN = line indicator of the old data surface
I = point number of the new (K) data surface limiting streamline
K = line indicator of the new data surface.








Once the new data surface has been completed and it has been deter-
mined that a particle limiting streamline has crossed the plume boundary,
the location of the intersection is determined by the intersection of a line
passing through the old and new limiting streamline points. This establishes
two interpolation factors. One along the limiting streamline and one along
the plume boundary. Gas properties at the intersection point are interpolated
for between the two plume boundary points and particle properties are inter-
polated for between the two limiting streamline points. The interpolated point
and properties are then used as the plume boundary point for the new line and

















This subroutine finds Mach number as a function of pressure, O/F ratio
(or total enthalpy) and entropy. The difference between this routine and
	 5'`
EMOFP is that in this case the gas properties are not known prior to entry.
rt	 CALLING SEQUENCE
EM	 RGMOFP (OF, S, P, KZW 1, K 1W 1) 	 ti
where EM is the resultant Mach number, P is the local static pressure, S is
the local entropy, and OF is the local O/F ratio (or total enthalpy).
UT?LITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES














	 The real gas tables have, as independent variables, OF ratio (total
enthalpy), entropy and velocity. if the velocity is not known, an iterative
n M
solution must be employed to find Mach number from pressure, entropy,
,A	
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FUNCTION NAME: RGVOFM
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine finds velocity as a function of Mach number, entropy
and O/F ratio (or total enthalpy). The difference between this routine and
VOFEM is that the gas properties are not known prior to entry.
CALLING SEQUENCE
V = RG VOFM (OF, S, EM, K 2W, K 1 W)
where V is the resultant velocity computed from O/F ratio or total enthalpy,
OF, entropy, S, and Mach number, EM.












The real gas tables hav ­,, as independent variables, OF ratio (or total
enthalpy), entropy and velocity. If the velocity is not known, an iterative
solution must be employed to find the velocity from Mach number, OF ratio
(or total enthalpy) and entropy.
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FUNCTION NAME: RHOFEM
DESCRIPTION





RHO = RHOFEM (EM,S, KIWI, KIWZ)
F^
where RHO is the resultant density found from local Mach number and local
entropy. NOTE: The appropriate values of the gas properties must be
stored in common upon entry to this routine.




Thermally perfect gas relationships are used to find the density.









This subroutine tells the program user (in no uncertain terms) that he
has made a fatal error. The next executable statement is a STC P.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL RITE(I)











ROTERM computes the geometrical factor, F I , F II , used in the axisym-
metric term of the compatibility equation and as an interpolation parameter.
CALLING SEQUENCE
F = ROTERIA (THETA, DELTA, EMU, R3, RI, K2W 1, KZW2)
where
THETA is the flow angles of the known points (6 I or 911)
DELTA defines the quadrant being considered
EMU is the Mach angles of the known points (µ I
 or pII)
R3 is the coordinates of the new point (r III or xIII)
RI is the coordinates of the known point (r I or xI)
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
None
METHOD OF SOLUTION
The method-of-characteristics solution uses this routine to determine
a coefficient needed in its solution. This term (see Eq. (6.29), Section 6 of
Ref. 4) can be written as:
sinµ l (dIII - d)
sin(jr/4 + 6(6 + µ - rr/4))
By the proper choice of d(r or x), b and the sign of µ, indeterminant forms
are eliminated in the evaluation.
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This routine is a MSFC Univac 1108 system; routine used to read and
write from FASTRAN files.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL RWU (KSUNIT, A(I, J), NS, KSEC, IFCN, ISTAT, NWT)
where
KSUNIT is the unit number of the FASTRAN file
A(I, J) is the array being read or written
NS is the number of entries in the array
KSEC is the location in the file of the required data
IFCN indicates to read data (=16) or write data (,8)
ISTAT is a status indicator
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SUBROUTINE NAME; SETHTG
DESCRIPTION
This routine computes the gas total enthalpy fora case when finite rate
chemistry is being used and the startline is to be generated by the program
for gaseous flows only.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL SETHTG












The routine interpolates for the flow properties at the specified start-
line Mach number using the equilibrium thermodynamic data tables. The
resultant temperature and velocity are then used to obtain the flow properties
from the species enthalpy and specific heat tables. The total enthalpy is cal-
culated from the static enthalpy and velocity. This procedure is used to
ensure property compatibility when transferring from the equilibrium tables
to the species finite rate tables.
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This routine determines the entropy of the gas knowing the velocity,
static pressure and total enthalpy or O/F ratio.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL SITER(HG, S, EM, V, ?C, PL)
wher e
HG is the known total enthalpy or O/F ratio
S is the gas entropy
EM is the gas Mach number
V is the known gas velocity
PC is the gas total, pressure
PL is the known gas static pressure







This subroutine iterates on the gas entropy until the guessed entropy,
known velocity and enthalpy results in a static pressure which is within the
convergence criteria of the known static pressure.
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This subroutine finds the solutions to a set of N simultaneous linear
equations.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL SLDP(X, A, N)
where
X is the solution matrix
A is the coefficient matrix
N is the order of the coefficient matrix
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
None
METHOD OF SOLUTION
The set of N simultaneous equations are solved «sing a Gauss-Jordan
reduction scheme with thf^ diagonal pivot strategy.
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SUBROUTINE NAME- SLPLIN l
DESCRIPTION	 -^
-d4
This subroutine handles the calculation of the points on the slip line.




CALL SLPLIN (IS, JS, IN, KN, IFLAG, ICAUNT, K 1W2, KZW2)
a .K
where
IS, JS is the storage array of the known point on the lower side of
the slip line of the reference normal line (J-line)
IN, KN is the storage array of the known point below the slip line
on the current normal (K-line)




ICAUNT indicates the status of the iterative solution 	 . =
0 - first time calculation of a particular slip line
1 - calculated results converged
2 -- calculation completed but not final 	 .
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
COMMON/CONTRL,/ 	 EMOFV
COMMON/CRITER/	 ERRORS






The slipline points location is found by the usual manner as one of the
interior points, and their flow properties are assumed initially to be identical
to those of the corresponding points on the reference normal line. The velocity
of the lower side point of the slipline is calculated with the aid of subroutines
PHYSOL and CARCTR by using the II-characterist-.c. Pressure is then cal-
culated with subroutine POFEM.
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Letting the upper side point of the slipline have the same flow angle as
the lower side point; the velocity of the upper side point can be calculated with
t1w I-characteristic:. Pressure is then calculated.
The pressure calculated for the slipline points is compared. The flow 	 I ' .M
angle is adjusted, if necessary, until identical pressure is attained on both
sides of the slipline.
Sec: Volume 1, Section 6.10 for the details of the calculation.
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This subroutine solves for the flow properties downstream of a reflected
shock knowing the turning angle and the reflected shock upstream flow proper-
ties. Real gas effects are considered in the calculations.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL SOKFLX (PD, PU, J, K, ITYPE, K IW I, K2W2)
where
PD is the array containing the downstream flow properties
PU is the array containing the upstream flow properties
J is the line identifier for the upstream flow properties
K is a dummy variable
K1W1 is a dummy variable
K2WZ is a durnmy variable











The routine is entered with the ;low p roperties. PU, downstream of the
incident shock and a known flow angle downstream of the reflected shock. An
initial shock angle is assumed and a flow angle is calculated. The calculated
flow angle is compared to the known flow angle and successive iterations on
shock angle are performed until the flow angle difference is sufficiently close
to zero.
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This subroutine handles the calculation of different types of shock wave
points. The following cases are considered:
1. Right--running shock (ITYPE = 111)
2. Left-running shock (ITYPE = 112)
3. Right-running shock incident on a lower boundary (ITYPE = 121)
4. Left-running shock incident on an upper boundary (ITYPE = 122)
5. Right-running shock attached at upper compression corner (ITYPE = 131)
b. Left-running shock attached at lower compression corner (ITYPE = 132)
7. Right-running shock reflected from the upper boundary (TTYPE = 141)
8. Left-running shock reflected from the lower boundary (ITYPE = 142)
9. Right-running weak shock at the upper wall (ITYPE = 151)
10. Left-running weak shock at the lower wall (ITYPE = 152)
CALLING SEQUENCE








storage location in PHO array for the shock upstream
point on the new normal (KN-line)
storage location in PHO array for a reference point on
the known normal (J-line)
total number of the KN-line; this is corrected according
to the type of shock point
for sending in and out necessary messages
denotes type of shock points to be calculated
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The general technique for handling shock wave points is; (1) find the
location of the shock points and the flow properties of the shock upstream
point, (2) calculate the flow properties of the shock downstream point with
the oblique shock relation by using the shock upstream properties, (3) cal-
culate the floe	 ,ocity of the shock downstream point with one characteristic
line by using the shock downstream properties, (4) compare the velocity
calculated from Steps 2 and 3, and (5) if the velocity is not the same, adjust
the shock strength and repeat the process from Step 1.















This routine controls the input and output from a FASTRAN file of the
chemical species in a finite rate chemistry case,
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL SPCTX (IFCN, IPT, ILINE, JLINE)
f?
where




is the flowfield point number
ILINE is the flowfield line number (one or two)
JLINE specifies to store the data in SPCT(I, 1) or
SPCT(I, 2)











	 The routine calculates the location in the FASTRAN file where the de-
sired data are read from or stored in, Subroutine RWU is then called to er-
























This subroutine computes the gas thermodynamic properties in the
transition flow regime.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL STGMOD (I, K)
where
I = the point number
K = the line number








The routine is entered. knowing the flow regime, Knudsen number and
flow properties (Mw , T. P, V, y, S, H. p) of the (I, K) point. The specific heat
ratio is then determined based on the flow regime.
Continuum — y is same as entered
Vibrational mode frozen — y is set to 1.4
Rotational mode frozen — y is set based on a curve fit of	 I^
gamma from 1.4 (vibrationally frozen) to 1.667 (free
molecular) based on Knudsen number
Translationally frozen (free molecular) — y = 1.667
Once the local gamma is determined then the local static properties, T, P and V,



















This subroutine handles the calculation of the flow properties of the
point in question. The following cases are considered:
1. Interior point, uses I- and II-characteristic 	 (ITYPE = 11)
2. Lower solid boundary point, uses I -characteristic
	 (ITYPE = ZI)
3. Upper solid boundary point, uses II-characteristic 	 (ITYPE = 22)
4. Lower free boundary point, uses I-characteristic	 (ITYPE = 31)
5. Upper free boundary poi,-, ,", uses II-characteristic 	 (ITYPE = 32)
Except those ITYPE numbers shown above, sometimes, one of the following
numbers (500, 600, 700, 800, 900) is added to the original number to transmit
more information to this subroutine.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL STRNOR (11, Kl, ISI, JSI, INI,KN1,IFLAG, ITYPE, KIWI, KIWZ)
where
I1,KI	 is Vie storage location in the PHO array for the point
in question on the new normal (K-line)
1SI isl	 is the storage location in the PHO array for the known
reference point on the old normal (1-line); normally
this point is on the same streamline as the point I1,Kl
IN 1, KN I	 is the storage location in the PHO array for the known
point 11, K I on the new normal (K-line)
IFLAG	 is a control indicator for sending in and out necessary
messages
ITYPE	 denotes the type of point to be calculated
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Initially, the flow properties of the point in question are assumed to be
the same as those of the known upstream point on the same streamline, and
its .location is found by intersecting the average streamline from the reference 	
r
point (IS1, JS1) on the J-line and the average normal from the known point (IN 1,
KN1) on the K--line. Subroutine PHYSOL is used to find the reference prop-
erties for the characteristic lines and Eq. (3.3) is then used to calculate velocity
and flow angle for the new point. Under normal conditions, the mass flow rate iI)etween two streamlines is conserve-!, but when the streamline meets a shock
wave, no attempt is made to conserve the mass flaw rate, because the streamline
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is terminated at the shock upstream region and a new streamline is generated
from the shock downstream point.
The iterative method is employed to find the velocity and the flow angle
until they do not change appreciably between the successive iterations. During
















	 x ^_, 7
This function computes the thermodynamic data storage location and-
retriF.ves data from the TABB array.
	 ^..
CALLING SEQUENCE




I, J, K, L are indices which are used to determine the storage
location




The thermodynamic data storage location is computed using the follow-
ing relation	
y
IX =I + 10	 (J-1 + 2	 (K-1 * 13	 (L-1))),
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SUBROUTINE NAME; TEMTAB
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine will perform a table lookup for particle temperature
as a function of enthalpy or for particle enthalpy as a function of temperature.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL TEMTAB (X, Y, WHICH)
where
X is the unknown variable
Y is the known variable
WHICH is the lookup control variable
indicating to lookup temperature (=I)
or enthalpy (=2)






The unknown variable (particle temperature or enthalpy) is calculated
by either assuming constant heat capacities or by applying linear interpolation
techniques to the tabulated data input on cards 32,
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SUBROUTINE NAME: THERMO
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine utilizes real or ideal gas information obtained from
the flowf:eld tape (or tables) and a local O/F ratio (or total enthalpy) to call
	 }I`
subroutine FABLE to calculate thermodynamic gas properties locally in the






CALL THERMO (OF, SS, VV)	 [1
OF = gas total enthalpy or O/F ratio
SS = gas entropy
VV = gas velocity
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
COMMON/GASCON/ COMMON/GASDAT/
COMMON/C PMUK/ COMMON/FAB /





The routine is entered with the local O/F ratio (or total enthalpy), OF,
-
	
	 entropy, SS, and velocity. VV. The local ratio is used to determine which set
of thermodynamic tables that subroutine FABLE should use to perform table
lookup of the local thermodynamic gas properties. Subroutine THERMO then
uses the local thermodynamic gas properties obtained from FABLE to perform
an interpolation between the O/F (or total enthalpy) tables based on the local
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SUBROUTINE NAME: THERMI
DESCRIPTION
This routine determines the gas thermodynamic properties for a finite
rate chemistry case.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL THERM I (HT, V)
where
HT is the gas total enthalpy
V is the gas velocity













The routine looks up enthalpy and specific heats from tabulated data of
enthalpy and specific heats as functions of temperature. The enthalpy, specific
heats and molecular weights of each species are used, along with species con-
centrations, to calculate the mixture gas constar_t, gamma, enthalpy, specific
heat, and total pressure and temperature. These properties, along with velocity
are used to calculate total.enthalpy and Mach number.
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SUBROUTINE NAME; THETPM	 6
DESCRIPTION
THETPM performs a numerical integration to calculate properties
through a Prandtl-Meyer expansion.	 Either the case of known final velocity
or known final expansion angle may be handled.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL THETPM (OF, S, DELTA, VF, VI, IT, ITYPE, K IW, K2W)
_	 where
OF	 is the local OIF ratio or total enthalpy
S	 is the local entropy level
DELTA
	 is the total expansion angle
VF	 is the final velocity downstream of the expansion
VI	 is the initial velocity upstream of the expansion
IT	 is a control parameter indicating if expansion to a
solid wall or free boundary is taking place
ITYPE	 indicates if an upper (2) or lower (1) boundary is
being considered.
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awhere Mz V2/,yRT is solved knowing either the final velocity, V., or the
expansion angle (A9). As can be seen, if the final velocity, VF , is known, the
integration progresses straightforwardly to a solution. However, if the ex-
pansion angle is known, an iterative procedure must be employed to pick the










SUBROUTINE NAME. `; THRUS4,
DESCRIPTION
" THRUST computes the vacuum thrust produced by a two-dimensional
or axisymmetric nozzle.	 Addition of the thrust at the throat and the inte-
grated pressure along the nozzle wall yields the final thrust.
CALLING SEQUENCE
r• CALL THRUST (L, K, I,1, J1, TYPE, ICALC, KIWI, K1 W2)
where L, K designates the unknown char;mteristic point and 11, J1 is the known
characteristic point. 	 ITYPE specifies ii the point is on the upper or lower
boundary and ICALC is a counter with the values of 1, 2 or 3. 	 (1 specifies
integration at the throat, 2 - along the nozzle and 3 - at the exit.)
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES




















Tihrust is found her first computing the momentum thrust in the sonic
area or throat of the nozzle. The static pressure is then integrated along the
nozzle wall and the total thrust found by s unmation of the pressure and mo-
mentum terms (both gas and particle). Inclusion of a fait*­.-.- in ti ►° incremental
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SUBROUTINE NAME: . TKEY
DESCRIPTION
This routine determines the proper index to be used in the enthalpy and
specific heat tables and calculates interpolation factors,
CALLING SEQUENCE
	
CALL TKEY (T, TTB, ITKEY, SDT, HDT, NT)
where
T	 = the temPerature
TTB	 = the temperature tables used as independent variables
ITKEY = the resultant index
SDT and HDT = interpolation factors
NT	 = number of entries in the temperature table.
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
None
METHOD OF SOLUTION
-inputThe routine searches the temperature :abl.e until the 	 temperature
is bounded.	 The index of the lower bound is stored in ITKEY and the inter-
polation factors are calculated by the equations
. SDT _	 T - TTB (ITKEY)
TTB (ITKEY + 1) - TTB (ITKEY)
and
oil HDT-	 TTB (ITKEY + 1)	 T_ TTB (ITIK EY + 1) - TTB (ITKEY)
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computes the local static temperature as a function of MachTOFEM	 p
number.	 TOFEM and TOFU are quite similar; the difference being if Mach
number or velocity is the known quantity.
CALLING SEQUENCE_
T = TOFEM (EM,KIWI,KIW2)
where T is the one-dimensionally calculated local static temperature which
exists at the Mach number, EM. 	 NOTE: The appropriate values of the gas
properties must be stored in common upon entry to this routine.
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFExtENCES
CO:..'.MON/GASCON/ R.
UTILITY -- None ,.
i t^
METHOD OF SOLUTION W.y
The thermally perfect gas relationships are used to find the static tem-
perature at the local Mach number.y
T











function	 forThis routine calculates the temperature as a 	 of enthalpy	 a




where HU is the static enthalpy











u The temperature is estimated initially and this temperature is used to
calculate an enthalpy from the temperature-enthalpy tables.	 If the resultant
enthalpy does not match HU, the temperature is incremented and the process
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FUNCTION NAME; TOFH
DESCRIPTION
This routine calculates the temperature as a function of enthalpy for a




HU is the enthalpy
V is the velocity













The methodology is the same as for TOFENH except that the gas constant,










This function computes the local static temperature as x function of
velocity. TOFV and TOFEM are quite similar; the difference being if Mach
number or velocity is the known variable.
CALLING SEQUENCE
T = TOFV W, KIWI,KIW2)
ST
via where T is the local static temperature which exists at the velocity, V.
NOTE: The appropriate values of the gas properties must be stared in
cammon upon entry to this routine.






The thermally perfect gas relationships r ­ e used to find the static
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SUBROUTINE NAME: TRANS
DESCRIPTION
This subroutine provides overall control for initializing the data and
reading the namelist data for the Kliegel two-phase transonic solution of a
supersonic gas particle startline.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL TRANS (NTAPE, NSETS, RUT)
where
NTAPE = FORTRAN unit on which the startline is written
NSETS = number of startline points where particles are
present
RUT	 = throat radius (ft)
UTILITY ROUTINES AND COMMON REFERENCES
COMMON/CONTRL/ COMMON/PARTP2/
COMMON/GASDAT/ COMMON/ERR/
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t
I SUBROUTINE NAME; TURN
DESCRIPTION
TURN solves for a shock wave which has a known turning angle (b).
A condition of known turning angle exists when the flow is turned through a
compression corner on a solid boundary. Real gas effects are considered
in calculating conditions downstream of the shock.
CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL TURN (PU, PD, DELTA, IFLAG, KIWI, KIW2)
where PU, PD represent flow conditions upstream and downstream of the shock,
DELTA is the turning angle, and IFLAG Indicates if the solution will or will not
converge.











An initial shock angle is assumed. This shock angle is used to calculate
a turning angle. The calculated turning angle is compared to the known turning
angle and successive iterations on shock angle are performed until the turning
angle difference is sufficiently close to zero.
(
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This function computes the local Mach angle as a function of local Mach
number. Prior to the calculation a test is made to ensure that the Mach num-
ber is greater than one.
CALLING SEQUENCE
.-	 EMU - UOFEM (EM,KiWI,KIW2)
where EMU is the Mach angle which exists at the local Mach number, EM.






The following equation is solved for the local Mach angle.
µ = tanµl (^M l
2-1
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IFUNCTION NAME: UOFV
DESCRIPTION
This function computes the local Mach angle as a function of local velocity.
GALLING SEQUENCE
EMU = UOFV (V,K1W1,K1W2)
where EMU is the Mach angle which exists at the local velocity, V.






The local velocity is converted into a Mach number using EMOFV.
Function UOFEM is then entered with the calculated Mach number. The
Mach angle is obtained from the following equation.
µ = tan-1	 1
2 - 1
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FUNCTION NAME; VEMAG
DESCRIPTION
VEMAG determines the magnitude of a vector.
CALLING SEQUENCE
VEMAG (V)
where V is any vector.




The '.ollowing equation is solved for the magnitude of a vector
VEMAG = V(1) 2 f V(2)Z
where
V.	 V(1) i f V(2) i
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FUNCTION NAME: VOFEM
DESCRIPTION
This function computes velocity as a function of Mach number.
CALLING SEQUENCE
V= VOFEM (EM, K l W 1, K 1 W2)
where V is the local velocity which corresponds to the local Mach number,
EM. NOTE: The appropriate values of the gas properties must be stored
in common upon entry to this routine.




The thermally perfect gas relationship
Ry (To - T)
V	
7214 
is solved for velocity. Local static temperature, T, is obtained from the
input Mach number.
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velocity, SD, VD, downstream of a weak oblique shock. The gas properties




CALL WEAK (OF, SU, VU, EPS, DELTA, SD, VD, K 1W, KZW)
where OF is the upstream O/F ratio (or total enthalpy), SU, VU are the up-
stream entropy and velocity, EPS, DELTA are the shock angle and turning
angle, and SD, VD are the downstream entropy and velocity.









From the known upstream entropy and velocity, the local gas properties,
pressure, density, and upstream Mach number are calculated. The entropy
rise across the shock is added to the upstream entropy to get total downstream
entropy. Downstream velocity is calculated from the following relationship,
VU cos (^)
VD	 cgs { - S)
A'
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Weight Flow M WOFA (EM, K l W 1, K 1 W2)
where EM is the local Mach number. NOTE: The appropriate values of the
gas properties must be stored in common upon. entry to this routine.








1 + -Z I M z]
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This function computes the area normal to the flow which is bounded
by two streamline points.
CALLING SEQUENCE
WTFLOF (M, N, K, A)
where
M = the point number of the lower streamline point
N - the point number of the upper streamline point
K = the line number
A = a 1 for axisymmetric flow and a 0 for two-
dimensional flow,





The area bounded by two points and normal to the average local flow
vector is calculated via geometric relations
V
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This function computes the storage location for the nonlinear interpo-
lation weighting functions required for thermodynamic property lookup and
retrieves data from XSIDIM.
^., 0	
CALLING SEQUENCE
XSI (1, J, K, L)
where
1, J, X, L are indices used to determine the .storage location.




The storage location is computed using the following relation
IX = I + 10 * (J-1 + 2 (K- I + 13 (L-1)))
and retrieved using the relation
XSI	 XSIDIM(IX)
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To familiarize the user with the operation of the RAMP computer pro-
gram several sample cases are presented. Each sample case will consist of
a description of the problem, a listing of the input data for the problem and a
listing of the pertinent solution.
Example Problem 1
This problem analyzes a single phase chemical equilibrium flow field
with the following stipulations:
1. Generate a startline at the nozzle exit plane for example
problem. 2,
Z. The gas properties are to be read from cards, and
3. The startline at the nozzle throat is to be calculated internal
to the program.
Figure 3-4 presents a schematic of a typical nozzle plume flow field. Table
3--7 presents first a flow chart and then a listing of the 	 data for the
specified problem; some of these cards are indicated in Fig. 3-4. Table 3-8
presents a listing of the pertinent solution.
w
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Cards 9, 10 and 1l
Startline SetupCard 18a





























a. Upper Boundary (Card 6)




O/F Ratio (Card q)
Entropy Level (Card 10)










If gas properties are input on tape (ICON(I)=Z) Cards q, 10 and 11 are not
required.
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Table 34 (Concluded)
Cards G W ^xk-^ .)JS %-Mr-Ch Cn,)tr N I TH Fkr-E ^vlr^GU+-••^s :.A,_^ ++4.+i I.^tr^ Cu^v5lvi<r.c^iJ
1-3
Card 4	 —	 11-4-L------2- - I---	 I
1	 -3-:J	 GOO	 -1 a0	 -.547722 *Ov4'JU743




Card 6 l or- AL c,r Eiv(i i	 1
Card 9 _ act - -- - ------- --	 ---	 _	 -	 --.
Card 10 00 1
0 ?490-34 1a L7ya n4o8s4
0 c4.^4o 1•r'yI1 Z)O^oao ovaJcl
L-1,
a(l=] .a l a	 iG l -4c- ^i`^a0 G4 a4
.^L
-10 :	 00-jI IaZ344 bee J. Ua^:I
Cards 11 -.1*4dc:^4 2 	 1 102s-16 e^-4..30aQ :.c-24b
4.0 7 Z.°	 1 1•G1J1 1	 1.4 •4UCJ
4•.304 G' ai 91 i0201V i /c y •C •c4 O
4 * 7--00 -:o.0yI t o LJ44 1401a4 a 1c-2
7
	 u 2:3•u>1 lad' c7 _:0700 •03.r24
Card l8a aG 000 1•J1
Card 20 10u - IUG * ,}a ^•^ 3.G	 ^C.
Card 21 C 0?0 1 • •CO=> ^•	 •yc












EXAMPLE PROBLEM I PERTINENT SOLUTION
^^- -	 111rLKSONIC FLO* ANALYSIS USINS ThE LUCKHEE0 - nuHTIYILLE MULTIPLC SHOCK CU"FU,TtB IIMU&NAM
_CASE N170
GAaEOVS CMECK CANE aIT0/ FKEC MOLECULAR CALCULATIONS CON51DCRED
f
RUN CONTROL PAKAMETERS
ItI_._.. _1CONi2I _-ICON (31 .--- - ICON 19) __ ICON IS I_
	 1____-LCSEil .t 7t 	 = C^NI^ !_^ 	 _^ _--
1	 0	 21	 3	 1	 0	 1.	 2
--	 ICON19)	 ICONIIOI	 ICON(II)	 ICON1121	 ICONiI3I
	
ICONI MI	 ICONII31	 ICONJ16)
V4411 C
_ALC. U^ATION$ I►Kli_.1N_^CIOl^L^1i UN ITS WITH HE (i^ S^RDtNA ES^!! .EEE
THE . F4oM
.,FI"P - 9A A_jj1I^J±QLwi? IT.TCH_QrLIAp^ .
TYPE








__.--^fOQGn!n l 	 . I.3333 •a0
	__0nO0t0_
.00000	 .00000	 .00000
-R!	 0 110UOa 	 _. 01!004
LONER BOUNOUT
0	 E	 MAX




on oonn	 —4.00000 	 O OOOGlO M_
TYPE (TRANS A	 8	 C 0	 E MAX
—2	 0_ . 0 (W !).n 	 .00000 	 = OOOo n 900000 	 0 000on
THERE A RE	 0 PARTICLE SPE CIES_ PmESE NT IN THE GAS-PARTICLE MIXTURE




S	 Y	 R	 GAMMA
aQnnnn
7	 P	 PR Y f S CID
i 000004	 =20!116#04	 0!17Y9+01 054664+0%	 018000#041	 x00000 000000 000000




012121+01 042390#04	 035999#03	 000000 400000 0000011
. 6yA 15 + 4 _	 . Iq.QZ0tn4	 I2229 !4L_a]71zjk o3	 .10000:03—anOJllla 	 a0gaun 	 - 00001L.,_—
071 902+04	 419513#0*	 .11297401 032Y94+04	 090000+02	 0 000110 600000 400000





012374*01 024300+04	 .18000+02 	sOOuUO 900000 000000























SUPERSONIC FLAN ANALYSIS USING THE. LOCK HEt0 .HU NT5VILU 1l ULT1PLE 514OCK COIIPYTER PROGRAM
.. 
_ --- -__
	 -__._______.. - ^__..._.--------• EASE-"A1U^--• -^ --^-----------
	
_ !AG$
aASC UUS 0ECK • CASE A ITK FREE M OLECULAR CALCULATIO N S CONSIOEHCD
HEA6 UAS PROPERT I -&
H•TOTAL
_	 -_ S --	 - -- -R GAMMA T r PR	 YIS	 E!
091 4 68 +0 4 	019811+04
	
n 12a19+O1 911298+04	 036005 +01 000000
	 ►00000	 •000089 93361+04 _	 019811 +04	 912944 +0 •1481'!+174
	 .18003+01 .00000	 900000
	 .00006
•94719+u4	 .19811 +04	 .13220+01 910134+04	 036005+00 8013000
	 600000	 400000
_ •44234+04-a 111811±Q^i_^ r 13325001_ ^8x 320+p3^^17!I24wg0 a0E1q_O.Q	 _„_rp0000
	 ►00000








R E _	 H THETA S HACH ANGLE5hOCA ANGLE n/r
000000 •00000 610100+01 000000 000000 •81931+02 900000 0000014
. 8 1 287
- Q? 	 •0vn0o .IE^1 0o + 0i _-_013001141--
-
^^ B^uuQa. _	 _.	 i q	 tl12___ . 13+31300--___	 _► 1,004+^:
.1&257-U1 •UOOOO 810100+01 000000 .ODU00 9a1931+02 000000 SUOU013 
-	
9 2 73 8 6-0 1 ^,tl000^l 610100+O1 ^_000000 ----	 eODU00-_ __081931 !02` vUV000 •1100011
tJ^	
036als-01 n 013030 6101n0+01 4FUU000 00OU00 0BIV31+132 •UUU0O 0110000
u1	 •456114 -01
	-nQ0n0 , e n1 Q +st .^»unu	 . 0 08014 . a 191 I t o _nannn ^IlilLd^^
.44772-01 0000nO 610100+U1 000000 .0011130 •81931+02 1UU1300 •UO0011	 •^^
_	 •639{11-171•OQt3t?Q .101013*111_, ► 001300 v0000N rlilY31±Q,'^_^0gUQ1L,.sU000^]
•7 3030-01 1001700 .10100+01 DOOUOU 000006 081431+uz *00000 1PL00013
--	 8215a -111- 1U90UQ
_ a113100 + u1.._._0 u0UGU 1PUQG0	 81V3!,W2____6 QOU00 sU00C.1
	
--
0 9 1287-01 4POU000 910100 +01 494JU40 .ODUO'i •6zV31 + 132 sU0u00 0 000011
. 1 Qu^42• pg 	 .nncla,]
	 •157100 +^11._.._a4uUtla 	 n 0111100 .bi931 . 02,...._..:l.pun^l, . unaQll
•10954+130
.i1UUi10 .10100+131 DU0U00 60DUOU •81931+02 .110000 •UOU011
f1 j867+UQ_..--t0000i1
	 010100+01- ► 00U0Q 00U0Q0j -.261031+Uz-.:00000 •000011-
•1 2 7 80+00 000000 010100+01 000000 000U00 081931+02 vQOU00 •000011
.13643 *0Q--AODUOQ	 • 1PIDO#01-0 UQd0p_,..._,.. ► 00000 a 81?31 ± 02---aQQ000 x000013
• •14606*UO •00000 110100+01 90n000 -	 000000 083431*u2 vUUU00 000000 
OIS519*aO ►000Aa a101 Q+n1	 .1}jlypQ .O onU .et931+U .006go .008011
• 1 0 4 3 2+00 .U0UOO 410100+01 ► U0UO0 000000 0111931+02 .00000 •0000"
-_	 •17345*y0 000000	 .10;04!!31	 00UQ0 000U0O 	 • 81901!t02.T-2.9OuOG.^.:__r1100Q1}




I NFOkM A T LON
i nLF11 813UNDAgI
Re	 .10000+C3
	 Ka -01170011+03	 TNETAs 000000 Re 000000
	 Dt+ ..50000+01	 TkETAs	 999060+02
Table 3-8 (Continued)
It
SUPERSONIC FLO W ANALYSIS USING Tog LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COHPUTER FRQQRAM
CASE Nu,	 I	 PAGE	 3
GASEDuS CHECK CASE WITH FREC
- PtOLECULAR CALCULATIONS CONSIDERED
Yis"O	 ROTNO
	 TRANf4O	 CHARL	 GAMY	 FAI4R




 MESH ^ONSTRtiC]^ON^I!^ILL -" aE --f-MR 494 BY jHE Fp L4WEN^ARtA8LE5




rll= & = = = C='
	 =t =




 ANALYSIS USING THE LOCKHEED •MU NTSVILLE MULTIPLE SMOCK C OMPUTER PROURA"
CASE N0.	 PAGE	 a
GAS£OU5 CHECK CAi-E t1ITM FREE MOLECULAR CALCULATJONS CONSIDERED
p
'
z	 LINE POINT DSCHIP R(.GJME K X M THET A 	- -	 - ENTKUP*-	 VELOCITY 0/F ITR
MACH _A htG l.F-_---FR ESSEt RE ?EMP-QNAT-VRE_ ^/l5 _CON5T R LOCAL _ GAMMA 5114C }c--AH$LE_
•1 ly_ INPUT CCNTJN
__.-_
..!1867.00 _•OCOOD -_- ._10100+0 1 .0000¢_ .00D00 434853*0 11 000000
_^
0
,81931+02 .10076+04 +14517-01 950166+04 .19924+01 011914+01
l	 15 INPUT - C C NTIN 012790+00 000000 01n100 +01 .00000 900000 .34853+04 000000 0
C	 -	 ^-_-	 -.____. ____„_..__-____^_.__ n 91931+C2_ ^1BII7ht0! .14517-01 050166+04	 X19414 +03_._-
_._..11914+#Il_.___^




.81931+02 .10076904 .14517-01 .50166+Oy 019924+114 .11914+01
D	 7'	 1	 11v INPUT - CONTIN •14606+00 .00000 .10100+O1 •Oa00n .00000 639853+04 9OOD00 0




_ILN . 155 9+00t .AUQ00.^-- X10100±0 3 	 • UOOOQ •oQt700 0 34853 1 0 11_ 0000 80 .^
.81931+02 410076+011 .14517-01 050166+04 .19924+011 911914+01
Z .
l	 19 INPUT CONTIN 016431+00 400000 .10100*01 600000 600000 034853+04 000000 0
r^•t	 ----•	 --	 ----.^_._^ -.-- 9 8031192
	 !0074±0 4 	 +.14517-01- ^.501G5* 04
i	 20 *NPU L - C 1tNLjN . i7345tQQ .ODOfO	 _ .lO1gq+Q1	 ,pDQ00_- • Q000Q _ • 3y8+3 +Oy tOQOgQ	 0
G1 •s1931*02 610076+04 .14517-01 •50166+04 419914+04 01191" Gi
C1
Z INPUT - CONTIN •18257+OU •U0U00 6101!10;01 •00000 000000 •3485j+py - .00000 ..0
_
__ _ . d1931^02
.iQ1174±04_ 9.14517-0;	 5a18¢+0q 	 6 ;924+04
^_	
:l 1914±Q1--
^MASSTHE	 FLOW RATC is n .170473+03
r





1 F6RCEX Fg !L EY TORdz_ 15P
`. -033661+05 600000 000000 019746+03
NOTES- (1) Typical printout for the nozzle throat startline data surface.




 ANALYSIS USING THE LaCKHEED - HU NTSVILLE MULTIPLE SHUCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
CASE NO,	 I	 PAGE
4ASE (7U5 CHECK CA'_E WITH FREE MOLECULAR CALCULAil "ONS CQ7i51OERE4
LINE POINT OSCRIP - REGIME	 H x M THETA
	
ENTROPY VELOCITY 0/i ITR
-'----^- _^.----	





,1927 Lto .991$5-02! 1 107510_} -	 .15560+i3 I 	.OQDOO *3.Zg06+gy !OCQQO .- ^3.
064 542+02 .90099+03 •13229-01 4,49256+04	 n 19911+04 011944 +01
13	 1 WALL	 - CONTIN
	 900aO9 411647-01 •10100+01 000000
	
4,00000 834853+04 000000 I
---'---._ --_--- .	 _ --	 -8,431+n2
	 0 100' } ;;x--- -2 14517 -01
	 -•50166104
	 a l9Yx4tfl++	 •119141+0
_Ii	 ___ 21- IYALI,_^ C!1HT1.11_-_118?741*00^_.10 1 72-01 --111-24+01 4,17219+01.	 000 4,40000.
	
3.
•63705+02 089256+U3 013126-01 049180+041	 019910+Oq 011947+01
12	 1 WALL	 - CONTIN
	
4,000130 02812-U1 010100+01 060000
	 a0UUQ0 *34853+04 900000 l
-.._ -__--,	 -	 •81411+02 •lOts76tQy. -145[7-01- ^y50166+t19
	
99Iq+Ot1	 •[1914+0t --- ---
i'!12 -	 2 1 W ALL 	" CgNT1f1
	
• .18277+0 Q 	 . 12b22
-Ul . 11230!0 1 0 18867 +01_ 	 eU4UaU_ 4, 38385+Q 4 9 00000 3
062 9 25+02 088438*03 4,13026-01 •49106+04
	
IY910+04 4,11949 +01
f 3	 1 WALL	 - CONTIN	 •1000I	 U •13977-01 4,10100+0I .00000	 .OanUO 034853+04 000000 I
--- n 01931+4Z *-10016*04
	 •14517-D1	 5016b*_A9	 •149x4!0+0
	 •1191'!301- -	 _ ^^
- -_ ;3 - 2- 1 --!MALL	 -	 C ^_1 11LI N 	-	 .14281+Q0_ ,_130$5-01. • 11345+01	 9 00510_ GUOPOO 638615+09 00Qd00 -
---]4,6219 14+02 a87644+113 612928-01 049034+U4
	
•19409+04 011951+01
X 19	 1 WALL	 CONTIN	 .O0f1L►n .15141-01 010100+01
-OQUOQ	 *00000 034853+041 0000QD I
i§1931-02
	
t -10074 + 44 t 14 5 17'*-P -X166±U4 .	 * 19924+'!y	
.IALI0+01-
l y	 21 WALL	 CONTIN
	
•18284 ±OD	 .14102 -0L_ .11378+01
	
022133_+01i13p0aQ 038lt3S+014 *0110^1<f 3





.000130 .16306-01 010100+01 6001300	 •00000 034E	 3-+041 900000 1
- - -'- - . _.. __ _.	 • @ 193 t4a__._.___.!.0^}76!u1^	 s^ 9517'4 I .5f116brQ4	 • L 992!l+Oy





* CONTIN	 018289+00 •15132 -01 641950+01 021751+41
	 *1}DOUO +39057!04 *06000 1




00000k) .17471-01 010100+01 .00000
	 •OGUO0 •34853+04 000000 1
•81.231i^93









•60233+02 085378+03 012610-01 048824+Jy	 0199U6+Uq 911968+01
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface inside the nozzles.
(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
a gars
	 ^rrn4,	 i^•^wi	 ^....	 L-,,-....^.	 ,...^.-,.




^	 ^ -- -^-c^
	
cam;	 ^w^, -, ., ._.r'•-•-
'._,^ ^'`=,«;: :► 	 ^-.. ^-6 Tamr?ir1
	 •:fix`-i	 j	 -	 f++vu'ray .rurr
gEPR0DUCIBiL1TY Or THE
Table 3- 8
 (continued) ORIGINAL PAGE POOR
SUPERSONIC FLO W ANALYSIS USING 7hE LOC KHEED-MUNTSY1LLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PR06RAN
^ CASE NU +.
	 ` _^ _
----_-.^_.
-- ------- /AGE -- 33------ -




----- CUtIS - ; DI•:REp
LINE •POINT USCRIP REGIME R x H THETA ENTROPY VELOCITY 0/F ITR
h"ti_.AIIrLL€ -__ ..	 PR ESS U. A E DENS I T T GAS COnc 61D 01 1._yAH H1 _ SHOCK _!► fifaL^__
106 1	 WALL ---" . CONTIN -.00000 - _ -	 0 30900 + 01 _	 - .4190_3+0 1 _60_00 00 _ 000000 0 90418+0 4 000000 5
--
.13 7 52+02 •47962+U1 •18944-03 016402+04 119811+09 .12771+01 ^- - -- - -	 -
r 106 2	 I 4TLR - CONTIN . 49924 -01 .30896 + 01 .41840 +01	 x82763+00 0 00000	 •90410+04 000000 5
--- -- -_--- a.L3^54sOZ_-___^^BOEQ ^1-1 .3.8312-9 3 - .1.^`t11+04 •19811 + OV . L27?I + OL----- ---	 -	 - -	 _-
m I¢^ 3_-_Ihie.13-_' SQHYLN ► 9 4g5. 7 0^1 	13¢gFiSr__9 1_-.-
___
.41..883,01 _•_.
-c16556±p1_..,..,!gU0p0- .!►.0'405+9 4 .00flOtZ--- -- -^^-
o ,13759.02 .48524+01 0189v4-03 .18416+0+1 9198LI+04 4112770+01
C 106 4	 INTER - CONTIN .14475*OU .30867+111 .41876+01 •24810+0I .000U0 .90401+04 000000 5
4
.	 .	 ------_--	 _ - -013143147 	 •'I$LB3±Q f • 13Q11	 - 1$.Y2.1104	 -131!]1-3Q.L-- a12IIQt9L
_---- -.





. 33027+0	 .000 00	 _	 _
_l __--. - .4	 3 9 5+0'I-0_954_- • OOOOp___,__
-•.-
913765*02 08255*01 419035-03 .10427+04 019913+Oq .12770401
--
ran W M106 6	 INTER - CONTI II •29935+00 .308I0+01 941855+01 .41195+01 0001'00 •90388+04 000000 S
to iV _. _-..._ - _--, ---`___ -13769+02 8-.3,1 6+ O 1 	 •.19pa^_as .	 34.0 4 .19!11 1+04 . 12 71Q± 01 D e.n
n 106 7	 INTER - CONTI N . 2 990_1+00 .30170+01 441840 +0 1 . 49796+0 .00000 . 9037849 4 .00000
-
5
.13774*02 .49470+U1 019101-01 .10444+04 .198LI+04 •12769+01
---
-	 -
m L06 8	 INTER
- CONTIN • 34 854+00 .3072'1+UL .41920+01 .57300+U1 .Up0UL1 .90365+04 000000 5
-._ _ •132311101 ___ ..`±31G32±[ll -_ s19i51^ 0} -11^Se^Gi-_^1^1111+ '-
	 •1276^+Q1-
m 106 _-	 9_ --- INTER
-
- CONTIN .34790+00 .30671+01 -- .4179 .1+01_ _.6. 5j178+01_ 0q 000 . 4 g349+ p ^F •000,1.0_ 5
.1	 790+02 .48947+01 •19217-03 .18475+04 419611+04 •12768+01
z
n 106 10	 INTER • CONTIN .44705+00 .30612*01 941759+01 071891+01 000000 •90326404 400000 S
Z •>>$0]xQ2_ .`+4131*0.1 _- •14305-Q3_ - .18'19.8:1! '► 	. t 9fl1130 K 	 - 1_ZI4Ica l	_-- -
-4
rn fob lI	 INTE R 	- LO^!j
.L-- _049595 * UO_ .30 +4 46+4L----.4;713 *01--_ -^1^03 g 2+^ . 0^I00 • 4 Q297 +OM 	 409gQ^-_-- S
.L3819+02 949509+01 919422-Oj 018529+04 019811+04 •12765+01
10 6 12	 INTER - CONTIN 65445L+00 .30474+U1 041652+01 .87570+01 rU0000 .90258+04 800000 5
----_-- ----- •13s!+1±$^ --- -.`^ 017+01 0IeS7a+0+F	 . l_^nL1#01 911276 1±01
_.146 _	 y3_.._1NTk R _ C^QNLI N . 5026,1 ±Op.- __^3Q3974Q1--- . 41571+01 # 9'1370101 __iQg1Q00_ . 9,1206.,1 +1	 •OD000 $
.13870+02 .50696401 •19786-Uj .18624+04 419811 +04 012761+01
NOTES, (1) Typical printout for a data surface at the nozzle exit plane.(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
Table 3-8 (Concluded)
Ir
S3PERSONIC FLOW 4U4LYSIS USING THE LOC K HEED - ( CUN TSVILLE MULTIPLE SH UCK COMPUTER PR06RAM
CASE NO, I PAGE	 34 -
GASEOUS ChECK CA'IE
	 IdTH FREE HOLECULAR CALCULATIONS CON51DERED
'
LINE POINT	 U5L KjP + Ni.41ME R x M THETA ENTROPY VELOCITY O/F ITR















.lOQ{+U+01 x30967+01- - - .44679+01 *19590+02 . 00000 . 92063tp4 . 00000^ 5O 412876+02 029378+01 •12901-03 .16522+U4 •14Bi1+D4 .12658+01 -	
_y
C ^^-23 PRN -M R CONTIN .100VU+01 .30987+O1 .49873+01 .24180+U2 000000 •93669+04 n 00000 5
-_--- -.	 --__--- .I 1 . 567+02
-	 -
.L	 B[f7+O	 .Q84	 4.04
_	
E 	 - L__---	 . t369^_+0 4 • -1811 +04 • 1)011 ;4I
C





. 26773+0 2 4 00000_ . 9SU89+ 04
-
000 000 5
M 097053+01 •31681+00 .23452-04 •9bI88+03 919611+04 013210+01
w LA
25	 PKN-MR - ti3N7!'1 .IOflfl0+Q1 .30987+O1 .65165+fl1 .33360+D2 800000 ,46339+04 +00000 5
^	 -_...__._._
-	 --




QIO6 - 	26	 PRN- MR -	 C ONTIN
-	 -	













go .76163'•01 +81314-05 .69d87+fJ3 .19b11+O4 •132!0+01 --J06
_1 27	 P1tt;-yR
_t fIH.T.1 11 A1')Of1C+0.{ ,30087+I}1_-- .80412+0!_.-._.!12541+02- a011.0g0_-.- - •9 6527+04 0000()0 S




106 28	 PKN-MR CQrtT1N . 1nQ0U+0I •30967 * UI •y064r1+01 07:31+02 iD0i1Ut] *9 9463+04 +00000 S
^ _	 _.....	 __.-___




^ i06 __29 - PN11 -^FS_^
-_
Ctit7Tlf^ _ -
. 1DU00 + O1 _130987 + U1 - ,ip361 +OZ 	 . 51721+U2 i13Q0U0- . 11jU]0*O S . ^[lOUQO ^-
n .55383+01 49 8'46-02 8,10120-05 035602+t3 .19811+04 11132I0+01
r"
10 6 ^30 PHN-MR - CONTIN ri7)OUL+01 030987.0I *12038+0! 6311+*S	 Or 000000 •10102+OS 000000 S
^ -- •----------.---.---.-^*4758:1t01 •15215-U2
	 • y 1219'!14 .24tl33tfl3.
_*191(11t^Y-- a1321Qti12 _^_
- 104- - 31	 PHN-HR _ -
----_
Co tD _t . j oatpa +O1 . 30987+01 + 14374+02 z b090j±0 2 i Dp00p , 10!89.±05 0 40D00 5
.39904+01 .37697-03 .1433.1-06 619117+U3 i198i1+04 *13210+01
10 6 32	 Pflh-MR - CCITIN
.IOC'A3*01 .309R7+01 •17735+02 *6S49t+02 400000 *10x16+0S 900000 5
-----..___ _-__-- .-._- --. e^2^2'3t4i.^..69551^09 .:19t1Z3--Q7-^^a_1^^i29t03
	 -x 4+1 1+04...	 • 1^21Qt01^-^_^__._ -_
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface contining a Prandtl-Meyer Expansion.(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.






F	 r..e	 ^.. ^ ;^	 ¢^ _. '-^
	 f	 'v^:e?-$	 i'.-^,zr:.	 F..:..a^	 a•^..:..--.^	 kr'-i5 ^
	 -^ •	 i-s^---..i	 ..+: -_.r -	 ^.'^.•;.>^	 t^ -^^-	 ^., ,*^i-
	 ire-.aamd ^.-	 _...._1 -_ - i	 -_	 ..
-.: .,..






^i:. t: ^ •,..,,,.,.>:;- f...«._. -^^.;, 1-	 .ti . _
	
:^:i', .,._.:..._,'^ .,.-^_.^_w._r ...:....-:...:.s..^.....swe.^.u1.^..^.*wen..-d:^...,s.....-,....^..,^.^.4W'^i'es.3.r..^.:..,.-. . __ ._.i u..s^c^z^...a..:.tS:i: .s.,...^...a.^.t,,.u.^.^	 - s.a,Yr,1.u,.^.,^....,^^..^...wr. 	 -	 -^.^=^...^
Nxam2le problem 2
Example problem 2 is a continuation of the flowfield analysis begun in
example problem 1 and is subject to the following stipulations;
1. The analysis is to begin at the nozzle exit plane and is to
utilize the startline generated by example problem 1.
2. Free molecular calculations are to be considered, and
3. The gas properties are to be read from cards.
Table 3--9 presents first a flow chart and then a listing of the input data











LOCKHEED . HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER	
'A
Table 3 -9






a, Upper Boundary (Card 6)




O/F Ratio (Card 9)
Entropy Level (Card 10)










If gas properties are input on tape (ICON(1)=2) Cards 9, 10 and 11 are not
required.
3»262
LOCKHEED • HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
Table 3-9 - (Concluded)
"HSc i, US ^ rnv-Ck C Hztt-	 WITH FRtE 1 11ULLCULAk Ca`(-VL-A T I Uv-S C jNS I OEkEDCards
1-3
Card 4 I	 c	 21	 L	 1 I 99 1	 1 1	 1 00100
^	
i • c67y4y 1 y . 1 byo`^b0613.O^inba
Cards b 3	 00020 10000
Card 7 2 1000.
Card 8 1 Dk.AL UKS ENG 1	 1
Card 9 •0
r	 Card 10 00	 1J
• 0	 Z4. a.34	 1 . 1796 540b • 4 12c.4r3
2 I • G	 24.y4b	 1 • 191 I OC^.t^ 6`1.321
m 1 9 7 ,4o 	 25.	 I21 4G	 0 14.496
v 2 • 	 25.0130	 1 .1224 .3747•b 1G.24ci
cCards 11 20S36	 2590b9 3299.4 6.1241
Z 2.916	 25.091	 1.2344 zby6.2 3.0621
c_ 3.4c4	 Lba 09 1	 1.2376 2430.0 1 .224b
rr 4	 Ob7	 25.0-)1	 Z.27.31 19:11.4 9408:3rn 4.304	 25.091	 l.lrsl9 17c44.8 .c450
U)N 4.70	 r5.0y1	 1. 2V449 14o1.4 c.125iy	 ns .00070OO	 •..s2323o6+01 •4e5"_^`i6o +Q1 00000000 •0000000 00000000
.nI9768 4--01	 •-s23	 +O1 .4e-t414U+O1 •b24y443+00 00000000 00000000
x .1O-rov27+00
	
..32JO809+01 .4, b33b5+O1 .1650.31,3+01 00000000 00000000
w
.: abb r3b+00
	 • J22vo0 7 +0 1 .4252460+0 l 94472640+01 .0000000 +0000000m
z •x:07766'9+00 	 .J2Go3,j+o1 .4cn134b+O1 .:32^07e-7+01 00000000 .0000000
Z . .322 304 -)+O 1 .424yd`j 1 +0 1 •410 30	 ?+01 • 0000000 00000000
m .	 112162+00	 .:321o9 73+n1 .4c47567+01 94907012+01 00000000 00000000
i ..x02 714'9+e0	 • -1214193 +01 .424541'+01 .569943G+01 .0000000 •0000000
Cards 19a • 414008+00	 •-)20013 +01 .44420`.)u+Ol .64769a9+01 00000000 00000000
z *46b0489+00	 * 3201 25 , :U +01 .423766.2+01 672344bb+O1 00000000 00000000
M .-11 b7f,37:3 +C0 	 0.319!:>820+01 .42:11737+0, 1 .7164b99+01 .0000000 00000000
.J66075b+00
	 •-164 7 1+01 .4eL -39L, 1+01 .B656559+01 00000000 60000000
. c> 156 71 9+ 00	 • -3 180 5 y 3+O l • 4G 141 2 /+O 1 . ` 312.34b+O 1 00000000 00000000
006=0d21+00
	
+-31	 2	 3+O i .420 % I ;2+0 1 .993967 7+J 1 .0000000 .0000000
* 713718.-1+00
	
. J 1 6X413+0 1 .4 1 9.3 1 6 7+0 1 . i 05762 L+Oe 00000000 •0000000
. lG 1 LJV34+00	 9 J 1 54 10 5 +01 .4 1 r3`_)bo 7+0 1 0 1 1251 06+02 • 0000000 •0000000
. espy 7t:)4ts+00	 e-3144333+01 . 4 1 0 116o+0I . 1 1 `^o677+Or- 00000000 •0000000
* 6574c20+00	 ..x i j 3 y J 7+C i .41 It3 ,:j_1 4+p 1 . 1270yrxc+Oc .0000000 00000000
•-X049670+00	 •,1 122043+01 .4177059+01 .1346744+02 00000000 •0000000
. -+524623+00
	 • -3 i 1 1 l 44+C 1 .41 76 30.3+Q i • 142:3154 +p2 *0000000 00000000
.1000000+01
	
.30 1 0148+0l .411	 701+01 01500000+OL 00000GUO 00000000
Card 20 100•	 -I000	 0.0 0.0 20•	 90•
Card 21 3.0	 T o	 16 . Oe^; !^ •	 .5
Card 22 i OLs• 0	 5C.	 2-;e 100 d. GE--04.7
h	 ^.^i.alt^-.::v.,iA ,.^.:r^ •	 ,,...;^ ^ 3.wru.. ^a	 -i^..«a.^..oc^.i.<:.	 ;.yew, w^^ ,	 .^.ti.-"
or THE
PAGEO^^A , Is POOR
Table 3-903
EXAMPLE PROBLEM 2 PERTINENT SOLUTION
SUPERSONIC FLOW
 ANALYSIS USEUG THE LOCKHEED-NUNTSvILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK CO MPUTER PROGRAM
rASE NO.
	 I PAGE 1




	 ICON1t) ICON(%)	 iCON15)
	
ICON161
	 ILON171 ICON M
1	 2 29	 2	 1 0	 1 2
ICONi91
	 ICON1101	 ICON1t11 ICON ( 121	 ICONSI3)
	 1CON(1gl
	 ICONIIS) SCON1161




UNITS KITH THE a.X COOROINATCS I N FEET
YKE FLOM FIELD DATA T ILL NOT •*RTTTFN ON TAPIR
UPPER BOUNDARY
TYPE
	 ITRANS	 A a	 C	 0 E MAX2	 1	 .00nr)p .00;00
	 SPOODO
	 •26796+00	 016969+00 *30969^Ot3	 0 028000-A2 .00n00	 000000	 000000 000000 *10000004
LOWER SOUNOARY
TYPE	 ?TRANS	 A a	 C	 D E MAX --2	 0	 .0Or►nD 000000
	 .00000	 .00000 000000 010000+04
THERE ARE
	
'0 PARTICLE SPECIES PRESENT IN THE GAS- PARTICLE MIXTURE









-54~84+Oq- •36000004	 •00000 000000
-600000
•34536+04 .1~0325+04
	 611911+D1	 9S0256604 010187+04
	 000000 9000013 000000
.55746+04 919640+04 	 .17121+01	 *42390+04 .35999+03
	 •00000 000000 000000064815+04 019020*04	 .17229+01	 437476*04 •14000+03	 *0030003 000000 •00000
.71902 +04 *19813+04	 912297+01





.45001+02	 000000 600000 000000
683577+04 *19R11t04
	 .12376+01	 •24300+04 •18000+02
	
* 00000 000000 000000
089543+04 .19411+04	 *17731+Ot	 019314+04 *60004101
	 *1100U0 600000 000000
091468+04 •19811+04	 •178!	 *0	 .17298+04 *36005+01









w	 ¢+rt.,^,i	 « ^^	 ^ ^•-t:7	 ^;.a+.^.n1
r
R' -^:.•!	 lf<^'3.7	 If n+a-^-.s^
	t•'^ rJ:
	 tk.x^^
	 ^-.- :6 	 C,^,^r..-:i	
€- . ^^: y 	f^ ^..,<,r
	 +»c+•rt	 S^^rr!
	 t'asr_:..'*^	 ^t^ ^:f
Table 3-9a (Continued)
SUPERSONIC FLOW ANALYSI S USING THE LOCKHEED-HUNTaVILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
EASE NO.	 1 PAGE	 2
GASEOUS CHECK CASE HITH FREE MOLECULAR CALCi1LAT1ONS CONSIDERED
REAL GAS PROPERTIES
H-TOTAL t





	 .19911404	 .12944 +01	 •14814*04 918003#01
	 •00000	 600000	 .00000r
STARTIuG LINE INFO
R r	 _ M THETA S MACM ANGLE SHOCK kNGLE off
1^ 000000 .32324*01 •92555+n! 000n00 .00000 •13591+02 0,00000 000000
O 05 1 9 77-01 .32320*01 •42541*nf 982494*0; •00000 913595+02 .00000 900000
_ .+10396+00 .323n4*Ol •92533*nl •16503+01 900000 013598+02 900000 900000
• 15590*00 •32290+01 .42524+n1 624126*01 •OJOOO •13601+02 000000 .00000
.20777*0R .322h4•pl •92513*n1 •32907*01 •000100 9136E+5*02 •00000 •00000
•25955+00 .32230+01 .42498+n1 •41031*1)1 .00000 .13609#02 000000 .U0000
•31122+00 93219P*n1 •42479+n1 04907r%*ul •0ui100 913616+02 9001100 .U0000
m
.36171 +u1 432t42+111 .42454+n1 •56994+01 •00000 913624+12 000000 4100001)
.41401+0n •320A7*01 •92420+n1 •64770+01 60001: •13635+U2 900000 000000
f" ^"' •46S05+po .3202E4nt 142376+n1 972345+01 .00000 •13649+02 900000 000000t^
to t^ .51577+17; .319SA+01 .42317+nT •79646+ 01 400000 .13649+02 000000 •00000
1;a ^` •666(Ib+ifU .318%5+01 •42239+n1 •86586+0T .00000 •IS695+02 .00100 •00000
is .b1587+u0 .31gnh+pl .4214t+n1 093123+01 •OC10(30 .t3727*02 .001700 .001100
Y
 •46508+1)4 .317]3 +0 1 •42031+011 •94397+ UI .00000 •13T64+u2 .pU1jOC •00000Q& n 71372+010 •31635*01 •41931+n1 .10ti76 +07 .OL31)l) .13797+!]2 .00000 600000
1n
Z .76189.03 •31542+01 .41858*n1 .11251+U2 •00000 •13422-V2 •00000 900UOU
L7 .dg975+OJ •11443* 41 .41812 +nt +•11967	 07 •00000 913837+1)2 IQ.11000 900000
2 •85742+1)q •31319+01 041785+n1 012710*02 000LOu 913696+112 900000 4000OU
•9 0 4 49+UO • 31228 + 0! •41770+n1 013467 + 02 9001}n0 .14U51+02 90Uu00 4 00000 4
9 9 5246+1)0 931111+01 •41763*n1 •14232+02 600000 .13654+02 .00000 000000
010000+01 93119117+01 .41757+n1 915n00+02 •000!10 .13856#02 000000 900000
rn RUU CUTOFF	 INFOANATION
= UPPER ROUNDARY LOWER BOUNDARY
r RS	 •1nOOO # 03	 XN -.1An00 *03 THETA* 4 001100 RN	 0 00000 A• 020000402 THETA. 690000+02
Y18H4 RoTNO TRANNO CHARL GAMV GAMR
.10000#03 650000+02 .20000+02 910000+01 	 900000 000000
THE MESH CONSTRUCTION H ILL SE CONTROLED . BY THE FOLLOWING VARIA9LE5
OL INTERIORS
	*300+01 Ox AXIS+ 9100+01 nL LIM N 	.1011*01 DL DELETES •500-02 DEG P•M9 n *500#01 F+ 0S00+00
-
-._-s._>•_a r'^.IW	 .,,^_s...:J i^1 ^_3iY.13.. - ...'.e.^	 4	 ^ ^	 .ate_
Table 3-9a (Continued)
SUPERSOMIC FL0 11
 ANALYSIS USING THC LnCKHEEO-HUNT%VILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PR06RAN
rASE NO. 1 PACE	 e
GASEOUS CHECK CASE	 M ITH FREE MOLECULAR CALCULATIONS CONSIDERED
!INE POINT D S C R I R - RE4IME R Il M THETA ENTROPY VELOCITY O17 ITR
MACW ANGLE PREgSURE DENSITY	 TEMPERATURE GAS CONST. LOCAL 6AV,"A SHOCK ANGLE
! 1µ 1:qPiT
	 - CONTIN .6ASO8400 .31723+01 .92031+01 099397+01 000000 090499.Oq 000000 0
.11769+02 04695n+1)1 .1463n-03 018118+04 019611+04 .12775+1)1
15 INPUT	 - CONTIN #71372+00 .310435+01 641931+01 •10576#0I .03000 .90936+04 •00000 O
.13797+02 •47737#01 •IRR74-03 .18384+04 019811+04 •12772+01M
fn
CT L 16 It1PuT
	 - CONTIN .704189+00 •31	 42+01 .41858+01 •11251+112 •U0000 •91)389904 +00000 0
611822+02 .48127+01 .19057-03 .18433#G4 0198L1+Oq .12770+01
C:
z1 1 17 INPUT CONTIN .50975+00 #31443+01 #41812+01 .11967+02 9000OU 090360+04 900C"1L 0
v'c , .13937+02 •gd701+01 •19172-03 #1d963+04 •19011+04 012768+01
m 1 IB INPUT	 - CONTIN .85742#00 •31139401 •41785+01 •12710#02 .U0000 +91)343+1)4 900003 C
a1)
W




N	 1 19 INPUT	 - CONTIN 09ng99.00 .31228+01 041770+01 .13g67+1)2 000000 '690334+0'1 000001 0
611861+02 #49n38+O1 9192746-03 618491+114 •19811#04 612767+01
X 1 20 tNPUT
	
- CONTIN .95246+00 #31111#01 .41763.09 .19232+u2 .00000 +90329#04 900000 0rn
•118SN+02 .q9;10+01 •19295-03 618496+04 019811+Oq #12761#01m
0 t 21 INPUT
	 - CONTIN .11000+01 .309S9+01 •41757+01 #15000+02 000000 990325+04 000co o 0
.13856+02 .99144#O1 .19309-03 •18'199+04 .19811404 #12767401m
to 4
1 22 PRY -HR - CONTIN . 1:1000+01 . 30989 + 01 04509b+O1 .19869+02 000000 •92165+ 1)4 013000+3 0Z
0 .12812+02 02878+O1 .12542-03 .16388+Oq 919811404 .12865+01 [`
M I 23 PRN-MR - CONTIN .1n0h0+01 030089+01 149119+01 •24750+02
.00000 093688+04 900000 0
#11747#02 .1,2166+01 ..77372-04 .19247#Oq 019811004 012944#01
m
1 24 PRN-MR - CONTIN .Inann+O1 430969+01 .53333+01 .29624+02 .00000 49549q+Oq 000007 0
.In807+02 #85163+00 .49631-04 .12502+04 •19811+Oq 912944+01
1 25 PRN- MR
 -
CONTIN . in00n + 01 030089 #01 .511148 +01 .34499+02 200001; y	 . 96989#04 900000 0
690926+01 045765+00 930661-04 .10849#04 019811+Oq #i2944 +01
1 24 PN11-MR - CONTIN .Inaonool 930989+01 .&3717+01 ►39374+02 000000 •98375+04 900000 0
09n29S+01 923197+00 .18139-04 192955+03 •19811+04 01294q+^,i
NOTES; ( 1) Typical printout for a startline data surface containing a Prandtl -Meyer Expansion.(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
r-^,...-.
a. .-:,	 ^sf:,a,,.... e.::.:..
	 ^..-.,..,.	 • -	
- - .k:+: i :1_	 :t_'.^ t	 ' d_ _ - S wua. ^.. N	 YE,a.	 fi f _
	 LL ` _ _ .-_ ._
	 _ _ -y
i IId$
n ' . !i	 ^"^ ^
	 Y:^'i. ]'.1^$
	^'[^aTF' ► 	 1^ ^	 ^3rG_xc:3	 ^	 \Y^'.7	 R_
Table 3-9a (Continued)
SUPERSONIC FLON ANALYSIS USING THE LOCKHEED-HUNT.VILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
rASE NO. I PAGE	 12
GASEOUS CHECK CASE * IT" FREE MOLECULAR CALCULATIONS CONSIDERED
I 4 E POINT OtitNtll REGIME R 1l M THETA ENTROPY VLLOCITT =. ► MR
MACH TINGLE PRESSURE DENSITY TEMPERATURE GAS CONST# LOC,&L GA K "A SMOCK A%46 E
2 27 INTER - CONTIN •In613+01 431A27*01 .71067+01 .44254+02 400000 4197&8004 900,02 4
r
.80889+431 •1Ort68+00 6951AR-p9 •76883003 •19831+04 X12944*01
X 2 28 INTER - CONTIN 0!"686+01 031756001 079085+01 .49073+02 .00000 •10095.03 •00000 4
•72641001 .43834-01 •49804-05 .63535+U3 •19611*D9 612944001
Q
2 29 INT E R CONTIN .10753+01 .31680+01• .9vA39+01 953898+U2 800000 614199+06 000000 4
2 .64628*01 .17139-01 .29233-05 eSI393*03 019x11*04 •12944001
{ A 30 INTER - CONTI% .1nAt2+01 *31c99+U1 01nI44+02 ."729+02 000000 .10292005 •00000 4
.5.814+0! .60n27-02 .10777-OS 440486+03 419811+04 .12944+01
r
rn
2 31 INTER CONTIN .ing64+01 93tsIS*o1 •t16aS *02 .63566.02 400000 910373*05 •0000{1 q
(
W
.49174*Ol 918$36-02 .42748-06 .30837003 619811+04 012944*01
to to
C' 2 32 INTER + CONTI% .1n908•Ol .31427+01 .13757+02 .684D8+02 800000 •10943+05 000000 5
_
•41677+01 .45n95-03 014587-06 •22470+03 619811+04 612944+01
8`	 2	 33 INTER - CONTI% .1.,1946001 031106.01 .16708+02 .73254+02 •00000 +10502+05 600000	 5
x .34302*01 085775-04 040470-07 .IS906*03 619613+04 912911.01
2	 34 I N TE R - CONTIN 9 1n976+01 . 31444+ 0I .21190+ 02 •78110+02 000000 . 10549005 0 00000	 4
to •27032001 411+$44 -04 083055-08 .96649+02 919811*04 012944*01
2	 35 FREERD • CONTIN 910987001 *31201*01 420633002 .77877+02 800000 .10515+05 000000	 7
n .277An00I 013907-04 .99245-us .10185+03 +19831004 012991001
7.
1 POINT NOv	 34 ON LINE	 2 HAS +EEN DELETED
M
PERCENT CH ANGE IN MA4S. MOMENTUM ANn ENERGY NUMERICAL INTEGRATION FOR LINE	 2 RELATIVE TO THE STAN ; LINE
THE PERCENT CHANGE IN MASS FLOW	 IS w '922ne94*00
PERCENT CHANGE IN MOMENTUM 1S w	 .I8&40 *04 	 ISP a -019527*01
PERCENT CHANGE IN ENERGY	 IS •	 2 00000 - --
NOTES; (1) Typical printout for a data surface in the exhaust plume.





l 	SUPERSONIC FLOW ANALYSIS US I w G THE L r, CKHEEA-H UNT .VILLE MULTI P LE SH O CK COMPUTER PROGRAM
rASE NO.	 1	 PAGE	 2;






1INE	 POINT 05CRI P - REGIME R X F1 THETA
€NTPOPY VELOCITY err !TR
MACW ANGLE PRESSURE DENSITY TEMPERATURE GAS CONSTe LOCAL G0:MA SHOCx	 tvGL£
6	 29 INTER - CONTIN 61!712401 .32524+01 .99553+01 .5785B+02 0100000 11OZ42+05 *00000 5
.57651+01 .67x28-02 011817 05 .41589+33 .19811+04 *12994+01
6	 .10 INTER
- COuT1N .11808+01 *32158+01 .11297+02 .62X6+02 .00000 .16357+05 ♦00,";00 5
.Sn786+01 023711-02 .52584-06 .32776+03
.19811404 .12Y14+0!
6	 31 INTER - CONTIN 411890401 .31987+01 013038+02 •66612+02 4013cU0 .101+&23+05 *CC1-30 4
.93988+01 *71nG7-03 *2n727-06 .24919+03 419811+04 *12944+01
6	 32 INTER - FREE M 011956+01 631824+01 .12576+02 .69344+02 600000 010456+05 00000O
.956n7+01 a21A50-03 .75186-07 .20930+03 .19811+04 916370+01
6	 33 INTER - FREE M .12013+01 @31x56+01 .1477H5 +02 .73346+U2 *1101100 •10303+u, aCr0SO^ !
.3R782+01 .43x79-04 .2n?78-07 .L5280t-03 019611+04 *16670+01
6	 34 INTER - FREE A . 17073+01 . 31415 +01 .18182402 . 78371+02 * U0000 *10545+05 * 00LO" !
.31529+01 *72x97-05 .51737-08 .10185+03 419611+04 .16670+01
PLRCENT CHANGE	 IN MASS.	 MOMENTUM ANn ENERGY ^J UHERICAL
	
INTEGRATION
	 FOR LINE	 6 RELATIVE TO THE STA R; LINE
THE PERCENT	 CHANGE
	
IN MASS FLOW	 1S + 1.161987+0i
PERCEN T CHANGE IN MOMENTUM !S s	 !18485+04	 *SP	 n -*23162401
PERCENT CHANGE IN	 ENERGY	 IS +	 00000
NOTES- ( 1) Typical data surface containing; points in the free molecular regime.






































This problem analyzes a two-phase chemical equilibrium flow field
with the following stipulations;
1. Free molecular flow calculations are not to be considered.
2. The gas properties are to be read directly from a data tape
mounted on FORTRAN unit 10.
3. The start line is to be calculated internal to the program.
Table 3-10 presents first a flow chart and then a listing of the input data for
the specified problem. Table 3-11 presents a listing of the pertinent solution.
Table 3-12 presents a listing of the input data required for creation of the
thermodynamic gaseous properties data tape using the modified TRAN72
computer program (see Section 2 for details).
I
t





REQUIRED INPUT FORMAT FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM 3
Run Identification Cards
Cards 1-3
I Run Control Card
Card
Boundary Description
a. Upper Boundary (Card 6)















The gas properties are input on tape. Therefore, Cards 9, 10 and l I are
not required.
3-270
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH 6 ENGINEERING CENTER
Table 3-10 (Concluded)
Cards	 SPACE SHUTTLE S EP MOTUR.NAZ'ZLE
1-3
Card 4 2 25 3	 1	 1 2	 6 25	 1	 1	 11510
1	 0 -100 •15340277 000 -100 -•52224999914672105
Cards 6 1	 1 100 5.1560945 2918241-'32 -100
-c01796045074059416
3	 0 4.52` 10000	 •13058333
Card 7 2	 0 10000
Card 8 SEP PROP PC=1800 MKS 4	 2
Card 20 10009 -10009 000	 000 1000 900
Card 21 003 002 015	 9001 6. 065
Card 23 1
Card 24 *03805
Card 25 01 02 02	 .2 02 01
Card 26 1.1 1*7 2 05	 302 405 605
Card 27 250+ 2500 250 0 	 2500 2500 2500
Card 28
Card 29
Card 30 AL2U3 EU0 OF STATE IENG
Card 31 1
Card 32 418605 13560 69 10569.72668.340016 .:12443
SDATA THID=30•rTHFO=7s0THJD=100•TH1W=16.•RRT=3.0CAPN=*75Cards 35 i $END
16	 f ., .^,	 i.. .s,Ja:.'_.r	 h.$:. :..	 ..:ira..s..—..1..'r5..-'^iilvka3 k1-ww^,i...^3i1#i.:r:^^2:.a.s.saxeie:^ w.... .:=J.^ - -Y	 ...^	 _r..	 s 1..u.^ussafl.iIl.^.c.::a ..ss.a3L"4t 	 '•y^-'L^6' ^^ ^,Y^^ _.b_	 ^a'iY^w®




EXAMPLE PROBLEM 3 PERTINENT SOLUTION
—
S 1P ER5nll ;C fs.r*4
 A11 4LtrfS US;t1G THE : VI CKNFED-HUNTSVILLE ' IIUGttPCF SHO[K COfiF ' l1T:Ert PROGCf. }kt1_	
.._ - --	 -	 -	 -	 -G.A'S.^P rT J CU . FL!SMF .5!1f. 11 T 161.4
C AS E 11 11.	 1	 -	 - PA GE
^* I`A rE SHUTTt ; 1: 7'-1r P kOTntt M0711,F
f- RY	 C£}NTROL OAR. AMFTERS	
=




a 1[nHt4};	 I-oq{tint	 1cpht.t1l	 '1coNi121	 1Cnt;i131	 1 Con t1 A11:	 TCOtsti5l	 iCQNdlb1
^ • 0	 i '2ra	 1	 i











YPE	 1TA!► t5	 a	 S	 t	 D	 E	 ItA7(
I
,'t 'N
t	 n	 • 10e. ;Qt. «n1	 ^:	 • 5340 +00	 •gn[1Q0	 ^•101bp + Q1	 w•52z7C5 F`00"`^ ""^aTV477itiil
't. 1^_ _	 _I	 •1Q^1^(t+`}!	 ^51SEi1rOt	 •i2i8^4^QI
	 ^i1^1fa!1t)+C1	 ^^2179b+.01	 r7r10S9*p(j.a_ __`M	
.^r;xva+^i	 ."auarra	 .nnisnt9	 ^..- 000`n .r1	 aaoo:.`	 . 1^QA[1 +^q-_ 	-t 3:
• LO WERk bUUM AR
71tp E	 ITR !4t 5	 A_	 P_
	D 	 E	 MAX_C
67 1	 0	 •O^tt^[	 ^OpOQO	 .Qa0t1LT	 Zoriho
k ^
--fRJiHI+[:R t'TVTF^x1i,pT:.	 •• f 9^19i13A"-
'	 -
Til^F[111.81rTFiG Cr^S " PR Q f'12^^E5 ^ N-£f7iiC15'H`^HTTS " iY i}!-F^}R^r' EP~fRON `PCs IlIQO '-'^^`""^^--°--
::
m






S	 y	 R	 GAMMA	 t_T-
	
1'P	 1t IS	 CM,
..z. -• 17S15pgY 
aI9n6 •i 09
	 •12_039*Q1	 •4f1U99•P"
	 • 1.8000004	 X57' 034900
	
*17610-0S	 . 17302405
•` P. It .4G4	 ^J9A S+04.	 it2 1 . 3 4+n1	 • ^I'i 33 ,iC'F	 •f^fi^0^	 • 58 53D"xDU	 *193^]-JS"'^'i it5il00°li"'.
I.• S	 7 7:1 4ii,	 ':. t SA.I r'+t1'i	 ,72	 +03	 +.	 *	 +4	 91	 6 0	 3ti'2z(3ar,.9 ..	 .76h0t1 t!3	 •bpi00 00
	
► !.4258-fly	 .10ns5 05
wI.•tlt7. p It	 S*19RIT.+ r14	 ,1316*01
	
•
*.11 Ai7fV'4'—;	 U13* .	•	 •	 T3 --CDP	 • tttG^fspS
^.	 + 1+'	 ...t4Pit }afl^1_	 R1%si5'^^t1	 •:3927+CH	 '.. • 9iono+02.	 ab0117 +t1U
	
49170?-OS'	 - • a10913Y*n5_.:f:b'ie7
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Table 3- ' 11 '(Continued)
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Table 3I I (Continued)
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Table 3-11 (Continued)
S U P E R 5dNIC FLOW ANALYSIS USING THE L RC K HI- FD-HUNTSVILLE HU LTTPLg SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
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NOTES: (1) Typical printout for the startline data surface.
(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
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Table 3 -11 (Continued)
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•
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NOTES:. (1) Typical printout for. a data surface inside the nozzle.
(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
Table 3- I I (Continued)
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NOTES; (1) Typical printout for a data surface containing a Prandtl-Meyer Expansion:.(2) Some points Have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
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69773 +Q2' 61011S+05 -:!9737.01!	 2
•h903
	 +u!	 ^` !99 "O1
	
•91
	 `i2°1?	 .	 6	 3	 • •N
OO P 'RTirt .F 	nAT A
0,- jAo`, p Lk,! I c LFi ARE BRESFH7: AT THiS 1'pie1T -	 -	 -
.. M«-	 r-rrraa.r-.. ---r	 w---r--^----w
	
------rte	 -w--w--------------	 ------w!'.^	 --- --'-r	 --r -^--	 ---r r:wwww	 .r r-.	 r.--,	 r
N  4	 +IHL I: N E HgS AEEN ?NSERTEn ON L :tt4E 	117 BFT 'IEE tU P01.11T5	 25 AND
	
26
T119	 t	 *A L1. CO TIN	 • Or400	 . r.I69yW+O1	 126atl .0!	 .00000	 4 612q:28+03' . 818H5 + 04 «•,19653+0!1	 3
-- 	 2^ab-S^+Oy
	
• 173+33"` :TZ767:DI•171i3ira+^2^T 	709+02	 •qB V6-03	 • __	 __
PART1r!- r nAtA
.,0. -	 .! !^ ,74f.yt1y+09	 •[11100	 .Ahgl-fli-0	 232iP{IT3"-"'"'
"
-" ".c053 8=D S =.:. r2T479;g^'----
X	 ll •79011.3+f)4	 .tifyn oo 	. 1 1225td0	 •22983+08 •39363 -:d5 428105*, ;l
Z
z	 L .777.1..?9+Oy	 •Oi3ri.0-	 -	 •	 •Ib4	 a?110	 •	 * .	 - n 	 ^	 "
-^ `► 	 l ,762.]R9+r}4.EzO 7rTS	 •22+1Rq+110	 . 2H107"+0 ♦ *!9977-.05 •3461'1+O4
5^i .: ^72RR^?, + r)y .	 •f?rj9 '^1Q_	 •357^^1^(] i1	 .!$I $ t(3E' •63IR3 : r15 •'(I,*115+/,'!	 _	 -_




INPUT DATA REQUIRED FOR.CREATION OF :THE THERMOD !YN,AMIG ..
'. GASEOUS: PROPERTIES DATA TAPE:--
i m REACTANTS.
s... H: 3.!40424N *85 106 0 3.40424CL*85106	 08375	 —60200•	 S 298@ 15 .F
10 a 3J57C 79.3 .165 0 ::• 106: 0 .	 .1091	 1 200'.-	 S 298. 15 F.
H . 1 1 •3.337C 5.9366 0 . J • 0794Q
	 D2D0	 —6$OQO:•	 5 298.1.5 . F




AL3*7064	 ..02 -',	 0.0:.	 S 298. 15 ::F
s O:: 1 8787: FE1 •2523	 «DOSS"	 — 123000 * . S 298 * • 1 .5 ..Fi
OMIT	 AL (S}.
	
AL(L.)	 ALCL3t5? 	 ALGL31L:1
c OMIT	 ALN(S)	 ALN	 AL2GLb	 AL202 a
OMIT	 GCL 3
	CGLcp	 CH	 CH?













p :.	 00 NAMELIST$.$INPT2.
9. RKT=TspS ,IA=T•KASE =:1OP-1800•,800`•MOC2P=T .MOCTF=T PARTHT t:





IHEAD= 10.10-89 I N=FO
SEND
n 5EP PROP PC=1800
	 MKS	 4	 2 .
SWKT I NP




Example problem. 4.is the same.as example problem 3 except that the
start-line is input on cards.	 Table 3-13 presents a flow chart of the input
data for the specified problem.	 Note that Card 35 has been replaced by
Cards 33a and 34a.	 A listing of the pertinent solution is omitted as it is
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Kinetics Run Control Card
Card 5
Boundary Description
a. Upper Boundary (Card 6)




Prandtl Number, Absolute Viscosity and
Viscosity Temperature Exponent (Card 12)
Gas Thermoch.emistry (Card 13), Catalytic
Species Weighting Factor Data (Curd 14),
Chemical Reaction Mechanisms (Card 15)











If species mole fractions are input on tape (ICTAPE=1) Cards Ib and 17 are
not required. 3-290
LA






F' Cards '.	 I .)OOLL F id 	 t..Oi4C.	 U/F-c .j;	 .	 #- INI I 	 14A 	 C•	 INVI'_i:IUs VAW u/h'
1-3
Cara 4 0	 1	 U3 ^a	 ^ ^ 1a	 ^	 a	 c,^,v:ti+Card 5 F'L 1 b 23	 0 0	 2 1
Cards
 6`' I .^67^^4t^c	 ..osurt^lla .z^o',1u^aT .o^7ar^
^
Card 7 E'.t4n 1 .iY n.a^s:.1 •U:s7^T^






•0 0 0.0 -6252 5,0• •15175 410:1
I GU+. • 1'J7 •110. -.2:36 1'1'J. 07vbb •405 -• 1'+'^
:?OD n I n c02 4 71:0 --4160 eb0• Ia628 1.046 -.07:3)000 z 0'a4 1.372 •OOL 40t;• 2.1951 2.075 .s'?5t)boor 3.4'ft 1.704 051b°J 6006 4.O:sU 3.471 •947















1iit:, c. !>•t,03 -	 90096 7* 27 1:> cOOU. be 865 9.71 1
-
10•`x36 10.?1 6CL1• b.vdt tl•2r7 lc. 'Dc
.. -.^Cw ^4 G•051i 1^•ti'.iJ kri • 4 :? ::x'30• 66103 128708 Ir: •_: ti
:60C.• tj .1.30 11.;!4I 114 n U'r4 4000. 66213 I S.df	 j 2G.'.r.f•I^ CN4 16..043 »17.8vtj .
064 0*0 -4r Ivt. • too s•9/4':, 17•t^	 .s ^1••,.•a.:
10!!. 7.1J49 33•.1^rtr _ -I,Li01 It.0. 7.976 3n.f+t,.4
-.	 4444.G • 4:1400 E It j , r	 .. " • t1{t t' [ ='+J • L].L+t1 4t .:1,y +r,	
..
;i1?4+. ti.6.ftj 44 •; ) t+;. • t) 1 b 400 n 986U0 47-1n4
1 1.07.6 F9.	 i:s I a!+CG f, CI O 1	 .46J s' 1 a b ,J7
76Q.r I:.I•tsJ.f +!,tj44 1 'bsbAd 1z4c-•7
!G' C 11.148 !1? n 141 !•lr':+ I. J0• 1bewrlA b2 .4t'4 IE.7 3Cards 13 ^ ^<u!S. :'L,, 1'^t3 57.4.: ! 1 c,. c.	 ; 7 s L,4U. 21.161 6es• 191 20. ; 7;ltsi,f. 2•t.`/++'^ f^;.7 "+C r!•.0y	 6 ^ COU. 22.562 73.07611_^Jt. 1•,ax'7Y -at,..+111 .f'a00• ^J•75r3 7y•Id. 43•ATn30 4: l • i4.4C s:S t+r .:,•f7 .0 i., a.tp,^, 0	 r3t	 ,. p • 24•tytJ'x a 1 .060 t.7. I'-'- 44.901 69.673 77.690
'Ai .010
' t•yl G }y,n13 -1. 171 `•4 . b.5+56 399613 •-1.77'1














O n 7E 1E)Q -'4ItI 6'J n t4i 1.417 t.00. 7 n 27b 62aIx'<. 2.137IGC• 7o ca "so 5J.c+37 .:.437.4 buo 1.624 b4 n 293 4!.62.7 
us 0,16 :.+•; tti id,;0r be 16a 15704V6 0. 9
11C'^. t.. ,+a t, 7t3.7,a,o ti.4uc) lttt d. L1.460 59.993 10.130160:`• t+,`rtt s 6U.e'J!! 1 ).tiao 4:000 o
 tt.6t,4 6 U0
63.024 111. 17V3 ^6LO. ri.b0-1 64.102 10.:1 1:.
.' r1:	 ;• !: n U!•' .:371] 2c .a's'h .1.100 6.Y.37 66 n 2c0 C: .032
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Table 3- 1.4 (Continued)
W004 ti .01 6	 44.111+0 116030 2000.: 0 o 110 '3 4.b.004 12.6 ,1
23000 8*432 46s 100 11;)o lb7 2GOU6 t1•c+.$9 470214 17.7(ib
:30000 deb59
	
40.4bb el.el0 :33006 `i•D 49.6 23 n 000
.3600• 90J .5060 25.00 4000• N6:+ 5300 Z;8000o
H2U ld.016
	 -57.798
+0 000 0.0 -2.367 b0@ 3.9b0.3 1.8aIVol -1.974
11. 1)6 , 70901 36@:1`16 -3.5bI. Lbu. Y4 Y6b 3y@lbb -1.1d

















700. novYip 5 1 .249 3.390 boo* y6246 53.464 4.300
10000 V613'•111 550:)°/1 661:09 12006 10.444 57.440 60240
1400• 10. 'P87 hy . OW! 10 •.!!64 16000 110462 606b9t 14@630
1t6006 134db9 ,	 61696'.9 14. 964 4000. le. 114 63.244 17.373
°.3000 il•6a4 344'171 4:1610:9 `boo• IdovUb bb6b4o e4694b
:1000. I.16.304 60.440 60.401 .3.)40.6 1:6610:9 696oY8 34622.E
J600. k^SOU09 70.600 ib.a00 40006 1Jok3:io 72•:3:10 43.80b
NH'3 17403061 -106 y T 1
6U Onc U00 -26404 b0. 3.976 10.604 -s:•00b 1i4.d(r
1000 709)0 316°10 -16boy 150• boOD7 396975 -1621
20;1. 190064 4L.740 -O.bl l 1:6.+'0• b.2y'.) 446412 -03963
2006 !!0626 4b40b5 4014 400• 90241 48.633 r'1U,3
SCo. 100066 50.7UO 10b67 6000 1968013 526679 i 2ceoli
70U0 114b3k$ 54•<e00 4.027 boo. 14:.e2b a5o9:.v6 ti•1.I-
I000. 150467 5d.b51 707d7 le0o6 14•nb0 610404 10655.
0+81601$ 13	 3'+09 6 lb* 69.7111 ls.by6 16000 En4eob 654!3.93 1007° °.+1tECRr 11;.1074: 61.776 &Oeot+ty 4:090• 1702°0 69euo6 e^.)04 +.^(Cont'd)	 2.ioo. 17.o2b 146 016 cb.'7e.) c:bo00 lb..j70 74aif:14 :14.104
:EDOU6 l`10000 lbI908 41r6-;1 :6:1096. IVeit#I 7867.14 47.383
3hU0• it+01+72 dU0432 "5.3a13J 4000• 4:0.100 620547 61014-to
.' ck1•U1 „q 0611
b daG 3!0.170 -10379 boo b6y56 384170 -14379
100 • 6. +•a6 3U.170 -1•:379 ib0• b.4bb 406bdO -14031
1:09• 66'1!77 4C09Y2 -006tH 2".704 6.959 44640?? -0.335
304 • 60`161 4!)@dI3 000IJ 440• 629wo 47rE3tb 0.710
J0. 70069 49.3!15 1.413 boo. 7615'6 5096^4v 2.IZb
700. 7.:360 51odoo ?ebb3 U000 7.'914 5207943 :.1.69{6.
10040 7*81t6 54.tJ07 be 12 11 l?:000 b00bl 556Hb5 G071b
14900 t30i:=101• ]7012 00.3bo ibooe t163yb 6au#Je.4 100016
lttDDO E30bI4 59..3e0 11.707 +0906 b.601 6002..'2 1.)+418
4.0[000 8.70-` 614431 160016 4:CJOO• 0 703 620a0s IbeG:i4
601100 01 6 Wit) 6307bb eee. lb`6 i30o0 b0bbb 64.61 l 24.t3^




41.7bO -! 6046 506 b09bl 4247L)d -1.!34.3
^.
100+ Gab:ll 4207bb -1..4,,4-3 15oo 76407 450?-6.3 -1.179
2006 7.7.14 47@769 -0aUIV 4:bo0 b.315 aco44B -00400
300 0 140896 510147 00016 400.. 9877 536djo 0v9^w
:3000 1066be 50.1ke 1 * 987 boob 11 n 310 5t-E.le& 8 40!!7
%000 I1rt346 5`0.910 4.04`6 UOUO ie'4e;y3 6167x2 x•4`.6
10000 12.9130 646:544 7.ytE4 12006 1 6.860 66 n 7:66 1G.0*L
14CO0 1 
Job lb 68fbtJ9 IJ.ice 161106 14.U'I4 70.7e;^ 1b0152
lbOO• 141odbo 710301 It3:^Jh,7 e09U0 14• +s e+ 73.90.! 416(;:67
4:s= 14•boo 77 .63! 486°1:: °400• 14.734 77.7.10 -604613
3000• 14ru73 79.040 U	 . lµ6 v 'lb e3: •e. 70 410:x10
:3601+ Lb0030 8.e*',74 n'	 70U +40•:,!16 It)*I	 I b4.1L,4, bI*LJtj
H 1 6008	 5!. ioe
.	 4.966	 1 4.•468 IS+•.ibc -1.2:13 N E
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Table 3 -14 (C:Ontinued)
1000 4 •T3b`J" 2"I.96b --005414 150 • 461065 2Bi979 -00+'.31
4009
0 00 9









a!f3.;1'x2 t	 .•	 '.c
'6,009 4re)6!1 t.`[1.'IGl 1•40:! f3000 ^irr5J6t1 s0^E.14a7 1•.
1008 4
 .!I • f j3L, I • y'/0 6Q00 4.'JUU .Ji	 ^.'`^t+ •..	 +
1000. 40'3613 :3.1.4404 ^.1.•ikl7 1cGuo 4.9643- 34oj11? tr,,...1
14000 4*968 Jb#01b b*474 16006 4.5+613 3wa7J'f t,; *,'A
1rr00 4`&Y6d : ..`	 3b. w32 [5 7*1461.. i2000o 4i9tjB ;$0.0. tt.:	 3
!::311{.4. 4OVS6 37•'Je Yo V 4E x:600. 4o'l6t: 3b. 1 1.7Z 11*x+34






Iw9414:a 40000 4.91:34 40af33b Id8AS10
•O"	 .. 000 4.Q -2. l y 7 00.0 3.13405 21.143 -1 •1x44
co1. 7.721 42.4:1310 -1.4')1 1009 7496 44.1182 -1.074
7 0 271 41.477 -0.707 25oa 7.202 411.3434 --.34[0
JCo. - 7.1.42_ 50	 :3 4Z02;; .Ol s .4000 7t tt)7 5z4444 .71:7
5!311. 7ee87 54.0:3.3 1.440 0009 7a46b 5b.3+307 i • 1dtl7C:.... 7•!3!3'3 5.6•b62 +1.914;_ boa. 7.L3.f2. 57•°a606 :9"114
1!x.4;1• 11. 14..4 59• if7 t:l•s1 3 1400. b..Ia6 110.1473 ,6 ,,1,x0
I ..*00 UP 4 ,;o 61. 175 b664.+ I6U00 t3•bob 63. 317 10.'..a
L1.U0• U.t)94 64.Jib Ii^.004 2:001?+ be 7 ,39 6b a2 i	 s
f , 	 ua 0.d.47 6b.4d4 16.4+U1J G[aQty9 b.OV 57•L371 1.4.	 •.	 v
AUL,0• UPY'2k^, 611.1349 xtx,'• 100 J:x Otte t.•:+*41 b*,•7 0
4' • :'0.
17a008
y.c4t! 7U.'^LrS : ti a?" r+ r+OCOa rJ:C JtS 71-4"0 -1 .^t -•
•^ 0.0 040 -".107 z" • 4974+.i:1 17. -1 • y- ,
- 1;; f,. 7.`..u1
.^.j.(3t,r -I ow-, 1:;0. / •(1tab4 3t:.4.:!! •-1.4:,'	 4	 4
Cards 13 ..s.+'j. 7. -409 41.0.:1 - .701 k!,.30a /..f-1'j 42."),1 ..	 .;
(Cont 1 d) .JCwt 7.1.341 4,}•;.,2 ,ulj 4000 100'17 4..,-U0.) .7;
, .00. 7•04'J 4/.	 r 2 1.4 a0 6000 70Ml^. 4U#Ut.7 F
icv. 7.C::7 4/ L41 boo /01413 5O•aOt+ 3•,;.:.1
l ; '1 U. %.3e 5,'91,.0 a.O 12000 74b4b 03•071 t•'.^%7
14	 • 7. lu4 . 800.16 16009 -1. )03 56. 10 +t 1.:0"!
l,3vL. 1s.Ijf. 71.0133 LI •Por, 2f?000' 11.2105 57*91ti 1.;•'.+.+,
v[,• q.4 /C 59.Ou3 1va3610 .4000• 13at1c:1 60.1.17 17.',,






r:b•%,-t+ 40006 'J.04b 63.947 3C:•?,	 'I
•0 000 Ja0 -1.00+4 1U• G.bs:7 1f vf.:J1 -I.
IOQ • 5.4bb d•466 -16040 1:.)0. Wa6OO 34.,104 -97:;14
-	
.,J. `9.4.04 30•440
1 u• '..00 4191-31
41 • X1.31
1'+t'.. I	 I.-rb4 46ae9b
L::v.'. 4.17.. 47. 'ks0
f:' 4. !10 411 a 770
^0 .460;.'4 50.OIi6
`0.0:,0 '11.012
. 0 o•O 0*0
1000 b•'/ 3d 41.aOC
'x_"376 6.9t:L 4o	 et,
30.0 7sOt'.J 4y.Co4
`JCS• 7.4:11 7	 .-1i'7
-074_0 cSU6 `,,..J.A., - 37. 44-0
- •r. - a'T
P olo 400• be	 l_;',! 39-'.,,,f l •;,,	 ,'
l60.fb boo* x•.049 4c•r'^4.
1.040 tot)- .:lrl 43." 1
4.052 1?008 4."W(I 4L6J.:J
7.940 4:000• 4.'+7 s 4;4.9:'1.1 r'".	 (.
10.02[) ?-o	 f a 4 • J'.'la (4	 .+•	 .,	 1 l	 l •
Ij * 11Le .4300• .r:, ,	 ...r_ ...
166:.!7 41DOO• '.+•GVI .41.:.+10 :N.•	 r,.
-d.07t2 50• .3.47Y 26.701 - 1 •	 (. r,
-1.Ses1 1'^0. u.'):3Y:.^ 4:0•dOU -1.U.:•
-	 .6v_ ,j c'+.s (?• b•9';p r. 47.::4:
.01" 4 U J• 7. 1 `I t, ;; I. O's 7 •	 .'
1 • .: h t'00 7.070 C,•4 . 1 03 .r • ^. l ^
..r .	 . ti C''. 4)6.9+.-7 7a_a -1911
f
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.- 14 (c orltued)
1.4 9:u. 6..674 61	 o1,1.. btodJ4 10009.
1.840.. 8.916. 63 e70 I.2.3b4 20009
2300. yo 194 65.4x9 lb•tib2 2600 ►
a000 a' eJ.SbI 6Y ry7Ei a .#4r, 3;304.
' J6000 WTV9 69042 odVokb4 40009
Clio 13•03bQ6	 34.8101
• 000 ^ {3.4 934.447 b0.	 .' .
IOU* 7.102 .470:7t3 -1.6y2. ittoe
200• b.tild 44.twtr -•t371 2a0r
i0C• 9.'d62 46.436 9017 400.
:JoC• 10•ti1b a1.Eia6 i .Q.2lj. 9300,•
# 7000 12oa31 X6.464 -4.3" b0C0
1000• 14.09 60.088. brc10 1200•
14(jo0 15.y.4y b5. 144 14•:321 lb00..
13300+ 17.129 b51..304 20.y'sa 20000
^aCUr ! b•0zts l.466 Lb i:y+7ye 29300•
3000• 1136716 1d6506 4C n b4Y JJOO•...+
.IUCO. 190049 6L # Y^i 5s6b06 4000.
- CH4,0 Jaa027	 -27• TOO
90 000 000 -z.ay5 boo
1000 7+414931 4.49479 - I.bo lb0•
Cards 13 3:40- 46007 4deV96 - •604 1b0.
(Cont I d) :100. b414 ?b :)i*JI3 +01b 400•
tic 00 :0646 57.077 1*b9d 0000
70Q • 120b ob 609931 4.20 boa.
10006 14OU17 6y.b06 b•322 L2006
I4Ct5• I66ct`iJ 11.121 14•ba 16009
1t30o0 179746 /i•4'b'a 21.5b7 0000•
2.300. ItJ•4 bJ ly.Vo JO-6493 26000
J0009 19.01',1 d4odbb 4.3.711 3300+
.36006 19.20!3 d11ra,l3 5b.4uj 4000+
MN 2p0014 -2.900
00 0+0 000 -2+3!37 boo
1006 7#949 44.93 -1r5YJ !b0•
240 • 7•'3yy 50.447 -•790 250•
:3000 0.271 53.734 .015 4009
*_00# 9.1934 58.164 1.7td 6000
7000 1001033 61.404 s.60Y boo*
10 O• 11+21 t 450206 64b9t, 12000,
140U- 1,141 12 b9- 14ti 1 1.591 1b00•
1!3033- 12.732 11.219 lb.bae 2oG0•
i?3CC• I.d.1Ja 15.452 C.3.q-Id e00J.
3000• 1.3.43 1S69L33 .it. _,b7 .ia006
3604• 130t;651 01.446., 40.47 40000
M1










1.0 100 '1.:t 1.0	 10.0 100 1.0	 3#0	 140	 1 .0 100	 1.0 2000
H +OH +y l UH20 +M I 22 6.10-26 200
O +H +M! mUH +MI 21 2600-.32 0.0
J +U +141 MUZ +4:11 24 3.t30-930	 1 •0
r1 +H +142 mm 2 +Mr_' ^ 22 2*60-30 100
Cards 15 •,o, +0 +.•13 =Cae +,vl.j 2J ?.600- 33 060
.14 +H aHl *U 14 1040-14-1-0
:t +U +V1: r	 1 4.G^--11	 000
+rim -H eu r.1 i r 1 .tF[1- 1 7 -2 *0
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	 1000.0
rt	 +UH =1 12 0 	 +U 13 1000-11 O.0
	
-110040
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•	 3.	 001,1
.1._rC^-71 .alC7-s):. .G,:<-('? ..:'.r1V-0. .;..
 1 7-0 1
.,^:t:C .army-Q1 .^{^. -c' .304-.1
	 CC .0;000 .32Ll5+00
-nl .'.'btU- I"A441 -0I .:1'±l L,-,1 0( , 770-C.. .:.3'7	 -p1
Cards 16
•' .f'CUO .4197-01 0<' Its 1-01 .J7L,0+0C 01!000 OJja,_. O^
• 1b1 14-01 .. I _ r.-01 . cuct3-04 .^[)7ts-al
•O p er -0000 .3itcu-tl1 .16 10 -01 .3tjb..s+00 • 0000 03317+07
.1[F.. -.),Op ._.:1
	 -GL .1 qr ,4- 0 1 .46011-n1 .7'y ca!s-04 077JJ-01
•^	 014 O:;CuL 0t75y -Q1 .131(.-OI .3tsIe+00 •0000 •3:;2:0+c0
•!C ron+r!c' .42(!0-.01 .eoe8-01 •3y 14
 -n1 .712(3-02 0tW79-0t
•,}OCr1 4.+000 1 .1004 -01 .Jt5bc3+O0 00000 ..3329+00
•'0'..'4rtG .-y IC- ;74 .0104 -01 .JOLT J-01 •7717-Ot .V47:3-01
.00100 -00013 .44b2 - 01 0 1111-01 ..)a0b +00 •0000 •3332+00
•1 •.s/tsh-OC 0a0Jt;-01 ..i7ut	 c)I ./:.,lc.-O2 0ta61b-OI
•t3,^. .0000 .r ci 41) -01 . (10 :00-c 1 ..101.0+00 00000 .3aJ2+00
. i 0
	
r +n0 . u p r ^_C7r .r.	 r',	 't	 -C+I Y , 7t.	 . - Od .0(300 -Q]
.'	 .,
.{tUL' } .	 ...	 t C ..._









LOCKHEED • HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH fL ENGINEERING CENTER
3-296
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
HITATY OF THE
Table 3-14 (Concluded)




•C 00 .COUO	 •3678-01 .lt+y()-01	 .3770+00 • 0000	 •3326+00
I (,2t.+n4 @ t179J -01 	 • 17Gr!-01 •:,its 10-0 f	 •7:37:3-02 .6264-01




Cards 1 qb I
Card 20
Card 21




.:iC0(3	 •OOCO	 ebt07-01	 94:'1h-01 •9'Jb7+00 .()000	 03297 +00
,"'Ia1-n I
	 .`,+b! 0-013'	 • 10Jy-01
	 .:.te.t+4: -0
 
I 64 y 16 -0^! 62009-01
.(j000	 00000	 •1097+00	 •11e31+0,'3 . JGUJ+CO 4l y6:i-0L)	 03179+00
6 t)6 5L -O 1	 -'J606-0,d
	 .2bJ0-0i'	 • ! j00-• 0 1 . I L2'l-0^ •2:447-0Z
•L,000	 97495-07	 .14084 00	 •:=172+00. a3012+C0 ebk9ts-0b
	
•3013+00







•r:l Ie.+00 • ".01, '00 •tiG> -0 s	 .3013+00
•.s 1301 -r
 1	 64:aJ0-04	 n 1710-OJ	 • 1'/1113-Ur ` .:3.Sts0-C4 . 2 1k•ts-04 1
34.11 14
	 :6236. 1
' .	 .tau I6u6 71:-02 • 10,: 7.stjt34+010• • 1 0b5177Eti+04 . 1 t37c436E+04
1,
a 1 t't,Ot .?E-0L v641 bG6 7E-02 • 101: 11 1 r_`/	 +0 1 a 14U4140,^:c.+00 . 1 Ub lio I or-+04 . 1 8b7189t+02
. X0 14 1 c,7L-0r: . 0 11 bDo IE-02 . I0,1:J77Cr +01 • 1 GO 10*.^t,E+O 1 -I 1131 9) aE,
 +04 . i d69j7aE+02
•	 hGl^^ .i(I1-02	 •ti-41t:ou	 E -Or: •I or, IJ%`1e.+01 .r,:444)'pE_+ 0S Is14tlalblE +04 9fd^,r:•d7E+pi
• 7e,, +.1313 :3 F_-()._	
-13 4 1G p (s	 C-04 •I040 .at:t:':: +oI •a: 1st7ls..sbbt=+0l r2:i163y6E +o4 •1ciDIdbOL+02
.'J 1604171:-Or
	
9o"16116/E-;)2 .104 0eGoV.+01 .J7J04()4t.+01 0?69ES0rt7E+04 •1ta4Y'.;S(,	 +,, r• 1- 1I1'/:36' ,IL -01	 *b oi lr.,ulf:-Uc . I D`-%:s40fA^+o1 . 44'J.,1b7i+01 ._d 101: . ! 70E+C4 . its. j1`,'L S
• 1.•t.'r.',ut_-•O1
	
.ts4;t,,o(.	 iE-(ja: .:(Ita,JC)t't +0! .:,^4t371 7 +-+01 . -)11.344 'e-C(i •1c3	 !,•^,^..
••	 ,, ,4o tj7k- 01 	 * o -41 o , , g IC-C), .107C.st)al1_+01 -tr004b41t:,+01 9J074UUbL+34 .f7b:•I;,:.4,7_ s
a5 •.I s.
-
ol	 -ts . luuty -1GUUIIi^E.+uI .nIsa704 IL+OI ..302i7e:::bL+04 .5	 ; 7 .`'.I.:, - +C?-
t	 ,ts„'.i:.-tll 0 . 3416%101 1. -Oi: .I1001	 O1 0 1 _)0 1004QL +01 eeWVG401E+04 a t74cW7It+O._
.•.',it,v,>:.-p!
	 ..^s1ta.,t,l^	 0.: .151_1313)1
	 :i.+01 •t>.a fktie'	 .+01 .d97btay 4R+04 .571	 %,•••:_;p._
,•^/_t):1 	-0{ 7,_ vt. 4UI . y020cIt ,L+O1 * &:Y ii2y4E +(y4".ItitaC:_ 7,E +02>
..	 0&	 •+:41s:.t,1;-p2 *11'6+4`)101.•101 9v/'h,d4Ji:+01 .497ts'-6bE+04 16..1 71
;• L-OS	 .t641 •^ .:t6 IE-02 . 117 1,040'jL+O I -1G:%:6,'^1 L+0r 9.25691671E+04 •I')90c4LE:+02
'it•. ;L-o1
	 . 14 1u4C I t_ - Od .1r 0 r^3tt+01 • 1 Sr.^rJi.6r+pG e30147tst6E+04 .1:6J7, tijj=+02
1
•..	 ,/. + t_ -01	 •U 14I00b lc-0e a 12 J' 6t330L+01 .1,_044046+02 .J03b111E+G4 •147447(:E+02
!4	 •-01	 . , .416r,G 11:-04 .' c !0 1 13 _L+0 I - I tU07%ObL+02 •30b04 •,:0Er04 . 1 41 106V;E ► O Z
-„ • 6^!	 .^ :-0i	
. ,j", 16r161E -aa .1J0014 tIL+01 -I J.'.66S ;,t61t.+Ot -4868930E+04 •13.s247Gt+0Z
.	 :11 r,	 •;;'.-D:
	
.r:4:6ab1E-0c .IJJ.,4 •s7t7+O1 .142 yc,o4L•'+OL: •25J6ti21E+04 .1461:,20C+0c
.c141bu6IE-02 1•J:34J 15.0 2`326.1 1205928
0.0 090 .G	 90.0







EXAMPLE PROBLEM 5 PERTINENT SOLUTION
51JPf'R!; 1ICFL 0-1 ANALYSIS USING YHE LQC K IIEEO. H11 ►1T5V ? L1_C MULTIPLE St10ClC. C Om PUTEO PROGRAM'
'-"^^AS.:pAttT1CLF FLOW SeiLV T•^OR ^'
_	 -	
CASE N0.
	 24 PAGE	 1
n CASE 21






PUN C nNTRnL PARAMFTERSC
ICON111
_	 _






1 CON tIII	 ICO"1121	 ICON(11)
	
ICDNtIq) 1CON115'i `'ICONlI610 54	 21	 - •	 I	 p	 Q  0 .^_ r	 3010
i	 W FLO I CAL [II^ATfOMS ARE—IFS Eit^I-Sr^T}ti1TS 111T H ^^^E R. 3CCOa"R^INAfiES [N-FEFT---
[v THE FLOW FIELD DATA *ILL - 8C WRITTEN	 ON	 TAPE ----	 -	 _ _.	 -•__- --	 .-__. __. _ —_ . -_











	 coons -^	 95iao:36	 1 -0.1 7.2051ar000
► 3	 D	 - - . ! 9 g R^t^ ,^ -
	




t TV;IE	 ITPANS A	 R	 C









SPECIF THC4HOOYNAMIC AND REACTION DATA - --- - - _
NT,tiS^^i
	 IC T^AFE, . KGUP II I DIDon
	 24 16	 13 :3	 0.	 2	 t. -
PRANDTL HUMBER * ---s7000.00RO4_OO_
-





 BEING CONSIDERtD KR n A•EXP18/RTa:11 } JT.•N A N B M': R-TYPE K^TT1^E







3 0	 a H	 ♦ M1 : ON ♦ Nt 7 .26[1+l5 +0 iO s0.. 2 1
= O-	 4,	 D	 ♦ N 1 n 02 + „ E 1x379+18 1.0 734000 00 .-_2 +1
----5
H	
-. + H	 !_k2 ! Hz_ •MZ_ _____^	
_ ^_ •__ 1 . OI6 + 1R . I.0 .46.0 00 2 2
-I CO	 • 0	 + M3 w CO2 #- "3 t 7.26^+14 -i0 •4000*0 00 2 3
- --•----
	
F 0	 + . a	
-•---------^-^2	 ---- 6 p -	 ---	 - 8.93K+f+ 4 _ • 1•D -7000*0 •D_ t
.
407• -.-OH__- + H ----	 ---__	 ..02 - _.. 2.41n+13` 40 .0 s0 _	 .1 tA per -N2 H • N 6!0296A6 -?* P2900•D •O 1 ^9 0"	 + CO . . CO2 H 6.627+04 -2s0 1.&00.0nm
. 0	 -	 _ - w +12.¢•025 90 -t100.Q s0 ! 3
N It CH4	 ♦ OH . w [H3 ♦ M20	 --^ .2.83?•t7 -	 00•SOQO.O _0000 `0. 1 3M
2
•0--	 -,_
	 12	 --_00 1] CH4--*.H `-Ch3^^ • ►+2.-_ 	 ---- I.44A+13 - , 0O _ ^SOQOsQ -- . s0	 .- - ! 3
l q
CM4	 • 0 CH3. • OH 2 • iQ9	 13 s0 -9!00.0 00 --1 3:Q„ C HI	 i O ^5"20	 + N 069627+1 3. #0 00 •D _I f





--+ ff -- n CHO a.p2 1.319+12 <•0 -3800.0 s'3 1 3
2 17
____ 1 0	 ._
CH2O	 .a 0 . CHO^ ♦ OH 9064q+10.
-"
•0	 '-. •11 .._ - .0
1 1
_ CH2Q, - 	;	 y 1 	 _. Con ..,_
_^ ►+Z __-;_Kf-
	
-- 2.109+16 • 0 -3500000 •0 S 319 C40	 ♦ . OH ^ CO a .H2R
	
.-- -	 1.265+140 ---- s0-.__ e0	 -. 00 1 !























" CATALYTIC SPECIES BEING CONSIDERED
CHq___f_^•QO- CQ__^_ _a_.^.0'J Nt ---- -^	 3.00 H?Q IaOD 14H 3. f.Dt! 402 r
2000 CO2	 a I.CO H •	 1000 NO	 s	 Juno OH .	 1.00 0 --._ 9 1*00 02	 - t 1000 CH] •
-------------0000__.._ ._	 lsDD CH2O.._A_.]rDD_SHQ^,.:•^-
-----	 ..._°-_----- --	 ---	 ---•	 -_. .__.	 - -	 -._	 .. .__.-	 .,_ _.
- 12	 I.4a_5.- -	 QQ CH40 . 1 41OMP	 AJ-off ^ f2 . 1-0:00) wro	 ._ 1.00 NH3	 1000 IrZ
3600 CO2	 6 f•DQ N a 1.00 NO
	 p 2000 ON •	 1.00 0 . 1.00 O2 - 	, 1.60 [113 +
1.00 {H2Q___A ._ 1 r.O0
--	 -	 -----I!3 .s 1600 C	 .__1_1 8 00 CH'I__ _ a l s50 CO _	 I 1,Q0 H2 1 ID.00 H2O • 1.00 NHa	 A 1.00 RZ a .3.00 C O2	 9 I.OD M ,	 1*00 NO	 $ :IsOO ON • loon 4 020+00 02	 + '1',QR CH]






-.S p 1 C1F nO .LE'TRACT: IQ!IS . pN THE START LIH£_/yRE Rt AD ERnt7 CARCS
co ^1f:2
_1121?	 - NH3	 : '.	 NZ _	 CO2.' K No





OH 0 02 CK3 C1+20 CHO






























0 02 cH3 CH2O
_CHO




















• 16x;70 .	 .00000
N0
«.00100_ ^I_
3 OH ¢ ^
.0 2 [H3 CH2O '• CHO


































_ , CHEF	 . _._ __^. CO - •- --- H2 -	 H2O	 ' ` NH3	 --
_ .N2 _ COI -	 11 ND 900000 •32060+06 015740+00 •31 630#00 • 21 750+00 •28 520.04 •28x30+00 r212N0-01_ •Z4,60.02," rl2^fiso"O.)
_OH	
_ 0 02 CH 3 CH20. CNO
n .ElSto-DZ f66	 14 .17390.8y. . OniDoo .00000 .00000
z__._ ._A	 ... C
[H4 H2	 '_-_---Z D r. NH3.	 -	 -- N2 -- t42' A	
_
NO	 ?
^ .__ •00000 •00000 .123`0+00 •IS270+00 9 3816 0400 48509.0-05 0100+06 14SAOM61 .10160.01~ . .23311,0-02:-
^_ b	 _ OH	 ___ O O2 CH3 CH2O CHO


























^__,Cii4 Cb--- H2 	 1420	 - -- NH3 -„ IJ2 0Z _. R M0
__ •0n00Q __ .-- 2 00D00 - 9 SR790-01 . 34 920.01 • 38490
_+ 00^
-
.Onfl00^ 0 32850+.00 08430p.01 L 0 196.100•DZ 014290.01
R OH _ 0 02 CH3 CH2O CHO
.39160-0t .67750+02 *33730-01 .00000'
.pDOtiO. •0001)0
NOTE- Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes..
Table 3-15 (Continued)
70 OH 0 02 c45	 CHio	 C40
s17030-02 .33 00-04
- 021 Z 60-09 .0h DO
	 4300FI—).-66060
2 1 H4 CQ2- No0-
C •74950-07 014080*00 *21720#00	 .30126+00	 487950--05 s30130*00	 @33010-01	 *815300-02 	 •17100-03
z
-4(a 21 ON 02 Cm3	 CH20	 CHO
.17030-02
-33400-04 .212$0-04 .04000	 -bOOO-6—.dn0O0




—ARE — D P A RTICLE — SPECIES PRESFNT TN THE GAS-PARTICLE-MIXTURE
RUN—CUTVFF —INIF6kMfj7f6—N




.0ftOnD .0OOgO	 R-	 &;000;' Xq	 •60000400	 - THETA*	 0,90000002
THE-KESH C60TRUCT16N' WILL BE CONTROLED By THE MLO W ING VARIABLES--
DL INTERIOR n 030-01 OX AX
-




r--s f--' r--- .
Table 3-15 (Continued)
SUPERSONIC FLOW ANALYSIS USING THE LOC KHEEOrHUNTSV_ILLE MUL T I PLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
GAS-PARTICLE FLOW SOL OTIO -
•. CASE NO. 21 PAGE.. .	 2
CASE 21
	 --- SOOLI+ F 611	 CONEs O /F02.2	 *'-FINITE RATE,	 INVISCIO, VAR 0 /F
LINE POINT	 OSCRIP - REGI ME	 R x H	 THETA	 ENTROPY VELOCITY 14-TOTAL	 ITR
11ACH'ANGLE PRESSURE DENSITY	 TEMPERA URGE"&AS^`IfHS C fi}^H	 _	 3 OCi^IiNGLE
m 1'	 1	 INPUT_ [	 •Ot11100_tONTIN _. ggI6yr02 •1027q + 01•	 6000no
__..
	 0 00000 Y..31GS74oS • 13.229s00	 0
Q: •76745*02 927517+03 .5+1912-02	 .18993+0q.37993+04 .12660+0f
.21660*04 .51g 29+033 *0. 0._000
c CKENICAI	 SPECIE HOLE FRACTIONS -- - -	 -
C	 7.47435-iD2	 CH4	 2*0781-01 .,-_-.-	 _CO 6e38711-6q 142	 4.3153 .01	 H2O	 R•S705a0q	 NH3 1.257I-03 N2	 2.8312-01
CO2
	
5.6368+•06	 _H	 0.0000	 No p•0ET00 OH	 0*0300
	
0	 000000	 02-- --. 0-000 C143	 0.00o0
r CH20	 000000..	 CHO	 .060000 _	 7
--
.4'm r	 ------r-----------rr--a-----------------wwr-... r-----r-awaw-w--a--rww--a-------------------r-----w---}warmsw^-----r---- r-r.-----wa
to W	 1	 2	 INPUT	 w [0117TH	 419561-02 •A4167-07 010291+01	 .3g67q+Ot!
	
•00000 s	 1983+0^1 •.129$+1*Qe	 ^^'
^n W	 •76336+Q.._	 .._	 _	 $_v_.:_... 27+490*•	 03 -•53672 02	 •E9242+pq	 .38260+04 .12712+01
C	 022006+04 .5!479+03 600000
S ~ CHEMICAL SPCC. TF MOLE FR A CTI O N S _--C	 7.910q-02	 CH4	 =.8991-01
	
CO 613363-03 H2	 8,3867-01
	 H2O	 6.94g3-0.3	 NH3 1.1841-.03 N2	 2.7821-01¢
--C42 -_.- 118311-Q' 1 ^{ 	 Q!0 -0-¢0	 NO O. 900Q CH _ 0 19090	 0.	 0.0000	 02 0.0 000 CH 3 	 000000
Z CH2O	 000003	 CHO	 0a0000
__ ---
wra--w---w----wwrr----r--w--------r---------w-------r •.r-----r----w---w------------------a-----------a---r----w---ar-----w----w





.20735+0q 	__- •3759 1+04  •1287.^1+O1
•23 R S q +04 . 5 15011. 03
-
1 000.00---
-CHEMICAL SPECIE HOLE FRACTIONS --
Z _.0 	 5.7074rOx CH`E _^- I^297T±0jC4 6.2y4y^07.._ H2	 9.7043r01­
 H2n 	 5.6651-0 2	NH3 _ 8.8.646-04 N2	 2.6612-01
4 CO2	 166071-03	 H	 340000-	 NO 0•[1000 `0.00OtIOH	 0.0300	 0	 D2 0.0000 CH3	 0.0000
---rw-r-r----w----------r------r--r.--w-----ww------ w---r-a-r---w--wrwrwr--- - - - ---------saw-a--------- w------ar--waver----wa
^	 l	 ^,^1	 IN?UT	 - CONTTN	 •50682.02 ^'^241+b7_.^"6-•84167'-02 •10219+0!	 .2246 *01	 •00000	 :35192+D4
_
!7R ?56+x2_____- .27276+03,_......93259.02 .26733*O4
	
•33969+04 013038+01
•30969+O q •51283+03 600000	 -	 ---'._




CH4	 2.2633-02 T6I .92-01 H2	 4,A516.OI	 H2A	 6.0067-02	 NH
_
3 3.501'1-OM _N2 '	 -- 295733-OC
t	 -11 U211-1 -04	 No _ 296453_07 ON	 7*Q2A8 -06	 0	 0.0000	 02 0 .000'0 CH3	 0 .0000
CH2C	 010+000	 CHO	 0.0000 -^
----------
	
r-^r--r----r^-w--w-rwr---r-wawra--a-^w-w---a---r-ww--wrw^rwa- 	 r^^.r^^r awwr---ww-w-wwswwararwaa-r wwa--wa
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for the startline ,data surface.(2) Some points have been om ; ,Fed for demonstration purposes.
I Iwo






SUPERSONIC FLOW ANALYSIS USI ►IG THE LQCI; HEED-HUNTSVILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
y+cs^€^J^RfttCE-FE 6*_SO1.UT'toff	 _--
-	 _ -_




--	 --	 -_	 -- -	
-- _ _ PAGE -
	
g5
CASE 21,__50DL9F_6/1 CONEa Wrw2 * 2	 FI N ITE RATE; ENYlSCIDs VAR O/F
LINE POINT
	 DSCR IP - REG24E	 R x M	 THETA	 ENTROPY	 VELOCITY -_ .^H-TOTAL
	
ITR




	 w'CO_NT2N	 8O00138` •62.772-01 •20063+01
	 •00060	 •91272-05	 sS24947+Oq	 •I.3194+08
	
3
'	 429896+02 .:	 •65120+02 •376Sq-02
	 .13825+Oq-•-_*0379934,04	 "".3301I+01
_	 _	 .22201+0+1. 035364+03' 400000
	
_
CHF.?IlA__L S PECIE MOLE FIRAC'TIONSC





N0.7 O.00Qb	 OH - '











	 23	 WALL- [ONi1N
	











000000C CHEMICAL	 S P ECIE MOLE 'FRACTIONS -
C	 0.0000	 CH4	 4.96gq-08
	
-CO !.'1039-01	 H2 2.1914-01
	
H2O









OH 6.3041q-04	 0	 6*g868-06	 02	 4*3g06r06	 C143	 149276-08
^"9.5135CH20-08	 CHO	 104114-as
(A W^ r------r---r----------w-rwrrw-r--------^wr-w------a------rw-wwrr-waarwwarw-w--------------a--r---a--44--4"4--rrrrrrw-------w-rr-r
_	 ._	 ...	 __.	 _^_. ..- _.	 --.	 __.	 ..... _.	
-	
_.	 -	
--^.-. -.	 ._	 ..-.__^._	
_.-..	 ..-_..-	
_ _.--... t-_ _ .. 
PRESSURE INTEGRATION RESULTS










bl	 3	 y1 ACl - _ w CANTlN	 '{}0000 964001403 •20242*01	 .00000*9133'1-05	 -S2747409
	 013195+08	 3
.29606 02 •631BA+O2 -	 - •174#45-02 - _ -* 137478+64_ " ;37993 +04 -	 013019+0!(tn^ .2x220+04 *34RBT+03 900000
CHE!ltCAL SPECIE HOLE FRkfi(
	 S - -	 -'--	 _^.-----
_C 7 .#4785-n2	 CHq	 2.0783-01	 CO 6*3874-0q	 H2 4.3153-01
	 Mtn	 9.5705-Oq	 NH3	 192571-03	 K2	 2.8312-01CO2-_ 5.6364-06 - H
	 3.376019
	 NO 0*00(}T-	 OH '•3.5902125	 0'-- :2^	 03	 0+0000 ""`'-cH3-"z:9582^fa'
(nH C142O	 S.I736-10	 CHO	 !.2096-38-
Z^
--------------a------r--a----w----------x-wrr----------4-444" 	 - ---r--aa-r--wr--444x-rww-wr-ww---w--rw-rrr-raw-wr--rrrwrrrrwwrr wrr-4444
m .
-	 63_	 21	 WALL	 CONTIH	 05 095«2	 O1 •5735! -Ot --919735 + 01	 .150^f0+qx	 • 7840x+02 	 7. 67916 + ON 	--	 - 03!406 !4+p7	 3
•3044S*02 *68u29+02 030418-02	 *37597*04	 025158+04
	 •12523001
•%&O5s.0 q .39G4R^63 •0O000
CHF- M ICAL SPECIE :SOLE FRACTIONS _




_ 1.4015-01 _ Hx
- 2.1 A 19-01^ - Hiii^	 -1* 01 90-01	 NN3- -- 8*30g7-06	 N2	 3032165
-01CO2	 3.3ogG-02
	 H	 -„ 304353-03	













-! q 8033+03 _000000
	 -- _ 0000DO
	
-.14x31*01	 *00000	 *2g3D4+03
NOTES. (1) Typical printout for a data surface inside the nozzle.
(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
Table 3-15 (Continued)
SUPE RSONIC FLO"' ANALYSIS USING THE LOCKH.EEO-HUtiTSVILLE MULTIPLE: SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM









CASE 21_	 SQOLRF 6/1 CONEI^O/F N2.2 - . F INITE RATE-	 INVISCIO, VAR O / i
LINE POINT-
	 DSCRIP REGIME	 R X N THETA	 ENTROPY VELOCITY H-TOTAL	 ITR
-^ MACH ANGLE t PRESSURE OENSITY -TEMPERi T
 RE	 GAS CON510 EUCAL GAMMA 	 HOCK-ANGL£-^
I!'( 25	 PRN-MR - CONTI N 	a9175S-01 .20517+00 035607+1 v .297167+02	 •32437#03 •73012+01 .36289+07	 5
-	 -	 -•1b222:02 .39!06+O1 .10778-03 .20740+04 -` :25145*04---- :?2938+01
.6007#04 .63 181 +77 000040
= CHEMICAL SPECIE HOLE FRACTIONS --- - - `-
_	 C 0.0740 CH11	 5.0639-09	 CO 1.3696-01 H2	 201947-01 H20	 3.0133-01_	 NH3_ 8.3060-06 N2	 3.0180-0I
CO? 3.SO99-02 H	 2.9995-03	 NO.^ 10129-04 ON
	 1.1603-04 0	 1.3375-06	 02	 - - 1+641x'06 CH3	 1.7015-08
C CH2O 2.2023-a1! CHO	 4.9038-05	 11_
-f" ----------------- w -------------------- -rw----ar-----w------ ------ -------r-----------	 -------- waw-rrr-waw-r+----
rn
a7 ----^ 1 !4 - - T--26	 PR ►J-HR - CON ► IN	 .9 755-01I •205 7 *l	 00 -•: 7735+(ti! .334+02.	 .12R3T+g3	 ,91722+4^! s3^'IB9+fl7 . _-rj_.
O •15372+02 . 2797q*Ol .63120-04 .19277+04	 .2SI N 5+04 @12999001
W .66337+04--•- ; 50267+ 02 .000nO
-M CHEMICAL SPECIE Nntf FRACTIONS
X C O.00r)0 CH. 	 5.0634-CR^- C0^ !.3896-O.j	 - -H2	 2•t997.01 H2O	 ]^Qi33-O1"-.NH3	 ` `8.3089- y6 -	 N2	 310180-01
9. _COa 3.5099-p2 H	 2.9 94_5-03	 No 1.7!29+04 ON	 1. 1603-04 0	 1.3375-06	 02: le 6412-10 6 CH3	 107015-08[Hr0 2.2823.QS CHO
	
4.9038-05 __ ---






-- - --- 




m 114 27	 PRtf -NR . CONTIN	 .91755-01 020517+00 .39P12+01 •37150+02	 •12437+03 09636.6+134 ♦36189407 	 5
z .14553+02 •19633+01 .6303y-04 *17837004	 •25145009	 - - 13063+17.1





SPECIE HOLE F RACTION§ -----	 .	 _ -
0 C 000000 CH4	 5.0639-08.	 CO 103896-01 H2	 2.190-61 U20	 3.0133-01	 NH3. 893088-06 H2	 3*0 90wa!
Z CO2 - 3950!19-02
H,__
	
_2 .09945-03 " N0 !.7124-Oq ON	 1.1603-04 O .	1:3375- 0.6 	O:2--- l.69i2-06 CH3	 =:	 1*,70IS-08
-4 CH2O 2.2R23-09 CHO	 409038-05
----------------------- w-a--a-www-a-r---ra---w---a-w-aw----w-a---------w--.--w-----------------w----w-w-----w----a-r-w-w-w-w-w-r- w.
-	 11 4 - 28	 PRN- MR •.9 2109 +61-	 •9[1:6y 2td2	 :I2R3T+.d3 i3i:I.89+pT`-__^- CONT N •9j7^ -0^QS1 I + OQ r^7993ipa1
.137 y 3+02 . 1 3481 +01 .47135-04 016340+0'1	 .25345#0q 0 13135+01
- -	 -	 j IS107a09 .30288+02 00D000
	
- - -	 -	 -- -	
-
CHEMICAL SPECIE HOLE FRACTIONS
C	
-- 0.0000 CH4	 5.0639-OR	 CO
_
(. 3 8 96-01 H2	 2.1947-01
_
H2O	 3.0133=0!^^ NH3 NO 3138R+O6 H2	 3+0160.01
CO2 385049-02 H	 2 . 9 9_4 5-03	 NO 1.7129-04 ON	 191603-04 0	 1.3375-06	 02 19.6912-0 6 CH3	 1•7015-08
CHxO 2.2873-OR CHO	 4.9038-OS ^-
-r---a--wr-------wwr--rr----w--r------a--------•-------------------------------------------ww-a-wwa-rww--rr-wawr---w--w-aw---a
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface containing a Prandtl-Meyer : . Expansion:(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
SU P E R SONIC FLOW ANALYSIS USING THE LOC iHEEO-HUMTsvILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
GAS=PART1C4E-FLdW SoCUT7-DN
_ ----- ----- -
-	
-
CASE NO. 2t PAGE	 115
CASE 21	 500LRt: 6/1
	
CONEr O/F n2.2 ^ r F I N ITE RATE,	 I M YIS C IOr VAR O/P




X M THFTA	 ENTROPY YELOCiTY H-TOTAL
	
ii3l
MACH ANGLES S5 F1R E DENS 1 TY --'1rE
_
MPEkj Ti Rf-E GA5--nN	 . ^RIIAT`5HOLK- ANGI:F"--_`
T0. PO. 5.
x 129	 1	 stALt - CONTIN	 .00GOO
-
.22341+00 029826.131. .000110	 .91677-05 064753+04 ..013187+06	 2
-	
.19590302
-.1203+02 .50779-03 •91833+03- - 037993+04 " - '413509#01.
_ ___ _	 .23S[8404 .14467+03 .000!!0
CHE M ICAL SFEC1E MOLE F RACTIONS
C C	 7o47R5-r2 CH4	 2.0781-01
	




NH3 1.2571-03 N2	 2.8312-0I
= CO2
	
- 5.6364 - 06 H	 1 .2664 -21	 uO -i-0.0pp0 OH s	 5 . 3647 - 29 0	 000000	 02	 _ DOW CH3	 1.4675 - 19









N .99084+01 .13877+00 _ .80696-05 645677403	 *25140+04 613519+0L_
•66307+04
-T-T
 . 5 8590+01 0,000n0
aMo 4'-CHF kt 1CAL	 S-ECTE MOLE FRACTIONS
n C	 0.0000 CH4	 5.0650-OB -
	 CO f.3g79-0!	 112 2.195!-01 H2O
	
3.0!90-Of	 NHS" - 6.3103-46 N2	 3.0186-01
^ CQ7	 3.5096-112 H	 2.7946_- 03'	 NO - 7!.	 132-O g	OH -04^l.[5d9 w0	 !.3377 06	 02 1+6416-0'6 CH3:_	 1.7018-1;8
-CH20 _ 2.7.825-08 CHO 7.445 6-0 4 -m
Z ---- --------------
	
- -r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 	 ---------
Z
>n  POINT NO.	 37 ON
-
LINE	 129 HAS REEN DELETED
2 130	 I	 WA LL CONTIN	 . 0!t^00 . 22400 + 00 n 298S3 + p1 4000;0	 .91677.05 •64778 +04 •13186+08	 20 .Ii47-1+02 .T29gA+b .50!,09-Oa ^`__:9 1 y25 +0-3 a3^1993:0^ i751T+O1- -- - - -- - --
0 .23522+09 .1442R+03 600000
r^
z CHEMICAL SPECIE MOLE FRAC T IONS --











1145705-04	 Nli3 102571-p3 liI.'	 2»8312•Q1
w CO2
	




OH 5.7159-29 0	 -	 060000
	 02 ^- 0 n 0000 CH3	 1.4575-I4
- CH20	 - 5.[793-10 CHO	 4.3584_-1B.
---- 
---------------------w---- rr----------www------------------------- -----------r----------r ---.------------ -r ---------w.w--w-w ---
130	 33	 FREEBD CONT1N r--- 	.9	 187-01 - ', 2p 776+p@ 6109+01
	 --- -- ` 603 ^ A+jl2	 ..^ 19056+03 ._".-. 410975+^5 -	 s36064+07	 2




_CHEMICAL  SPECIE HOLE F FACTIONS
C	 O n 00043- CH4	 5.0652-f18	 CO -i-.3676-01	 H2 2
_
.145]-q1- H2O
	 00f 0-0NH3 N2`-"-"-`3:0187agf-
CO2	 3.5097-02 H	 2.7646-03
	




NOTES; (1). Typical printout for a data surface in the exhaust plume.
(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes. 5
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Table 3-16





Kinetics Run Control Card
Card 5
Boundary Description
a. Upper Boundary (Card 6)




Prandtl Number, Absolute Viscosity and
Viscosity Temperature Exponent (Card 12)
Gas Thermochemistry (Card 13), Catalytic
Species Weighting Factor Data (Card 14),
Chemical Reaction Mechanisms (Card 15)




Start Line Particll,: to Data
Card 17	 Card 34b
Problem Limits	 Start Line Data










Card Z3	 Cards 24-Z9
*if species mole fractions are input on tape (ICTAPE=I) cards 16 and 17 are not required.
3-306









Table 3-16  (Continuled)
i
Cards I	 F-41-• TI1:L1 •.4 1G •-'Is .W fil --.1F<'•1 r.,t4'Lk 1kC	 -Cf&I:l a	 MjM-tUUlLlIskl6r-, CW-m18'YNY
1-3
Card 4 J 41	 0 15	 1	 0	 1	 2 	 1	 50	 1	 i 1	 U	 col t O l 0
Card 5 fla
1 r
	 3 1)	 • 0
	
0	 ti	 0
1 0. -1.0 20-B737b4 O.o	 -1*0 -^6+60375	 t&6b4jd0Z4
2 0 080 000	 0.0	 04Oef 51}5 I.bi:71J07 2 ► :3kg424;3




6 0O1t30729- •0041`43O6*4vn1 .a04-$ 197b'jb7a3 2 • vli_A14Z 0 (16(^ 1	 .0;?r7'a«A16"r».Cc41a7aF^`ad^►+^0074i.l^bLtOc^.l a"J.:1.b10Fa74a
}
! a Q U•0 eUUO1.j'?0^,jL- a O.a44 fs 74► JF.t7,'rc71;L't I.od.$47e;7 4o4jttt2Je4
«% O U.0 •Q00617-NIA-. Ioo?v w*U 5.t)oA;J ae
R
_







.OU04184Yb-•" I440'--Je .' Abe 71 Ott
.JUC:s.`J44o^ ..C1.'llO :t^:.'^^I s1:31ts
1 .-7^479.^4 7.r:j7.3b95
1.7t^J71'^i: u.t4db4SRu
2 C 0.0 *0')32d17h4-•C 1E1004e09t'1 y?44 itj7 I	 17 1a#Dd0Y6:74 0 0.0 JJOG2:.1095-.0164:44+a.a0104Uir d I	 t:Vjbea: :	 I I a&!Itaa2'dZ 0- Coll .03020`r-(7!-•01	 101611 1a69 1J&7lta 11•499dl'1
2 1 pro 0•::	 '". -.0080133:J*4001a 76b9 irr27'5 ,1pe3;1	 1b•667039
Card
3 a 579.0 f	 1.•4	 19^b	 o.6 b.0	 1:000.0L o
and S Z h, HU 71 t.E 7U0 PC, MKS,	 1	 i
afrd 12	 • '1p .000893 .60Co	 ::a.OII -25.417
-C be9tl p 39 961:3 -2907. 1dp•0 b.956 3y•61:3
&000 b.515y7 44,94:.35. -YJ*6t)J	 V ' . YAQQ % 7.013, 49.4d6
00000 7..27 'jz!.1bZ' 2a 1.37 (006.0 7.624 :14029-11000.0 7v IsJ ^ 50.026 5- lw .1200.0 d* 160. b7•a14U
i	 1 1+00-0 U9J46 Idol	 -- be476
	
f' 160000 ts•4W 'at3s1!'/:!
4`00 8 0 041764 61 .B07 1 J .-5b 1r 2+'70 . 0 !3.728 02103 5
a •;ace 0 t3.7+J1 63► w97. IleOt.La 2u00-0 a-be$ 6x-102
• 100.0 d etA A 64 . 4'3.1 .19 061JU e:ttai'•0 boU63 ., 64.77
='1 0000 6*U7V bbP06V 21 . 4bv 3000 -0 8..tiyb, 11:1-;!'10
.7100#0 e3.`dl p (;bvt14c zj. e4d st_OO•a 1s.9e A' -•':f^ ^9y4t]
Cop	'44.00413u -113.0'--4- 1?
a0• i , C^S►}y
^
4e'475tf -Z+^J!! F< too*. • 0 99131' Lr °'Ai 97=rB
s:J040 '^.7J 47*764 -0•e31b 40C-1) ;.d77 ;*3-1330
w' 'uQo.0 11.317 Jb.IZ!b r J6001 boc-oo 124493 a7d2
Cards 13 - 0000 . 0 tZ.'^ttp 6A6344 '1.LJ04 1,0040 1 J . 4615 ia6s7561 4 0080 1:3.d1 bta.li't, 13.aL11: IGOO4 14.074 '/!0722
eC- Oil. J 14.42 13..90J 216d'a7 eduo80' 14.547 .2$a
• k40DoO 14vO.4b 70-!•54 27.614 260060 ' 14.7.34 77-730
Z10p.O 14.771 7c:. 213t, Je.0!`d -80C*0 114.dO7 .•70 044
Lv GO.O 114•e14i 1 7y-.Wf JL36049 : 000.0 14.137.3 ~ 711.b48
+10040 14.,03: a0.J3ti J1.1.0e4 3c'OO.o 146930 40-810
H	 190U797 92-100
.0 • . 4 .vad 11.71^b -1.4ei1 IC`.0.0 4•96b 2I 096b
4013 .0 4i J6b 2tj*40u -0a4bb 4[10.0 4006b pt3-89c
•	 0001.0 4*1)08 30.14567 Is1300 b0G•O 4a96L. 32#496l 1a0.a 46au 33 .400 s.4e37 itOC.p 4a9e,t3 34 -310
: #4 DJ.;) 4*9a 3tra0%u 1Ja474 1000.0 4*966 3:747,!51
c.L i'a0 4."nj 3 j U 6 U 4 0 6.4;•):1 zc 00.0 4.,otab , :!7•:322
-:4.00.0 fbo1b 3 37. 7 .04 10.4410 ctan 0.0 4. Vbb 3tl. 152
^ 704.0 4.vt)j iu.33v 11 evi-I ^t3GC•0 4&V68 :3t3.520
ab00-0 4.960' :v.e 1000-0• 4.54601, 3aa062
1 CG 40 4.9e1c! 3v.b2t; t :3. q Ij,- -^Zod Q, 4.y^b 3V. 163
N:'	 ^•016 0 .0 * :.



























































2 90000 Until 40.166







0:00000 1d•E14 6.3. 2:34
L:400.0 12.7.3 6:s6b11
2 700.0 13.06y b7ooNt
U J00.0 1:1424d 67.971








?400 0 4.9dl 4b*982
i:700r0
	
- 4.9 1Y0 49•r6'.it









1400.0 ' 7&7(46 55.027
2Uco.O b420b 57.0391





410 6• vt3a 41.395
kooso 6.961 46.21b
1-100.0 7&670 549098
IG00 9 0 1363!6 'Pbo1.yZ
1 .400.0 u.b'14 61.O:.rtb
4000.0 9.04`3 64.210
i.4 c0.0 9040'1 65•b7t3
420;;.0 944Qh 6b*974
1_9.^0 mo d.bo 3 6Y•aao
31co.c 9.J96 66.2b7
L'; i_	 :15.457 213.9r^^
r ti 4.96`4 9 S• JauCCsO 5.038 3'7.430
11;00.;5 „•a1u r► ur• rtf7
-• O .6iae- 400.0 6.`J7b .3!.247 O.707
?.lob 600.0 7.0d7 Jd.107 3.bl4
40944 300.0 7&390 41.033 6.404
7. y0e 1600.0 7.1323 14.7.217 9:446
1d.6L' 1 ei_Go•0 tl.3_d 45.703 14.307
I'^•'i1a 4:600.0 13.639 47.213 17.70&
180 k:7tj ra00•0 8.757 47.e57 19.4411
eo.:1,.:;4 :,40001p0 be db9 46.40`.1 41 •210
eit.0` 6 ..W00.0 00V6c 490040 r:Y.9'J2
100.0 7.961 36039b -18bbl
-0.7c,4 400*0 b• 1 b6 47.484 0 :i^Z5
<' .:r0.0 t10U•0 SI .t4 t 5:3.464 4.300
tie t 1Z J 1400.0 10.1444 :?7.441 6*240
10.J0µ 1000.0 1184 6d 60.591 l2.6:30
17. . 1 7 -1 di;00.0 lir.JO:+ 64.412 19. 64(L3
ee. i 7C! 0600.0 le.`Jbb 66•:,+41 ,e4 *94b
c'6.?4b edoo •0 1:3.146 67.5013 Z7.5'-,b
40l.87b =000.0 l 3. J04 613.4 21 :70.20 1





-3•o0u 5.666 32&466 -I•otl0
-0.he3 400.0 5.1:3'-.5 J90991 00bdo
! •644 60000 5.015 4d•'.3Ol 2.:jJ0
a.b,jr_ 1 C OU90 4.990 45.5.4'9 bI
J.b 1600.0 4 a9W 46.963 4: 'q 4
tS•Saa ?200.0 4aV710 4d*54M 9.55;!
10.`.+&7 i:booeo 4.986 49&3141 11 • ar' 4
1 i:. Zbore o 4&LA94 49 &751 12.bi?e
1.3.Oe,!
_a1^vc&c 9.004 50.096 13.522
14 • ida 3?00.0 5.017 'x.110.419 14.+524
-d.1 9e 10000 7.798.., :'' 35.726 -1.467
-0.711 40000 .7.087	 f'.	 453974 0.725
r. 137 000.0 7.150 .y" 50.677 3•b56
50003 1200.0 , 7@549,' 53=c147 6.491
ti•Oe5 6600.0 -7.W63, ,' '560077 9.596
l g: * 84 1 x400.0 (3&415 ';Idl1'fibb 1a•520
16.414 2600.0 0062 000110 17.919
18.794 28004.6 6.706 6.0.752 49.662
4eoObJ5 3060.0 8.71'30 61 #355 21.411
22.291 31:10.0 8*846' 610924 23.174
-2007t) 10000 6.958 41 •]95 -1 •381
-0.6bb 400rO 1106 %1 O P-92 0x724
d.eIQ 800 00, 0.r063 16661 3.766
b.4C7 1200.0 8.527 59.7x9 7.114
ti.dib 14:300.0 dedo0 62,2 `8 10•ab3
14.149 20 00#0 *A ,.1':39. 65.076 15.966
1 70b04 2600.0 9*Jb4 66r6216L 19.664
eo.GOt Zb00.0 '+00455 67*31Y 21.545
?G.4'.#J :300000 9* 51 1v7•g73 23.440
4d4 * 40-s :3200.0 9.640 ` 601592' 25.360
- 10 4`t •i 100.0= 4.869 33-955 -1.002
-0.503 400.0 5.370 4160`13 0.640
1.6". tj 8011.0 50JI39 44.772 e•710
3&'1+30 1x.0000 5.P49 4609,30 4.0 ju
'308
r;	 ,•
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fY
.	 IFµ	 fi	 !1f	 i	 i
S	 .9L	 iIb11Y^/illW
Table 3- 16 (Continued)
1 11U060 :3.1'401 41.7.1', ;.t esil IGtxU0U tie `af> 4e3.4cb 1..0u1:3
0!00000 x.101 4VOI470 t,a9.,t. " f. 00 .0 74.ut31 ""%e bb a.`/934
1:.400.0 :3.0 +6 X13.49'7 10 s w0jo WU0.0 3.0:3.3 501-.02 let., l l
9'7 00.0 'b.04ti ;)I 109- 1i:abIG YhO000 :).04,$ 1r 1.	 t7b 13.0.:0
4`-o 0o.0 b.0:413 ;31 64t5,5 I J#!:ie:4 -400060 5.0:14 . ,x.23 14.01 (-
3100.0 boo3i 01'.7'013 14.'_3:31 :3:-00.0 5.027 51.94ii 1 ^.a=
CLi: •	 70.90b 0*0
.0 7.001 4'a.IbO -44 194 160.0 7.001 45.1:,0 -1.499
. 900.0 7.•)76 504 156 -0.77?. 400.0 b.4;17 :3:7.744 O.dW:
9300.0 t3.741 9`Jri?I^! c.:it37 NOO.o '13.43743 61.747 4.:^s1
1004:.0 b*1056 b.3. 7;a I be l l? Ic00•0 1.0.010 6°.7.075 7*912:
• 140060 `3.o:+I 66. 74'7 bo ll t3 1600.0 t0808ua 67.v713 1 1 n '..";-,
.!O^A)so '0.149 70.414 I:4.17`.e e:c:u0.i: .is lef4 70otsob 17.UIL,
c4-CO.0 `9.49:.3 71.tibI Ib.g6e L100.G %oseuy 74.407 20.701
0700.0 X9.49.1 IG.777 41.bab eL.00-0 7.3.1 lb 22.^:b0
2'0 00.0 H..34b '13.443 2.1.4JJ -SCCO-0 :^-'^.'e4 7;3.7010 c4.4Z9
:! 1 00.0 9.40:3 14.Obb i!J. Ss.U0.0 '0.4,.49 74. ,iu7 idU. a l4
HCL	 36.7465 -12.06:3
60 a.'0b'0 S 7.04I -•=.Oc:3 100.0 y6.'0b9 37.041 - 3 .3 7';

















Cards 13 IWOG.O t3.0µ.1 7:3rb7`s t..l'3:1 lojf}•U of erL:4I out 961 9.743;3
(Cont #d). 'Ur)0-0 b.!:'0w jDod:40 !s.I ju L!..r)i1.0 01.014 $9.fsu6 14.1~47
? 4 00. 0 ti. /0 .3 50.31J9 Ib&.	 ) P.0 c bUO.0 c.. 7 td 61 aU`.4 y It3.327
IQ0.0 brill.: 431.4.51 IY.i07 c:t300a0 t•.644 4x1.7°32 20,;090
{ :137.0 d..3'/e: Deao..3 G0.`^Ib ^iuOoa0 U- ..3434 2!.9)04
:I100.0 'b-')3d bt.bbb 4:d.7:,u 4400.0 t32.9.:0 .:-5.6*0
N_	 2F360114 0. J
40 6-,n i6 36.170 R?-::" ' 100.0 E•. 1j.+6 343.170 -1 .:579
t a 00. 0 b-'a_ % 44.99e -0.4t;s 160010 G.`9lr0 47.6113 0.710
Ibw b0f vo 7.196 50.6t3s d. Ie_J boo 6a 7.=.12 !39.7'/41 3.:''	 L
.000.7 /.411;3 X4.`307 :3.19:'7 IaGU•4 l3.QC3I Sa.td3.3 6.71ts
j 1430-•0 r3. r: a4 77.214 tie Ja )o If.0Oo
	
0 ba-J98 u 3. Sc4 10.01'+
d4.00-a ts.c301 b0.;,-e-,e 1.410 dc00-0 8.o 7e- t33.04b Ibf I'AL,
'40.3.0 d- lees 1 61 -b04 1?.).LyOtl cGo0.0 6.77'0 6x_.'003 Idol	 Jsb
%I )-,,.0 d.t300 5.=.b:3_ 1 +.`^1 7 94!40.0 C6b,-,0 b.361,Pb CO.J"LL
9 •90060 ufujti 6.3.46'.1 C I or "I ') ::000.0 b.bi.0 6.3.765 6L!- I43^3
n
.410:!.0 ti.ul'. 64.UJ::a c	 ri',I J4uu 0 b.t4bb 64..lJ'7 ss.t^s4'
M I
1.0	 e,.0 1.0 1.J	 3.0	 1.0 1.0	 1.0 I.(1 1.0 1.0	 1.0
- Cards 14 e
r.w t-U	 :5.0 20.0 1410	 1040	 1.0 180	 1.0 160 1.0 1.13	 1.0
1 1613
1	 340 1.0 1.0	 10.0	 1.0 140 20.0 160 1.0 I to	 1,0
tI	 +.11-1 +Y l mH20	 +td 1 ?2 6. 1 O-i:4 %.0 0.0
u	 »•hl +M 1' =Wi	 +.v.I x401 2.!	 1	 .32 0.0 Oro
{ 0	 t.1 +,441 =tJt	 +NJ 1 r'4 J.tjV -a0 I GO	 -340.0
_
H	 +it +M2 »ti4	 +1.1x_' t2 2.t30-JU 1.0 0-0
! co	 +U +m i =Cup	 +Ms s x:.00--3:4 O.0	 -4CU0-0
ri .	 +mow +,11 ="U-	 +hk 1 24 160 0-0
3!
Cards ^^
U^3	 +H =F4z	 +L: l4 1.40-14-I.0	 -7000.0
` ars +U =It	 +C2 1I c.-r)0-11 0.0 O.0
ult	 +ti? rH2O	 +H 14 1.00-17-2.0	 -2900.0
OH	 Lk^0 =c+;2	 +ta 14 1 - 1 0- 19-2 - 0	 1 tS00.0
0H	 +t)F! = tizU	 i 0 ; s 1	 06- 1 1 0.0	 -1100.0 
CH	 ,Pl,;L =tl2(3	 +CL i	 ; 1 -+i0-14-1 -0	 -100040
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Table 3-16 (Concluded)
Cards 1- 5 f 11	 +t I_s	 =11c1:
	
+cL
	 1	 is •( U-10
	 0+0 -240U•U(COI;'c td) Cl_	 +ng	 =rift	 +r 	 1! a•UU - 11	 0.0 -babo•G
Cards 16 . U003.3'	 • 00570
•.aoon7	 io01r;7t	 600001	 .l4^Jbc	 •(rilr:14
LCard i7 :7.,,`i/
Card 20 1(: O •	 -100*	 l . 0	 a. a	 U",
2trdd 22 is -O 	 •4	 ..^ •	 *004	 •^.	 O.s7ti








A:_^' :3 i:'W •	 OF 4TATC





axdE 3 141 7 U•U	 111e•ts	 1b1i.1	 0. 3S^J>	 (S•r.(>7>
•	 .474b7b7+•00
	 t.110oo c b+OJ	 *4244boj -00 	 ojoGbjd'r+G4 •Lb1b137+02
. I c.0014 7+00
	 .4 7 11 u 2 b 2+00	 • 1 1 000 1y u+o I	 .:>,161 kL.0+00	 • JoQ(,Jdq+04 • I b l r> 137+04
•	 4 l J49 .3+00 	 ' • ^' 7402 a 5+00	 • 1 10009ti+0 1	 •6.$i:et Ov+00
	 • JCQ6jd9+04 . l b i b i 37+02
•.at i0r .i`3+00	 . 4 7402ba+0o
	
. 1 1 000`- v +01	 •U4t,s7t:z+Op	 aJ0bb.S+39+04 • 161137+02





a 1100^j , 00+01
	 .1',doue 7+41	 •-3coc-J	 11+04 • Itj1a137+02
.le40477 +00
	 • 4 74•120b+00	 .1100]'yu+0I	 .InJGlur'+01	 .30bO-+69+04 •1rslb137+02
.v4=+'/c:.!.3+00
	 • 4 740Lba+po 	 .II000 vy ;,+O1	 ..	 I-'UVL) +01 	 .304p,:ty +04 •101:11:37+OE
•'JU:,•ri(yJ+00 	 .47402h^2+'0p	 *.I 1000 1' a+O l 	 •Ct:c'7cn :+c1 	 •:JObtas_9+04 •1Gl^1:37+Oi:
Card





• I IOco'' o.• '+03	 ..:4 0..)75+CI	 • i0t,b:^0'd+C4 • 1G1a1 0'I+Ul
•l u 4r407z+O1
	
-4741j2u'• +00	 ,IIooJ-otoI	 .s71,	 v-t,,,I.spu63av+•U4 .IbIbI37+02
rl'^CnOV70+01
	 64	 0 2 03+00
	 •11Ooc,14 ( 1 +01	 . Ift IG'zG>0+-pl	 .::;}Ct,_ t:.f+a4 . IbW137402
.i o^ ov44 M+p1	 •[: '::, U2  J+60	
.I Ict r' 4 d+al	 +<t_+.e _. 7'_: ,+J1
	 •:rof G J:i •1+04 .Ia1a137+02
• 101 p l : J 
	 01	 . 4 74 u2u:) +00	 . 1 1 0()O ,jo +O I	 •4 /•i 1'.c:0+01	 • )ouo sb y +c 4 q I b I:.1
•1^Ojk,''/) :4+o l	 . ' t 74 b16-:+00
	
.IIaC•:S`,:+01	 +Q,	 6jpl,(,.sb 1g +(14 •IUI^j1	 '1+r'C
1'&0.,•+01
	




•1100njo4c1	 .GUwo,cjt. +Oi 	 •.30uo-1o9+04 .1UI:jIS7+,4:
•.^r:
	 1301






1	 • .`.cba71++:.In	 .IOLOju..i-0<:
	 •7u-^ti4I,+QU	 1+011
1	 . ^dn_,71 .0+0 d	 . 1 G'titi^(>:, -04
	




1	 . `;j4b .)714+0 L
	
. 1 02b.3ut>-Oe
	 .70Jb4 1 .0+00




. 70Jd4 I',+00 -• 1tde:JQkR +O l
!	 . `-t.ibb714+0 8
	
.1020--Ob-Oe	 • 76JU4 1a+00
 --.1657747+01
1 .- ,- 6D714 +06 
	. 1 a2t jwt	 -Oi:	 • 763!4 1',+00 -- l4Y i 57:3+01






1	 r:>c'.69714+•„1d	 61046juu-ac	 • lbat:4P.-+00 -•b4bb737#00
1	 •t.^40U714+ad
	 • 1	 •7f sJU41 v+00 -.bujU4v0+oo
1	 .`,,et> ;714+0d	 • 1020 i4'.,-aa:	 •'7t»u4IV+00 -.ay7.se43+00
1	 •mod (>:^' 144 U  3	 d102 	 ^^i^ ^G2
	 - /c .)04 1'.o+00
	 -. 3J 1 :>45iy+00
t 1	 .,te:at^'714+J0	 •1 	 -7(j.+c41v+00 - •IbU774f,3+00
1	 .'1i Ga714+U li
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Table 3-17
EXAMPLE PROBLEM 6 PERTINENT SOLUTION




SUPLRSONIC FLOW ANALYSIS USING THE LOCKNEED
.NUNTS41ILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM










O	 - I P ART ICLEIIDMICRON)-




ICOran— -- { [ONC27 ----TZDN C37^-- I"C0N fiy f ;--- ' 7LOIrrSf---ICO"tBt	 ACV 171-'---ICONtsj.- ----	 ---
- - 
3 _	 2	 20	 15	 !	 0	 (	 2
C ICON(i)	 - ICON110)	 ICON1111 ^ICON4121T - ICON1131	 jCOH1141	 ] CON la151	 1C0146161.	 --x
FLOW CALCULATIONS -ARE { H-E^4GE{541^ -UN > iS-Mr ] #}f
-FMEr IE-C$@kiTiR^ES -1DrfE;	 _
r-fi	 T04E f LOS- F I ELO- DA T A *ILL.
 -140-T
	
i TE44-ON CAPE -.--
W	 \








t_	 ... Q	 -- ^:y rt. _te a 	-a^L'r t!VLt%;­ -
---]C 2 g













•"^+:C[' •57603-^3 -024493-01 •56779+04 +16635+01 044JV6+01? --
- - i? --- _»-.-•^rrr-p - - ^6ft6r-hl -•--+ 15C4^	 1----- 51064 i ce '^+1bT4p +Qf ^55n24+0!
	
_	 _





	 44T^t'f sSMDit7+Ca rY7^^F9*Qi ----x-76373+01
	





-•193i+-f1 x5313(*00 +1T697+O( r86 4 hfl+Ey j
z 2 C .^1^.^^, .22564-r,3 -+)6245-1%I •SCI^5+Co •18696+01 +BI011216+02
-+ig3ta+0.?-^^18993+pt--:I20dC+02---
+0*Z 01' -.80133-02 .vcg48+C7 92275(*01 012667 +02
--- - -	 - 3 ---C- -, -
--- :ST9n1`r63--- : (Y^+r,.^+r?
- --: i 250
-•?I ^pCA?9 _	 "`
-00GDQ 000+01
TYPE ITRANS A B C D E MAX
-
____ P-













€19NAL PAGE, 18-20D ._ ._...
TWO PHASE CHECK CASE USING NON-EQUILIBRIUM PROGRAM
	
-	 PATE IOOg 7g	 PAGE	 2
SPECIE THERMODYNAMIC AND REACTION DATA
lfrshSil7R • Nlr3CTAPt' • KGUr•`tA'FDfl r 	.-
PRANOTL NUNPER -w __.•7CL^.^ C:rn^sUy.
	---- ----
BASE V1ScOSITY n 	 018651198-05
•	 _
REAC T IONS BEING CONSIDERED KRnA*EXPIB1RT*6MI/t60k A N B M N-TYPE	 K-TYPE









'3- - 1 0379418 IOU •	 - •1^-----q4 M + H	 + M2 • H? + M2 1.016+18 1.0 00 60 2	 2
6 M • CL	 + N! n HCL + H1 3.993+16 1.0 .0\ •0 2	 2











IG^ OH + CO • CO2 • H 6.627+0q -24 1600.0 00 l	 4
_	 _ _. I I + DA * + . i12 5 T2 . 00 i 0 • --- ----3	 - -
_	 12 ON + HCL • H2O • CL 6.025+09 -1.0 -1000.0 00 1	 4









: 8 avyj . -	 :0 --i —1^ —^ _ 3 _.
^- `^ - E.-TAiYT1C S -BEING-CON l@Eit - ------





to uO 02	 •^ i 4 * 00 CC2	 1 •	 • 1400 N20
-	 1-6+l1T 1. 0	 a s q ue eel --f2O.,Aw n	 05 H20	 I	 ON-
	
1.04 02	 0 1000 CL	 s I&VO CL2
	 . 1•fO HCL
	 • I .00 N2	 •
M3	 • 1s50 CO	 • 3.3R CO2
	 • I.0!! H	 . 1.R4 N2
	 010000 H2O	 • 1.00 0,	 • 1.00 ON	 •
C "2 •
	 • 1 r	 *- i to









f NAMBI R `YRE StHtE"t*fi?I i-^^ ^r 3 P6#f	 tilE-G-*+--w -
 #339@0004
THERE ARE 6	 CLE PEE4ES--fLTtESENT--1-N-TNE-GA S-PAJIT I CLE MOTURE- 	 --





• - Rr- - :tOG00.O1 - 7s -- -.-:
	 RR	 .7100r1O---	 -2s--..--•S0000+0t .
—THETA—_'-# !0000.02
7	 k`., ra	 9 ^-s.•^ai	 1,.cc i	 ..	 ^.-^:.	 a	 i^..,^.:	 ^	 '^.^.r'





-r•,:ea5-'Say	 - -W^	 r ..	 Y,.:u^.	 ._....._—.-.......__^ __. _._. - 	 -^-^.	
- 
	.
IFA F" V^ sf_zz- ^ 7rm F"If 1". E=T"o E=	 1=1	 mq wq *z—mq 64—M	 M M Rim
Table 3-17 (Continued)
	
TWO P HASE CHECK CA S E USING NON-EQUILIB R IUM P ROG R AM	 DATE MOM	 PASS	 3
PA.RTICLE, PHYSICAL DATA
5 EC-I V- *Alnrl U 5	 NASS 01!	 V44531valy	 ACCRO cat
1	 s25000+03	 cotoe	 •00000
THE PARTICLES CONSTITUTE 4Z-28 PERCENT BY WEIGHT FLOW O F THE GAS•PARTICLE MIXTURE
VmE	 Ar 1.00
E R ILL BE READ IN K I TH ENG&LISMTHE Pjikitc-rt T E M PE R AT U RE-ENTHALPY T ABL
LJ
Table 3-17 (Continued)
TWO "SSE CHECK CASE USING N ON-EQUILIB R IUM PROGRAM	 bAlt Saa+175	 'PAGE
.jr	 SUPERSONIC FLOW ANALYSIS USING THE'LOCKMEEP-HUNTSYILLE MULTI PLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
UAS^PARISCP. FLOW SOLUTION
CASE NO.	 1	 PAGE	 2
1 PARTItLE1IQMICRONS--5RM NOZ2LE4RC/RTa 21 @ NON-Ed if 1LIBNIUM CHEMISTRY
P A RTI CLE TEMPER ATURE-ENTMALPY TABLE
PHASE CH AN GE DA T A 008 T HEL T s .417000#04 HS OLIIi n r278514+08 HLIQUIO= 4V398 I +08
^	 — ----	 "'ZpF18L-7s '-""' ; B p^}7i+fl9" CPSGL7Ds - ;3^+I7^iII^ --
^P
^;"rt^ ^ ^^	 ^:^ ^^ ^ ^`' ^ fir+ ^^`• ^^ ^	 `	 ar:^ ^^	 ^ ^.'-
Table 3-17 (Continued)
Two PHASE CHECK CASE US1nG NON-EQUILIB R IUM PROGRAM	 DATE 100475	 PAGE	 i
SUPERSONIC FLOW ANALYSIS U51NG THE_LOCKNEEO-HUNTSVILLE MULT I PLE SM OCK Ca"PUTER PROGRAM
CASE NO *	1	 PAGE	 3
C5	 1 PARTICLEI!^MICRONj- «SRN N0 ZZt.F,[RC/R T.2), NON-EQUILIBRIU M CHEMISTRY
x	 PARTICLE ORAG TABLE





C	 4	 .12600+01	 010010+nI






__1F4F1C +431` 	 ----
B	
.25100+01	 .12210+41
^+f	 W	 _	 •	 •





it yscawas--"' :17150+	 ----
z'+	
141	 . I CCC0+02	 .18740+,21
4 
M	 14	 •15920+02	 .21860+01
*	 1B	 .25100+02.	 .2SSS0+nl
n	 20	 •39800+02	 •3C04O+n1
m	 22	 •63100+02	 .32520+01





2 8	 . 14%000+06	 .20008+n 4
Table 3-17 (Continued)
p	 TKO PHAbE CHECK CASE USING NON .EQUILIB R IUM PROGRAM 	 -	 -^	 - OATT 800475	 PAGE	 i
x	 SUPERSONIC pLON ANALYSIS USING THE LOCIC14EED •OUNTSWILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTE R PROGRAM
rmn	 -	 - - -- - - GA5 .PARML'E-T^O1F'"'SO[UT "I 1041- -- - --- 	 -- - -. 
_	 __ _. -	 -
CASE N0.	 1	 PAGE	 Y
T	 1 PA RT ICLEI IL+MICRONI--SRN H OZZLEIR'C/0 n21, NON-EQUILI BRIUM CHEMISTRY
c	 T"E W£SH CONSTRUCTION RILL BE COIITROLEO BY T HE FOLL0WING VARIABLES



















	 _	 r	 - • .a	 its.7,Xt	 -:r.. a.1	 -...^^qq	 ;- -a :'k	 F •::..-x:::i 	 i	 r^t	 r-a "	 L=-=-"a	 Ix	 +F	 .,^,Ste' = !	 ^^,. nxi	 ^.t^.f	 0. _=.-3	 ,crrc::r	 R- ^;-ia7d	 k^-,-=e	 C^r :*^n rr.°	 +C. _,,:9	 _	 -
M —
TOO PHASE CHECK CASE USING NON-EQUILIBRIU M PROGRAM 
	 DATE 100475____ PAGE
	 I,.__. _-
SUPERSONIC FLO W
 ANALYSIS USING THE LOCKMEED-MU147SYILLE MUL TIPLE SMOCK COMP UTER PROGRAM
CASE N0.	 i PAGE	 5
I	 PARTICLEII0MICRON1- -Silk NO2TLEtRC/RT w 21. NON-EQUILIBRIUM CHEMISTRY
LINE POINT	 DSCRIP - REGIME
	







PER'ATUR'E-	 6 5 t4M -L^CAf.- BkMlt '-3NOCK ANGLE _..
PARTICLL DATA
SPECIE POINT	 DES [ 1CffY tOrt TH -rx
	
- D	







PARTICLE DAT9-	 -	 --	 - ----
	 -	 _	 ----- --------
.	 -	
-
I	 I	 .351177*eq .901)00	 .25960+00
	 .52657+08 *10284-02 956186.04
CHE"MAL SPECIE MOL-E --FRAZTTIINs	 y --	 ------	 --- - -•---	 --.------
CO	 2.S.:0S-CI	 CO2	 I.893n-D2





	 -	 ww -^-w ww- wwr-r -- ---------------------------------------------
w	
1	 2	 INPUT	 - CONTIN	 .12067*CO .47463+00
	 +11001+01	 .31613+0D	 6000[0 05975+04 •20963+08 - - 0
^	 -	 -	 '_^-- .05369 002-- 23r36-+"3	 02---^5r5:95^0 ^_ _*Y5'JT $^Qi#---^126T8*OT --	 -- -...
PARTI[LL DATA
CHE M ICAL SPECIE MOLE FRACTIONS
-.	 02byeowsc	 O S2651*08 01028,4002
CO	 2.5335-*t--0O2
	 1 891?-tZ II-ST-
	 1--fi7O --fr5906-0i-'-"0 3+30110-0pt---OH --	 5.7080- 03
0 2	 7.0000-75	 CL	 9.7SOn-03	 CL2 16000c+-3s	 HCL	 104952-01	 N2	 4.0140-02






1	 3	 .351I77+04 - n 33155+00	 .25980++20
	 .52657+08 .10284-02 •56166+04
-C"rw LAr-SPECtr- ?l0tE FRACIIONS -- -	 - - - --
CO	 245335-01.
	 CO2	 1.693-02
	 H 2.7603-02	 H2	 2•R554-01	 H2O	 165906-01	 0 303000-04 OM	 5.7000-03
P 00000 OR	 Ct	 10190"603.	 .	 -	 .
- 
--r-----r----'-------------r----------------------------rirr--w--w r,.----------------------- r---rw-	 -----rwrrw-rwwwr-r--wr
1	 9	 INPUT	 - CONTIN	 •36202+00 •417463+00
	 •11001+01	 •94838+Q0	 *00000 .45975+04 020963+09	 0
_ .. _-
	 _ _	
- :s53 •	 if.3	 -II2- *5RT*S+wI t---- 2SV8V0 q t2*-"
PAR71CLk	 DATA
CHEMICAL SPECIE MOLE FRACTIONS
-.	 .	 n 0
CD I-T O"'rwu2 	 2*78"-0	 0-.,..-.-..1-.590&- r^Q-Ol 9"	 60086 0A
02 ,
	7.0^630-05	 CL	 9.7571-o3	 CL2 I.CCOO-GS	 HCL	 1.4952-01	 112	 9.014fl-02
--r-----ww-rrw--r,-r^-r-wr--rr---^ -r- ^- ^-w-r----------r--------w-w-r ^---w--a'--..----w---w--ww- -
- wrr-wwww-wr-wwr^w^i-rw-
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for the startline data surface.
(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
Table 3-17 (Continued)
T20 PHASE CHECK CASE USING NON-EQUILIB R IUM PROGRAM
	 DATE 100475	 PAGE	 as
SUPERSONIC FLO R
 ANALYSIS USING THE LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE MUL TIPLE SMOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
	
CASE NO.	 I	 PAGE	 17
1 PARTICLEIIOMICRONI--SRM NOZZLEIRC/RT 82l• NON-EQ U ILISkIU H CHEMISTRY	 - - -	 _-




---M­ACH `AnGLE---- Pf e-S SUrtE-	 _DENSTYT---T""AT-URE7 -GA5-CONSTj6- - k4CAL-GAi1MX-- SHOCK ANGLE
PARTICLE DATA





	 .24191-02	 *55191+04	 925039-09
	
•12613+01
Z	 PARTICLt DATA -- - ------
'{
	
	 1	 I	 •377147.04	 .anGO^_	 -- -.19381+00	 *S2g42+08	 996507-03	 •55939+0g
CME"ICAL SPECIE - "OLE ffiACTION#-----




W 12 - 	2- I NTER ^CONTIN	 .12214t00	 .75626+03	 •1C971+51	 *28146+00	 .35g81+p2	 .45804+04	 .20483+08	 S[7	 - -- s 6^^ ta*C2 " -^t32Y7+rrs-r2 g t93rC?-^ rsT 42+Q4--- 62"39+0 11	 W1 361 3"! 	 - - -	 --
3:	 00 PARTICLE DATA
as
	i	 2
M	 CHEMICAL SPECIE MOLE FRAC7IGN5
Z	 CO	 2.5347-OI-	 2 - R65rs- Ot-- -H 2 0	 a---?*783-6-01----ON	 - 560663.036's
M.
	
02	 6.2428-05	 CL	 96232A-C3	 CL2	 1.1625-35	 HCL	 1.SO29-01
	 N2	 960263wO2
M	 -i-r..w err-----w-r'r.s r-at^'at.rratas- 'r ^^'^i ^^w'+rtwat^ts's^^r' ^^^ +-mss
	 - ^-r'T^	 ^-srr--
3}
Z
	.65729+02	 •23221+0	 •2+1196-02	 .55!93004	 .25039+04	 612413+01
A	 PAWTICLt-DATA	 --
2	 3	 3	 •377057004	 -•60341-01	 •19390+00
	
*52443+08	 •94511-03	 +55935+09
r♦n	 CMENTCA' SPECTE' - ?10t;l!'tRAC11ONS
CO	 2.5347-01	 CO2	 1.9241-02	 H	 2*5789-02	 H2	 2.8655-01	 H2O	 7+5974-OI	 O	 2.785+1-04	 DH	 5.0670-03
	
.	 •
w---------------- --------------w-ww.----------------------------------r----.-----w -------- -w-.w..r.w....... ......r.r..r.wr...-.w'r








i	 41	 19P6949,04	 -;q!T34_e1	 6i7403000	 .5244500	 .92531 e3
ChtN ICAL SPECIE MOLE FRACTIONS
-N---- - -a •5	 ----tw4t39-"I - M
	




CL2	 1.1630-OS	 NCL	 1.5028-01	 N2	 9.0282-02
►^r'i•.rr---------w-aac^r-srwr-..-r.rrrra^fi.^-ten r.a w.r.^gs-^ws^^^-.
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface inside the nozzle.
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3Table 3-17 (Continued)
T*0 PHASE CHECK CA SE USING HON -EQUILIBRIUM PROGRAM
	 -	 -	 DATE 100¢75 PAGE	 as	 -
SUPERSONIC FLON ANALYSIS U S ING THE LOCKHEED -HUNTSVILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMP U TER PR06RAN
I	 P
-- _ -- --	




I PARTICLEtIOMTCRONI r -SHH ft021LE(RC/RTw2 ) q NON-EQUILIBRIUM CHEm-sTRY
INt POINT	 DSCHIP	 REGIME	 R	 x	 K	 THETA
	
ENTROPY	 VELOCITY M-TOTAL	 LTR




---G#S-C1iWST -	 6OGAL -GA14MA-- SHOGK- AhGL.E-
7C OART1CLL DATA
m









G	 f'ANTICLLS ARE PR£5ENT AT THIS POINT
J0 r-ICAL . Sr's-CIE mQL£ FRACTIONS- . ..--
a	 2.4b64-01
	 L02	 2.9186-02






0	 8s12t34 -07 OH	 1.1580-04
 
1_nia- - 0 2	 ri	 R416471--63
	














• 21070► sy2	 14Jb8O*02 --_w5^3	 *OA	 044014004	 4207 i*94	 2T86y1i ­-
*ANTICLL DATA	 r.
.u- k -811Ll.tlit
-n! f'1CAL SPLCIE MOLE FRACTIONS
z 	 -& 198-83	 n2	 346596-v^-s---Mae - -ir5975 ev	 O	 802106 07 OA2	 -*+1$21001




.. •-r.-a- n rwa*www---- nrrr-r-s.-a---r.--_	 ______ _	 _--w--^..Y----
1.1








	 + 14980+p2	 8 25690-03	 434164 +04	 .l457B+04	 012795+01
n PAKTICLE OAI•
0 PARTICLES ARE PRESENT AT THIS PatNT ?
HlhitAL SPEtIt M OLE_FRAET -IONS---
2e46V O







------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------- ------------- w• 	
-^
IV	 -	 19	 PRN-HR - CONTIN
	 .60b85+01	 0 2667+02	 036952+01	 . 14518+02	 .00000	 092668+04 •21595+08	 4
-	 -_	
-. _	




	1111} PREC NT	 .t THIS POINT
HE H ICAL 5PLCIL HOLE FRACTIONS ^,-
u. __-.._2*4oYQ:t0i	 Cn2__-.- 2 s292I:e0 2^ 	 H	 --2a2838TO3 ---*2	 3-05981-	 N20	 &'baes-ni	 O	 *•13111-02 OId	 sells 
2	 1.8793-o1	 CL	 1.1224-03	 CL2	 1.2940-07	 MCL	 1.6141-01
	
N2	 9 n 1979-02
+w ^.'nlsT---w-----wa -t^-w-----r----- --------w rwrrnw-wrra-awlr r----￿_^=￿r-r---^aisra^a^r --	 ---r--awrrs^*ra+trrrrf---w^aas^-^i..^
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface containing a Prandtl-Meyer Expansion.
(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes,
Table 3-17 (Concluded)
To g
 PHASE CHECK CASE USING NON-ENUILIBRIUM4 PROGRAM
	 DATE 100 4175	 PAGE	 4%2
SUPERSONIC FLOW ANALYSIS U S ING THE LOCKHEED-HU NTSVILLE MULTI PLE SHOCK COMP UTER PROGRAM
- --- -	 -	 -	 --	 -GAS=RAAT-ItJ F F 1 OW-50L" :8a1
CASE NO.
	 I	 PAGE	 32
1 PARTICLE11081CRONJ--SRM NOZZLE4RC/R Tw2J n NO N-EQ U ILIBRIUM CHEmiSTRY	 -	 -^ -T --
JuL POINT	 05CA I P - REGIME	 R X	 K	 THETA ENTROPY VELOCITY 1/-TOTAL	 JTR
R;rSSURE---_____-OLUSiTY	 - - TEN" AS CANS T - I QSAJ. G AMMA	 - SMOCK - AUGLE--_ ^.
PARTICLE DATA
r,
SPECI Er'c31NI- - OESCRiRIi01^4-___	 - Y --TrWt-T_A
	 D FF ^r{IT11AL(+ Y 0:; S3#^ = K_M?FAA"R&--
A
w fnNZjW	 Ortnn o S
J.M .22670+02 .66679+01
	
.11434-03	 •34107+04- •29622+Oq 612791+01
rn PARTICLE- DATA "
1	 1	 .774589+04 *00000	 923124+00 *39259+08 •62302-04 .41700+09
NE R ICAL-. SPECIE- MOLL -FRACTIONS
Z 0	 2.4197-01	 CO2	 2.9378-02
	
H 5.2823-03	 w2	 340515-01
	
1120 1.5793-01	 0 -	 2.873;-06 ON	 2,1999-04
C
--------------------------------------r-w----------------w-------------------------------------------------r----r-------w------
W 1.7	 20	 FRtEBO - CONTIN	 .62558+Q1 .13077+02
	
.33207+01	 .*4502+02 .11533+00 098356404 021588+08
	 6
T52b Ai17	 5 5336*U 1
	
. 7 to	 a	 26 E	 yg3&	
--•^ 45] a +pal r 3 s'9^M3$1 -	 --
^ r x4TICLE DATA
- J'Aft1 J CLL 5	AW L 	RU SCWT AS
	 T1416 PAINT
ML M ICAL 5eLCIL M044 FRACTIONS
: X 0	 2.9d 7 9 -ol	 .-- L02 ._-_-.2i903IxO2 0 a.c^ztn- 07 	 OJT-----9*5{25^-05_





- ww -w«rw--------•--r----- +r+-r-r ^-- ---_--__
<0
MALL__	 - [ANIJA--	-nnnoo 1A770+07	 .25947+nI	
-nnoon . 17106 +n3 -BCO3940n . 17O Utge	 a
' _n .22668+02 •66557+OI
	 •11414-03	 •341105+04 .14622+04 412791+01
` PART1CLf...UATA.
-= 1	 1	 .774920* 04 0000011	 923029*OO ,39237+p6 06202q-04 01700+09
'^ N11lKAL .^PtC1E -MOL£--F -RAtT3DhS ------ -----Y-----__ _ _ -_.
O	 2.4196-01	 CO2	 209391-OZ
	 H 5.281To-O3	 H2	 3.0517-01	 H2O 1.5792-01	 0 2.8499-06 ON	 2.1990-04
^__. 4.fsua.•.g7	 fb	 2.-J2QS-o^
	 EVD---^n 18 6 $7	 MEt----t.601e -yi	 --112 9 n f8t4 89 -	 -	 -
^' m ------------------------------------------------------------------- w--------------------------------r------------w------ww--.r.•
I1	 20	 FNEEBD - CONTIN	 .62705+01 .43110+02	 03331'{*01
	
•24495+02 092792+00 096369+04 021588+06
	 6
PARTICLE DATA
.^^=r i C	 uc .,o GGCY^	 ..? ••• n a: i►p.iu.^
EMICAL SPECIE MOLE FRACTIONS
	
-1.87x6-ql I:QZ	 2.-9049-02 - M---2+-7469-83-	 i1.41173-07
	 CL	 1.1950-03	 CLZ	 609,773-09	 "CL - 106134-01
	
N2	 901900-02
NOTES- (1) Typical printout for a data surface in the exhaust plume.
(2) Some paints have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
""'	 [	 :^^'^,--,a•=,Ti	 r:^v.^},^!-	 i 9..ti,-^.	 '	 ._a	 a	 a^.+^	 fv : -:..a	 ►r, :^ -.: r	 ..,. ...,.y :y:=^i	 a1'-- a^,..	 i	 -^:-!	 i .-'.T'fs)	 ^ --:':. .-#	 43^+1.^1 ik^ .	 a. ^. - ^} a
.'i.Na.wS.v,.:^t'
.^.arn.e.s^ti SY.i.rdaA.=^-	 ...arew..^.	 .^...,.^.. a	 ... ^...3-_..	 ..,v	 s...^ss_^ar..il.,......:,.. rte^i-...-3..a^.n-w-e.lbi..k1^.'=„"'= -	 vl ^€,mic^.e.... 	 .., ,..-... ^.. .^s^^e^. 3 ^nYI^L`_ .^
L771	 Example Problem 7
Example problem 7 is the same as examr-le problem 6 except that the
start line is calculated internal to the program. Table 3-18 presents a flow
chart of the input data for the specified problem. Note that Card 35 replaces
M	 Cards 33b and 34b of example problem 6. A listing of the pertinent solution








Run Control Card .,.
Card 4
,.....






a. Upper Boundary (Card 6) ffI, {






Prandtl Number, Absolute Viscosity and
Viscosity Temperature Exponent (Card I2) "r
Gas Thermochemistry (Card 13), Catalytic
Species Weighting Factor Data (Card 14),
Chemical Reaction Mechanisms (Card 15)
it




Problem Limits	 Transonic Flow Input {r
Card 20 Card 35 `+
Mesh Control Particle Thermodynarzics
Card 21 Cards 30-32
Particle Solution Control Particle Physical Data
Card 23 Cards 24-29
If species mole fractions are input on tape (ICTAPE-1) cards 16 and 17 are not required.
i
3-322
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
Example Problem S






t 1. Free molecular flow calculations are not to be considered,2. The gas properties are to b, read from cards, and
3. The start line is to be calculated internal to the program.
Table 3-19 presents first a flow chart and then a listing of the required









REQUIRED INPUT FORMAT FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM 8
Run Identification Cards
Cards 1-3
f Run Control Card
i	 Card 4
Boundary Description
a, Upper Boundary (Card 6)




O/F Ratio (Card 9), Entropy













*If gas properties are input on tape (ICON (1) =2) Cards 9, 10 and 11 are not
r -quir ed.
3-324
LOC'(HEEO - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
Table 3 -19 (Concluded)
Cards {TWU PHASE IDEAL GAS CHECK CASE
1P3 l
Card 4 1 0	 254.1051	 1	 15	 1,	 Z 1 15	 SZ	 11	 02505
1.2 7807 1 4 0 2.4bl7025 Ih.366 0 1.3ab1493 2x466111
	 170
l.4016495112.489916011180 0 1.476722032.5150353 19.
Ie551346j y2w5414608320. 0 1.6254973 2.3691848 ,21..
I*OW9153








2.68b5416724r6 0 260116	 2.7345666724.6
2.11tl666672.76358333Z4.6 0 20225733312613:126083324.6




299Z24b83939 1466	 Z.s.71Z-s 0 :3a 10H:308333a227a833:dt.393785
3.305833333.3122416723.0204 0 3.514091673.399925	 22.6438
Cards 1') 3o7Ja445	 3.4W0J3333dc9Z52b 0 3.96o241663.5da4Z5	 Ele8503
4.1971b	 3.6764553341.4390
4.696775









6.380191674.4577333318.0482 0 6.6654	 4.55595	 17x6279
6.997325
	 4r6bJdl(267L7.2099 0 79J157333J4.7bIIb33316a7952
7.b405166(4 * 8479416716.3840 0 7.971566674.944	 15.9766
8*30d7b33.15.03 yZ5d3315.57Ja 0 9.401341675.2e70916714.7792








11.608175 5 * S49Z	 1e-914J4 0 1260031	 5.93;'b83331L.7854
12.40336676.0151166711.4326 L 18.67025836.0685EZ	 1162024
0 106 10000	 2.26791667y Card 7 2	 0 10000
Card 8 SHUTTLE 700 PC	 MKS	 1 1
Card 9 90























Card 30 AL203 Ea. OF STATE
	 lENG
Card 31 1
Card 32 4170.0 111298	 1b1291	 003395	 0.2676








EXAMPLE PROBLEM 8 PERTINENT SOLUTION
SUPER5DN1C * t1.O• A14ALYSIS USING THE. LOCK HEED-HUNTS V I uLE HULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
G A6-pART * Q!-E F604 sotu;RnN
CASE NO * 52	 PAGE
IOU P"ASE IDEAL GAS CHECK CASE
RUN CONTROL PARAMETERS
ico%iz)	 i c; 3f4i-3 1—	 sc9h i4iic81 Eisi	 arrGpii^t ico"04	 -1 e- Mai
1CONC91	 JCONIJOI	 Icohill')	 ICON1121	 IC0i44 1 31	 ICONC . 141	 1CON1151	 1CON1161-
st
A 9 --'W-tN r-L4-SH	 1HE R,9 COORDINAT ES I N FE91r
-T44L F 6 g im F "4-4*T"t6 L- h	 NIT EN	 N TAPE
UPP90 OWN
T ypt !TRANS THETA
t- 9	 .2-460 004-
b
•1 4 7 6 1*:1	 251	 1
	
•33161*OC
--r. 25 iiq 1•a mo5si3^^v3'iqi?*06







a L •2Z2E7#Z1	 o2d426+01
	
•42935+Z0











SUPERSONIC F"6091 ANAL Y SI S USING THE LOCKitEED +HUNT SY ILLE MULTIPLE 5HQCX CONPUTEa PROGRAR
_^._ __-	 __.^....^---
--_--- •---- --	 --- .^--frAS^PAR^-t".:YZ-riz.1w-541iF.^1@FF -	 -	 ---•-
CASE NO•	 52 PAGE	 2
TOU PMASL IDEAL GA5 CHECK CASE
UPPER 6UUNDARY POINTS
X
Y 0 •65Q56+^{	 .41621 +01 	 •33665*OC
Y ---	 -	 r T 5-7	 _	 Yd+Qi'	 -x3399 t-+18 -	 _
m
O
2 a •60817+Z1	 .43592+01	 •32239+00
c iae
2 2 Q •6.665Ji+cI	 9455S9001	 •30766+0
C --_._.- —	 .r— c61VV73 +Lt^ _____•*s5^8+ 1----^3C=3T +L'Q	 - -	 --
Z ^.	 _2 .Q- •73157+w{
	
•k1S{2+Cr1	 029311~00
^ ----_ __. ^.Z...^.^a_...----
_-_.?D^F:5'+:t—
	
• •4>f479+C1"iZtl595+0E4'__ ..,	 ._...-
t
r







	 7- 5zz71-;o4- 	. `-	 .z319s4ZO w	 __._ _
fin	 W ..	 _	 T_ rY35d;iwyj------ ;53 t95*lu1	 25-t3,+LQ y--N
W 2








-F'lT1Cts Yt^ +'S Y TQ +^ ^^ 3 ^^
-4 2 Q +1Zg57YD2	 fs%9,.3*a'1	 •23118+CQ
Q' 2 0 411219+62	 •57641+01	 021828*C'0
G^1 2 0 s1ZQQ3+>r2	 •59329+cI-	 •75569*20
r" 2 1 .61267.:+02	 •60686+01	 919552+G0
2
Y	 YM	 -	 -	 rZ .-
m TYPE ITRANS A	 8	 C	 D NAIL
- . _. a _SP_. «_	 111	 GAi^i+•111iTiG^^11i^T^A^ra	 TIiE
—
1'1TCi^c^i1't—•s--P^`siif-rR^^^•ccsca p•ii6tifei4
4di E r	 SH H.n.T4	 RE FOR SHUTTfr 
y R	 GAMMA
	
TO	 PO	 PR VIS	 EXP
Table 3-20 (Continued)
SUFEW^UICIC VLOM ANALYSIS USI NG THE LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK CO MPUTER PROGRAM
--
CASE N09	 52	 PAGE	 3








K n 	 .IOQCO+33	 An
	 • 91CCa:3* 03	 THETA 40	 8 000cc	 Rs"	 400000
	
X0	 .S0000402 THETA ~—`^7pOQ0+OZ
PAkT1CLE PHYSICAL DATA
w	 l	 •L^:t-+fil	 •2590C+03	 .OQGCC	 900000
^•'	 THE PARi1CLES CUNSTITUTE 42.11 PEkL£NT BY *EIGHT FLOW OF THE GAS-PARTICLE M171Ti1REN
_ .r--_ -.-_,---- ..-- ------ -ItIE
-1 0iVIDvAL PEkCEhTA&L5 • ARE	 --------	 _ —__
TML r-AhTICLL TEMVEhATU"E, ENTHALPY fAnLE RILL .8L READ IN 011H ENGLISH 	 UNITS
PARTICLE TENPEkATdRE-ENTHALPT TABLE
PhAbL ChANGE DATA- 000 1F+ELT s-
 v 1W.'40+44 hSGL1DN •27'851%+011 HLIQUID n 0103 4181+08	 -



























1 pu Pt!AyL lGtAL 14AS CHLLA C45L
PARTICLE DRAG TABLE
z	 .tx5^c+o1	 .lal:ao+ol	 -






---- sr---ay-265L+pf^ - . 1C^C2{i+ i11	 _••--




 b 	 •251_4+ai	 •122^i,+^l 
	 -
N tL	 •341Si^+wl	 •1412t+C1





t4	 •1Li CL+G2	 .lti.79CrC1
1 6	 115824.02	 •Z1b6L+C1
. - _._ -
	
- ----




- •	 1'S	 •25f.0+t32	 •2$.55+0!
2L	 .398:C +d2 	 •3t::.L+OI	 J
21	 •631Ca *Q2 	 93252& +tl
_	 _	 _.__^_- ....__..^—._..-... 	 -




26	 .1GZ05 +09	 n 2EZCL+C2









SUPERSONIC FLO* ANALYSIS USING THE .LOCKHEED-HUNTSViLLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
-__ GAS-PARTi[LE-f+.OMr- SOLUTION -- - -	 ^-
CASE NO *.- 52 PAGE-	 7
TWU P14ASL
	 IULAL GAS CMECK CASE















_ 019614+46 ,15225+31	 •1_692+C1	 •70118+CO
	
049710+03	 466654+02	 4100.."00 •71470%+48
•39j.7+C2 .15.177+;,1	 .12933*,;1
	 •14196+01	 •50063+03	 066155+62	 9000DD .74699+48
-	 - --	 - -------- r 9 9^3 4+_0-- s{S1 g 2 * E1 1-	 .101465 + it'-`^.t7^Q9 ' iFI-'---+5 es332+ t3--s45785 ►ax---»OfIOQCs- w7 cii96tlliF	 --








•29831 +i► { 	451&35+L`3	 864222*02
	 •00000 04661+OnC 4 rrs6 r =^"^tr	 53	 463559062	 seeloo a? 16?- 11 A 08





*10787,+01 -•14 1 64+:1- i1i
	 62033+0g---a@.Tv00------+146&7.3 +1
m •{11be+C1 *14674•_1	 .11414*ii	 .44643+51	 •S4223+33 	 •61174+02	 •00300 •74647+0a
-	 --~ .1214`i+t`1 --a 1
	
1-`----# 1151 8+ -'.•I -	 X54399 +Gi --r rs5131*03------ a632SS 402----900000 -----*?4634+08
	 -













_ -- -•18672+7i--- •I9
	 48Q118+t'-----rb4{503---.5V77+G^---^$04pO---- +7jF57e.G8
	-
m +17652+Li •13965+ L1 	•iz2iq+L1	 081J1;'69+6t	 66168tl+03	 •54757+02







rn 2 t*- $i----vt35 r^ i--r129118* -r-1
	
-rkt .`itr'^+i"- -•2.470 	.fi-;2i^8$---•Graeae-- -mac7g4yb - 4d
+est y i + Ll •{.252+^i
	
•1'3347*,1
	 +13173+LZ	 •72141+03	 • g 8522+02	 0001100 •741]3+08
_ _ _ --
	










	 +06+160 674369+08^ _._... _.
	
----	 "- • 2%51 1 *71': 1?7B T+r1`s,7 Y244+:.1^-116 .368 + t+z-^ 1^*596+ti3---r9939ti'W2----'r^QOCO--.^."tifF3$2+O te 	-
m PNU
ao POINT bVLCIE	 U	 Y	 THETA
	 ENTHALPT GE1isify
-	







2 1	 •39816 MI
	
•1gglB+02	 924774+00	 050836+0a •15057-02
3 i3O"+a"d rt5i1l9s@2
q 1	 e34avi, *04 	 043751+02
	 062640+00
	 *50623+08 614959-02
6 1	 s4L0g0+0.4	 074514+a2	 110462+01
	 050793+0d 014784-02	 .•
7 - .	 1	 --.46145+L`4-	 'i1Q857f02-'---^rtY^6-,S5468*04 ws
a 1	 SIZZ71+04	 610813+03	 015301+01	 •S07360od •14572-02
- --	 --__•	 -._ 1	 - -i4Z9i	 t2662+03-'-----`-,-*I1943+01 	 0j14Ai-@2
10 1	 .40598 +v4 	*14b6g+03	 •20690+01
	 050640+08 014370-02
. 4 1. ^` C tv 5 m 11 It 	 56 m us	 02360408
	
6905;3 0a mm6poea
12 8.1	 041tj5+ +g 	01928.+03	 026920+01	 s50492+0d .14221-02
$^	 r,^.-^,.-- y^	 ry^	 r„^	 _^°°.y'^k
	 -c:^	 ^ +u^+1	 •i	 ^*rwr.:^	 s^cr.:^:A
	
- ^"	 xYSSFZ.
1	 S^ I	 mo...+M	 ^sve^,n:a	 .:=x..rt^^
	









SuPEk30i4-IC FLO* ANALYSIS USING THE LOCKHEED-fiDNTSVILLE ijULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAS7C ---	 - —_. ----- - -- •- --- -- -...	 _^.—




CASE NO.	 52, PAGE
	
•
TOD P H ASE	 JULAL WAS CHECK CASE i














--	 43670+E13-- ----.58802	 ii°




.46x45+G3 .6;,7Z3+Q1 •.9412+ 84	 3 ;;400-02
r^,y	- 	 .. 3	 t --^--r5 -I3..7 03 --. 6Gyg8 +8E----••-••----r+14^ +13+a11----------.• 13 'lif9+[12	 --^







•4y6ia r 7'1 - __°
	 .516:19+S3 -- ----= +78618+0!
	-----v &f6942*0d -r!349S-U2 ——
qr 23	 1 • M531y *,j4	
.6717b+03 sbq327 + 01 .4879-r +0d . IZ736-OZ M
? YNE MESh CUNST R UL'TION " ILL BE CONTROLED BY TH£ F O l LOwIri6 YARIs;BL>=S
vE 	 Ait-1	 -ft-LA Mm
	 sxtOi.f"s vi-vE EiE,s_	 .r2llti*^0^	

































SUPOSO1,1C FI.Oa ANALYSI S US1hG THE L^CKHLED+ HUNTSYILLE MULTIPLE SH O CK C011PU7ER PROGRAM
6k5-PA•i HC-LEFLOM- SQ-Lti-T-I Ois
CASE NUa
	 5z	 PAGE	 IY
iwu F*gat 1LtA1. GAS ShECK CASE
L jht PU II%T V$CR1F - kEGIME
	






—	 -- ---------Sol --ANfiLE---° Ht55ifR —	 - F7 NSA T-- $M;' 'k FiiE - GA-ri —fAMST - - L6{AL-6AMItA--GNOCK AlntiL>F----




_U M	 a£!!S+ T! 	-- - : ExPEK-A-T"RE—
_j-
.96DB6+E2 •16233$+03	 919498-C2	 $48818+04 024554+04	 e12506+01
PrhIlEim L	 DIVA
IiL	 N.,hI jCLLS	 ARE PHESENI AT	 TttlS POINT
------------------------
------s'`trww^^rs^w.^	 r	 +.wwrww	 rra.w.r-.+M^4 ^







I.D	 Fh n 13LL4,_ AHE	 P1: L:-L N7 AT	 TH15 	 PO1'4f
--	






n 73" b' 2+14 PAkl ICLE MASS FLO" RATE _	 • 29617+04 MIXTURE MASS FLOW HATt ^ 	 .10337+p5
RAD1U5	 LOAD1N4





	 ... _ ... __. _^....__^....-..—	
---
	 •YQT2itr+I;7 	... .iirj;44	 - _..____-+i'^ =00__^'"_'--i'zQ^l-N'EH---	 _—^..	 ..._.-
VELF46	 VELFY6	 TuxwzG	 DELFAP	 OELFTP	 TORN tP
--- - ----- ._ -- -^- ------__---.--.;41^' ►^5-^---a^E^:':-- ---- ` ^^OL.0---_ -_._y3q-i-'F8+4b~---^OQ?ei^-'------- rltt3BDil	 ----•- -
NOTES; (1) Typical printout for the startline data surface.









SUPLrIsOulC FLU" ANALYSI S
 USING THE LOCkHEEO -"uUTSV ( LLE MULTIPLE SHUCK CQ"F TLX PROGRAM
--- -- - ---- --	
- --- - - - 
_ 







 CHECK GASi; --	 -------- -- -- _ --	
.._	
-
LI ,+c NvtrtT uSLRIP - TtEkiIIIL
	 R	 x	 H	 THETA	 ENTROPY	 VELOCITY	 N-TOTAL
	 ITR
	
- - - -- ---- +7 AC11 nr1GLE---- i+ liti5&Un£ - -- DkNSTTat -	 -T{ !$EllATJIkL---_ -
--4AS•-.COU57 ._- -LQZAL--4A"*A-- SPOCK ANGLE ._. -.^._..
P,.afjLLL uATA
p	 SNcC^s NUlitit•^ 	 -	
.
ut , SERtt'T -f4+#- 
x	 :b ira3Lrr	 Eii^+7 i1	 - - ^_•	 -- •idi^ +I+$:	 •^11ii@d+tT^-^•.657.74=6•?
	
•-T Tli•a3^^3.-	 aS"'--^.'&&a.A	 •T'+ISd2tQQ
rmn	 .9555_+Fx	 •14984+03	 0 19293-32	 946645+04	 0 24554+04
	











^	 +'3a2:i.^Z	 .1sY33 +rya 	 .1815,3-32
	 - .4+365 +1+34	 •24554+D4	 .1250,:+OI
NU PAhTjt_4LS AmL ►' kLSLIiT AT THIS I'o114T
------ ------r ---.--w---war..^^^-- -..trw
	




	 FUrTCEY	 ToNijZ	 DELFX	 UELFT .	 ISP
^ W -	
-----.... -------...Y. ^...2_?9N+-^7--^^3,=°.----.^^^^•------^-ri$^fs3+9H--*0^'J8 - ----+^6-13tt4°
	
------.---
Z	 -	 -	 e+i:H { LtiF Cn{t t1 rL- !+ t.w 5s,..+fU b1ERTUn - quO-E E1EriG1F- AtUltkTtltAL--'MfitL►i14r ^ n^ _N r;^RL ' I F-- 2-iiJLA3EVE^ TAKT-Jrf1Jt..
0	 !'Lhr.L1:T CHAI44E • 1H i'itiSS }LU „ t
 4A y n 	 -919320-E1	 PAKTICLE n 	 -.S6777 -01	 MIXTURE a t 	-03OU52W
O32 _	 t: (6 ^-'•E•s'NH,.• 03 J:	 U if` Fh	 -' IZ^'^TTLL 	- - - - -1 7 7 .1 ^ w -	 1^^ O V 7'-T	 - y d 91 j 6 A Q Q	 r+.rt
eL,.LLNT CIIANUE I N Er4 Ek^Yt 8A5	 -.39322 -Zi	 PARTIC _ L a	 •SI167 + 00.	 MIXTURE * •+. 26113- 01
!'B ALL
--- -
 t- 01 $1 	 . C:^	 -_Y • 1 Sa n9 + 31	 • 1G907 •Gi	 •OQD39	 . 50456+03	 . 44254+09	 •674688+48	 5'1
------- -__ _	
-	




rlt@6'g 4+•a a	 r 1^+FS-v^+5d fiF o a n^
- ----- --- 
------------------`------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------
3	 Z6 n A LL	 - CU ptTIN	 •2462 3 +--1	 913135+31
	
• i4'l61+01	 0 16833 + 02	 0615"ta3 T-- 6 55501+011	 974322008	 3











	 - CONTIN	 ._:::C —	 .1b232+,^,1
	 611055+31	 000003	 051664*03	 a4*948*0M _ .07146.7!+08
-_- -- __..^^_--------- ---_---- •bs13ti3+" •2---^xa593t r"`-'---ri3^155.7--45!`---• 7^tr7 ♦ 	 ^`- -	 -•
_	 Q	 S t $4---------r 24551+ y ,^i ^+$









Ta ble 3-20 (Continued) 	 ORIGINAL
5UPLRSOh1C FLOG ANALYSIS USING THE LOCKHEED -HUNT5VILLE MULTIPLE SMOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
CASE NO0
	52
	 PAGE :.. a
TAU Ph^5E IDLAL GAS CHECK LASE
	 -	 -	 ----	 -
LINE fu1sif O S GRI•P - REGIME	 H	 x	 H	 THETA	 ENTROPY	 VELOCITY	 H-TOTAL
	
1711
- - — MAEtt -AHGLf -- -- PR*Ssu tt
	 _0ENSI-T;----i=NPfRATU141; -._-& itS Ci1NST n-- "GAL-4 ANNA- _SMOC 9 - ANfiLg---
MAHTICLL uATA
>e'ttlL PUINT ut5f#rlPtt 6- 1
	r—_-^. --TifiEtl^— 	- 	 ENTHAL-pI----	 a£NrW------	 -TEMPERA-TURE°---
'ehi it




NO ?AW11CLES	 AhE N1%45ENT AT THIS e'oltqX	 -------------------r--rrr..+wsraa+err+r.,W v-
	
---------rar^raw..aaraaaaarr^aaa aa+. --+--+-^ -+-a-a-aa-wa,-a sawawrra.^awa	 -._
rn
v ':#--%isg 1+6t------ .+4693 2492,. 98164fb Qs .1{107Y^rs	 .7#3r'.2*fi^-----^.
.13927+'z 914932+Q1
	
045594-Qy 019170+04 •2455+1+04 0125010+01





- rri ^- r- ^>.^^ -r-ti -'-^-'-'-•1 ^-ww
z
S




06138 2048`---'-.4 9 j;_Q2 081646 93r =M323•^8n IS 440 s	 30 e.-rn
•131d9 • i2 .1"02ts5+OI
	
033888^g4 •17799+04 •24559+i)4 •12500+01







U3 •_ t1 -_—^ - W+ ++r ^'4414 -EHi^a-i f
----.^	 1:lrw^b •} 24^-3
	 t 2	 •jlix'Y=yi •537gZss3 rYiS ° 1Q3 0Jf1 "CI;Q^	 a2_Y323f•41L
2D :12471##2 wbV6 13+20	 0247Vd-a4 016463+04 024554+04 612500+01
Z
Y w w T 1 [ L t iDA T w 	 - •--	 ------ -	 ---	 -- - ...... _..	 _ -_------ .._ - --- ----
	 ^ - ---- --- --_____..^ ^	 - -_...
W) PA K TICLfS, AN4 PhESENT AT Ffi1S	 roll+T
__..^ - __ ^ .r.._'"-:
2	 --r------------------r----- -------- ---4w- r 4-a- ._O_r r----i-^^^^--..rr>t--- -Ewa--^aM^ar^+r^Maw+•-•aww^y►^raa^wrr<ia^^w^r^a+M+i^^--.
Th -
- -y a — ^ MG--- i'xH+1--•^ c6r6.Lr------*47•+ 92`---•n+l°ii`a+--•s^+lii2 .ab5►95sga +1p^c..+Qc	 _7A 122t4111..-_3
2 011795+2 090179+00	 017858-C4 015166+dg 024554+04 01250u+0167	
- FRICT1CLF -DATA




-,---Y 3 X1,7'---0 Gr1 a 88 a 01: n 6 }G Z6isp3 ..6`5*9 1 s 1OZ- 1.tp5	 4 f a z ^ ++C,d.^-.^
411131432 .2v9:8+00
	
012615-04 012909+O4I 024554+0% 912.%acgp1
PAk f 1 1 0% DATA
Nu PAN11CLE5 AN N- PKLSEMT
	 AT THIS POINT
-----------------
	 -------	 --------- --------
-- 4 4 -a! 4a na 404 is-w.^ taa





N0 PWILLk5 AKC PALSERT AT 1#415	 POINT
taaa--------------4 ---------------- - ------- 4---------
	
---wa-w--a---w--- ---r-aaa^aaaMwaawaarMi.aal^Iaga 1t-aa^
NOTES: (I) Typical printout for a data surface containing a Prandtl-Meyer Expansion.(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration puwposes.
^ 	 ^^	 r r r r r
Table 3-20 (Concluded)
SU Pt KSONII FLUA	 ANALY51 5 USLN[ THE LOCKHEED-hUNTSYILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
-•
---3A5-PAffT1CLL FLU% SOLU440 -
CASE- NO•	 52 - -78 
^_-
PAGE
lwu	 F'n q ,L	 JUt: AL	 uw5	 CHT:Cti	 CAST:
_	 -	 _.--	 ----^	
----^------
	 __..._-_ —,^--^--- - -.-...».-.^-^-----	 --^---
Li„L	 I"Jlft f 	 4 yCKJP	 -	 KEGIME	 N X	 H	 THETA	 ENTROPY	 VELOCITY If-TOTAL - '	 ITR
• --HACM Ti£M6t"---TtrfSPEFFA -T-bllE----• fiAS 1^4N5Tr-^r(3[A4 bA MA
- SlIJJCR AAGLE•
	 -
FH ►cTiCFL	 ,	 Tl s',
artLJt c a _-eT	 nESCRi r1 ItlN	 -	 "-	 y__.--
-ON	 t ft






•34226-05	 .1p383+p4	 .24554+0^3	 •1250L+01:
r PAelJLLt	 UATA	 -'	 -	 - -	
---_ -- ----	 ------ —












CrAr. T1CLt BATA	 -	 -	 -	 _ _._. ---- -- -	 _-------	 -._ _ •
Z 1	 1	 •76 4951+*4 •^;1CaD	 959981.01	 625652+08	 •G444C-ew •38301+L^4
-r------r-- - ---	 ^r-- rr rrwr•^y--- --r---rte- w^..-w'-r^^:--w-.,w -sl--r--arw-raw---1- r-err-rwq-^-rw^-ar-+•r--rrwrr ww-
uUL	 TU	 t
.
,-YA r1JI1. LE	 5TNEAMLIIIE




	 `1'F	 h'sr EUD	 -	 COWT 114	 . 75422 + 	; • 1315 +	 .b2laa+	 78 5+ 2
	 •8 545 + 3	 . i 1097 + 5^ O2	 "Qi	 ..	 4	 C	 1	 0	 G *314322+ 8	 20
m tw	
^._	
- - - -, y ZSbF +^j-- - .dra g s-Tt
	
+39326-C5---a n >^3d3+04 ---^IM55+t+^J --n 325i^$+ _U)
rn C)+	 I-Ai . rJLL L 	 V+1A
FAD	 PA'^f JtLL5	 Ant:	 PRESENT - AT - THIS -
 YpINf ----___ _,., ---------.	 _	 _	 -- -- -----.°---- _-_	 __	 _
h -- -..w
------------------------------------ --------- ----- --------------------- -----}------------------------------------- -rrir!
Qr 113	 1	 ,vALL
	 -	 C ON TIN +{'b3d7+C2
	
024269+*1	 $000130	 •42YC7+0'T	 $80371 +04 .76{67+1;48	 14
Z
- ---	 - -	 $lq y1ti+^2- -- $ H3},7r+^ i 	---	 r13752-03 —









-$^ rL41F-	 -	 .._..,. --•55(31?-Ct	 •-•-----w*338tr-04--....-- 136136+ 0y--------
m------------------------------------------------------------
------------- ----------------------w-------•----•------------
Z I I]	 49	 Frit.f esU	 -	 C014TITA	 + 76450 +: 1 .132- . r +n2 	. -	 $62{an t tl	 970649+02	 + 81545 + 03-	 •11047 *0 .74322.08	 2
_ __	 ._.._.r	
_ _	 .Y256 y +>`1' -.bY445':i
	
---$3922b-QS -._	 - ► tC383•Q4----a-2955^f+p'f•----► i25tIC+0-1------	 - ---- -
rn PNH11i G. L	 LATA
z r1L P APT IIC ES	 Am 	 P'hESENT	 AT	 111tS	 r'Utfil	 —_ —.	
-__--	 ^__.	 ---	 --^^	 -	 --- ---------	 --	 -
--r.----_ 
---------w.-- ----- w --------------rr----- 
----------- ----w --------- --- --w - ---w------w--------------------w---rr-





•92335+04	 OUO317+04 $76t84+.78	 4





-•24189+	 i	 --- x 83924+Dt
	
.;37'35-C3'---T35..7h3t;4
	 -- -rZ4554+i14--y i2`^i3fr+91 - --- -__^
NnKETCLt
	 LAIA
1	 --I	 -	 ,Trar9=+:+! ---- 
	
.51644-C1	 -*25441+08--- n 62401-04	 ---037986+04-






_ 7bt-F b^ 	4•Fi-}tC
-YTtr'*1-felE i%b	 brzr=N	 ii Lt l tsk r; E u±	
-	 s
11k	 '49	 FAEEdL + tt7rvT lti	 • 7H!]6 + ^t • I s 1 S 3 + ^2 -	 -	 + bi?ieb+Lr ; - --	 n 1 0451 - 02	-681645# ,14.3--- -*-i 1047 +O5—__ •791?3+pB,x .
.Y256?+t3 •bYy45-tI
	
•34276-I:S	 .{(;387.04	 •24554+04	 01250C+01
-PAKTILLL - DATA-- -----	 - ---




	 A NL	 PRESENT	 FT	 1ri15	 Po 144T
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface in the exhaust plume.
(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
+, ih^:-aJ.+f..
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{Example problem 9isthe same as example problem 8 except that a 	 )
\	 Single phase idea gas flow field will be analyzed.
	 . ( \
<	 i \
\	 Tame 3 . 21 press ±s first ^ flow chart and then a listing of the input
	 \ \
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REQUIRED INPUT FORMAT FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM 9
Run Identification Cards




a. Upper Boundary (Card 6)




O/F Ratio (Card 9), Entropy














Card 4y 3	 , ;
-.
L
-.1. .50002 o•o	 -1.0 -1.06(77 .If 658
' Y	 ,c Cards G Z	 ^ •273 7 .3?-757:. 2; 4580s . Z .
3 I40ae :. 00 •
Card T < 7 0+0•
Card 8 1 ULAL (jAc., C Div	 1	 L
Card 9 -0 — - --
:, to	 [ Card 10 r O 1
w Card 11 : . 0 27 .2 3473 i . 1443 604' • tj	 40 . E3G Iii ^6
n	 c° Card 18a
_.. Card 20 ` FOU• *-:1QU• 000 Q•G:	 40 ya•
a




.. .	 .	 _:-...... ,,	 .....^.._..,rw.wx.ae.:x....s„:;...--`-
	 —
zr #ae.	 ^::;	 .....- :^,	 _ ^w.s,K..x.Rk r^attrtt^.'	 s...a,...^;^....^...so:,... w,s, .,ia.:+:..,.td cd^dl4i' ri-^- _	 . . :^ttm...,.	 «.s..^.:-.^.^..:.,Ydf....,-•. ^i _ti,n^"YE=aS
Table 3-22
EXAMPLE PROBLEM 9, PERTINENT SOLUTION
SUNCR-56jiff—f-00F
 ANALYSIS USING THE LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
C XSE-Im	 FFWGE
GAbEO07—CRECK CASE
—N -C iSfi­t -Wd i;- 	 C T1 iFS
L 1	 1 C014 f 31	 ICON(*)	 ICONIS)	 ICON(6)	 PVA1-L--LC-0-kt-q-L-
	
21	 3 	 a	 t	 2
	






a	 is	 I	 1	
—0	 —n	 n	 2000
FLOW CALC ULATIONS  ARE I N ENGLISH UNITS WITH THE R,X COORDI NATES IN FEET
THE FLO W
























THERE ARE 0 PARTICLE SPECIES PRESENT IN THE GAS-PARTICLE "IXTI)RE
THE FOLLOWING OAS PROPERTIES IN ENGLISH UNITS ARE FOR IDEAL GAS
IDEAL GAS FROPERTIES
	
v	 R	 GAMMA	 TO	 Flo




	 Iq	 MACH A NGLE SHOCK A N GLE	 Ofir
	







VOcer!o---- - 1 41123 J !k Q2	 Ofinnts _ ____.Onfinn




--G DOOO'J .	 .00000
	 --a eA lt3-1 t OR—A) 013 0-11-1 00007    a
	OP63?5-01
. 9000 1DO	 010100*01	 600000	 9000po	 •81931#02	 1030000 T,--.00000
	
1 *100	 a 00040	 a I P 100+0 1	 sec000	 at '500 101931+0Z. qogL1t36--- 6000011
	






















Table 3-22 (C onti.nued)











--- - STARTING LINE INFO
-	 -	
R x 11 THETA S HACH ANyLLr SHOCK JI NGLE 0/F
- 3241413+00 ,000000 410100+01 000000 900000 •61931*02 000000 •00000
GI591:1+00 00000 010100+01 •00000 .0ODGO *91931#02 *00000 •O OD
417479 i00 400000 010100+01 000000 .00700 981931*02 400000 600000
.-19447^p;1 • 0000_0 6101 00+0 1 000000 .00000 _ .81931+02 00 Q40 000000.
~0212(6+00
-600000 110100+01 800000 800000 •61931 #02 4000 ,M) 900000..
_.2294911_6000OD 010100+01 000003 .00000 •6j 931iQ2 .8:000 .00GQ'
.247^,f-000 +00008 610100+01 .00000 •00000 .8193i*02 900000 000000
0745fA•00 .00000 .10100+0t *00000 •00000 681931+02 .annr^d^ .o^0^1J




.Ms0900Q r1Q100.01_.00000 OO gODo 081Wtoz-_^.20TI +OQ0Q0_,.Y_. As
.3l82 zaOD .0000#3 010100+01 .00000 000000 •81931+02 3470110 .00000
T 
.Q35 9 0±,d!} . pQ!300 .10100+D1 _ .00000 .00000 .R 911+02 .D	 D 4fl 000.
0353SRsOrj
_
=r.0040o 610100+01. ^900000 600000 *81931*02 •00030' 000000
- RUM Cu1ori• - INF.ORRAT'loN
- - _ UPPER SOMIDART LDBE . IMUNDANI:
KB! 7 79 40600*
 	
Xa x .:10000+03 THETA• ' X0000.0 Ru	
.00000	 71 = .g0000*01.. - t}1ETAw:	 •900h0+tf!
THEMESH:CONSTRUCTION 01LL^.8E ^ONIROLEQ;AT.TME OLLOA►:ING'VARIA6LE5
pL;_INTERIGR • 	 . 200400 DX.AYISa @_100+00 01. L1Ms








ANALYS if 1751616	 TNE' LQCKKEED OHiiHT S. VIL(,E .MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER 1'RQ6RAli .. 	 i
-..	 ---- -- - -- S	 No * 1 PAGE	 s'
LASEOLiS l 1 C#V C;AS.E
L1NE E'01Ni OsCR IP REGI ME _--^R	 - x M HE A, E6aT1101'Y ,VELOCITY .
. 0
0 3iM
--- _ 14ACO ANGLE PRESSU RE OENSITY TEMPERA TURE GAS C0N5T 9 - ^.L0•C'AL
	
i 'AlIMA 5MOC= ANGLE
1 14 TNPUT. - CONTI.N 922983+00 600000 .10100+01 600000 400000 34649#04F *00000 el
981 931+72 934164 +03 .4y833-02 956351e041:. 9I;P25Z+Dq. .9 1141413+01
'x
INPU T C00 . IN .24751130 +060041 • It110O+Q7	 • 00004 r00u4Y 4]M6^i4+ Dq •DQI100
081 4 31±02 .34161+03 942833-02 •563514414 01,825'4411
	 s	 1j'+143_• _ -
1 16 INPUT -• CONTIN •2651$+q0 900000 .10100+01 •00000 000000 1341649+04  400600 0
•81 431+32 .34164+03 •47833-02 •56351#041 *18252+041. ^4II993+01
w z	 t 17 T 1NPi} T - [ONTEN^ F2El285i00 ^0000p +I0100 +41 600400 •QDE1 .00 93p6 +4404 •00"00 D
-81?31+02 •34169*03_. •47F33-02 .561151*04	 ^18752a0^	 a11493901
•+	 I 18 10UT: CON;IN +30754+0E •00000 •1010[4+01 .00000 90@000 .,341649+04 .00000 d,
- -
481931+02 634:69+03 .97833-02 05.6351904 018757+0% 91.1_41:413a01.
• CONT NI .31822+00 •000042 . L 0 I db+11 t 000004 e000r0 T7g694a04 •ltOnQd  0
_ •01931 +02 - 034164+03 - 947933-02 056351^041 •1825 x09 e1^493^p1
! 20 INPUT - CONTI N .33590+00 +00000 .1n100+01 000000 •QObl^O •3y6p'1t04 • Q0011 0--
--
.81931+1'2 •341169+03 .+17833-02 056351+04 6,1`8757+04. :11443 0,1.













T41E	 MASS	 F 1-011 RATE	 1S r +299439+03





-94i877+C5 900000 .00000 +14995+03
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for the start line data surface.






- SUPeR50H1C TFIrO R IINA^Y $! 	 U hG MTNE-_ 	L	 HEED+HkIZSy .ILLE MULTIPLE SHOCK COMPUTER PR06RAK
?ASf- NO;	 1 . -. PAGE
	 23
GA yEOUS CHECK CASE
LINE Palm?	 OSCRIP • itEGjN --.x_	 - --^--^ THE
	 A
_^.
ENTROPY _ -^ -- YELO[51T A%F' 1fN,
!MACH ANGLE  PRESSURE VENSITV TEMPERATURE GAS	 GRKMA ,-_SHOCK ANGLE
7 6 t	 WALL CONTIN *OrOMD 098905+00 .24156+01 .00000 •00000	 472031*OBE 900n00 3
•24 8 55 +02 936990*02 •68547.03 e42574tO4 I8252*04.`	 .911,1043*01
p
A
76 it	 OJALL [l1HTEl^ -	 ^577 L^y+07 •	 12^a^0^J I Z) 90*0'f IS33G52 ^O^lLI00
	
►6]4110iR4 ^. r0[1AQD	 _ - ^^




im 77 1	 BALL - CONTIN *00000 .10512+01 629655+01 •00090 •000011
	 •73070*0g •Oon00 3
.23 928+72 •3355.24-02 .6x945.03 02054+04 .18752*6q	 011441,3+01
7^ i'...8AL1 CONTIN^ - ^594q^^B0^ :975'13.(36 .2271+01 .11jOd+02 •60400
	 .bq0-1^404 •OD000 1:.
_	 _
-•_ _. ---	 - • 28068x02 •18396t0 2 086645+03 4042+Og . i 82S2*0 04 	 .l t g43ij).L^
F 70 1	 WALL CONTIN .00090 01158*01 •25052+01. 000000 600300	 s73882+p4. *Oi1n00 3




70 it	 WALL .Cfl(1TIN :81268+0p `:10922+01. 0-2 	 +02 .06003	 0 7 a058 +ny .6On00.. 1^
^A -_^_ _ • 25 g9A*02-- _ _	 _.441213_ +02 _	 8+11 t0-0.3 .43543+04 -	 . 19252+04 	 .! ! » ^.'a t4T  ._.





023 777+02 x29517+02. .56277.03 641380#041 918257+04	 tI1 4g34-11 1.
2 79 491	 WALL - Cnn1T1N . 5315+!+0p-- _ . 11!11+01	 r_	 . 21 705+p 1 •15]00x02 ^OklCpa	 ^. 7^fl7b * y""_^•OAnOC T 1^
Z
_.2q'^52 ;^`2	 - •41037,!±+Q2 _--- - .739900343044 4 sZ 4Z53QJ^ __^ 	 ! I!!!l3laL_ .	 _..- ._.. _.. _
m 8C 1	 WALL CONITU .nCj,^c 91254q +D1 025393+01 800000 01103
	
•795N8*n4 x0nn00 2
_ .2]2[2+?2 •29068+02 *55528.03 •41300+04 •l^lx5?*Og .11'g43+O( .	__
gin 21	 0AL1_ CONTIN .,&S76y^ttp
 08+0I 0241&5+01-- sC530OiQ2 AO1)OOQ
	 X72+061+04 ernnQO
-
.2444SOU . 3 *l23x02;
.t41^437w03	 S4StC4
-.'jpj.2*_OS^^.
o f 1	 RA L& Cof1TIN 800431G
	 --
r1324pr0I •25300+01 •00000 00000'	 •74302*ryS. •00000 =
-^ - *23282*02 029547902 •56328003 .41385+0g 918252+04,
	
•111443 +.Q1ii-" AA'L6__...•.C*UTj .66942:00-_.w.-






.23 982+1_ •33895+02 x_.63508-03 - -. 4121pB. pq
	.,(1!252+0^F	 ^1^3+A1 _.
82 1	 NALL •; CONTIN •00141 01392 7+01 .25 162+01 .00000 604000
	 F	 .T41104«014. •001100 >I
•23 4 1 7 +72 .30365*02 *57699-03 *g1528*Og *18ZS2x041.	 .11+113+01
NOTES; (1) Typical printout for a data surface inside the nozzle.(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.
on Am we
If^R2 +' r^i^a^.l^.






.f1PLC SHOCK COMPUTER PROGRAM
CAS E  —N
..PAGE 30
G45iEJUS CHECK CASE
LINE POINT DSCR I P REia	 jjE
Y.
if F
M ACH 'ANGLE_ -- PRESSURE DENSITY TEMPER.AlgRg
	 GAS coNr	 1^or, 4O CK ANGLE
97	 141 INTER CONT IN
	 •43350+00 •25093*01 •29973+01 098245+01
•00000 . 92822+04 000"OV	 4
•!9 557+92 •11649+02 •24973•03 *36802*04 •18752+09 *110193+01
97	 IS 14TEm CnNTIN. 68 4 30    9042+01 * 29967•- 1 .1 - — - P -	 - -	 --- 419q931-92
W	 97	 16 INTER CaNrt"
	
e 7-355 t *130 •24905+01 •30045*01 .13160+02
019491+32 •11241+02 s29205-03 *36636* 04 4JR257404 *Itqq3*01
W	 9 1 j 7 ' I mTEk ' COWIN	 .78 6 96:+.jj
97	 18 INTER CONTIN	 6 4 3947*00 .246 8 7+01 •3014S*01 * 12729+02 •ODADD .03?7•+04 sanni)m	 4
19 INTER CONTIM 	 • 913997 0 470





CONTIN	 P94131 .+00 .24439+*1 * 30187 + 01 •34433 * 02 •0t3f)a0
- 03347.+04
•19346*12 410914+02 023590-03 .36500-09 •18]57+D9 a11qQ3*o1
97	 'd GALL CnNTIN	 I	 +f] 1 .245s000t .30237+!11
.15300{02 ..4nROa *@3514+04 C	 t+04 ' .
•19280+02 410688*02 *23162-03 :36404#04 1 a 151taq--•11 44- 3-* ID I
22 PRN-Hit COUTTN	 41000::+01 •245e4 * 01 •30741401 . 16769 + 02
.000g"-
* 9 7213 0- 01 •21321-03 *35972*09
.16252.09 P11443♦01.
NOTES: . (1) Typical printout for a data surface containing a Prandtl-Meyer expansion.(2)
.

















- SUPERSflNlC FLWA RiLV 1SVI : NG-TI4C LOCKHEED-HU Nt SvILLE NOLTIPLr SHOCK CDMP O TER PRO'FRAM
w
_ - _ ---	 --- -	 CASE N0. --	 -- --- PAGE
	 3S
GASEOUS C £CK CASE
L 1 NE P01 I.7'	 OSC R I P R1 rIE-- RES -- R x M TNE_ TA 
-__-






PRESSURE DENSITY TEMPERATURE GAS_C04STr LOCA^GI4M^ S1fOC1^_14NC^LE^
103 -^1	 WALL -	 COtIT1N •00000 .27961+01 030081+01 •00000 .00tIOo 03171#04 •Gringo 2
•19917+02 011157+02 924046-03 .36602+Oq .15252+44 *IIgg3+01
J	 103 12	 FREEUO - CONTIN'--- -•10 405+p 1 .26000+OF ^]p^p p^ ---- ^I5238 ♦Dg s00Q00 ^84254ipq -- "^OOOOD - _ Z
918 904+02 .97222+01._^ .21223-t03-- .55972	 g	 0 187"g£+04 ^1	 rt±1!3t
It"I I	 MALL - CONIIN •0000!1 .27883+41 •]?2z7t01 •00000 .070?Q •p3415.O4 1	 *Onn00 2
•19 3 19+32 010821+02 +23416-03 .36461+1)4 919?52+e8i 011g43eoI
104 22	 FREESD = C4NT1N ----•11361]+01
	
_-
.2640'I .O1 " .3 ►7g0+01^- •14520.02 .00!?00








i	 IM-. I	 MALL	 - CONTIN .00^no .28313+01 .30375+01 000000 •00400
	 - •"3659+04 .Onn00 2
.1 9 221 4M 2 01049q"2 022795-03 •36320+04 .10252+04 •11993.01
^	 ICS • i 2	 FREEBD - CONiIN . 1^3 h 21+7I r26j118^Qt -^^- i1ply(j+p^ r1'i^l(I+IFOZ + OR!^70 • 8MIS4a @ 4 .Dgff00 T - !
_	
018 989+02 . .97222+01 .21323-03 .35972+0q .12252.09 *11993+01
_	
.-.__- ____
i	 1^6 1	 &ALL ^Y - CONTIN *900,70 ► 28751+01 •30523+01 *00000 .00!10e 063904.nq 0dn"00 2
- .19124+02 .10114+02 .22187-03 .36179♦04 .18752+04 :1`lOg3a0I
106 22	 FREI•eD - CONTIN • 177 2 8 . OI 027241+01
. OE+n00	 T -.'S4z59ipq rQOi10Q
___.
-IR 9 8 4 +02
	 _ * 97222+01 -	 •21 3,27-03 .35972+0M----^IS^g?r0^ ^ -




030^'±? .29390+p1 •]0736+01 600400 600900 044793.04 •Onn00 2
.18487+12
.97301+01 e21138-03 .35976+04 018752+041 rIS41,630f)l
r	 107 12	 FREEhO - C04TIN • li+ p 79+41 - ; 27862 9 01 .30790+01 .13812+02 • OJI?DD
+ 84254+p4.__
.n0a00 _ -2
.18 9 8 q +02 •---- _097222 +01 ----_:2E^23 -03 .3$972+Q Y" • !8282+aa
.tl^ ?±Ql




4010 rt3 030085+O1 930952 +01 000000 000000 *84602+04 .Onnoo 2
-' •18899+02 .93015+01 .20519-03 .35772+04 •18252+0% 611943+01
IO p -- - 192 	 FRE1`IS p
	= LO,+ITIN --- .1102 9 +01 .I003,01 30740+d_I .12837 +p2""- .DOQDL+ s8y25w ♦0g .00n00 ^ 2
'1 49 84 . 2.97222 +01 .21 313-03 . 35972♦ Q.% ^9?523^^_^^]='!f3!!3 1
	-- -
1G9 I	 WALL	 • CONTIN 00'10?0 . 30717+01 031169.0! 000000_ .00000 • Rg952 +Oq •Onnon 2
.18 7 13 . 02 •88881+01 919715-03 •35568.04 818757404 .1I9p3♦01
._
NOTES: (1) Typical printout for a data surface in the exhaust plume.
(2) Some points have been omitted for demonstration purposes.




A versatile computer program  has been described in the preceding
sections.	 The code has numerous. options which have necessitated a some-
input data.	 These options include:what generalized set of











In its present form, the code has the capability of producing data for
the following applications;
• Gas/Gas- Particle Impingement (Heat Trans . , -r Loads)
• Rocket Nozzle Performance ( Thrust, I	 )
• IR Signatures (Radiating Species)
• RF Attenuation (Electron Densities)
• Plume Radiation (Radiative Heat Transfer Gas
Particles)
• Vehicle Base Pressure 'h
• Base Heating (Convection -Recirculation)
4-1
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
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A primary consequence of this work is the extension of gas-particle
solutions to . treat chemical kinetics for nozzle-exhaust plume flow fields.
Since the code has the option of treating single-phase flow, chemical kinetics
can also be included in liquid propellant motor analyses as well as solid pro-
pellant- calculations. The method by which the kinetic equations are modeled
also permits thermal nonequilibrium to be treated.
The RAMP code is an advance in the state of the art in the area of two-
phase flowfield numerical solutions. Future development of the code may be
done in the area of imbedded subsonic regions (Mach disks) and subsonic-
""	 supersonic mixing,
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	 0 Will not call data ordering routines but
will execute lookup routines.
	
Ordered
flowfield tape must be input. i
1 Will order flowfield data and generate
a
Radiance tape.
2 Will order fluwfield data but will not
generate Radiance tape.
10.	 IWRITE	 0 No intermediate printout in property
lookup routines.
1 Use a one only if problems are encoun-
tered with program and intermediate




	 ISP	 0 Species and species concentrations will
come from flowfield tapes or finite-rate
chemistry case.
_ N Number of species and species concen-
trations to be read from cards (Assumes
species and species concentrations con-
stant throughout plume.)	 (25 max).
20	 IDUM1
	 0 If two entropy tables are present on the
RAMP tape both tables will be used to_




I Only first entropy table will be used to
determine flow properties.
t








Number of axial cuts to be written on
flowfield tape.
	 The values of the cuts
will be read from Card 10 (100 max)
Case number t ,  be written on.Radiance`
tape.










.Do not perform . 2-phase flow energy cal-
culations for heating analysis.
Perform 3-phase flow energy calculations,
MOC input tape on Unit $,
RAMP input tape on Unit 8.
No radiation data on input tape.
Number of radiating species on input tape.
Equilibrium or frozen chemistry.
Number of species on input tape for finite
rate chemistry case (RAMP only)-(2.5 max).
Pitot pressure data not on input tape. J
Fitot pressure data on input tape...
English units used internally.




























Reference Card for Property Lookup. These data are used to non-
idimensionalize the axialand radial coordinates which are to be looked up`
in the ordered flow field.
Format: 3E10.6
Column	 Parameter	 Description
1-10	 XREFF	 Ax-.1 coordinate to which each input
axial station is referenced (ft or m).
11-20	 ST	 Reference length by which all input
axial stations and radial coordinates
are multiplied (ft or m).
21-30	 RREFF	 Radial coordinate to which each radial
coordinate is referenced (ft or m).
NOTE: RREFF, XREFF and ST are used as follows (in main routine only):
X X*ST--RREFF
R = R*S r RRF1; F
CARD 3
This card contains the necessary information to limit the calculations
to those areas of interest. Units are consistent with the ordered flow field.
Format: 8E10.6
Column	 Parameter	 Description
1-10	 CUTDAT(1)	 Radial coordinate defining upper cut off(ft or m).
11-20	 CUTDAT(2)	 Axial coordinate defining upper cut off
(ft or m).
21-30 .
	CUTDAT(3)	 Angle cutoff line makes with horizontal(deg).
A-3
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Column `	 Parameter Description
31-40 CUTDA.T(4) Radial coordinate defining downstream
cut off (ft or m).
41'-50 CUTDAT(5) . Axial coordinate defining downstream
cut off (ft or m).
5160 CUTDAT(6) Angle cut off line makes with horizontal(de ). aid
f
CARD
This card inputs radiation data only when INRS (Card 1) is greater
than zero,
Fo rmats 5(A6, 6X
Colu mn Parameter Description
1-6 . AIDR(l) Name of first initial radiating species.
13-18 Name	 initial radiatingof second	 species.
sr
AIDR(2)
AIDR(K) Name of last initial radiatin,;.species,
where K =INRS,
A-4
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-6	 AIDRT(l) Name of species that AMR(!) transforms r_
to during radiation process.
13-18	 AIDRT(2) Name of species that AIDR(2) transforms
to during radiation process.
ti
AIDRT(K) Name of species that AIDR(K):transforms
^ to during radiation. process.
CARD 6-
Control card for the ordering section.	 Cards 6 and 7 are used only
when IORDR (Card 1) is groater than zero.
Format:	 16I5
Column	 Parameter Value	 Description r
5 	 TART Ordering the flowfield data will begin
with this characteristic. line number.
-10	 ISIGN -1	 If the flow field was generated with a
reflected shock from the nozzle axis,
otherwise leave blank..
data	 desired15	 NUMBER Number of flowfield 	 points
per data record (max. of 300).y`
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CARD 6 (Continued) xs
Column.: Parameter	 Value Description
Z5 . IPRINT	 >0 If intermediate data are to be printed as
R the flow field is ordered by distance from
the engine exit plane.
30 ITERM Characteristic line number, where order- 4`
; a terminated.^.ng of flowfield data i s to b	 ter  	 ! i(This line is not used by program).
BI—35- ISEND	 1 If plume boundary is to be curve-fitted
- ' for use in the interpolation scheme.
` 2 If only the cutoff limits read as input 3data are to be used to see if a point is
within a prescribed boundary.
F
^. 40 ISKIP If ZSEND - 1 every ISKIP line will be
examined for a free boundary point.
CARD 7
Column Parameter Description
1-10 RREF* Radial coordinate to which each flowfield
data point will be referenced (ft or m).
11-20 XREF Axial coordinate to which each flowfield
data point will be referenced (ft or m).
21-30 DELETE One of two points with a distance between
them less than DELETE will be deleted
from the flowfield data.	 Will not delete
C. shock point.
' 31-40 DIAM Reference factor, units consistent with
_ plume dimensions,	 Can be.used to scale,
etc., the local plume coordinates.
The coordinates XREF and RREF are used to accomplish any desired
coordinate system translation.
: A-6
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Column Parameter Description
1-10 ACOMCF, Accornmodation coefficient.
11-20 TWALL 0	 0Wall temperature	 R or	 K).
21 -30 CPS Particulate phase heat capacity.
CARD 9
Species concentration cards (Input only if ISP >0 and NS 	 0) these
cards contain the species names and mole fractions if the species concen-
trations are constant throughout the plume.	 There are four species per
card up to a maximum of 25 species.	 Overrides species on flowf ield tape.
Format:
	
4(A6,  4X, E10.6)
Column :	Parameter Description
1-6	 SONAME(I, 1) Species na.me.	left adjusted, consistent
with RAMP species :names.
11 X20	 AMO(I) Mole fraction of species,
NOTE: Repeat SONAME and AMO, 4 pairs I.o a card until	 LSP:species,.all
are r ead in.
10k
This card(s) reads in the axial stations and the radial increment to
be used in constructing the radiance tape. 	 There are 2, stations per card
up to 100 stations.
Format: 6EI0.6
Column Parameter Descri2tion
1-10 X (1) First axial station at which radial dis-
tribution of flowfield properties are de
sired (ft or m).
11-20 DR (1) Radial increment between data points
along radial for station I (ft or m.)
2 1 m-30 RMAX(l) Maximum value of radial distance desired
for station 1.	 If zero, program determines
maximum (ft or m).
31-40 X(Z) Second axial station at which radial dis-
tribution of flowfield properties are de-
sired.
41-50 DR(Z) Radial. increment between data points along
radial for station 2-
.51-60 RMAX(Z) Maximum value of radial distance desired
for station 2.	 If zero, program determines
maximum.
]Repeat until 1XCUT (Card 1) number of stations have been input.
A-8
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Tape Unit Function
Flowfield tape generated by
RAMP program- input.
Flowfield data ordered for
use in property lookup—output.
Flowfield limits datar-output.
Scratch tape.






	 Ordered Flowfield data gene-
rated by Section 1-•input.
2.. 	 Flowfield limits data gene
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ABSTRACT
Various assumptions are used by many organizations to compute rocket
motor plumes. In applying plume data, the question of accuracy invariably
arises. Some guidelines are therefore needed to estimate the accuracy.
of the plume data based upon the assumptions that are employed. This paper
is intended to serve as a guide for estimating plume accuracy and to alert
the plume analyst to the magnitude of error which might be expected if
certain assumptions are used. Much of the information contained in thin
paper,, however, is based upon somewhat subjective data and/or certain cases
from which some experience has been gained. The data presented should,
therefore, be used judiciously, the problem at hand should be carefully
considered, and the fact that.tbe error bands 'have been somewhat grossly
estimated should be kept in mind.
This work was supported by NASA "Marshall Space Flight Center, Contract
U
NAS8-20082. The test data and the,;retical analyses cited In this.report 	
'2.
were sponsored by the Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory of Marshall Space
Flight Center as a continuing effort in rocket plume technology in support
of NASA programs.
Aerodynamics Engineer, Senior; Aeromechanics Department
*Supervisor, Fluid Mechanics Section- Aeromechanics Department
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During the past several years sophisticated techniques for computing
rocket motor exhaust plumes have been developed. The prediction methods can
tnke into arrount such influencing parameters as combustion chamber losses,
flew striations, reaction kinetics and non-continuum effects. When a plume
rlow field is to be computed, the degree of analytical sophistication that
will be used should be based on an assessment of such factors as: (l) ulti-
mate purpose of the data; (2) time available to accomplish the calculations;
and (3) degree of accuracy required. In most cases, all effects that can be
calculated should be included in the calculations. To include all effects may,
of course, be time-consuming; this is not always practical if schedules are
to be met. Plume data are therefore sometimes generated which circumvent
the various effects that are felt to be small. Since much plume data are
generated by using various assumptions, some guidelines are needed to esti-
mate the accuracy of the resulting pluirps based upon the assumptions that
are employed.
Although an absolute accuracy cannot at this time be assigned to the
final numbers generated for any given plume calculation,'at least a reason-
able estimate can be made of the anticipated accuracy, depending upon the
various assumptions. Some of the assumptions influence specific regions of
the flow field, and the accuracy of the calculations varies with position in
the plume.
This document is intended to serve as a guide for estimating the accu-
racy of axis;y=rietric plume flowfield calculations. Much of the information,
however, is basest upon somewhat subjective data and/or certain cases (per-
haps even unique cases) from which some experience has been gained. Also,
only steady state rocket motor operation is considered. Ignition and shut-
down transient influences are omitted.
DISCUSSION
The effects which are considere4 important in plume calculations are
categorized and discussed in this section. Tables I and II summarize the
important flowfield parameters and the estimated percentage of error that
may be introduced by each item. The error that is discussed is the error
which could exist if an accurate evaluation of the influence of the item is
not included in the plume flowfield analysis. The error bands in Table I
are considered to correspond to worst-on-worst or three-sigma cases for a
95 percent confidence interval. The error bands are rather large since they
reflect the maximum values which have been observed. Most rocket motors will
not enc,:rinter these effects to the extent shown in Table I. A set of data
corresponding to an estimated one-sigma deviation for a 95 percent confidence
interval is presented in Table II. The items which contribute to the accu-





















rMotor Operating Conditions: Motor operating conditions refers to the
fact that rocket motors are generally specified to operate at a nominal set
of conditions (chamber pressure, mass flow rate, and oxidizer-to-fuel ratio
Variations from nominal conditions frequently occur during; actual
operation. A band of + 10 percent was arbitrarily assigned for chamber con-
ditions (pressure, O/F' ratio, mass flow). 1 - nrluenees of this + 10 percent
band on other motor and plums environmental conditions are shown  In Table I
and Table II.
Combustion Chamber Momentum Loss and Efficiency: Combustion chamber
momentum loss and efficiency is included because combustion in a rocket motor
does not take place at zero velocity as implied by an equilibrium, infinite
area ratio calculation. The situation actually is analogous to heat addition
in a finite area duct which results in a decrement in total pressure. The
maximum momentum loss that can occur is a function of the propellant system
and motor geometry and it can be as high as 20 percent of the actual pres-
sure immediately downstream of the injector face. Most motors, however., fall
in the range of 2-to 15 percent momentum loss (Ref. 1).
Coupled with the momentum loss is combustion efficiency; i.e., incom-
plete mixing and/or reaction of. the incoming propellants.. This anomally
first appeared when experimental performance datA were compared with computed
data. Even when all known performance losses were included in the analytical
prediction, some descrepancy still existed. This discrepancy has been termed
combustion efficiency and several theories have been proffered Rs possible
explunations. The JANNNAF Performwnce Standardization Comvui.ttee has recom-
mended an arbitrary reduction in the initial propellant energy to account for
this loss (Ref. 2). Recently, however, this committee has been workin g; on a
droplet varporization model which will be recommended as the explanation for
combustion efficiency. Whatever its source, combustion efficiency must be
properly estimated to increase the accuracy of the exhaust plume calcula-
tion. The most striking result of combustion efficiency is a temperature.
prediction considerably below that predicted by the usual adiabatic flame
calculation, In this paper, the momentum loss and combustion efficiency
problems are combined and assigned a maximum error, which corresponds to the
deviations that have been observed between motor performance test data and
theoretical results for no-momentum loss and for complete equilibrium chem-
	
Fu	 istry combustion at a nominal motor operating value of O F.
Flow Striations (0/v. Ratio Gradient): The flow striation problem is a
result of non-uniform distribution of propellant mixture ratio within the
combustion chamber. Flow striations may be deliberately induced in the
nozzle flow, as in the case of film cooling, or it may result from incomplete
mixing and/or combustion in the combustion chamber. The effects that are in-
	
•	 troduced are variations of the thermochemical data due to combustion at a
local O/F ratio which is different from the nominal O/F value (Ref. 3).
E
Tables I and II show error bands relative to the nominal Of F value.
The flow striation effect may be closely related to the combustion effi-
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JReaction Kinetics: 	 Reaction kinetics, as used here, involves the 	 y +
problem of appropriately defining the location in the flow field where the 	 a
chemical reactions deviate from equilibrium enough that the flow can be con-
sidered chemically frozen.
	 From this point on, the species concentrations
are constam and the thermodynamic properties vary only with temperature.
The problem thus is one of correctly assessing a representative freeze
point.
	 The error bands shown in the charts relate the error magnitudes re-
sulting from comparison of results for a finite rate chemistry analysis
(Ref. 4) and results obtained by an assumed freeze point based on an equi-;,
librium/frozen chemistry analysis. 	 The errors presented are the range of
values which ^an be expected in the highly expanded plume.	 The errors in
the field nearer the freeze point are not nearly as large.	 The major source	 ``p	 Y	 g
of the errors is related to difference3 in the values of the thermodynamic
properties used to calculate the flow field.
Non-Continuum Effects: 	 The error caused by non-continuum effects is due 	 ►►r `
to the lack of rigorous flow models which can consider the gradual deviation
in thermodynamic properties which result as the rate of intermolecular col-
lisions is reduced below a value corresponding to thermodynamic equilibrium.;,
The error bands which are listed in Tables T and II for this item refer to
variations which occur between a rigorous non-continuum solution (Refs, 5
and 6) and a sudden-freeze solution which uses continuum flow equations until
a "free-molecular" condition is reached (Ref. 7).	 When this freeze point is
reached, the flow calculation is handled as a free molecular calculation. In j
the transition flow region (Knudsen number greater than 0.1) the error in-
creases until the sudden freeze condition is reached.	 The maximum error
occurs near the freeze point and is the error shown in Tables I and II.
	 Be-
yond the freeze point, the rigorous solution and the sudden freeze solution
tend to converge toward common values (Y-nudsen num.,ber greater than 1.0). The
sadden freeze sclutian yields results which show significant deviation in
static temperature.
	 Density and velocity calculations, however, are not
	 -^
greatly affected.
The error bands shown in Tables I and SI are based upon the differences
>I
found between cases analyzed with: (1) a sudden freeze analysis; and (2) with
	
r
a rigorous theoretical solution.
	 An additional large error, not shown in the
charts, would appear '.f the rigorous analysis were compared with an all con-
tinuum analysis.	 This would result from the fact that the temperature in a:
continuum analysis approaches a zero limit while the rigorous solution indi-
	 t




Calculational Ac^ curacy:	 This item is an arbitrary estimate of the maxi-
	 k
I
mum error conceivablefor the numerical computational procedures used.
Viscous Effects (Boundary Layer): The viscous (boundary layer) effects
of the nozzle flow have been shown to be of minor consequence on the in- 	 >,^
viscid flow in the nozzle. (That is, if the boundary layer is considered in
	 I
terms of displacement thickness to alter the nozzle contour, the effect on 	 ,x
the nozzle flow is generally negligible.) The effect considered here is that
	
r
the boundary layer will influence the plume flow field to some degree and
will cause the maximum expansion angle at the nozzle lip to be significantly
different. Basically, the boundary layer will tend to: (1) permit the flog	y'
to expand well beyond the limiting inviscid expansion angle at the nozzle
lip; and (2) alter the temperature, pressure and density in the portion of
the theoretically inviscid plume which is influenced by 4he boundary layer.
i
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.	 13The boundary layer affects the entire plume to some extent ,rut the most pro- ,
3
pounced effect is in th* outer 40 percent of the mass flow within the plume
(fiefs. 8 and 9). p
Condensation:	 For a rocket motor, the influence of gases condensing in 7
low temperature flow fields has been numerically evaluated only to a limited
extent..	 The condensation will usually occur at low temperatures, at low
pressures, and at velocities near the limiting velocity of the gas (Ref. 10).
The influences will occur in the highly expanded regions of a flow field cor-
responding to temperatures below the condensation temperature of the gas.
(The flow upstream of the condensation point is not influenced.) 	 Normally ;
the condensation will occur at points in the flowfield where the temperature
F
is some 10 to 500K below the equilibrium condensation point.	 After initial
condensation takes place, the temperature/pressure relations of the flowing
system will tend initially to be parallel to and then to converge toward the I
temperature/pressure variation of a static system in equilibrium.	 Condensa-
tion will cause local static pressures to be different than they would other-
wise be by factors of 0 to -100 (condensation causes lower static pressures).
Static temperatures will be influenced (with respect to the no-condensation
case) by factors of zero to +5 (condensation increases static temperatures).
The influence of condensation on some of the other parameters has not cur-
rently been defined to a sufficient degree but consequential effects can be s
ryr expected.
Start Line:	 The influence of the starting flow conditions has been ob-
^fir` 
	
effects 	 r	 on	 n e t	 ^h	 start 9served to have significant o  e „	 fo_	 egi	 s cl. s	 .,c	 e	 	 line (Re fs
f.` 9, 11, 12, 13, 14) but these effects tend to weaken farther downstream (2 to
u start line diameters downstream of the nozzle exit).	 Pear the start line
some parameters may be locally in error by almost a factor of 10 (between an
s' estimated and an accurate start line). 	 Downstream the errors will tend to be
!	 io, smaller (on the centerline, less than 25 percent; in the expansion region, as
much as 50 to 100 percent).
	
flume calculations that are begun at the nozzle
I throat tend to be relatively free from start line effects.	 Plume calcula-
tions initiated at the nozzle exit tend to permit errors in local properties
that correspond to a position error in the flow field of plus or minus one
startline diameter.
Shock Naves:	 If shock waves in the nozzle and flow field are not con- ,A
R sidered, and a plume is computed as an isentropic flow, the errors in theA= plume flow field are similar in magnitude to those associated with start line
a effects (Item 9), (Refs. 8 and 9) except that in the immediate vicinity of
the shock wave, variations in flaw propertie s can ee extremely different from
the "no-shock" case.
	 The greatest influence tends to occur along the center-
', line of the plume where the shock wave is strongest.
	
In the highly expanded
" portion of a high-altitude (near vacuum) plume calculation the influence of
the shock waves diminishes as the shock waves become weaker and weaker.
Tables I and II present the maximum error band values anticipated along the
t'=
<;
centerline of a plume.;,
F,rror Hand Implication: Tables I and 11 list plume flowfield parameters
and the estimated) maxitmam percentage error imposed upon them by the various
items (1 through 10) listed in the preceding discussion. Their application
is restricted to locations in the plume specified in 'fable III and in the^	 p	 P	 ^
preceding discussion of each item. Application of the error bands should be
a S-5
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 considering that each error contribution may only partially exist for a
particular plume, and the rms values of the sum should normally used. In
-RV
P,,o ^ ^^GE zs POOpRIuI
	 0
the application of error bands to design rtata, often a simple means of Paw- 	
rib
pressing the error band is needed. As a result, a nominal accuracy (or error
hand) representation has been devised for use on a general basis. This nom-
inal accuracy should be based upon and reflect, for any particular plume, an
rms summation of various error contributions cited in this paper. The rms
errors should be resolved into a maximum percent error of combined spatial
position and flow parameter value. The spatial accuracy band is arbitrarily
assigned as being equal in percen ikage magnitude to the quantitative accuracy
band. Results of numerous plume calculations and experimental calculations
indicate that the flowfield structure (shock wave locations, etc,) can be in
error as a result of the various factors. Some of the effects which produce
flowfield parameter quantitative errors, also produce flowfield structure
positional errors. Conversely, a highly accurate plume calculation will
necessarily reflect accurate flowfield positional accuracies. Cansequently,
combining the spatial and quantitative accuracy bands is logical. For ex-
ample, a plume nominal accuracy band might, by the inspection process, be
assessed at x-20 percent, which means that the calculated location of a
particular flow feature (a shock wave for instance) may be in error by +20
percent in both the axial and radial position; also, the magnitude of the
flowfield parameters may additionally be in error by +20 percent.
In summary, the process of defining a nominal plume accuracy should be
accomplished by:
1. Assessing the applicability of the various items which contribute
errors to the computed plume flow field at various plume locations
2, Determining the rms error band for each flowfield parameter for
numerous points in the plume 	 3
3. Obtaining a "nominal plume accuracy band" rms value by averaging
the rms error bands of the various points in the flow field.
CONCWS TONS
Factors that affect the accuracy of plume calculations have been cate-
gorized, and anticipated ranges of errors associated with each plume param-
eter have been estimated. This information is provided for reference and is
intended to serve as a guide in estimating the overall accuracy of any given
plu;ne analysis based upon the assumptions employed for the plume calculation.
Absolute values of accuracy are almost impossible to assign to plume calcu-
lations. Therefore, the data presented should be used judiciously, and the
vroblem at hand carefully considered, including the fact that the error bands
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TABLE I. ESTIMATED RANGE OF-PERCENTAGE OF ERROR FOR VARIOUS PARAMETERS
IN PLUME FLOW FIELD FOR A 3-SIGMA DEVIATION AT 95% CONFIDENCE
INTERVAL
Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
k
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19 Mw 0Gi k	 It)	 :1 k ^ Q' G,^N c 7 ,b, `^ ^ h ^ s ^ R ^ tda^
r.0 a 5,u us m a_ °	 'N
c
U c :ja. ti ^'eOka. U .a k^oa ax
Affected a u a a o„ o y p« o aParameter WA' U 'u o 4405: aW 44 z 9 U }-1< Gk u d5 ^ y
PT ± 10 - 20 t	 10 0 * *	 5 ** p 0 + 252 —
rT 20 ± 25t	 3 *	 5 0* * t	 5* p p + 25
P t 10 - 20 t	 5 f 100 t	 10 t	 5 +1000 +100 +100
T t	 3 - 20 _	 50 # 100 + 100 f	 5 *
t	 0
-100 +100 +1000
p t l0 * 20 + 100 t 100 t	 5 t	 5 +50 +100 +100 
V t	 5 * 100 40 t	 5 t	 3 t	 5 ** t 5 ± 10 10
Y t	 3 +	 3 ±	 50 *
	 25 t	 40 t	 5 ** p +	 0+ 10
r i f	 1 t 25 t 100 t 100 1 t	 5 ** p +	 0+ 5
F (impingement +	 0




- 20 +	 10 +	 5
—
+	 20 +• 10 ** +20
—
+ 10 +	 10
+	 5 -	 0M +	 2 +	 5 -	 10 +	 15 +	 50 +	 5 ** +20 + 10 + 15
+ Not meaningful
** Affects mainly the outer 40 %
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wW ,4Parameter U 0 •- a r4 1 Z 4 z
+	 0
PT +	 2 -	 3 +	 2 0 +	 2 A 0 + 25
+	 I +	 0+ 0 r	 0
TT 3 - 10 2 5 +	 a A 0 + 25
+	 0 + so
P +	 Z -	 3 +	 2 +	 15 +	 10 +	 2 -	 0 + 25 + 100
+	 0 +	 5 +100 + 0
T +	 I -	 3 - 10 +	 15 -	 0 +	 2 20 + 25 + 100
+	 0 - 20
P +	 2 -	 3 -	 5 +	 15 +	 5 +	 2 + 10 + 25 + 100
+	 0 - 10
Y +	 I -	 2 +	 5 +	 2 +	 3 +	 2 +	 2 +	 2 +	 10
v +	 I +	 5 +	 5 + 40 +	 z A 0 +	 10
ai +0.5 +	 4 + 10 +	 15 +	 I +	 z qr A 0 +	 S
+	 0
F (impingement +	 2 3 +	 2 +	 2 + 20 +	 4 +	 5 + 2 +	 10
force) 4 P
TZ +	 Z -	 0
+	 2 +	 z 5
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TA) TIC ..III.
	 REGIONS Or,  713E PLUME; WHERE ERROR BANDS APPLY .
'r . Region of Plume Where Error Bands
Item Apply if the Item is Not Included in
the Analysis
I. Engine Operating Conditions Entire Flow. Field
Z. Chamber Combustion Efficiency . Entire Flow Field
and. Momentum Loss
3. Flow. Striations Entire Flow Field
Reaction Kinetics Small. errors near nozzle exit, pro-
gressively larger errors in the far -
k`. plume.
.5:. Non-Continuum Effects Error applies in the transition flow
' regime. The error is zero at the on-
set of transition flow, maximum at the
sudden freeze point, and decreases as
free molecular flow occurs.
;. b. Calculational Accuracy Entire Flow Field
Alt 7. Viscous Effects Error increases in the region of the
plume outside of approximately the 60%
mass flow streamline (where minor
errors exists). Major errors occur
outside the inviscid plume region.
8. Condensation Error is zero upstream of the point in
the flow field where the equilibrium con-
densation temperature exists. Down-
stream, the error can grow with in-
creasing distances from the equilibrium
point.
9. Start Line Error is maximum near the startline,
decreases to smaller values 2 to 5
b^ startline diameters (nozzle throat or
exit) downstream.
1 0. Shock Waves Error is maximum near the centerline
and in the regions where the shock
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1:APpendix G
The results obtained from the ReactLgg and Multiphase Computer Pro-
grarn.(RAMP) are very sensitive to data which are input. For two-phase
cases the mean particle size, distribution of sizes, specific heats, mass
density, particle melting temperature, ,
 chemistry assumptions and boundary
equations are the primary input variables which determine the results. Each
of these variables will be discussed in some detail and suggestions will be
made as to what values can be used for aluminized propellants. it should be
noted, however, that the data presented is not necessarily the best available.
j	 Mean Particle Size
Several different methods have been emp' dyed for obtaining mean par-
ticle size. Included are techniques which correlate mean size to throat diam-
eter (Ref. C-1), mean motor L*
 (Ref. C-2) (chamber volume/throat area),
chamber pressure, residence time, particle loading, maximum stable droplet
size as well as combinations of each of these parameters. As a simple esti-
mate of mean particle size the correlation of Delaney (Ref. C-1) based on throat
diameter can be used:
Dm = . 4 D' 3	(C.1)
where D is the mean particle diameterm	  	   r in microns and D  is the throat
diameter in inches.l
Particl e Size Distribution
For nozzle calculations in which noarticle impingement on the wall isP
anticipated, one particle size at the mean size can be used. However, for
plume calculations a knowledge of the particle size distribution is necessary.
C-1
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Delaney In Ref.0-1 showed that the distribution of particles for smaller
motor s (Dr < 3.5 in.) followed a log normal distribution (Fib . C-1) . 	 For the
.
. .large  motors (D > 3.5 in.) the data .indicate that the size distribution follows
a normal distribution (Fig..G 2).
	 To. use these distributions; move the curves
" up or down to the mean size at the 50%a 'coordinate, then divide the curve into
S:or .b ..'sections and :determ,itte the mean size that goes with each of these
sections.	 Table C-1 gives _.an example of the size distribution (for - 6 discrete
sizes) which was .determined from the .curve ia.Fig. C.-1,
r.r
Particle Specific Heats, Enthalpies and Melting Temperature
The values for particle specific heats, enthalpies and melting tempera-
ture which the authors use are shown in Table C-2.
	 The specific heats shown
are used for the ideal approximation of particle enthalpy verses temperature
(i.e., the specific heat for liquid and solid phases of the aluminum oxide are
constant) .	 The user may find the tables of temperature verses enthalpy in
e
the JANAF Thermochemical Tables (Ref. C -3) .
Particle Mass Density 9
The mass density for aluminum oxide is different for the solid and liquid
phases.. Reference C-4 shows the mass density of liquid aluminum oxide (Al 03)
to be 188 lbm/ft 3 .	 The mass density of solid Al 0 3	ftis 250 lbm^ 3 .	 For cases
where the particle temperatures will be higher than the melting temperature
for most of the flow field, the liquid mass density should be used, 	 in cases
where the particle temperature will be below the melting temperature (i.e.,




There are numerous chemistry assumptions which can be employed by
at
the RAMP code.	 The various assumptions are; (1) ideal gas (constant specific
heat ratio and molecular weight); (2) equilibrium; (3) frozen (constant molecular
_ weight, varying specific heat ratio); (4) equilibrium/frozen (equilibrium with the
molecular weight constant below a specified pressure) or (5) finite-rate chemistry.
C-2
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9 a	 Af 03
 THERMODYNAMIC DATA
Sd
The type of chemistry assumption is very case dependent and also
depends on the use of the flow field, Table C-3 presents various cases
anti applications, along with suggestions as to the type of chemistry
assumptions to be used.
Finite rate cases can generally be started at the nozzle throat assuming
the species distribution is in chemical equilibrium since this is valid for most
propellant systems. Tanles C-4 through C-6 present some reaction mech-
anisms which may be used for applicable propellant nvstems. These reaction
mechanisms were obtained from data presented in Ref. C-5.
Boundar y Equations
The boundary equations which are input to the code should be smooth
and not contain discontinuities in either the slopes or coordinates where no
discontinuities are physically present. Fictitious discontinuities can result
in undesirable mass flow errors showing up during a solution. In Fig. C-3
a description of the boundary equations for the nozzle throat and free boundary
are presented.
More complex nozzle contours may be input with discrete points which
define the wall as a function of radial position and flow angle versus axial
position.
C-5















Base Pressure (Initial Plume Expansion) xx
Electron Density x
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REACTION MECHANISM FOR H2 -02 PROPELLANT SYSTEM
F-r' +LIH +m l +M I cc 6610-,e6 290 090
0 +H +r41 = Q rf +m1 21 40 00-32  09 0 00 0
O +u +M I =02 +M 1 24 3 * bO-30 1 9 O -340. C
H +H +:H2 =rf2 +M2 22 2.80-30 100 097
UH +H =H2 +O 14 1940-14-190 --7000.0
OH +0 =H +02 11 4.00-11
	 090 0*0
OH +H2 =H2C^ +H 14 1900-17-290 -290090
OH +OH =H2O +O 13 1.00-11 090 -110090
Catalytic Species
M 1 = 3H z 0;  All others: 1.0

























































REACTION MECHANISM FOR LOX-RPI PROPELLANT SYSTEM
r^ +UH +M1 =hzo +M1 22 6.10-26 200 0.G
+H +m 1 =UH +m1 21 2000— :32 0.0 0.0
Q +0 +,m 1 = %► 2 +M 1 24 3.60-30 1.0 —340. 0
6 +H +MZ =H2 +M2 e2 2 060-30 100 o.i
CH +h =H 2 +0 14 1.40-14-1*0 --7000.0
JH +U =ti +02 11 4e00-11 0a0 0#0
OH +rig =H10 +H 14 1+00-17-2r0 . --2900*0
OH +UH =H2O +0 13 1.00-11	 000 —110000
co +J +M3 =4()2 +M3 23 2.00-33 0*0 —4000oC
OH +Cp =CJ2 +H 14 1010-19-200 1600.0
Catalytic-Species
M 1 = 3H 2 0,  2 C 02; All others: 1.0
M 2 = 20 H, 10 Hz O, 3 CO2, 2.5 H2 ; All others: 1.0
M 3 = 20 021 10 H2O, 3 CO 23 1.5 CO; All others: 1.0
s,
X=0
^RC 17 RC = radius of curvature of thecircular arc of the throatRT = throat radiusXO a axial distance from the origin
of the coordinate system to the
throat
9 = throat divergence angle corre-
sponding to the maximum value
for which the throat conic equa-
tion applies
The conic equation for this case would have the :following form;
A = -1 for an upper equation, +1 for a lower equation (-1 for this case)
B = RC  - XOZ
C axo
D=-1
E _ -(RC + RT)
Xmax = RC sing + XO





P =0 100	 '	 Plume
t
	 Nozzle	 Boundary
PINY = 0.1 (psfa)





 3 - Sample of Boundary Equations
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The freestream approach flow is
inclined at 15 deg to the plume with
a gamma ( Y) of 1.4, a Mach number
of 10, and a static pressure of 0.1
psfa.
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